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Summary of Thesis submitted for PhD degree 
by Mdrta Mini er 
on 
Translating Hamlet into Hungarian Culture: 
A Case Study in Rewriting and Translocation 
This thesis investigates the translation of Hamlet into Hungarian culture. In order to 
cover as wide a spectrum of translation as possible, the 
4L thesis employs Roman 
Jakobson's tripartite notion of translation: interlingual, intralingual and interserniotic 
transfer. However,, the thesis also challenges Jakobson's categories, especially with 
regard to the considerable degree of overlap that occurs. 
The first part of the thesis focuses on what is traditionally termed translation - 
translation 'proper' or interlingual translation. Nevertheless, in the context of the 
Hungarian Hamlets intralingual translation is also involved due to the central status of 
Jdnos Arany's 1867 translation. This translation influences the work of later 
translators,, whether they approach the sacred text with the attitude of discipleship 
(that is to say, with reverence for Arany and with the intention of imitating or learning 
from Arany) or, less frequently, with the attitude of mastery (claiming equal or greater 
expertise). This process, which can be described as a Bloomian coming-to-terms with 
the father figure, is apparent when one looks at how famous Shakespearean-Aranyean 
fragments of Hamlet are 'retranslated' by subsequent translators. Apart from 
examples of the fragmentary afterlife of Arany's Hamlet, critical discourse also 
displays a certain taboo surrounding Arany's Hamlet. 
The second part of the thesis deals with interserniotic translation, providing a 
detailed case study of the 2003 P&cs performance based on a contemporary translation 
by Addin Nddasdy. This instance of translation involves the transposition of a purely 
verbal text onto an art form that is not exclusively verbal. 
The third part of the thesis engages in the discussion of a spectrum of rewrites 
(or, in Jakobson's term, 'rewording') and follows a genre-based division: Hamletian 
ramifications in drama, fiction and poetry. 
The examination of these three interrelated areas of translation activity 
prompts the critic to envisage a complex Hungarian Hamlet palimpsest woven in the 
spint of making Shakespeare and Hamlet 'our own'. 
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INTRODUCTION 
I 
A reputed Hungarian director, Art-dr Bardos, visited England in 1949 in order to 
direct Hamlet. When asked by the BBC about this experience, he quipped, 
Of course it is a great honour and a challenge, but to tell you the truth, it's 
strange to hear the text in English because I am used to the original 
version, translated by J6nos Arany. (Elsom 1989, p. 94, my emphasis) 
This anecdote was related by Anna F61des in Is Shakes eare Still Our p 
Contemporary?, and it has since intrigued scholars and other cultural 
commentators. It was repeated in Zoltdn Mdrkus's contribution to La traduzione 
di Amleto nella cultura europea (2002). It made yet another apparition in a 
collection of essays entitled Foreign Shakespeare (1993), edited by Dennis 
Kennedy, as an epigraph to Kennedy's "Introduction: Shakespeare Without His 
Language" (p. 1). It has also been cited in such non-academic sources as The 
Guardian Review as late as autumn 2003. 
Both Justin Cartwright, the author of the article in The Guardian, and 
Zoltdn Mdrkus, the Hungarian theatre scholar, point out the amusing potential of 
the remark, which is certainly partly how Bdrdos intended us to take it; however, 
there is more to be said for this anecdote than that it illustrates "Shakespeare 
ha[ving] gone global" (Cartwright 2003, p. 7) or that it highlights "the 
contradiction between a universal Shakespeare tradition and its local and national 
appropriations" (Mdrkus 2002, p. 17). The story tells us about the place a text 
occupies in personal cultural memory, while this specific instance applies to 
collective memory, too. It may look curious at first glance, but it is an apt 
expression of what Arany's Hamlet means to many Hungarians. This anecdote 
aptly and succinctly introduces the present thesis. It highlights the status of 
Arany's translation as an 'original', an apparently paradoxical view, but one the 
present study will place in cultural and theoretical context. 
In short, this thesis will examine how Shakespeare's play HamletPrince of 
Denmark has been translated into Hungarian culture. However, almost every word 
in this statement (which provides the main title of the thesis) requires further 
clarification. 
First and foremost, the thesis will not limit itself to the strict meaning of 
the word translation as in common usage, that is, interlingual translation. A 
broader metaphorical sense will be employed in order to engage in a 
kaleidoscopic survey of Hungarian reworkings of the play whether in literature 
(including both interlingual translations and adaptations in drama, fiction and 
poetry) or theatre (translating for the theatre, dramaturgy, and performance as 
translation), and indeed, on occasion, making some reference to film, classical 
music and rock opera. This critical approach is inspired by Roman Jakobson's 
tripartite definition of translation (1959), where he differentiates between 
interlingual, intralingual and intersemiotic translation. Jakobson introduced the 
term intralingual translation for rewording, interlingual translation for translation 
proper, and intersemiotic translation for transmission of verbal signs into a 
nonverbal system (1992, p. 145). The latter includes translation between media, 
for example, "from verbal art into music, dance, cinema, or painting" (1992, p. 
151). 1 The emphasis in the main title is thus on Hungarian culture rather than on 
Hungarian literature or theatre exclusively. 
' The use of the term translation in so wide a sense has not always been accepted by scholars. 
Luise von Flotow, for instance, takes issue with the term, because, in her view, "the material 
realities of translation are occluded in such metaphorical use" (1997, p. 95). However, in general 
Jakobson's terms have been enormously influential. 
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The three main parts of the thesis are based on Jakobson's three-fold 
definiton. Yet, in a deconstructivist gesture, the thesis will continuously 
acknowledge that there is a great deal of overlap between these 'types', and that 
texts do not tend to fall neatly into a single category. The term 'text' is also 
intended to extend beyond verbal texts, such that any artefact that may be subject 
to scholarly scrutiny is included. The thesis intends to show that most texts that 
are supposed to be interlingual translations are, in fact, intralingual ones too, since 
they are in an intertextual relationship with 'the' canonical translation written in 
the same language (Arany's) and possibly with other Hungarian texts. The 
translation activity in these cases involves a (re)reading and further translation of 
Arany's work. 
It is also difficult to decide how much and what kind of freedom a 
translator is allowed to exercise in order for the artefact to be called a translation, 
and not an adaptation, a version, and so on. There are no objective criteria for how 
to separate these notions. In Riitta Oittinen's view, "the main difference between 
translation and adaptation lies in our attitudes and points of view, not in any 
concrete difference between the two" (2000, p. 80). A great deal depends on what 
a certain receiving community regards as translation at a given historical time. 
Kazinczy's 1790 less-than-tragic Hamlet was viewed as a translation at the time, 
public opinion today would tend to consider such a work an adaptation, due to the 
radical innovations in terms of plot and character. 
There is a plethora of terms when it comes to naming, or describing such 
'translations'. Critics often struggle with a terminological crux. Chantal Zabus 
prepares a rich list of textual transformations without explaining them in detail, in 
order to offer the umbrella term 'rewriting' for them (which she defines with the 
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aid of another critical term: appropriation). The absence of translation from the 
nomenclature is telling: 
As a genuine category of textual transformation that is different from but 
that possesses the ability to encompass sources, imitation, parody, 
pastiche, satire, duplication, repetition (both as debasement and 
challenging recurrence), allusion, revision, and inversion, "rewriting" is 
the appropriation of a text that it simultaneously authorizes and critiques 
for its own ideological uses. (2002, p. 3, my emphases) 
There are numerous terms for modes of cultural re-creation, such as 
alteration (I 8th century), imitation (I 8th century), spinoff (contemporary), 
tradaptation (Lapage). Ruby Cohn (1976) opts for the term offshoot, with 
subcategories such as reductionlemendation, adaptation, and transformation. 
Other,, often title-giving, tenns in use are repositioning (Cartelli 1999), 
reinventing (Taylor 1990), reimagining (Marsden 1995,2 Miller 2003), makingfit 
(Clark 1997 cited Fischlin and Fortier 2000, p. 1) cultural re-creation (Fischlin 
and Fortier 2000, p. 2). Fischlin and Fortier dismiss the term appropriation (for 
example, Marsden 1991, Desmet and Sawyer 1999) for connoting "a hostile 
takeover" (2000, p. 3). For the present writer this word does not have a negative 
connotation; it is rather adaptation that has an inferior tone. Adapting something 
implies adjusting it, making it suitable for a certain receiving community, even if 
that involves the possibility of changes that break away from the 'source text', 
while still being servile to it, communicating it to an audience in a more palatable 
or topical way (than the 'source' itself would read). Fischlin and Fortier choose 
adaptation as a "working label", because this is the term they believe to be in most 
common use, and it also emphasises the process involved (2000, p. 3). 
(Interlingual translation is not included in this concept, though. ) Importantly, they 
also point out that appropriation can take place without actual alteration of a text - 
for instance, quoting a Shakespearean sonnet on a Valentine's card, or, in the 
2 The word is spelt as re-imagining in Marsden's study. 
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Hungarian context, quoting a sentence from Shakespeare in a collection of 
aphorisms or in a young lady's commonplace book - while the cases they look at 
include textual modifications rather than 'mere' recontextualisation. It is to be 
regretted that the academic disciplines examining texts of a 'translational' 
modality are so compartmentalised, and thus, their critical attention so divided. 
Fischlin and Fortier are among the very few critics working on adaptation who 
draw a parallel between what could be styled 'adaptation studies' and translation 
theory. 
There are innumerable texts on the bordeline of either inter- or intralingual 
and interserniotic translation too. Suffice it to remind ourselves of theatre 
performances 'of translations or adaptations or films that have a translation or 
adaptation as their main source. In these cases the interserniotic translation 
depends on or is concomitant with inter- and/or intralingual transfer. Such 
instances are not necessarily centred on the verbal text. "With theatre translation, 
the problems of translating texts take on a new dimension of complexity, for the 
text is only one element in the totality of theatre discourse" (Bassnett 1991, p. 
132). Part Two and, to a lesser extent, the Introduction to Part Three of this thesis 
will engage in a discussion of this phenomenon. 
One interface between interlingual, intralingual and interserniotic 
translation is dramaturgy. One of the most significant aspects of the thesis will be 
to show that dramaturgy is indeed a kind of translation, whether it is the 
reworking of a translation or an 'original' work, as it reformulates that certain 
work for a new audience and for a new medium. Dramaturgy involves mainly 
intralingual and intersemiotic translation; or, more precisely, it is principally 
intralingual translation, though it has an interserniotic aspect, as dramaturgy 
facilitates interserniotic transfer. It may have an interlingual. aspect as well, 
3 The tenn 'adaptation studies' is used by John Joughin (2003, p. 145). 
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especially when it comes to a dramaturgical adjustment of what would be - in 
Jakobson's term -a translation proper. In this case the dramaturg may 
doublecheck certain expressions in the foreign-language 'original' if the 'original' 
s/he is adapting to the stage is confusing. A section in Part One Chapter Two of 
this thesis, discussing Istvdn E6rsi's first version of Hamlet, will focus on this, 
and there will be references to dramaturgy in Part Two, too, with regard to how 
Nddasdy's translation was staged at P6cs. 
This thesis will view translation as interpretation or - in a less 
controversial tenn - reading, as opposed to a replica or regurgitation of the 
6original'. It would be problematic, however, to view a translation as a direct and 
unambiguous asset of the translator's reading of a certain 'original', yet the 
interpretative element is very important in translation, and the text reveals 
something about the translator's approach to the 'source'. Referring to Herder and 
Vossler, Riitta Oittinen points to translation as an act of reading. 
Reading and translation are inseparable experiences on many levels. 
Reading as such is often understood as translation; reading is also an 
intergral part of the translation process. Yet the translator is a very special 
kind of reader: she/he is sharing her/his reading experience with target- 
language readers. (Oittinen 2000, p. 17) 
Some translators see translations as a form of reception. For the modernist poet 
Istvan Vas, reading poetry implies translating from it (Kardos 1965, p. 66). 
A literary or theatrical translation - especially if it is a retranslation - is 
stimulated and accompanied by critical, analytic work. The Yale 
decontstructionist Paul de Man compares the task of the translator to that of the 
critic (1986). (Re)translation can be indicative of a text becoming writerly in a 
culture (in the Barthesian sense). Roland Barthes appears to identify readerly texts 
(which the reader is not invited to rewrite) with the notion of the classic when he 
claims: 
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Opposite the writerly text, then, is its countervalue, its negative, reactive 
value; what can be read, but not written; the readerly. We call any readerly 
text a classic text. (1990, p. 4) 
However, the very fact that reworking highly canonical texts is so characteristic 
of the postmodem hugely troubles Barthes' dichotomy of readerly and writerly 
texts. The heated debate in Hungary on the necessity of retranslating Shakespeare, 
which have been in the foreground from the beginning of the 1980s, indicates a 
reluctance to read Shakespeare (including Hungarian 'Shakespeares'). 
Viewing the translator-rewriter - and theatre-makers should also be 
included here - as a reader allows us to liken this process to how reception 
aesthetics and literary hermeneutics envisage the reading process in general: the 
reader identifies some gaps, some "unwritten aspects" (Iser 1988, p. 213) of the 
text s/he is reading, and engages in "filling in the gaps left by the text itself' (Iser 
1988, p. 216). One may, thus, think of the translator-rewriter as an active reader of 
the foreign-language or same-language/native language 'original(s)', who will 
recognise certain gaps and - being inspired by the potential hidden in these 
missing elements - will fill them in imaginatively in his/her translation. Different 
translators are bound to notice different gaps. Nddasdy, for example, admitted that 
he found a gap with regard to the general perception of the character of Polonius: 
I wanted to do justice to this gentleman, to show that he was not as stupid 
or as childish as many think. Actually, he's a benevolent person. Maybe he 
tells his daughter a bit too bluntly what he is inevitably supposed to tell her 
in some way: the prince cannot marry her. Ophelia is just one of 
Polonius's numerous duties. He does not embrace his daughter with tender 
loving care, but tells his opinion in telegraphese. Albeit in the wrong way, 
he does something which is right. (Minier 2002, p. 305) 
This may be related to the practice of corrective translation, often exercised in 
feminist translation, for example that of the Bible or texts by misogynists (cf. von 
Flotow 1997, p. 27). Many other reworkings clarify aspects that are left 
ambiguous in the 'original', or exploit a possibility that is left there 'in the bud'; 
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for example, the relationship between Ophelia and Laertes may be regarded as a 
bit suspicious, and it may provoke adaptation. The P6cs performance and, even 
more so, the Debrecen production based on Nadasdy's translation) make a very 
slight hint at incestuous desires between these two characters (in tenns of body 
language rather than verbally). (Of course, the reading of this, again, is dependent 
on the viewer. ) The script of the Lencses-Horvdth rock opera 'spells it out' in its 
transfort-nation of the closet scene that Gertrude was not at all aware of old 
Hamlet's murder. The rewritten aspects can be connected to plot, character, and 
ideology, among others. 
It is recognised within criticism that the act of rewriting in general has at 
least two important, and closely intertwined, components: a critical and a creative 
one (cf Fischlin and Fortier 2000, p. 8). The former may involve assessing or 
even challenging the 'original'. Yet, this cannot work without re-creating, 
reimagining - often continuing or extending - certain aspects of the original. This 
thesis seeks to emphasise that interlingual translation is no exception. It also 
involves a balanced combination of creative and critical work. There is no clear 
dividing line between translation 'proper' and adaptation - both these metaphors 
try to capture the essence of rewriting. They are almost interchangeable: a 
translation adapts its 'original' in the sense of the Latin adaptare: 'make it fit', 
O; make it suitable' (as it is never an innocent, faithful replica), and an adaptation 
'translates' its 'source' for a different receiving community (whether in terms of 
time or place). 
The texts we shall examine do not lend themselves to pidgeonholing in 
ten-ns of temporality or state of 'completion' either. Neither the original or source, 
nor the translation is easily identifiable. Another aim of this thesis is to undermine 
the age-old dichotomy of original/source and translation, or - as translation 
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scholars tend to put it - source text and target text. These traditional tenns need to 
be used in inverted commas, partly for mere reasons of philology (it is not always 
evident what source was used by the translator), and partly, in the interest of 
accepting and further developing an intertextual notion of translation (J6zan 1997, 
Szegedy-Maszdk 1998). With regard to reworkings other than translation proper, 
Christy Desmet operates with the term parent text in order to name the 'source' 
when she elaborates on Harold Bloom's approach (1999, p. 9). Bloom himself 
employs the tenn parent poem in The Anxiety ofInfluence (1973, p. 94). The term 
parent text is also used by Patsy Stoneman (1996, p. 88) in her investigation of 
sequels to nineteenth-century novels, mainly stories about women. In her article 
entitled "The Sequels Syndrome: Writing Beyond the Ending? " (1995) Stoneman 
deploys the tenn originating text. Ruby Cohn prefers the tenn Shakespeare 
filiation (1976, p. 378). In terms of gender politics all the three above expressions 
are politically correct; parent text and filiation seem to challenge the long- 
sustained masculine family metaphorics of fatherhood and primogeniture in 
relation to Shakespeare, as filiation derives from the Latin filius [son] and filia 
[daughter]. 
The text traditionally labelled 'original' may be very difficult, and 
sometimes impossible, to trace back, or may indeed turn out to be a different 
edition or version in different cases of interlingual. translation. The 
'Shakespearean' original itself exists in three versions: the First (Bad) Quarto 
(1603), the Second (Good) Quarto (1604), and the Folio (1623); the most 
authentic one being the Good Quarto, according to the current state of 
Shakespeare criticism. These are just the substantive texts; nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century translators have had a wide selection of editions (with their own 
interpretative prefaces and critical apparatus) to choose from. Some of the 
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translations indicate which sources were used, but not all do so. This was not a 
widespread practice in the 19th century. Mer Vajda's case (1839) is rather 
problematic exactly for this reason: one can only make assumptions as to which 
edition(s) he may have used. Arany (1867) was using an English and Gen-nan 
bilingual edition (Delius) as his main source. The practice of indicating the source 
is more common in the 20th century, though by no means always the case. For 
instance, Attila Szab6 T. 's 1929 translation refers to the source, namely the Globe 
edition from 1887 (Macmillan); yet, somewhat surprisingly, Mesz6ly's 1996 text 
does not. Prompted in an interview (Minier 2003, p. 2, also see Appendix Seven) 
M6sz6ly said yes to whether he used the Arden edition, yet, this is open to doubt, 
due to certain verbal clues in his text. krpad Zigdny's 1899 translation indicates 
on the verso that it is based on Dyce's second edition. In his well-researched 
afterword to his 1901 translation Bela Telekes mentions all three Shakespearean 
sources and,, understandably at the time, he claims that all 'newer' editions were 
based on the Folio, which was generally the case until around the 1930s. Even 
though Telekes does not mention the source(s) he was using, it can be assumed 
that it was an edition of the 1623 text. It seems, though, that he used more than 
one source, as he points out differences between these in the endnotes. E6rsi and 
Nddasdy both used the New Arden Hamlet, edited by Harold Jenkins. However, 
this is only valid for E6rsi's second version (1988); as regards the first - more 
dramaturgical than interlingual - version (1983), it is not too clear which English 
texts were consulted. Janoshazy includes a translator's note at the end of his 
collected volume of Shakespeare translations, where he clarifies that he worked 
from the Oxford Shakespeare, using the extra lines of the Second Quarto 
(Shakespeare 2002, p. 465). Thus, the thesis does not aim to make a contribution 
to manuscript studies in the sense of carefully comparing alleged source and 
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translation line by line or section by section. Although the present writer has 
theoretical reservations about citing Hungarian versions of more or less the same 
English sentence, we shall do so (especially in Part One Chapter Three) partly for 
the sake of juxtaposing translations for illustrative purposes, partly to emphasise 
how indebted most translations are to Arany's work. The Shakespearean source to 
be used for this purpose is the New Arden Shakespeare, edited by Harold Jenkins, 
mainly because it is an amply annotated edition, and it was used by some of the 
contemporary translators. One has to bear in mind, however,, that these 
translations are not based on the very same English source. Apart from the 
English 'source(s)', translators often consult foreign-language translations, which 
also contribute to the concept of the 'original'. For example, Arany consulted 
Schlegel's version, while Nadasdy consulted both Schlegel and one of Bonnefoy's 
translations alongside its Gennan literal translation (cf Minier 2002, p. 3 10). 
It is not only the notion of the 'original' that can be deconstructed but the 
translation itself may not have a final version (perhaps, when the translator is still 
alive); there may be various versions by the same translator; some of them may be 
in theatrical use, some published for readers. This will especially apply to Istvan 
E6rsi's and Adam Nddasdy's work. One faces a philological problem here: which 
should count as 'the' translation by E6rsi or Nadasdy, if the question can be 
answered at all. This is a complex issue especially when all the translations were 
done for a different purpose or for a different audience, so they all have a 'right) 
to be called Ebrsi's or Nadasdy's translations. Translating Hamlet can be a 
lifetime project, and the end-product may be very difficult to pin down. These 
Hungarian examples are not isolated cases in modem Europe. The French poet 
and translator Yves Bonnefoy has a lifelong history of translating Hamlet, 
'bettering' his own translation, embracing new approaches (1957,1959,1962, 
1978 and 1988). With his four different Hamlet perfonnances (1960, twice in 
1981, and 1989) Adrzej Wajda can be cited as an example from the stage. In the 
realm of film, Carmelo Bene prepared numerous versions of Hamlet. 4 
Nter Vajda's text has never been published; it only exists in manuscript, 
to be more precise, in three manuscripts. Two of these are believed to be 
dramaturgical versions of his text (it is most likely that they were done by the 
theatre-maker Gdbor Egressy); while the third one is, in all probability, authentic, 
though it contains more than one handwriting (in different colours, including 
notes by the censor), providing alternative versions of lines, and other remarks to 
do with staging. It is still debated by Vajda scholars whether it should be seen as a 
holograph (at least as regards the main handwriting). This is a palimpsest in itself 
rather than a single unified text and it is very difficult to decide which version 
takes precedence. 
Another phenomenon in current dramaturgy that challenges the concept of 
the integrity of the playtext is directors' and dramaturgs' practice of adding lines 
or even scenes to a particular translation. For instance, the distinguished writer 
Ldsz16 Mdrton rewrote the gravediggers' scene for the 2004 Hamlet perfonnance 
directed by JOzsef Jdmbor, although they used Arany's translation as the basis of 
the script. Especially for the theatre the playtext is not a closed text; it is one that 
invites a creative touch. Textual additions for the sake of a particular production 
are part and parcel of dramaturgy, yet the activity may be almost indistinguishable 
from translation proper when a translator who is at the same time a theatre-maker 
inserts new material in his/her translation. This is close to the concept of 'creative 
translation' as defined by Jean-Michel D6prats, a contemporary French translator 
of Shakespeare (2004, p. 134). In 1995 Janos Csanyi - using Arany's translation - 
4 For Bonnefoy see Heylen 1993, pp. 92-93, for Wajda see Walaszek 1998, pp. 109-117, and for 
Bene see Cantoni 2003. 
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translated A Midsummer Night's Dream for the perforinance he was directing at 
the Bdrka [Ark] Theatre in Budapest. Csdnyi added an extra rehearsal scene to be 
spoken by the tradesmen. (The production was very well received and was 
awarded the prize of the magazine Szinhciz for that year. )5 
The aforementioned intertextual approach to translation encourages the 
receiver to question the dichotomy of 'translation' and 'original'. It is not only the 
so-called 'original' that is rewritten, but other texts and artefacts may be woven 
into the so-called 'translation'. These influences can come from the 'source', the 
receiving, or even totally extraneous cultures. Here is an illuminating example 
from the Hungarian translation history of another Shakespeare play, A 
Midsummer Night's Dream. The expression in question is "my life for yours" 
(111/1; 40-41), which is spoken by one of the tradesmen, Bottom, instructing 
Quince at a rehearsal. In a recent Hungarian translation of the play this is 
mediated as "eletemet es veremet ajanlom" [I offer my life and blood] 
(Shakespeare 1995, pp. 76-77). The translator's choice is playfully intertextual, 
since it recalls a famous anecdote from the history of Hungary under Austrian 
domination. When, before the Silesian war of 1756-63, the Empress Maria 
Theresa asked the Hungarian nobility for an anny, they offered their lives and 
blood ("Vitam et sanguinem! "), provided that they received exemption from 
taxation for their lands. When retranslating the comedy Adam Nadasdy makes use 
of the analogous situation in a daring, tongue-in-cheek way: both the tradesmen 
and the noblemen want to receive something in return. This event takes place well 
after Shakespeare's time, and it clearly belongs to the receiving culture. This very 
apparent rewriting gesture - in which cultural allusion is made to a much later 
event - does not allow the receiver to identify the translation with the original, 
and it highlights the creative aspect of translation. 
' For a brief assessment of the performance see Stefanova 2000, pp. 72-73. 
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For the above reasons it is difficult even to say - by way of introduction - 
how many proper translations Hamlet has in Hungarian. One may list Kazinczy 
(1790), Vajda (1839), Arany (1867), Zigdny (1899), Telekes (1901), Szab6 T. 
(1929), E6rsi (1983), Mesz6ly (1996), E6rsi (1993, revised 1999), Nddasdy (1999, 
revised 2001), Janoshazy (2002). Zsigrnond Acs's translation is not extant (see 
Part One Chapter Two). 6 Yet,, Kazinczy's text was not based on an English 
'original', E6rsi's first text is a dramaturgical version, Vajda's translation exists in 
various versions, and so on. Not counting any text that used a non-English source 
primarily (whether from a mediating foreign language or from Hungarian) one 
may identify nine 'proper' translations, but pidgeonholing these is not at all the 
aim of this thesis. It is more important to point out their interaction, often through 
frequently cited or borrowed fragments. 
The widely used traditional tenns 'target language', 'target culture' and 
'target text' are also problematic, since they imply that the process of textual 
production ends with the appearance of a translation, while it is evident that the 
translation will have its own afterlife. This thesis intends to work on the 
deconstruction of such terms, and will refrain from employing the word 'target' in 
such contexts. The term 'receiving culture' (adopted in accordance with 
hermeneutics and reception aesthetics) indicates more aptly that the translation is 
received by a different community to that which received the 'source text' 
(whether as a literary or theatrical experience), and it will obviously be subject to 
very different readings to those of the respective foreign-language 'source'. One 
of the markers of Arany's Hamlet being a text in its own right is that it has its own 
critical reception, examples of which will be referred to throughout the thesis. 
' An inventory called "Pest vdrmegye Jdt6kszini k6nyvtAra" [The Theatrical Library of County 
Pest] lists a translation of Hamlet by a certain Ldszl6 Bartsai (cf. Bayer 1909, p. 159). This 
translation has never been found, and there are no other contemporary references to it. 
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Thus a huge textual network (the corpus around a specific rewrite of 
I T_ 
humlet with 'all' its reader-dependent intertexts) is continuously generated by the 
appearance of retranslations or rewritings. A retranslation is not only the 
revitalisation of the 'original'. It is essentially a hypertextual reading, within a 
complex and diverse textual network in which originals and translations merge 
into one another. 
Some light should be thrown on the phrase 'Hungarian culture'. Firstly, 
why culture and why not literature orpolysystem? The term culture implies much 
more than literature; it includes other art forms and a common lived history, a 
shared memory. Itamar Even-Zohar (1978) famously proposed the term 
6polysystem' instead of 'literature' in order to include canonical as well as non- 
canonical 'systems'. In a more recent version of his theory he took the 
6extraliterary' into account to a greater extent. However, the thesis will opt for the 
more all-encompassing word culture and refer to different facets and areas of 
culture. This is partly because this tenn, albeit less rigorously defined, includes 
much more than literature, and partly because polysystem has a predominantly 
scientific connotation, that of attempting to categorise, pidgeonhole and pin down 
living culture as though a cluster of systems. 7 Even though the phrase culture will 
be used in the thesis rather than polysystem, there will be some references to the 
various insights of polysystem theory, especially with regard to the periodisation 
of translation history in a culture. 
This thesis also makes a point of specifying Hunganan culture as opposed 
to Hungary as a country, since significant Hungarian-speaking groups live outside 
the borders of Hungary, and some of the translators to be discussed come from 
these communities. For example, Attila Szabo T. was a Transylvanian Hungarian, 
7 The present author is indebted to Raymond Williams's concept of lived culture (cf. Williams 
1965, p. 66). 
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and his translation was published in Romania in 1929. The contemporary 
translator Gy6rgy Jdnoshazy also lives in a Transylvanian city, Marosvdsdrhely 
(Tirgu-Murq), where his translation of Hamlet was published in 2002. Csaba 
Kiss, the author of a recent rewriting, is also from Transylvania, though he now 
lives in the mother country. Even the centre of the Hungarian Hamlet canon - 
Arany - was born in what is now Romania (the Transylvanian Nagyszalonta). The 
poet Eva Finta is from the Ukraine, even though she has lived in Hungary since 
1992. Excluding these important figures and many others on the basis of only 
historical happenstance would be unwise and illogical. 
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The present thesis is predicated on the notion that certain texts and textual 
networks - beyond their canonical positions as asserted by academia, publishers, 
artistic reworkings and other factors - acquire and maintain a role in the identity 
formation of a group or community, infiltrating the collective unconscious, and 
permeating collective and personal memory alike. Shakespeare's primus inter 
pares text, Hamlet, is one of the most fruitful examples of this phenomenon. 
Though the status of these texts is difficult to determine, equivocal even, 
the concept that the present writer intends to circumscribe implies more than only 
books on the shelf of world classics or European/Western masterpieces, or texts 
on the lists of required readings in secondary, further and higher education. It also 
extends beyond widely read bestsellers or cult books. Apart from a potential to 
perfonn these functions such texts also contribute to the narration of the story of a 
community (such as a nation) or the Bildung of an individual. Long after the 
intertextual turn in the study of art it is not an unorthodox presupposition that a 
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text, a story, or rather, versions and versions of it, take part in the weaving of 
another story or stories outside their own original context. 
In such cases it is hardly possible to decide whether it is the original text 
or any or all of its translated versions (or even other-language texts mediating 
between these two) that had such an important identity-providing role in the given 
receiving community. To put it more crudely, was it Shakespeare and his Hamlet, 
or Kazinczy, Vajda and - decisively - Arany that - to borrow Andrds Kis6ry's 
apt wording - "Hamletised the spirit of the nation" (1996, p. 11)? Or was the 
process in fact determined by relay texts, namely German translations and 
adaptations, such as the Schlegel-Tieck or the Schroeder versions? Thinking of 
the Hungarian context, was it really Shakespeare who 'made it' or was it how the 
Hungarians reinvented him (partly under German influence)? The answer does not 
lie with one side only. It is the co-operation of all these constituents that have 
marked Hamlet as a naturalised Hungarian story (even if with some foreign 
elements). 
There is no Hungarian Shakespeare in a Renaissance idiom, as 
Shakespeare had no Hungarian reception whatsoever - including translation - 
until the Enlightenment. This phenomenon is neither unique nor accidental. 
Several other Eastern and Central European cultures, and even Scandinavia, 
commenced their reception of Shakespeare only at this time (cf. Schultze 1993 
and Smidt 1993). 
It is a widespread practice within literary, and even more, in theatre 
translation, that the translator mediates the 'source' into the language of his/her 
own day rather than a language conforming to the historical version of the 
6original'. However, Jean-Michel D6prats presents the latter option as a 
possibility, or at least, a theoretically viable idea. 
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The desire to translate Shakespeare into language that corresponds to 
sixteenth-century English is a legitimate one. What can be more honest 
than not pulling the work out of its original linguistic and cultural 
environment, and keeping intact with the threads that bind it to its epoch 
and historical context? (2001, p. 78) 
Nevertheless, one might argue that this strategy is only feasible if the 
translator lives at more or less the same time as the author. A consciously, 
deliberately archaizing language - be it prepared with a great deal of scholarship 
and diligence - might distract the reader or viewer, and might easily turn into a 
parody, namely of the style that it seeks to imitate or recreate. The decision of the 
great nineteenth-century Hungarian translators of Shakespeare to 'render' his 
work into the language of their own time, without a tendency to archaize, was a 
logical and pragmatic one. Since turning Shakespeare into the Hungarian of the 
Renaissance never occurred, to do so now would be nothing more than an 
experimentalist postmodern enterprise. It would result in a 'translation' more 
metatextual (speaking of its own conception) than functional as it will be obvious 
that the translation is written in a false, counterfeit sixteen/seventeenth- century 
idiom coined by the translator. Andr6 Lefevere, being aware of such experimental 
examples, interrogates the necessity of texts of this kind. 
The flavor argument seems to lose its force the farther one goes back in 
time. Once the language variant becomes a historical variant, a previous 
stage of the same language, the flavor ceases to matter. Nobody would 
argue that Shakespeare should be translated into sixteenth-century German, 
for instance, or Frangois Villon into fifteenth-century English, even though 
Dante has been translated into mock-thirteenth-century French and mock- 
thirteenth-century German. (1992, p. 70) 
A different suggestion is put forward by Andre Lorant, who urges the emergence 
of a new prose translation of Hamlet. Unsurprisingly, his argument springs from 
the taboo position of Arany's text: "Arany's translation should be considered an 
untouchable master-piece" (Lorant 1996, p. 108). He continues: 
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No, this translation is worth its weight in gold and must not be touched! 
Yet the time has come to establish a new prose version in Hungarian that 
would take into account the immense progress made by Shakespeare 
specialists for a better understanding of the text, especially in the last half- 
century. (1996, p. 109, my emphasis) 
Lorant uses a pun on Arany's name, which is the same word as 'gold' in 
Hungarian. This proposal (coming from outside Hungary, yet from a person of 
Hungarian origin) failed to find adherence, despite the example of the Englisch- 
Deutsche Studienausgabe. This represents a republication of Shakespeare in a 
bilingual edition consisting of an original and an intentionally very close prose 
translation. 
An insight from polysystem theory may throw light on the importance of 
translation during the Hungarian Enlightemnent. In Itamar Even-Zohar's view, 
translation can be of primary importance when a literature is young, that is, in the 
process of being established; when it is peripheral or weak; or when it goes 
through a crisis or is at a turning point (Even-Zohar 1978, p. 24). Once the culture 
has become settled, translation can be treated as a secondary activity. He claims 
that in strong, well-developed, 'self-sufficient' cultures (such as Anglo-American 
and French cultures) there is no urgent need for much translation activity any 
longer (Gentzler 1993, p. 118). Later, he modifies his concept of the role of 
translation to be 'variable' instead of the dichotomy of primary and secondary 
(Gentzler 1993, p. 117). 
The appearance of Shakespeare 'translations' (or rather adaptations) 
during the Enlightenment was part of a process of national literature-making and 
language reform. There was a programmatic amelioration of the language taking 
place through translation, while at the same time, a chief aim of translating certain 
6central' texts of European culture was to gain domestic as well as foreign 
prestige for the language. It is hardly surprising that a few texts by Shakespeare - 
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or rather, their Hungarian appropriations - became much more than just classics; 
they are rather 'texts of identity' (cf. Shotter and Gergen 1989). It is a case of 
many Hamlets, or rather, 'Hamlet' as a multi-layered and not easily decipherable 
palimpsest in Hungarian culture. 
For Hungarians Hamlet has become a skeleton in the cupboard. Or - to put 
it in a more Hamletian way - it is a skeleton in the closet of the cultural history of 
the nation. The skeleton makes an apparition at likely as well as unexpected 
moments; it can turn up at any time and in any form, sometimes in disguise, other 
times without dissimulation. As Pierre Nora claims about memory, it is "capable 
of lying dormant for long periods only to be suddenly reawakened" (1996, p. 3). 
The Hamlet-skeleton appears in translations; revisions of the translations; other, 
more creative rewrites; allusions; and it lives in many fragments. Its fragmentary 
afterlife has much to do with the 'sacred' status of 'the text' as a whole in general 
consciousness. This afterlife is apparent in famous phrases that have become part 
of the Hungarian language, aphorisms, and soliloquies that are recited almost as 
poems. Even though there has been an unsaid, unofficial, yet quite far-reaching 
taboo around Arany's canonical translation, 'Hamlet' - the skeleton - is fleshed 
out in a variety of ways, most of which are Aranyean in some way or another. The 
Hungarian translation of Shakespeare is closely interrelated with the cause of the 
Hungarian language, which is why in the historical survey of this process (Part 
One Chapter One) there will be special emphasis placed on the cultural and 
political status of the vernacular and its role in the formation of national identity. 
'Harnlet' can also be seen as a lieu de mýmoire in Hungarian culture. In 
Nora's definition, 66 a lieu de mýmoire is any significant entity, whether material or 
non-material in nature, which by dint of human will or the work of time has 
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become a symbolic element of the memorial heritage of any community" (1996, p. 
XVII). 
We shall adopt the term 'translationese' from linguistic translation theory 
(Klaudy 1997, p. 58) with a revised, more culture-related meaning to describe the 
style or register that is characteristic of many traditional Shakespeare translations 
and is expected from new ones. This deliberately archaic and literary version of 
language and the norm based on it dates back to the idiom canonised in the form it 
appeared in Arany's translations and was reinforced by the work of other 
significant translators at that time and later on. Nevertheless, this is a purely 
hypothetical term; the Hungarian Shakespeare translationese can never be fully 
'detected' in a particular translation, only in traces. It seems that translators 
(perhaps sometimes even unconsciously) feel obliged to (re)produce a version of 
this style in their translations, because this is the style in which Shakespeare's 
plays became widely known and canonised in Hungarian, so this somehow sets 
the 'right', 'authentic' tone. For a late-twentieth century translator it seems 
impossible to disregard this and be completely independent. Not even Nadasdy 
manages this, whose credo is not to borrow, not to reiterate Arany (and, implicitly, 
the translationese associated with his translations). As examples from Nadasdy's 
collected edition of Shakespeare translations intended primarily for the reader 
illustrate,, he makes the play more literary, even with a slight tendency toward 
archaism. 
The scope of the translation can be approached from a temporal and a 
spatial perspective. Firstly, with regard to the temporal aspect, Deprats discerns 
two attitudes when translating an author who lived in a previous age. 
There are basically two tendencies or ways of translating older texts. 
Either the text can be anchored in antiquated language, or the old text can 
be rendered in the most contemporary language possible. One can 
accentuate the author's time, or the reader's/ listener's time. This choice 
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calls for an analysis of the text's relationship with the past. The historic 
approach emphasizes what is over, what is unique and discontinued. The 
actualizing approach, on the contrary, emphasizes underlying affinities; it 
underlines things that are permanent, and describes History as the return of 
the past, in a different guise. (2001, p. 77) 
However, the question here is farther complicated by the fact that a 
canonised and well-known translation of Hamlet, namely Arany's, prevails in 
Hungarian culture. 
The spatial aspect is best exemplified by reference to Lawrence Venuti's 
theory of domestication and foreignisation in translation (1995, pp. 17-27). This is 
concerned with how the foreign culture represented by the 'original' is handled in 
a particular translation. Within this paradigm, the main conflict for the translator 
is "between making the outcome of the translation process a visibly borrowed 
text, or rather a familiar sounding one which could have been originally conceived 
in the receiving language" (Minier 2002, p. 102). Friedrich Schleiermacher argued 
that 
[E]ither the translator leaves the writer alone as much as possible and 
moves the reader toward the writer, or he leaves the reader alone as much 
as possible and moves the writer toward the reader' (1992, p. 42). 
According to Venuti, a domesticating translation adjusts 'the text' to the taste of 
the receiving community. This approach takes local expectations into account to a 
greater extent. Foreignising practices are supposed to retain the otherness 
experienced in the original. Wilhelm von Humboldt argues that the reader of a 
translation should be helped to feel the nature of the foreign, but not foreignness 
itself (1992, p. 58). (Out of the two tendencies Venuti promotes foreignisation as 
the politically correct one today. ) However, one needs to be aware that 
foreignness cannot be retained, but only reconfigured. A translation will 
eventually be about how an individual culture and translator perceives and 
constructs within its own boundaries the foreignness of another culture, and hence 
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it will reveal a great deal about discourses which are contemporaneous in the 
receiving community. 8 However, foreignisation and domestication can be seen as 
the two ends of a fluctuating process rather than two distinct and easily separable 
types of translation. It is not often that one can consider a translation either 
exclusively foreignising or domesticating. As Venuti himself later recognises, 
"the very function of translating is assimilation, the inscription of a foreign text 
with domestic intelligibilities and interests" (Venuti 1998, p. 11). 
Nevertheless, spatial and temporal aspects cannot always be sharply divided. 
Terms from Arany's canonical Hamlet that are so outdated that their meaning is 
unclear to most speakers are in one sense 'mysterious' remnants of an archaic 
idiom, while they can also be seen as foreign elements in the 'original' that need 
domesticating for the present world in a dramaturgical revision, for instance. 
Equally, translators struggling with the shadow of Arany's text might want to use 
different words instead of these well-know ones, or vice versa, they might want to 
'retain' these as though part of a matrix, since receivers might not recognise their 
text as Hamlet without them. This metaphoric usage - applicable to terms such as 
bobas, mero, vernoszo - is inspired by the concept of the past as a foreign country 
(Lowenthal 1985). What we consider other in a historical moment may also be a 
creation of our own culture, which we no longer understand without difficulty. 
This is certainly one factor underlying the retranslation of classics. As Friedrich 
Schleiennacher asserts, 
For the different tribal dialects of one nation and the different 
developments of the same language or dialect in different centuries are, in 
the strict sense of the word, different languages, which frequently require a 
complete translation. (1992, p. 36) 
' An amusing example of constructing the foreignness of a text is the Hungarian translation of 
Hogwarts, the name of the magicians' school from J. K. Rowling's Hany Potter series. The 
Hungarian version is Roxfort, which, rhyming with Oxford, works as a joky pun, and in a way, is 
more characteristically British than the 'original' (cf, Minier 2004, p. 158). 
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The case is thus further complicated by the fact that some of Arany's 
language - the translation being more than a century 'old' now - comes across as 
unfamiliar to contemporary readers, so it is essentially material from one's own 
culture that is perceived as distant and hardly comprehensible, if not necessarily 
foreign in the strict sense. Part One Chapter Three of the thesis will elaborate on 
these examples and their afterlife. 
Due to Arany's centrality, a great difficulty with regard to the Hungarian 
Hamlets seems to reside in issues of temporality and historicity. There are a few 
culturally specific, rather 'spatial', aspects of the text, such as a few phrases and 
concepts (Valentine's Day in Ophelia's song) that might be foreign elements 
(depending on when the translation occurred), but these are not at all 
overwhelming. 
It is not only texts that can be approached from this point of view, but 
numerous other signifiers migrating across cultures. The fact that a text in the 
receiving language is offered with a title is a domesticating move in itself, since 
the title provides the translation with identity in that new culture. The way foreign 
names are treated in different historical times and in different types of discourse 
within a culture is often very infonnative. Within this thesis the English order of 
first name and surname will be retained even with Hungarian names, where the 
order is reversed. In a sense this is also a matter of translation. It is a form of 
domestication from the perspective of the English-speaking tradition, while it is 
an instance of respecting otherness from the present author's point of view. 
Many of the allegedly interlingual translations and even the dramatic 
rewrites to be discussed or mentioned are case studies of joint or even multiple 
authorship for two reasons. Firstly, they are translations, so the 'credits' are 
shared between the author of the 'onginal' and the author of the translation. 
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Secondly, they are translations for the theatre or with a view to possible staging, 
so often other opinions (such as that of the director or dramaturg) are taken into 
account when preparing the printed text. It seems that the name of the translator 
(which is a powerful mechanism in Hungarian national literature) occupies, or 
rather gives life to the name of the author. Parenthetically, if one takes the literal 
sense of name, Shakespeare's name itself was variously 'Magyarised' 9- 
translated in a domesticating manner - in the period of initiation. Versions 
included Shakespear, Sekýzpir (a transliteration of the naturalised pronunciation of 
'Shakespeare'), yet the utmost example of domestication is Ldndzsar6z6 Vilmos 
[Spear-shaking William]. 
Authorship in terms of theatre productions is a complex issue, since more 
than one contributor has a decisive role in it, but the main author (in the sense of 
cmaker') is generally not the author of the literary text on which the perfonnance 
is based (unless s/he contributes significantly to the process of staging). The 
authorship of a perfonnance - if the term is applicable at all - is shared between 
the director(s), the actors, the dramaturg, the set designer(s), the costume 
designer(s), the stage manager, the stagehands, the prompter(s), the 
composer/music supervisor, perhaps at times even the censor. It is debatable to 
what extent these are important in relation to one another. At least since 
Pirandello's Sei personaggi in cerca d'autore (Six Characters in Search of an 
Author) (1921, revised 1924), it is a commonplace that all these jobs are 
indispensable and more creative than a 'lay' viewer might assume to be the case. 
One cannot objectively say the director is the author or auteur of a performance, 
or the most successful actors are the authors of a performance, although there was 
a shift from star-system to directorial theatre in modem theatre history. On the 
9 This is not a singular phenomenon, cf 'Magyansed' names, like Verne Gyula for Jules Verne, 
May K, -Iroly for Karl May; interestingly enough, examples like these appear with well-known 
figures from both popular and high culture. 
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other hand, it is very interesting how different productions are remembered, 
whether it is under the name of the director, the name of a leading actor, or both, 
or, in a less frequent case, under the name of another contributor, such as a set 
designer, or indeed, a translator or dramaturg. A case in point is the 1999 
Debrecen production of Hamlet, which is attached to the translator Nddasdy's 
name by two distinguished Hungarian theatre critics: "A Csokonal Szinhdz 
Hamletjdnek f6szereplO'je Nddasdy Addm" [The protagonist of the Csokonai 
Theatre's Hamlet is ý. darn Nadasdy. ] (MoIndr GdI 1999, p. 10). In his review, 
Tarnds Koltai does not even enter details about the perforinance itself- 
A debreceni Csokonai Szinhazban nernr6g bernutatott Hamletnek egyetlen 
szerepIO36vel tudtam kontaktust teremteni, a fordit6 Nddasdy Addrnmal. 
[I could only relate to one character of the recently prerni&ed Hamlet at 
the Debrecen Csokonai Theatre; and this was the translator, AdAin 
Nadasdy. ] (Koltai 1999) 
Thus, he restricts himself to a eulogy of the new translation in what is 
supposed to be a performance review. It is a crucial issue in theatre history how 
cultural memory stored different productions, and what constitutes the 'name' of 
the author in tenns of theatre in various periods? With the advent of modernism 
the figure of the director has become much more central, productions are more 
visibly 'signed' by the director than ever before. Now, the importance of the actor 
is also reinstated. The problematics of authorship in the theatre underline that it is 
a complex medium, an art with a composite language, thus, very open to 
postmodernist theories which challenge authorship, such as those of Barthes 
(1975), Foucault (1988) or Rabkin (1985). The theatre is not exclusively (or 
sometimes at all) verbal; it is live, in a sense it is unrecordable and initerable art. 
The first translocation of Hamlet is from 1790, and the most recent 
reworking to be extensively discussed is a performance premi&red in December 
2002. The time span is undoubtedly large; the main emphasis will, however, be on 
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how the translation of Hamlet developed after Jdnos Arany's 1867 translation, 
which was of foundational importance. This text can be seen as partially 
responsible for inspiring a number of intracultural rewrites and interlingual 
translations. As a result, this thesis will be primarily concerned with late- 
nineteent and twentieth-century works, with a major emphasis on the latter. The 
overall focus will not be diachronic. Generic diversity will supersede chronology 
in terms of the selection of material; yet the historical context will be outlined, 
especially in cases where it is crucial to the understanding of the 'translation' (for 
instance, of Margit Gaspdr's socialist Hamlet rewrite). 
Although the investigation will not focus upon the figures of the 
translators, it needs pointing out that the various backgrounds the translators come 
from inevitably shape the translations. A number of them are poets: Arany (1817- 
1883), Telekes (1873-1960), Nadasdy (bom 1947), M6sz6ly (bom 1918), E6rsi 
(born 193 1) and Janoshazy (born 1922). Interestingly, not very many of them are 
dramaturgs (E6rsi and Mesz8ly) or playwrights (Ebrsi and - albeit marginally - 
Zigdny). 10 Kazinczy and Arany excelled as coordinators of the literary life of the 
nation. Some of them are scholars, namely linguists: Szabo T. (1906-1987) 
became an expert on the history and dialects of the Hungarian language after he 
completed his translation of Hamlet at the age of twenty-two, and Nadasdy is an 
academic working on English phonetics and language history. Zigany (1865- 
1936) was a teacher too. Most of them are practising translators. 11 
10 Zigdny wrote a play entitled Shakespeare under the pennarne Gibor Fdbidn, which was staged in 
the National Theatre. 
" For instance, Zigdny translated Antony and Cleopatra (1898), Romeo and Juliet (1898), King 
Lear (1899), The Merchant of Venice (1900) and The Taming of the Shrew (1900) for F6v6rosi 
SzinhAz Mfisora [The Programine of the Theatre in the Capital]. Telekes also translated Romeo 
and Juliet (1902). Jdnoshdzy's Shakespeare translations include Julius Caesar (1996), Coriolanus 
(1998), As You Like It (1999), Measure for Measure (1999), Macbeth (1999), Pericles (1999), 
King Lear (2002), Troilus and Cressida (2002), The Tempest (2002), A Winter's Tale (2002); 
E6rsi translated Coriolanus (1985), The Tempest (1985), Othello (1988); and revised Arany's 
translation of A Midsummer Night's Dream (1980). Nddasdy's Shakespeare translations include A 
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A few notes on the practical aspect of the methodology are essential here. 
Approximate translations - sometimes more than one solution - of Hungarian 
passages (from primary as well as from secondary sources) will be inserted in 
square brackets in the text. It is common academic practice not to include English 
translations of foreign-language quotations, or, if included, they tend to be in 
footnotes,, or vice versa, the original may be in a footnote. This thesis will do 
otherwise, for two reasons. Hungarian is not a language that is widely spoken or 
read in the academic community, and leaving the quotations untranslated would 
not facilitate the reader's task. Placing either the translations or their originals in 
footnotes would defeat the present author's intention of showing these extracts as 
foreign in relation to the main language of discussion; it needs stressing - and this 
is a methodological issue - that through its translation of Shakespeare we are 
examining a different culture. From the perspective of Venuti's theory this would 
count as a foreignising effect, while the alternatives mentioned earlier might have 
a domesticating or 'blending-in' effect. For a broad audience domestication is a 
feasible option; in academic discourse, however, access to the foreign is essential. 
Inserting Hungarian quotations in Hungarian and attaching the English translation 
in square brackets is part of a conscious agenda of foreignisation, drawing 
attention to the fact that the text quoted is Hungarian, and the approximate 
translation provided is only one possible translation. Therefore, all translations in 
square brackets are by the author of this thesis unless otherwise stated. Within the 
quotations, Hungarian spelling is not updated according to the most recent edition 
of the spelling dictionary issued by the Hungarian Academy. This is for the sake 
of philological correctness and from respect for the time when these texts were 
written. Italicising foreign terms, however, is an act of deference to the English 
Midsummer Night's Dream (1994), The Comedy of Errors (1997), The Taming of the Shr", 
(2000) and Romeo and Juliet (2003). 
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tradition. The translations are awkward at times, because their closeness to the 
source is more important for the purpose of the current scholarly work than their 
fluent readability. 
In the tables (Appendices) and when otherwise quoting Hamlet in English, 
the New Arden Hamlet will be used, for pragmatic reasons. This is, to some 
extent, an authoritarian decision, since it is clear that the translators did not use the 
very same 'source'. Bracketed references to act, scene and line are also made to 
this edition. Sometimes the Hungarian translation will not only be followed by its 
English translation (traditionally called a backtranslation) but also, in brackets and 
inverted commas,, by the possible - or rather, hypothetical - 'original' from 
Jenkins's version. Also, texts written in languages other than English or 
Hungarian (for example, by Schleiermacher, Fischer-Lichte and Pavis) - in fact, 
even some works originally written in Hungarian such as Riedl. 1906 and Ldzdr 
1993 - will be quoted in their English translations. These, as all translations, are 
intertextual rewritings rather than equivalents of the 'original'. Thus, it needs 
stressing at the outset that strictly speaking it is not Fischer-Lichte, Pavis, and so 
on that are quoted but their English translation (with all its potential losses and 
gains - the investigation of which is not a task of this thesis). 
According to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, every language views reality in 
a different way (0' Grady 1993, pp. 242-244, p. 595). The nature of this 
observation is 'reflected' in the grammar as well as in the vocabulary of a 
language. For instance, Hungarian does not have the natural genders (thus there is 
only one personal pronoun in the third person), but it has the so-called 'tlv' rule, 
using te as a more infon-nal address, and maga as a formal one. 
12 This thesis 
emphasises that translation - here: a metaphor of various types of reworking - 
involves critical as well as creative work. The thesis also has a slight creative 
12 For a linguistic profile of Hungarian see Abondolo 1998. 
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aspect to it beside the obligatory scholarly one, since it attempts to translate not 
only in the literal sense - that is to say, 'rendering' passages from Hungarian into 
English - but also constantly mediating between two cultures and languages that 
carry very different ways of thinking. As T. S. Eliot notes, "Every nation, every 
race, has not only its own creative, but its own critical turn of mind [ ... 
]" (1928, 
47). 
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PART ONE: Interlingual Translation and Beyond 
This part of the thesis will engage in an in-depth discussion of the phenomenon of a 
translation being central or sacred, and surrounded by a taboo. Having provided a 
chronologically based overview of the commencement of Shakespeare translation in 
Hungarian culture (Chapter One) and having placed these issues in a theoretical 
framework (Chapter Two), we will then look at various factors that maintain the 
sacredness of Arany's translation and contribute to this sense of taboo. These include 
academic canonisation alongside the publishing industry, the secondary school and 
university curricula, theatre (Chapter Two), and the fragmentary afterlife of the play 
(Chapter Three). 
Chapter One: A Historical Survey of Early 
Hungarian Shakespeare Translation 
"tied to the business of producing nation" (Fischlin and Fortier 2000, p. 11) 
Shakespeare's Hungarian acculturation started at a time when a modem Hungarian 
literature and national identity were in the process of being established; and 
Shakespeare was a major driving force in that process. The business of literature and 
language reform was organised and programmatic; the central figure of the 
movement, an 'establishing father', was Ferenc Kazinczy, the first Hungarian 
translator - or rather adaptor - of Hamlet. 
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However, as Mer Ddvidhazi emphasises, Shakespeare found renown even 
before he was 'available' either on the stage or on the page in Hungarian. 13 He was 
first mentioned in Latin and French sources. Gy6rgy Alajos Szerdahely makes 
reference to him in his Aesthetica (1778) and in his Poesis Dramatica (1784). The 
very first occurrence is in a transcript of his lectures from 1776. Ferenc Bessenyei, an 
outstanding figure of the Hungarian Enlightenment, also refers to him in 1777 in a 
letter written in French (cf, Davidhazi 1989, p. 72). It was not only the allure of 
'Shakespeare' (a shortcut for European values, liberty, democracy) that was of great 
significance at the time but so was the nation from whence he came. The English 
were also looked upon as a model, since they had well-established charities, they had 
achieved a high level of public education, and they appreciated their own intellectuals 
(including providing financial support for them). 14 
The Transylvanian scholar Elemer JancsO (1966) distinguishes between four 
types of cultural mediators who contributed to establishing Shakespeare's reputation 
and cult among Hungarians in Transylvania. An important group consisted of (mainly 
Protestant) peregrinating students and travellers who visited Holland, Switzerland, 
Germany and Britain, and had a chance to see ShakesPeare perfon-nances. In the last 
three decades of the 18th century, a few of them mentioned Shakespeare in their 
diaries, memoirs or correspondence. The army intelligentsia constituted another 
group. This fragmented group served in the army in different cities of the Austro- 
13 This is not a uniquely Hungarian phenomenon; in Japan, for instance - and this is an example 
chosen at random -, Shakespeare gained a reputation as a successful theatre manager, 
before the 
translations of his plays appeared (Sano 1999). It was the translation of Samuel Smiles' Self-Help 
(1859) that introduced Shakespeare and his Hamlet in Japan before the first extract was translated 
(1874). In Bulgaria Shakespeare was first mentioned in print in a weather forecast dating from 1858 
(Shurbanov and Sokolova 2001, pp. 43-44). 
14 The anonymous article discussing these issues, and pointing to England as "the very pinnacle of 
civilization" appeared in the periodical Mindenes G tem6ny [Miscellanea] (Dividhdzi 1998, pp. III- Ai 
112). 
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Hungarian Empire, and thus encountered various other cultures. These army officers 
often attended theatrical performances; they came across Shakespeare too, and some 
of them, for instance, Janos K6tsi Patko, the first Hungarian actor to assume the role 
of Hamlet, were inspired to engage in the establishment of Hungarian theatre. 
Enlightened members of the upper aristocracy also came across Shakespeare when 
travelling or studying in Britain, France, Switzerland or Germany. A prominent 
aristocrat who was on the fringes of the foundation of a permanent company in 
Kolozsvar was Miklos Wessel6nyi Senior. Some of his ideas owed a debt to 
Shakespeare, and he contributed to the fonnulation. of the artistic policy of the 
Hungarian theatre in Kolozsvdr. If not a Shakespeare cult, then at least an almost 
unconditional respect for Shakespeare and what his name represented started before 
the appearance of Hungarian versions of his texts. 
Peter Davidhazi's seminal work, "Isten masodsziiI6tYe " ["God's Second 
Born"], studies the history of Hungarian Shakespeare bardolatry in tenns of a literary 
cult which works in the manner of a quasi-religion. Ddvidhdzi (1989, pp. 73-76) 
distinguishes between five phases of the history of "this special code of social 
behaviour" (1989, p. 108): initiation (-1776-1840), mythicising (-1840-1864), 
institutionalisation (-1868-1923), iconoclasm (-1923-1960) and secularisation 
(-1948-). 15 When he elaborates on Hungarian Shakespeare bardolatry in an article for 
the Shakespeare Yearbook (1996, pp. 1-9), and later on in his English-language study 
entitled The Romantic Cult of Shakespeare (1998, pp. 108-110) Davidhdzi gives less 
clear dividing lines between these periods: 1770s- I 830s (initiation), early 1840s- 1864 
(mythicising), 1860s-early 1920s (institutionalisation), 1920s-1950s (iconoclasm), 
15 The Hungarian names given by Ddvidhdzi for these phases are 'beavatds', 'mitizdl6dis', 
'int6zm6nyesill6s', 'bAlvdnyrombolds', and 'szekularizdl6dds'. 
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1960s up to the present day (renamed as 'secularization and cultic revival'). The 
more recent classification might imply that the periods are not so homogeneous, there 
can be dissenting voices in every period that challenge the dominant way of thinking; 
and the various attitudes characterising each of these stages can intenningle. 
The Enlightenment: Shakespeare in Hungarian garb 
As pointed out before, the main priority of the programme of the Hungarian 
Enlightenment was twofold: to establish a modem Hungarian literature (and drama) 
mainly by inspiring authors with foreign models; and to enrich the language, often via 
through-translation from other languages. 16 As a result, the first phase of the 
translation history of Shakespeare in Hungarian was characterised by cultural 
adaptations of his plays. Striving for philological correctness and linguistic 
equivalence were not crucial factors in practice (although some translation criticism 
written at the time, for instance, Batsanyi's, demanded it). As Frigyes Riedl notes, "A 
hevenyeszett forditasok es dtdolgozdsok kora ez" [This is the time of hurried 
translations and adaptations] (Riedl 1916, p. 12). Therefore it comes as no surprise 
that the first Hungarian Hamlet - Kazinczy's -, translated mainly in prose from a 
Gennan 'original', avoids Shakespeare's tragic ending, at least in the sense that the 
title character survives and ascends the throne. The source was Friedrich Ludwig 
Schroeder's free adaptation, a version of which had also been directed by Goethe (cf. 
Flatter 1949, p. 191). Linguistic translation theory calls this method pragmatic 
adaptation (Klaudy 1997, p. 34). This strategy characterises the incipient stage of the 
16 For the tenn through-translation (loan translation or calque) see Rozhin 2000, pp. 141-142. 
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Hungarian Shakespeare bardolatry, dominated by the Gennan influence. Mer 
Davidhdzi warns against dismissing these adaptations as inadequate translations, 
arguing that the role of translating Shakespeare at that time was different in 
Hungarian culture from what it is now, "[T]he ultimate function of translating was 
closely linked to the social function of the cult itself' (Davidhazi 1989, p. 13 1). 
Kazinczy's Hamlet was not the first Hungarian translation of Shakespeare. In 
1785 the Transylvanian Gy6rgy Aranka translated a few scenes in prose from 
Richard II, using Christoph Martin Wieland's adaptation as a quasi-original. The first 
acculturated Romeo and Juliet in Hungarian, based on a reworking of the play in the 
vein of sentimentalism and in a middle-class setting by Christian Felix Weisse, 
appeared in 1786.17 Gdbor D6brentei in his 1812 Macbeth (no longer extant) reduced 
the number of the characters (in proportion to the number of actors available). 
Although he consulted German sources, too, he worked from an English original. In 
1830, he completed his second translation of the play, on which he worked for twenty 
years. In this text - which was put to use as a stageplay - he produced metrical 
patterns as a novelty in the Hungarian translations of Shakespeare. D6brentei was 
planning to translate Hamlet, King Lear and 7he Merry Wives of Windsor as well, but 
he did not manage to finish these. Kazinczy, too, translated Macbeth, relying on 
Gottfiied August Mirger's translation as a 'source text'. Davidhazi's summary of the 
ideology underlying translation this time recalls the basic principle of the French 
school of les belles infidýles of Nicolas Perrot d'Ablancourt, which influenced a few 
Hungarian authors of the day, for instance, J6zsef Peczeli (cf. Davidhdzi 1998, p. 
121). 
" Weisse sought a balance between French and English influence(s) in his work. For instance, in his 
Richard III he expenmented with the three unitites (cf Thorlby 1969, p. 824). 
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[I]ts ultimate mission was to spread Enlightenment and revive a national 
ethos, two values thought to be indispensable to survival. For such purposes 
[ 
... 
] translations had to be beautiful rather than faithful. (Davidhdzi 1998, pp. 
131-132) 
This was a period when the freedom exercised in rewriting was continuously 
informed by the constraints of creating an image of the nation and its culture for the 
sake of domestic as well as foreign prestige. Some Shakespeare plays were also 
adapted so that they promoted the integration of a mythical, prehistoric Hungarian 
past into the newly-formed modem European ideal. In such vein, King Lear is 
merged into the legendary figure of Szabolcs vez6r (chieftain Szabolcs, who, 
according to King Bela's notary, was one of the leaders that took part in conquering 
the Carpathian Basin and settling the previously semi-nomadic Hungarians). 18 This 
adaptation was done by Sdndor Merey (1779-1848), a politician and the manager of 
the Budapest theatre. He was a well-read person, who translated from French, 
German and Italian. Between 1831 and 1845 he adapted sixteen plays from German, 
including King Lear and Richard 111.19 The latter, entitled Tongor, vagy Kom6rom 
adlapottya a VIII. mizadban [Tongor, or the State of Komarom in the 8th Century] is 
a rewrite of Weisse's German version. This play is also set in ancient Hungarian 
times. Even though both plays were staged at the time (Szabolcs in 1795, Tongor in 
1794), they are both IoSt. 
20 
18 Szabolcs, which is a name of unkown origin, was revived by V6r6smarty during the romanticist 
national awakening (Lad6 1990, p. 212). 
'9 Such phenomena are not uniquely Hungarian, but rather characteristic of national awakenings in 
Europe. An interesting piece conceived in the same vein is also to be found in Finnish literature. In an 
1834 adaptation of Macbeth (retitled as Ruunulinna) the names and the location (Eastern Karelia here) 
are entirely domesticated, and the plot is infused with the mythic Finnish past. The motives are very 
similar to the Hungarian ones, although the heyday of such adaptations in Hungarian was earlier. 
Paloposki and Oittinen see this "as an attempt not only at the improvement of the Finnish language or 
the enriching of Finnish literature, but at the creation of a history worthy of admiration on a national 
scale" (2000, p. 380). 
20 See Bayer 1909 Vol. 1, pp. 273-274, Csdszdr 1917, p. 43 and Kdntor p. 82 for Szabolcs vezýr; and 
Bayer 1909 Vol. II, pp. 45-47 for Tongor. 
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Although many literary and cultural historians of the time (for example, Bayer 
1909, p. 136) claim that Hungarian writers saw the theatre as a means of getting their 
work - and thus, the renewed language - across to a wider public - which would 
imply a notion of theatre as subservient to literature at the time -, the role played by 
the theatre in both the introduction of Shakespeare to the general public and the 
spreading of 'new' (of course often 'derivative') Hungarian plays should not be 
underestimated. A pioneer in encouraging the foundation of Hungarian theatre was 
the first translator of Hamlet, Ferenc Kazinczy. So much so that he was planning to 
act in the first production of his translation (Riedl 1916, p. 39). He is a rather 
controversial figure in Hungarian cultural history. Frigyes Riedl termed him a person 
with the finest 'anatomy' for persiflage and the most enthusiastic 'sponge' ("a 
legfinomabb szervezetO utdnerz6, a leglelkesebb felsziv6", 1916, p. 5), while Czigdny 
styled him "a dictator who preached diligent imitation" (19 84, p. 120). 
Kazinczy convincingly argued that in order to produce good domestic works 
authors should be stimulated by translations. The purpose was not only to introduce 
literary models and patterns but ideas as well, and improve the taste of the public. In 
Kazinczy's view - or rather, in his practice from the 1790s onwards -, a good 
translation is a transplantation of the original into the receiving culture. 21 He does not 
insist on either word-for-word or sense-for sense translation; he claims that the craft 
of translating involves speaking in the way the source text does, not necessarily 
reiterating what it says ("az a mesterseg, hogy ugy, nem hogy azt") (Rado 1883, p. 
21 This did not affect his very early translation work, for instance, his 'rendition' of Gessner's Idylls 
published in 1788. 
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482). 22 
Yet, not everybody thought in similar terms. The emphasis on translation was 
not unanimously supported by Kazinczy's contemporaries (for example, the 
Debrecen school opposed it), but it managed to dominate this period of Hungarian 
culture. In JOzsef Karrndn's view, the works translated should be sensitive to the 
Hungarian frame of mind; texts which were not in keeping with that should not be 
transplanted. He uses the fruit-metaphor to carry across his argument, from the 
perspective of the text: 
Ero'ltetett minden gyUm6lcs, melyet messze vilagrol nalunk iffietiink, 6s 
izetlen vagy szagtalan termdse bUnteti meg ragadozOidt, ki anyai f6ldjdb6l 
kitepve, azt idegen eg ala szon'totta! 
[Every fruit that we plant here from far away is artificial; and its tasteless or 
odourless offspring will punish the raptor who tore it out of its mother soil and 
shoved it under a foreign sky! ] (Rad6 1883, p. 484) 
Kdrmdn's sentimental novel Fanni hagyomanyai [Fanni's Memoirs]23 may have been 
inspired by Goethe's Werther. Although there is a strong intertextual link between the 
two works, Karman's text is aesthetically so outstanding that it cannot be listed as a 
derivative text, as a Wertheriad. He seems to have illustrated his notion of learning 
from other literatures in his own creative work: being inspired rather than copying, or 
imitating in a servile manner. 
Kazinczy's 1790 six-act Hamlet was the first publication in the series he 
entitled Kazinczy Ferenc Kfilf&ldi Atszo Szin *e [Ferenc Kazinczy's Foreign Stage]. It v 
22 Kazinczy's theory of translation was more rigorous than his actual pr-actice. His practical take on 
translation is close to J6zsef P6czeli's theory, who gives the translator a great deal of freedom (cf. 
Rad6 1883, p. 484). His own B6csmegyeynek &szve-szedett levelei [The Collected Letters of 
Bdcsmegyey], for instance, is a Magyarised version of one of the numerous German imitations of 
Goethe's Werther (namely Kayser's Adoýfs gesammelte Briefe from 1777); and there are a few more 
examples of domestication in his oeuvre. Interestingly, he had two versions of this; according to a 
broad historical account of early Hungarian translation history, Antal Rad6 (1883), Kazinczy's 1789 
version was closer to the 'original' in terms of plot. 
23 This kh-Roman (I-novel) was posthumously published in 1843, but written in the late 1700s. The 
English translation of the title is borrowed from Riedl 1906, p. 167. 
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appeared in the same volume with Stella (after Goethe) and Misz Szara Szampszom 
(after Lessing). The text is a reworking of the Schroeder Hamlet with the Heufeldian 
ending. It featured a certain Oldenholm instead of Polonius, and a Gusztav instead of 
Horatio. There were no counterparts to Reynaldo, Osric and Cornelius; and the duo of 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern was only represented by the latter: 
Characters - even Hamlet - are provided with coherent and generally 
recognizable traits to the point of transforming them into representatives of 
types, and their actions are limited to those with consistent political and 
emotional motivations [ ... ]. (Kis6ry 1996, p. 18) 
In the 18 1 Os he started working on another translation of Hamlet, also from 
the German, but this time using Schlegel's translation as his 'source'. In a letter 
written in 1814 to Dessewffy he emphasised that he was working from Schlegel's 
very faithful translation (cf Bayer 1909, p. 15 1). On this occasion he was translating 
the play in iambic metre. However, only the first act and a few scenes from the 
second were completed. Literary historians are still divided about this translation. 
Mdria Szauder considers the second attempt an unsuccessftil one in artistic terms 
(Kazinczy 1979, pp. 863-864). Frigyes Riedl claims that this was an improvement on 
his first translation, and a few of its lines reach the standard of Arany's translation 
(1916, p. 39). An example he gives is "De im a reggel, bibordban kelve Ama halom 
harrnatjan mdr ragyog" [But here morning - waking up in her purple - shines on the 
24 dew of that hill] . 
As G6za Kepes (1969) notes, even in his first 'translation' 
Kazinczy often used 'literal' translation in a contrived spirit of authenticity. There is a 
striking, and to a certain extent, unresolvable, discrepancy between such a word-for- 
word understanding of fidelity on one hand, and passing off the Hungarian 
24 'Radiant in her purple' would be a more poetic translation, but these approximate translations are 
meant to be literal. For other Hungarian translations of this passage see Appendix One item 18. 
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'translation' of a heavily adapted German version as 'Shakespeare's' Hamlet, on the 
other. 
It is needless to say that it was not only the Shakespearean oeuvre that was 
hugely transfonned and appropriated but that of other authors too. Other texts 
translated at the time were the Greek and Roman classic, epics (by Tasso and Milton), 
25 
, OsSian, the Sturrn und Drang authors (Goethe, Schiller) and Moli&e. Andras 
Dugonics (1740-1818), the novelist, playwright and mathematician specialised 
almost exclusively in adaptations, in domesticating foreign works into Hungarian 
settings. For instance, his last adaptation is a translocation to Szeged of a comedy by 
Plautus (Menekmus, 1807) . 
26 The name of the author - as an institutional mechanism 
in a Foucauldian sense - also had a crucial role in this period. Shakespeare's name 
was indeed a powerful one. There were some 'fake Shakespeares' in Hungary at the 
time, since his name was attached even to works without the slightest association to 
him, for the sake of gaining attention. 27 Curiously, Kotzebue's name may have been 
even more influential in certain cases (for a less educated audience at least) as there is 
evidence that his name was given to a play originally derived from Shakespeare - 
again, for the sake of saleability (Riedl 1906, p. 15 0). 28 
25 A thoroughly domesticated version of Moli&re's 1668 comedy Le Miser by Krist6f Simai entitled 
Zsugori [The Penny-pincher] relocated the action in the provincial town of R&-Komirom. 
26 The play in question is Menechmi. 
27 These cases of playing with the author's name are mentioned in Riedl 1906, p. 150. 
28 On the importance of saleability in translating for the theatre (in a Catalan context but with general 
implications) see Espasa 2000. 
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Towards a more authentic Shakespeare 
In the so-called Reform Era (c. 1825-1848) Hungarian self-assertion assumed a more 
institutional and organised form, while Hungarian culture flourished . 
29The 
main 
concerns were similar to those of the movement of 'neology' during the 
Enlightemnent: Hungarian language, literature, theatre. Istvan Sz6chenyi saw the 
Hungarian economy as one cause of the reform. Among the achievements of the 
period were bridges on the Danube, horseracing, stockbreeding associations, the Iron 
Gates on the Lower Danube, and the regulation of the River Tisza. This would have 
been impossible without the involvement of the aristocracy, who played a greater role 
than during the Enlightenment. Waking up their 'dormant national spirit' was the far- 
sighted Count Istvan Sz6ch6nyi . 
30 At the Hungarian Diet of 1825 (convoked after a 
long hiatus since 1813) he offered the full annual income of his estates for the 
establishment of a Hungarian academy of sciences .31 Other aristocrats 
from the Upper 
Chamber of the Diet followed suit, and the Academy - first named Magyar Tudos 
Tarsasag [Hungarian Scientific Society] - started its work in 1830, with J6zsef Teleki 
as its first president. Sz6chenyi himself was a devotee of Shakespeare. The fact that 
he named his ship on which he cruised the Danube (and on which he was reading 
D6brentei's translation of Macbeth) 'Desdemona' is expressive of how deeply 
ingrained Shakespeare had become in Hungarian culture. 32 
29 The term 'Reform Era' or 'era of reform' (for the Hungarian term reformkor) is used in Lendvai 
2003. On the period see Reich 1898, pp. 111-115, Lendvai 2003, pp. 191-205, Ldzdr 1993, pp. 141-145. 
30 For a contextual isation of the term 'dormant national spirit' see Czigdny 1984, p. 532. 
31 The ruler Francis H did not convoke the Hungarian Parliament for thirteen years. "The stagnation of 
parliamentary life in Hungary from 1813 to 1825 was almost tantamount to the stagnation of all other 
intellectual energies of the nation" (Reich, p. 115). See also Lendvai 2003, p. 194. 
-12 About Sz6chenyi's achievements also see Horvdth 1965, pp. 381-384. 
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The Academy instigated research and translation of works of a scientific and 
literary nature, including Shakespeare. Even though the first collected Shakespeare 
only appeared under the aegis of the Kisfaludy Tdrsasag [Kisfaludy Society] in the 
post- 1849 period of political consolidation, it is important to note that the Academy 
issued a list of works by Shakespeare recommended for translation into Hungarian. In 
a circular letter issued following the assembly on 16 May 1831 the committee 
(consisting of Wr6smarty, Toldy, Bajza and D6brentei, with Wr6smarty being the 
most influential member) recommended twenty-two plays of Shakespeare for 
translation (among seventy foreign plays altogether), not only for distribution to the 
members of the Hungarian Scientific Society (Vargha 1991, p. 20). It is curious that 
the plays now considered most canonical, such as Othello, Coriolanus and A 
Midsummer Night's Dream, were missing from the list. 33 The Hungarian Academy 
offered financial assistance to the translators; for instance, Vajda's Hamlet was 
prepared with the financial support of the Academy (cf. Wr6smarty 1841 and Bayer 
1909, p. 19 1). However, the single Shakespeare translation that was published by the 
Academy prior to 1839 was Antal Naray's translation of Romeo and Juliet, which 
was not used in the theatre. Meanwhile, there were stage translations that did 
circulate, though they were not 'authorised' by the Academy via publication. 
The establishment of a Hungarian national library (1802), now bearing the 
name of its patron, was facilitated by Istvan Szechenyi's father, Ferenc Szechenyi. 
The national theatre was being set up in the spirit of Szechenyi's passionate rhetorical 
question, "Should a national theater forever be denied to a people who, so to speak, 
33 The list included Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet, King Lear, Julius Caesar, Macbeth, Richard II, Richard 
Iff, King John, Henry TV Part 1-2, Henry V, Henry VI Part 1-3 , Henry VIII, 
The Merchant of Venice, 
The Tempest, The Merry Wives of Windsor, Twelfth Night, Much Ado About Nothing, Love's Labour's 
Lost, and Comedy ofErrors. 
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possess nothing outside their own language? " (1831 cited Lazdr 1993, p. 142; 
translation slightly modified). A permanent theatre company in Pest started working 
in 1837 in its own building. 
Of the many priorities of the Reform Era this thesis will focus on the cause of 
the Hungarian language, which is a key issue with regard to the importance of 
translating Shakespeare at this time. As noted earlier, the Hungarian language was in 
need of domestic as well as foreign prestige at this moment. Several German thinkers 
predicted the imminent fall of the Hungarian nation and, as a consequence, the 
Hungarian language. The most famous is the so-called Herderian prophesy from his 
Ideen zur Philosophie der Geschihte der Menschheit (1784-179 1): 
Here they are now, the minority of inhabitants among Slavs, Germans, Vlachs 
and other peoples, and after centuries perhaps even their language will have 
disappeared. (1909 cited Lendvai 2003, p. 182) 
Goethe and, more vehemently, the Austrian dramatist Grillparzer expressed similar 
views at various times, though in very different tones. In 1821 Goethe remarked 
about the Hungary of the day, "A country wonderfully rich in blessings. 'Tis a great 
pity it cannot progress" (Riedl 1906, p. 96). Franz Grillparzer's opinion echoes the 
Herderian prophesy, emphasising, unlike Goethe, a lack of intellectual or artistic 
potential: 
Hungarian has no future. Without links to any other European language and 
limited to a few million mainly uncultured people, it will never have a public, 
quite apart from the fact that the Hungarian nation has never shown any talent 
in science or art. (1840 cited Lendvai 2003, p. 200)34 
Among Hungarians there was tremendous concern about this. The poet Jdnos 
Kiss shared some of this fear, as in a letter to Kazinczy he commented: "However sad 
34 This was also recognised in retrospect by historians of the region: "Like the Czechs, the Hungarians 
were in danger of being swamped linguistically, spiritually, and they were fully aware and 
apprehensive of this" (Steinacker cited Lendvai 2003, p. 201). 
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35 it may be, I also prophesy the annihilation of my country" (Riedl 1906, p. 96). 
Some of the Romantic poets - for example Wr6smarty in "Sz6zat" [Appeal]36 (1836) 
- were greatly affected by the idea of nemzethalcil [the extinction of the nation] 
(Czigdny 1984 pp. 114-115 and 540). Despite this, Hungarian had become an official 
language in Hungary by 1844. Szechenyi's credo was that "Nyelv&ben 61 a nemzet" 
[A nation lives through its language] 37 (Lendvai 2003, p. 199; translation slightly 
modified). It was in this context that the renewal of the Hungarian language 
continued well into this period, although with less vigour than under Kazinczy's 
leadership. One man who was very preoccupied with this was the writer, translator 
and teacher who provided the first Hungarian translation of Hamlet that was based 
upon an English 'original'. This is its principal merit in spite of the criticism it 
received in the two subsequent decades and even if, as Bayer suggests, Vajda 
consulted the Schlegel-Tieck version at certain points. 
It was in this intermediary period (from the perspective of Shakespeare 
translation) that Peter Vajda (uncle of the prominent poet of the second part of the 
19th century, Janos Vajda) completed his translation of Hamlet (1839). Vajda, who 
later also translated Othello (1842) and Richard 111 (1843) for the stage, started 
working on Hamlet in 1838. The premiere of his translation on 16 September 1839 
was a benefit performance for Gdbor Egressy. Between 1839 and 1866 it had forty- 
one perfonnances in the National Theatre in Pest. It also gradually took the place of 
Kazinczy's Hamlet in the repertoire in other parts of the country. In Kolozsvdr it also 
35 On the other hand, according to an anecdote, the novelist Andrds Dugonics laconically challenged 
Herder's prophesy in a conversation with J6zsef Csehy as follows: "Don't believe that stupid Herder, 
he lies! " (Riedl 1906, p. 97) 
36 "Sz6zat" is the second national anthem of the Hungarian state; an English translation by Watson 
Kirkconnell is available in Makkai 2000, pp. 260-262. For a discussion of the poem see Czigdny (1984, 
Pi 137). 
A more literal translation would be 'in its language'. 
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had ten performances between 1853 and 1866. Hamlet's role in Vajda's translation 
served as a vehicle for generations of Hungarian actors, such as Gdbor Egressy and 
Mdrton Lendvay, who played a crucial part in establishing Hungarian theatre. An 
aesthetically-minded and rigorous theatre criticism also came into existence as critics 
often viewed these performances with accentuated attention. 38 Outstanding theatre 
critics of the time included JOzsef Bajza and Agost Greguss. 
When the text was first staged, Egressy praised the translation, stating that in 
tenus of fidelity it need not be ashamed of itself in the company of German 
translations. It is, of course, noteworthy and unsurprising that Gennan translations are 
assumed to be the yardstick against which other translations must be compared. 
Neither is his opinion entirely impartial as he was acting the role of Hamlet in the 
premiere, and he collaborated with VaJda on various other translation projects. Two 
of the Vajda manuscripts - the more corrupt versions - seem to be Egressy's heavily 
reworked promptbook versions. In 1856, however, the text was severely criticised by 
Greguss: "Ha bors6t hdnyunk is a falra, meg nem szfiniink uJ forditAst, vagy a r6ginek 
revisiOidt sdrgetni" [Even if it is like counting the grains of sand in the desert we 
cannot but urge the need for a new translation or the revision of the old one] (Bayer 
1909, p. 2 19). 
39 
His criticism is directed at specific phrases and sentences from the translation 
that he deems foreign-sounding and artificial. For instance, Polonius's words to 
Laertes - "Magas ido'd van. " [You have high time] - come across as a transparently 
literal translation (of a phrase starting with 'it's high time'). Nevertheless, it should 
38 For instance, in J6kai's review of Hamlet with Lendvay in the title role (13 January 1848) the 
leading actor is criticised - albeit in a very covert way - for a histrionic style of acting (cf. Bayer 1909, 
pp. 204-206). 
39 The collocation used by Bajza 'literally' is 'even if we throw peas on the wall', meaning 'an 
absolutely futile effort'. 
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not be condemned, for the language reform involved borrowing phrases from other 
languages in the form of a through-translation, and that implies borrowing or learning 
from the way of thinking prevalent in that language. However, this particular phrase 
was not uprooted and assumed into Hungarian. Other assailed places included "sikere 
a verrel oly vitdban van" [its success does not argue with blood] (the Ghost about the 
poison), and the King's words to Hamlet: "Hajintsad f6ldh6z ezt a banatot, a 
haszontalant. " [Throw to the earth this sorrow, the useless one]. Both expressions are 
noticeably awkward. Hamlet's quip about old men from his conversation with 
Polonius - "elmdssdgben b6velkednek" [they abound in wit] - reads as a 
mistranslation philologically speaking. Bajza found it contradictory to how he read 
this passage in the 'original': "b6sdges fogyatkozdsuk van dszben" [they have an 
ample lack of wits]. Laertes asks the King after he reads out Hamlet's letter: "ismeri 
felseged a kezet" [does your highness know the hand]. Here the colloquial Hungarian 
would be iras [writing, handwriting] or perhaps Uzircis [handwriting] (cf Bayer 1909, 
220). 
It could be argued, however, that the main factor underlying the foreignate 
nature of Vajda's translation, or certain phrases in it, is that he was not only coining 
new words but was also spreading and popularising words coined during the previous, 
main phase of the language reform . 
40 Due to this, some of his writing was hardly 
comprehensible even to his contemporaries (Kutas 1999, p. 92). This is another case 
of finding a previous - even very recent - idiom virtually foreign, though written in 
one's own language. Parenthetically, most of the words he made up and promoted did 
not integrate into the Hungarian language. hTespective of this, his engagement in the 
40 Words coined by him include bujdos6 (for 'planet'), emMny (for 'forget-me-not'), hanga (for 
'music'), and zzen& 
(for 'singing bird') - neither of these took root in Hungarian. 
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renewal of the Hungarian lexicon impacted on his theatre translation (and probably 
contributed to its transience). As Bayer succinctly puts it, "Nyelve a kor szinvonaldn 
all es irodalminak mondhato" [Its language meets the standard of the age, and it can 
be called literary] (Bayer 1909, p. 191). 
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Wr6smarty was also rather critical of the translation only a few years after its 
premiere. In his review of a performance of Hamlet with Egressy in the title role, he 
claims: "hfinek lAtszik; de egy kissd darabos ds nehdz, mi szfndsznek felette nagy 
akadaly" [it appears to be faithful, yet it is a bit clumsy and difficult, which is a very 
big obstacle for the actor] (V6r6smarty 1841, p. 191). He suggests that it is better 
than not having access to Hamlet in Hungarian at all, but stresses that more 
Hungarian writers should try and tackle this difficult work. Again, it needs pointing 
out - in Vajda's defence - that the Hungarian language was in the process of 
accelerated change at the time of codification, and Vajda was at the forefront of the 
renewal of the vocabulary (especially, but not only, for natural sciences). Gyulai also 
asserted in 1863: "Vajda Peter Hamlet-forditasdnal, mely eldg mfivdszietlen es 
magyartalan, nincs jobb" [There is at present no better than Mer Vajda's translation 
of Hamlet, which is rather artless and not very good Hungarian] (Bayer 1909, p. 191). 
This implies a compromise to resort to this translation until a 'better' one appears on 
the scene; Arany's work seems to have satisfied an urgent theatrical need. 
Even though the heyday of blatant and almost systematic adaptation was 
almost over by the mid-nineteenth century, there were still a few examples, even 
amongst Shakespeare translations. As late as the 1830s, a few Shakespeare plays 
were still staged in versions translated, often heavily Magyarised from the German, 
41 Bayer is not among those who dismiss the translation; nevertheless, he looks at it in retrospect, from 
a more tolerant perspective based on knowing Arany's work. 
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such as Ord6gz7zO'F6bi6n [Fabian the Devil-chaser], an adaptation of Ae Taming of 
the Shrew, and Az egymast bosszantOk [Those Who Annoy Each Other], a rewrite of 
Much Ado About Nothing with Gen-nan-named character. 
The systematic, institutionalised translation of Shakespeare was urged in 1848 
by the actor and translator Gdbor Egressy, who was one of the most prominent actors 
to take on the role of Hamlet. 42 The call for translations entitled "Inditvany a 
szellemhonositas iigy6ben" [Proposal in the matter of the naturalisation of the 
genius 43] was published on 20 February 1848 in the periodical tletkýpek. This must 
have been done with Pet6fi's agreement, who was a close friend of Egressy. Pet6fi, in 
a letter sent on 21 March 1848, already infonned Arany of his translation of 
Coriolanus being in press, and told him that the translation would come out under the 
series heading "Shakspeare 6sszes szinmiivei, fordftjdk Arany, Pet6fi ds Wr6smarty" 
[The Complete of Shakspeare [sic! ], translated by Arany, Pet6fi and Vbr6smarty] 
(Ruttkay in Arany 196 1, p. 35 3). 
Arany, however, mentioned in his correspondence to Pet6fi that he had seen 
in a newspaper that Pet6fi and Wr6smarty were about to translate Shakespeare's 
oeuvre on their own. Wr6smarty and Pet6fi are claimed to have divided all the plays 
between themselves (cf. Voinovich 1938, p. 77). Meanwhile, Arany himself was 
planning on translating Shakespeare's entire dramatic oeuvre into Hungarian with his 
friend Istvan Szilagyi. So was Lajos Kossuth, the leading figure of the revolution of 
1848-1849. Emilia Lemouton's translatorial venture (1845), to be discussed in detail 
later, was also concemed with Shakespeare's whole dramatic oeuvre. These examples, 
42 His sobriquet is the 'Hungarian Garrick'. On his importance in the establishment of the Hungarian 
'stage Shakespeare' see Reuss 2002. 
43 More literally: 'spirit'. 
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incomplete projects as they may be, suffice to prove that Shakespeare (no matter how 
authentic the texts were under this name) was an emblem of European culture, and 
thus, his translation was a challenging intellectual activity for Hungarians concerned 
with national revival. It is also clear, despite single-handed enterprises, that there 
were attempts at and a need for the 'centralisation' and coordination of the translation 
of Shakespeare, and the vision of it as a collective national undertaking. L6rdnt 
Czigdny asserts that in Eastern European literatures there exists a phenomenon of the 
national poet (the Hungarian phrase is nemzeti k6lt6): "a major poet (e. g. Pet6fi) who 
aspires to be an indisputable spokesman of 'the people"' (1984, p. 540). It needs 
emhasising, however, that it is not only their aspiration but also their canonization - 
and often a widespread cult - that makes them into national poets. The phenomenon 
is to some extent constructed by literary professionals, and to some extent perhaps 
spontaneous, yet the ambitions of the respective poets cannot on their own account 
for this. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to look into how wide the applicability of 
this concept is in comparative literature; it certainly has, in the East-Central European 
cases, much to do with national self-assertion in the Romantic period, and this is 
exactly how it links to the nostrification of Shakespeare . 
44 It is by no means a 
coincidence that it was the already celebrated national poets of Hungary who were 
encouraged by Egressy to translate for the collected edition of Shakespeare. The 
romantic triumvirate - as they have become canonised - consisted of Mihdly 
V6r6smarty, Sdndor Pet6fi and Jdnos Arany. Of these Pet6fi is 'the' quintessential 
44 See also the related concept of the 'prophet-poet' with relevance to Polish culture (Schultze 1993, p. 
62). 
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Hungarian poet. " Their choice of text (that is to say those that they completed) is not 
irrelevant. As Frigyes Riedl notes, 
Their choice was in each case characteristic. Wr6smarty, the poet of 
melancholy and grand passion, translated King Lear, Pet6fi chose the proud, 
defiant Coriolanus, and Arany, the contemplative Hamlet. (1906, pp. 150- 
151) 
The only work they managed to publish out of the planned series then was 
Coriolanus, translated by Pet6fi. The story of Coriolanus perhaps appealed to Pet6fi 
as a translator because of his disappointment at not being elected a member of the 
new Hungarian Parliament. The Hungarian Revolution and War of Independence of 
1848-1849 put an end to the project fostered by Egressy. 
The great nineteenth-century enterprise: the collective edition 
In the unhappy decade - called the Bach period - after the defeat of the revolution, 
the interest in translating Shakespeare did not die out, though it lost some of its 
stamina. 46 Wr6smarty was planning to translate six Shakespeare plays, out of which 
he completed only two: Julius Caesar (1840) and King Lear (1853). After 
Wr6smarty's death in 1855 the cause of Shakespeare translation was sustained by a 
circle of friends around Arany (Tomori, Szasz, Acs). Szasz in an open letter 
addressed to the editor of Sz6pirodalmi K&zl6ny urges the translation of the sonnets. 
At the same time, he implies that it is impossible to translate Shakespeare perfectly 
45 His status as a national poet is underlined by the fact that one of his epithets is 'the Hungarian 
Bums'. It is perhaps not accidental that the ground for comparison is a national poet from Scotland 
(where the assertion of national values was an issue at the time). 
46 The Bach period was a decade of totalitarianism in Hungary under Austrian rule, following the 
1848-1849 war of independence. 
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(as his work is perfect). 
47 The novelist, poet and critic Pdl Gyulai wrote to Arany 
saying t at the novelist Kem6ny and his circle counted on him in this matter: "K6rlek, 
.I jdrfjlj ez Ogyh6z nagy hatalmaddal te is; mindenki tudja 6s drzi mi fL! gg t6led e nagy 
k6rdesben" [Please bring your authority to this cause; everybody knows how much 
depends on you in this great matter] (Ruttkay in Arany 1961, p. 354). Having 
received an appeal from Tomori, Arany agreed to do some Shakespeare translation, 
and contemplated A Midsummer Night's Dream. In passing, he mentions valuable 
ideas with regard to translation, which later became the norms of the official artistic 
policy of the translation enterprise. More or less unwittingly, Arany, at the time a 
busy secondary school teacher in Nagyk6r6s, found himself entangled with the 
slowly evolving enterprise: "Akarva, nem akarva, 0' az egdsz terv k6zpontja" 
[Whether he wants it or not, he is the centre of the whole plan] (Voinovich 1938, p. 
79). 
The patron of the translation project was the bishop and teacher Anasztaz 
Tomori, a commited Hungarian of a Serbian origin -a so-called 'Hungarian by 
choice' - and Arany's former work colleague from Nagyk6r6s, who gave away much 
of his unexpectedly inherited fortune in order to support cultural enterprises. 48 With 
Arany's help Tomori began to manage the enterprise, which proceeded very slowly. 
The Delius edition that they chose to use as their main source was still in the process 
of being published, and the series started with the historical plays, the translation of 
47 Szisz claims that Shakespeare is the most compact author in the most compact language, English: "a 
t6m6tt nyelvd angolok legt6m6ttebb ir6ja". He concludes, "ha ama t6k6lyhez mindenestere 
ragaszkodni akarunk - akkorjobb el6re lemondanunk Shakespeare forditAsAr6l" [if we want to stick to 
that perfection by all means, it's better to give up on Shakespeare translation even before starting] 
(1859, p. 373). 
48 The phrase 'Hungarian by choice' is used in Lendvai 2003 (p. 201), in connection with the literary 
historian Toldy, who also developed a Hungarian identity; a symbol of this is his change of surname 
from the Gen-nan Schedel to Toldy. 
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which was not a priority in Hungary. Another reason was that most translators lived 
in the country rather than in the capital and keeping in touch was not easy (cf 
Voinovich 1938, p. 80). 
Following Szasz's suggestion, in 1860 Tomori was ready to hand the 
organisation of the project over to the Kisfaludy Society. It was under the aegis of the 
Kisfaludy Society that the first Hungarian Shakespeare Committee was established in 
1860. This body, consisting of Janos Arany, Karoly Szasz, the novelist M6r JOkai, the 
playwright Ede Szigligeti, the literary translator MOric Lukdcs and the critic and 
essayist Antal Csengery, took responsibility for various duties, including the 
coordination of reviewers. Tomori still continued to support the project financially, 
offering 200 pengO' forints for each translation accepted. It is noteworthy that the 
publication of the collected works of Shakespeare was carried out under private 
patronage, albeit in an institutional framework. Little wonder that the enterprise came 
to fruition during what Davidhazi terms the phase of institutionalisation. 
The first collected Shakespeare was printed between 1864 and 1878. It 
contained the plays in eighteen volumes (two plays in each), while the nineteenth 
volume comprised the translation of the sonnets, "The Rape of Lucrece" and "Venus 
and Adonis". Arany cleverly wanted the volumes to contain one of the more famous 
plays in order to pull in readers 49 and one of the lesser-known plays. This was a 
clever idea to make the less famous plays better-known and more widely read by the 
general public. It was also a wise publishing decision. 
The project had a rather explicit translatorial credo with norms and strategies 
made apparent. The committee opted for verse translation, despite the fact that Ferenc 
49 Arany uses the adjective kolomposabb [bell-ringing]. 
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Toldy, the 'founding father' of Hungarian literary history (at the time a representative 
of an increasingly unfashionable approach, represented by the Toldy-V6r6smarty- 
Bajza critical triumvirate), proposed the maintenance of Kazinczy's ideals and the 
method of prose translation. Earlier on, in 1841, in an essay that used Ndray's version 
of Romeo and Juliet and Vajda's Othello as examples, Ddniel Gondol also took sides 
with the idea of prose translation. He stressed the need for faithfulness in terms of 
content, allowing for some fidelity in terms of form as well when poetry was 
involved. Bajza also approved of prose translation in 1842 with regard to Vajda's 
Othello (cf. Bayer 1909, pp. 49-50). 
The artistic criteria introduced for the institutionalised translation of 
Shakespeare were announced by Arany. These objectives were in the process of being 
crystallised for decades before the committee was established, since a great deal of 
private correspondence and accounts of infonnal gatherings are indicative of a 
process of negotiation concerning translation strategies amongst potential and actual 
translators. Arany stressed that verse should be translated as verse, preferably with 
the same number of lines. The translations should be true to the ideas, and the form of 
the original, yet they should be free (as opposed to servile). Footnoting should be kept 
to a minimum, that is to say, notes indispensable for the comprehension of the text. 
Having read an excerpt from one of Karoly Szasz's translations, Arany emphasises 
the importance of readability in his report. In a letter to Tomori he stresses: "A fordit6 
ne csak a szinpadot, de az olvasO k8z6nsdget is szem elO'tt tartsa: tehAt hatdlyossAg 
mellett valasztekos es correct igyekezzek lenni" [The translator should not only take 
the stage into account but the reading public too: thus, apart from being influential, it 
should strive to be elaborate and precise, too] (Ruttkay in Arany 1961, p. 355). This 
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argument already comprises the premise that the translation is primarily prepared for 
the stage. 
The call for translations advertised in different periodicals on behalf of the 
Kisfaludy Society, also advised on translation policy. In it Arany appears to 
differentiate between three types of public for the forthcoming translations: readers 
who, due to a lack of knowledge of English, resort to reading Shakespeare in 
translation; theatre-makers; and readers who compare the translation with the 
4original'. He emphasises, "A legf6bb c6l mind a hdromnak kiel6gitese, es erre 
t6rekedni kell, de te1jesen elemi csaknem lehetetlen" [The chief aim is to satisfy all 
three, and one should strive for this, but it is almost impossible to achieve this fully] 
(1975, p. 895). He repeatedly stresses that the translation is primarily for the theatre 
as well as for readers who cannot access the original. Arany overtly marginalises the 
reader who compares the translation with the original text word by word. Thus, he 
wisely chooses to take lesser account of the most 'artificial' way of reading 
translations, the work of critics, or, in twenty-first century tenns, that of translation 
scholars as well, who - sit venia verbo - read translations against the grain: against 
the primary aim and task of these texts (which is, in everyday practice, to stand for 
the 'original' in a different language). This is why, among others, such an enterprise 
(as the present thesis) of contextualising and closely reading different translations of a 
text is a metacritical venture. Arany also stresses a fidelity to the form and the 
material (anyag) or content (tartalom). His translation 'theory' - so to speak - seems 
to be a preliminary version of a formal and content-based equivalence championed by 
linguistic translation theory later. In this way his approach represents a finely 
balanced medium between a 'source-text'-based and a 'target-text'-based approach. 
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He confinns his antagonism to a 'castrated' Shakesperare, (he uses the very 
word kasztr61t), and he does not recommend omitting lewd or obscene passages, 
especially because in some cases almost entire plays (for instance, Measure for 
Measure) should be radically abridged if one used a strategy of purgation. Similarly, 
one cannot omit the first act of King John without ruining the play as a whole. A 
marked respect for the integrity of 'the text' comes across from these views. The 
metaphor suggests that a vital aspect of the Shakespearean text would be removed, an 
aspect that would facilitate impregnation, and further influence. They also examined 
the German process of Shakespeare translation. Generally no cutting was 
recommended, but there was a suggestion to attempt to avoid scandal where possible 
by toning the text down. Another question for the committee was whether or not to 
include what they thought of as Shakespeare's less accomplished plays such as Titus 
Andronicus and Pericles. Again, they decided that a complete edition should not 
exclude these. 
The vexed subject of the 'moral censorship' of Shakespeare translation had 
been touched upon earlier, when Zsigrnond Kemeny, the great novelist of the latter 
half of the 19th century, paid a visit to Arany's home, and they discussed the matter 
of Shakespeare translation. Kemeny was worried about the faithful presentation of 
certain expressions of Shakespeare's language in the salons; he hoped that there 
would be only approximately two hundred lines of Shakespeare that needed 
censoring in order to be accessible to the salon public. 50 However, Arany insisted on 
4 rendering' an unabridged Shakespeare rather than a 'purified' one. In his 
50 About this discussion see Voinovich 1939, pp. 81-82. 
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translational practice, nevertheless, Arany also noticed difficulties ansing from a 
difference of taste between his day and Shakespeare's world. 51 
The modus operandi was as follows. As Arany's report to the Kisfaludy 
Society explains, they contemplated whether to commission the individual 
translations from known authors or to wait for submitted work. They eventually 
chose a mixture of the two approaches. One advantage of anticipating translations 
from anybody was that such a democratic process left room for new talent to emerge. 
They decided upon having specific reviewers for each translation, though the idea of 
pen-nanent reviewers was also discussed and discarded. There were two reviewers 
appointed for each submission. The moral question arose: is it fair to scrutinise a 
commissioned translation? The possibility of the embarrassment of criticising 
someone who was approached to do this work was a problem to which they could not 
find a suitable solution. It appears from the call for contributors that Arany had three 
kinds of evaluation in mind: good, satisfactory, and poor. 
The reviewers approached the matter in a thorough and rigorous manner. The 
literary historian Geza Voinovich stresses their impartiality: 
Forditok es biral6k egyardnt j6 munkat v&geztek. A birdl6k sokat vissza is 
utasitottak. [ ... 
] Az iigyet nezt&k, nem szemelyeket. 
[Both translators and reviewers did a good job. The reviewers turned down a 
couple of translations. It was the cause, not the people that they considered. ] 
(Voinovich 1938, pp. 83-84) 
They rejected - for instance - the translations of The Tempest by Zalany and by 
Komel Abranyi, and two translations of Twelfth Night and Much Ado (cf. Voinovich 
1939, p. 83). They had Istvan Fejes revise his translation of Much Ado About Nothing 
51 In the second half of the 19th century several critics engaged in the discussion of individual 
translations and adaptations as well as translation norms (see Csdszdr 1897, Csengeri 1894, Heinrich 
1885, Mdrki 1866, Rad6 1883, Rad6 1908, Rad6 1909, Ricz 1904, Salamon 1865, Sebesty6n 1897, 
Szarvas 1898, Szdsz 1871 and Zichy 1881). 
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(the reviewers were Rakosi and Szigligeti). His translation of Troilus and Cressida 
was put under scrutiny by B6rczy and Levay, who could not agree, so a third 
reviewer, Szasz was involved. He eventually recommended the revised version of the 
text for publication. 
Arany himself reviewed five translations: Zsigmond kcs's translation of The 
Merchant of Venice, Kdroly Szasz's translations of Richard II and Macbeth, Agost 
Greguss's translations of Measure for Measure and Timon of Athens. Two of these, 
the Timon ofAthens and the Macbeth review are no longer extant. Arany was a very 
conscientious and thorough reviewer. 52 
When, in 1924, the modernist poet Mihdly Babits prepared his guidelines for a 
new Shakespeare translation project, he gave even stricter guidelines (outlined in 
eitghteen points) than Arany did (Babits 1973, pp. 54-56). This level of 
institutionalisation and critical rigor may be connected to the high standard Arany's 
example set. 
52 In 1862 he attached three hundred notes to kcs's work, in 1863 to Szdsz's work more than two 
hundred and to Greguss's two hundred and fifty (cf Vargha 1991, p. 12). 
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Chapter Two: Hamlet as a Central Text in Hungarian Culture 
"The main thing is, his eyes are open. " 
(Barthelme 1975, p. 3) 
The centrality or sacredness of texts of identity 
Based on very different intellectual traditions, Andre Lefevere, Frank Kermode, 
Harold Bloom, Douglas Robinson, Mer Ddvidhazi, and, in a cursory remark, 
Susan Bassnett all seek to posit the sacred or central status that certain texts or 
textual networks acquire in Western culture, and they all mention, or even theorise, 
the notion with reference to the texts of Shakespeare. As emphasised in the 
Introduction, this conceptual field has a wider scope than institutionalised 
canonisation, though it may contain that element (especially in Bloom and in 
Davidhazi's system). 
In Translating Literature, a lesser-known item of his pragmatically 
theoretical output, Andre Lefevere focuses attention on the so-called central texts 
of a particular culture or cultural sphere: 
Which texts does a culture consider central to its identity as a culture? Do 
they include only ideological texts (the King James version of the Bible, 
for instance), or literary texts (Shakespeare) as well? If the central texts 
embody the identity of a culture, what measures does that culture try to 
take to ensure that those texts survive and flourish? What implications do 
these activities have for potential translators? Are translators encouraged 
or discouraged? What if - as in Europe for roughly fifteen centuries - the 
central text of a culture is itself a translation? [ ... 
] How do various groups 
of different ideological persuasion translate the same central text? For 
what purpose? (1992, p. 143) 
Lefevere does not theorise the central text as a term in a thoroughgoing way, since 
the work in which the notion is presented is a textbook-like publication serving as 
an introduction to the study of translation. Nevertheless, this study is meant to 
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inspire researchers too; the section on "Central Texts" appears in a chapter 
entitled "Topics for Classroom Teaching and Research" (1992, pp. 143-144, my 
emphasis). Lefevere's concept is rather sketchy and insufficiently developed, 
therefore it stands in need of clarification, particularly for present purposes. In the 
quotation above Lefevere actually exemplifies the notion of the central text with 
the Bible and Shakespeare. Although these are not the only European specimens 
of this phenomenon, let us do likewise. The former is the religious sacred text of 
the West, the latter consists of the epitomous set of texts around which a secular, 
yet, in its workings, semi-religious cult is centred. (Mer Davidhdzi, as we saw 
earlier, examines the Hungarian Shakespeare bardolatry as a quasi-religious cult. ) 
However, unlike Lefevere, this thesis does not perceive such a sharp dividing line 
between ideological and literary texts; the literary merits of the Bible are 
recognised, and Shakespeare's texts and their rewrites are associated with 
different ideologies. 
Initially encouraged by different Protestant denominations, a number of 
European vernaculars (not excepting Hungarian) gained domestic as well as 
foreign prestige through 'hosting' translations of the Bible, and thus slightly 
approaching - although not hoping to reach - the significance of the three 
linguae 
sacrae: Hebrew, Greek and Latin. This is a phenomenon characteristic of the 
Renaissance, yet small wonder that from the Enlightenment on it was works from 
the Shakespearean oeuvre that typically played a leading role in - to borrow 
Benedict Anderson's term -I imagining') national communities and establishing 
modem national cultures. 
This is a general tendency in Europe, although it is not exclusively 
Shakespeare's texts (or their rewrites) that were put to such use. In the Czech 
cultural revival of the nineteenth century, for instance, it was the appropriation of 
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Milton's formidable epic, Paradise Lost, that played an important role. According 
to Vladimir Macura, the reason for this is the epic's indebtedness to different 
cultures: Jewish,, Christian and pagan. Milton's work in Czech "had a symbolic 
function also as a means of stressing the universality of pan-Slavic origins" 
(Macura 1990 cited Bassnett 1993, p. 144). 
Sherry Simon adamantly claims that "it is only in the Christian tradition that 
the translation can rival the original to the extent of itself achieving canonical 
status" (Simon 1996, p. 132). This opinion is voiced in a discussion of biblical 
translation, and specifically in comparison with the Jewish attitude to the Bible, 
where, as Simon notes, a translation can be explanatory but never a substitute for 
the original. As argued above, this phenomenon that the present author perceives 
as a continuous process in European culture is not at all confined to sacred texts in 
the strict sense of the tenn: a definitive text of a religion. Secular literature also 
has its own 'sacred' texts, with the aid of which a community's identity is 
renewed or established through interpretative translation. 53 
Even though the term central text is somewhat fuzzy, it is evident that the 
translation of such texts provokes many debates, because they are retranslated 
again and again due to their close connection with the fonnation of national 
identity or the redefinition and revival of a sense of community. For example, a 
recent translation of Beowulfhas been seen to have an identity-renewing role for 
the 'imagined' community of European poets. In a review of Seamus Heaney's 
translation of Beowulf Jan Cermdk (a Czech translator of the epic) remarks: 
[T]he fact that Heaney gave voice to Beowulf could equally be considered 
an act of loyalty -a thegnly tribute to one of the foundation works of 
poetry in English and to language seen as a mode of existence that, for 
poets and philologists alike, is of mythical importance because it gives us 
our origin. (2001, p. 106, my emphasis) 
53 Andr6 Lefevere's usage - central text - might have a slight overtone of the dichotomy of central 
versus marginal or peripheral; this aspect, however, will be sidestepped here, since this is not the 
governing perspective in this train of thought. 
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According to Cenndk, the transnational community of poets needs a foundational 
text, and "the union of great poets [ ... 
] is embodied in Seamus Heaney's Beo-vvuýf' 
(2001, p. 109). This is also a case of retranslating a text which is already of 
foundational importance. The foundational status of the originary text, Beowuýf, is 
renewed by the retranslation of a highly canonised poet. 
Lefevere is not the only thinker who juxtaposes the Bible and Shakespeare 
in the context of translation. The Calvinist bishop and literary translator Kdroly 
Szasz, when giving his inauguration address at the Hungarian Academy in 1859, 
brings the issues of Bible translation and Shakespeare translation together, oddly 
enough jumping from the former topic to the latter, without providing any 
thematic linkage between the two. The title of his talk was "A mu'forditdsr6l, 
kiil6n6s tekintettel Shakespeare 6s a biblia forditdsdra" [On translation, with 
specific reference to the translation of Shakespeare and the Bible]. For Szasz it 
was quite natural to couple biblical translation and Shakespeare translation 
together without indicating the nature of analogy between them, and to present a 
presumed kinship between these. 
A similar usage can be found in Bassnett's article entitled "An 
Introduction to the Semiotics of the Theatre". In her understanding, "With 
traditionally 'sacred' texts, such as the plays of Shakespeare, the purity of the 
written text assumes an almost metaphysical value" (1981, p. 47). Again, there is 
not much elaboration on this in the article, since its main topic is related to 
performance, but it is clear from the context that Bassnett reflects on the 
'untouchable' nature of such texts, the strange blockage against interfering or 
tampering with them. 
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Robinson's thoroughgoing study, Translation and Taboo, despite dealing 
with sacred texts in the strict sense of the term (that is sacred texts of a religion), 
also mentions that Shakespeare is similarly 'under our skin'. As he remarks: 
[W]e could argue all day over just how foreign Shakespeare is, separated 
from us in time by four centuries and from me as a North American by an 
ocean but more under my skin than the latest novel by Dean Koontz, 
whose work I've never read. (1996, p. 45) 
Lawrence Levine coins the term 'cultural deity' with similar meaning, which 
is a phrase more author- than text-related. The religious conception of the term 
should not be left unremarked. In Fischlin and Fortier's explanation, a cultural 
deity is a "privileged site [ ... 
] around which Western culture has struggled to 
authenticate and sustain itself' (2000, p. 8). Coinciding with this wording, Christy 
Desmet labels Shakespeare "an Anglo-American literary saint" on the basis of 
centuries of criticism (1999, p. 5). Roger Manvell also problematises the treatment 
of the Shakespearean text as a "holy writ" (1971, p. 1) in his analysis of 
Shakespearean films. However, he seems to assert that a task of the 
Shakespearean film director is to "bring out the values in Shakespeare's work 
through the medium they are using" (1971, p. 8). 
Harold Bloom, too, cherishes the notion that the secular sacred texts of the 
Western canon have proved to be those of Shakespeare. "Shakespeare's works 
have been termed the secular Scripture, or more simply the fixed centre of the 
Western canon" (Bloom 1999, p. 3). He succinctly contends, "If any author has 
become a mortal God, it must be Shakespeare" (Bloom 1999, p. 3). Frank 
Kermode emphasises that there is a parallel between ecclesiastical constraints on 
Bible interpretation and the institutional control on Shakespeare criticism (1983, 
pp. 159-160). 
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Klaus Bartenschlager expresses a kindred view, while highlighting some of 
the areas of Shakespeare's influence on German culture. The main tenets of his 
statement seem pertinent to Hungarian culture. 
[I]t must be enough only to hint at Shakespeare's place in the history of 
German literature and literary theory, his influence on drama from Lessing 
to Brecht, his presence on the German stage (year after year he is still the 
most frequently played author in the German-speaking countries), his role 
in the history and theory of translation (comparable to the Bible itselo, 
and last but not least at the tradition of German Shakespearean studies. 
(1988, pp. 326-327, my emphasis) 
Here is a randomly selected Hungarian example of the rhetoric that compares 
Shakespeare's importance to that of the Bible. This rhetoric can be detected 
throughout the Hungarian reception of Shakespeare, although it is less 
characteristic of what Davidhdzi terms the period of iconoclasm. 
Like the Iliad and the Odyssey, the Greek tragedies or the Bible, these 
plays have grown over the years into impersonal creations that are 
treasured by all mankind. Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, Richard III, Macbeth, 
King Lear, Caliban and Prospero live on in today's world as so many 
radiant models of human nature, of the human condition - like Ruth or 
Job, David, Daniel and Magdalen [ ... ] 
(Keresztuiy 1963, p. 8) 54 
A crucial aspect of the kind of texts in question, beyond contributing to the 
composition and strengthening of identity, is that there is a sense of taboo around 
these texts of identity (to borrow the title phrase of Shotter and Gergen 1989 
study, severing the concept from its origins in social psychology). As certain 
widely known vernacular Bible translations (such as the King James version) take 
the place of the original in their respective receiving communities, so do some oft- 
played, oft-read and oft-cited Shakespeare translations. In these cases it is 
impossible to decide which has the central status: the notion of the work in the 
public mind, or the translation that they identify with the work. The translation is 
not stored in memory as the translation of a certain foreign text but as the foreign 
text itself, or the authentic version or replica of it in a certain receiving language. 
54 The 'original' for this can be read in Keresztury 1984 (p. 457). 
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Substituting for the 'real thing', being in the position of the 'real thing' means that 
further translations are superfluous, moreover, disturbing and confusing. New 
translations (those appearing after the widely known and canonical one) would 
baffle people, would make the identification of a translation with the 'original' 
complicated or even unfeasible. For which translation should be the one standing 
for the original when there is more than one translation of the 'same' text in a 
language, especially when one had already taken root or been 'naturalised'? The 
phenomenon is also to do with thinking in binary pairs typical of Western culture: 
one more or less manages to deal with the dichotomy of original and translation - 
since we are used to binary pairs in Western culture - but not an original and a 
plethora of translations. Phenomena of in-betweenness - triads, quadriads, and so 
on - do not lend themselves to smooth categorisations, while a 'mere' binary pair 
- such as male-female, east-west, light-dark, spoken-written - with a traditionally 
dominating member and a dominated one is something to which the western mind 
is already extremely accustomed. It is more complicated to digest a set of texts 
that cannot be described simply within the 'original and translation' construction, 
but one of a number of competing translations within a vast intertextual network. 
'Educating' the language 
This zeal for translating a central or sacred text for the sake of the establishment 
or confinnation of national identity is strongly intertwined with the business of 
educating the language of a national community; elevating it to the level of the 
languages of culturally accomplished, respectable nations. As Andre Lefevere 
puts it, 
[I]n the past translation has been used to 'educate' the target language until 
that language was judged to have reached the level of excellence achieved by 
the source language. (1992, p. 16) 
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He gives the following example: 
Julius Nyerere [ ... ] translated Shakespeare into Swahili not because such a 
translation was needed to convey information but because he wished to 
prove that Swahili could do all the things Shakespeare could do in English, 
that Swahili was a worthy instrument waiting for a genius to play it. (1992, 
p. 124)55 
Martin Esslin in his Introduction to Kott's Shakespeare our Contemporary 
observed this phenomenon with regard to Shakespeare translation well before this 
subject was broached by academic writing in the English language: 
In many Eastern European countries ... the national literature, and therefore national consciousness itself, had crystallized around translations 
of Shakespeare. Only after a language had passed the test of being able to 
accommodate the form and content of the greatest drama (and Shakespeare 
is seen as that) could it lay claim, in the eyes of the people concerned, to 
be regarded as a vehicle for the highest flights of thought and poetic 
expression. (1974 cited Fischlin and Fortier 2000, p. 11) 
The phenomenon, then, is not unique to Hungarian culture and it is not to be 
looked at as mere exoticism. Schlegel and Friedrich Gundolf argue that "German 
Shakespeare translations had transformed the native tongue and the range of 
national consciousness" (Steiner 1992, p. 401). George Steiner elucidates 
Gundolf s concept in slightly cryptic terms as follows: "The English text has not 
been translated into the German language [ ... 
], it has become that language" 
(Steiner 1992, p. 402). As Joughin summarises, 
For German Romanticism, the semantic indeterminacy of Shakespeare is 
directly linked to the emergence of a new native 'literary language' which 
cannot be subsumed under existing rules [ ... ]. 
(2003, p. 136) 
The beginning of the Hungarian Shakespeare cult belonged to an age when 
it was artistic policy to uproot "foreign specimens rather rich in prestige" (dusabb 
presztizsfi kfiffibldi pdlddk) (Kardos 1965, p. 66). Enriching the literature with 
works already important in other cultures and enriching the language with 
55 Julius K. Nyerere (1922-1999), educator and President of the United Republic of Tanzania, 
translated Julius Caesar and The Merchant of Venice into Swahili (cf. Hoenselaars; 2004, p. 18). 
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expressions, such as loan translations of foreign phrases (often from the 
'translated' works), were activities closely interconnected. As Gdbor D6brentei 
noted at the time, one of the aims was "[ ... ]a Ulf6ldi sz6lasok m6djai felv6tele 
altal nyelviink hajlekonyabbd legyen 6s szabadabb fest6silve valtozz6k" [that our 
language becomes more flexible and of freer pictorial power by taking on foreign 
structures of phrasing] (1828 cited Rado 1883, p. 485). At this time ethnocultural 
identity was becoming increasingly important. Previously, the concept of the 
Hungarian nation as a rendi natio was more dominant, which was based upon a 
sense of loyalty and service to the Hungarian crown. 56 The ethnocultural model, in 
which language plays a crucial role, is more inclusive (not only with relation to 
the aristocracy, for instance). 
Interestingly, this period is similar to the English Renaissance in the sense 
that they are both times when neologistic tendencies were dominating. In the 
Hungarian context the Enlightenment was a period when status planning for the 
language was part of the general national awakening. The sociolinguist Peter 
Trudgill defines status planning, a major aspect of language planning, as decision- 
making about which varieties of language to use for what purpose within a nation 
or society, including the choice of a national or official language (2003, pp. 128- 
129). As it has been demonstrated in Part One Chapter One, these concerns and 
activities continued well into the Romantic period, when Hungarian became 
accepted as an official language. Corpus planning (Trudgill 2003, p. 29) or, in 
other terms, language development, the other main aspect of language planning - 
which consists in the codification of pronunciation structures, morphological 
fon-ns, an expansion of vocabulary, and so on - also ran through these periods of 
Hungarian culture. Enriching the language and the literature, gaining a status for 
56 The term rendi natio is used by the historian Jen6 Szfics (cf Debreczeni 2001, p. 52). 
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the language and for the literature were parallel issues, and Shakespeare was at the 
intersection of these processes. 
Parallels between Bible translation and the translation of Shakespeare 
Among the various ramifications of the correspondence between Bible translation 
and organised Shakespearean translation two issues stand out, which we shall 
explore here: institutionalised procedures and functional similarities in the 
respective receiving communities. 
Firstly, in both situations, it is a committee -a group of professionals - 
that offers a modem authoritative translation (which is the case with Bible 
translations by established religious communities), or vouchsafes for the authority 
of that translation (as occurred with the first Hungarian Shakespeare Committee). 
As Eugene Nida summarises about Bible translation, 
Practically all Bible translating into major languages is done by teams of 
three to five people with complementary knowledge and skills and with 
responsibility for working full-time on translating. (Nida 2001, p. 28) 
The case cannot be argued for all examples of Shakespeare translation as 
there are numerous individual enterprises. However, it is important that the first 
complete edition in Hungarian that actually materialised, after a number of failed 
plans and ambitions, was under the supervision of a professional body. The issue 
is more widely applicable to biblical translation, since it is very rare that an 
individual translator, working without considerable support from the ecclesiastical 
authorities, can provide a widely accepted translation of the Bible. Of course, a 
striking difference is that Bible translation tends to be a communal activity, while 
with the 1860-1878 Hungarian Shakespeare project it was more of a case of 
communal reviewing - usually resulting in the correction of the submitted 
translations - rather than communal translation. Nevertheless, even though the 
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translations were prepared by individuals, until the Hungarian Shakespeare 
Committee -a panel of translators, writers, and critics - gave its nihil obstat, the 
translation could only be regarded as a 'work in progress'. The committee's 
consent was based upon the professional reports of the appointed reviewers. As 
discussed earlier, two professionals were asked to write detailed reports, and to 
advise the committee with regard to whether the submitted translation was 
acceptable for publication. The case of Bible translation is similar: 
Teams of translators normally divide responsibilities for different books of 
the Bible, carefully review the scholarly literature on these books, prepare 
tentative drafts that are then revised by other members of the team, discuss 
the draft translations together and decide on differences of interpretation 
and wording, and test the results with reviewers and representatives of the 
intended audience. (Nida 2001, p. 28) 
Both Bible translation and the example in question of coordinated 
Shakespeare translation - translators and reviewers alike - tended to work 
according to strictly regulated principles. Obviously, this left some room for 
personal value judgements. 
The situation to some extent seems to have anticipated the contemporary 
practice in distinguished publishing houses of two allegedly impartial readers 
reporting on submitted manuscripts. Although this can be seen as a nascent 
version of modem editorial codes, it is still different, because the process occurs 
under the auspices of a committe established for the specific purpose of serving 
the cause of Shakespeare's highly revered texts whether with regard to 
translations or other intellectual artefacts. Furthermore, Arany envisaged an even 
more complex and systematic way of reviewing the translations with one person 
reading the Hungarian text, one using the 'original' text, and another employing, 
in the best of cases, a reliable German translation. This methodological 
proposition was not adapted in practice (cf Voinovich 1939, p. 82). Arany also 
had in mind one translator from Pest and one from the countryside for each work 
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to be discussed, and even a reviewer from Pest who is not connected with the 
translation industry (cf Voinovich 1939, p. 79). This did not become general 
practice, either. 
The translators and the reviewers, like Bible translators, consulted a 
number of sources,, mainly dictionaries and other translations of the given text into 
other languages. A major point of reference was a German source, the highly 
canonical Schlegel-Tieck translation. In a similar vein, modem Bible translators 
compare different language translations, especially if a locus is not clear in 
meaning. 
Regarding the function of these two 'sacred' texts in the community, let us 
note that the translation of the Scriptures is not only an overwhelmingly 
communal and social activity, but it is also one embedded in the dynamics of 
contemporaneous power relations. Having a Bible of one's own, that is to say, a 
Bible translation of one's own, is a sign of belonging to a community. Sharing an 
identity-providing text, a 'bible', provides a sense of togetherness; it is part of the 
procedure of a community's continuous redefinition of itself Having a 
Shakespeare, that is to say, a Shakespeare translation of one's own, had the 
potential of defining a nation not only for the nation itself but also for other 
nations. The very fact of having a Shakespeare translation defined a nation as a 
modem, developed and enlightened one. The verbal act of providing identity for a 
group has survived to the present day in variant forms. The process can be 
compared to different literary movements or trends drafting manifesto-like 
documents in order to raise consciousness and to facilitate a sense of belonging. 
Marinetti's futurist manifesto is a good example. As Nora emphasises, organised 
social groups in contemporary society tend to search for their roots in order to 
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define or affirm their identities, and memory has a crucial role in this process 
(1996, p. 10). 
Using the Bible as an identity-affirining text would suggest that an interest 
of a religious or denominational nature took precedence. Nevertheless, the broader 
factors of national identity are crucially important. Otherwise, why would there be 
a need for Scottish or American versions of the Bible? 57 Other subcultures, such 
as feminist religious circles, also require their own inclusive retranslated Bibles 
(cf Simon 1996, pp. 110-133 and France 2000, pp. 162-168). Shakespeare's plays 
have also been revised, adapted, translated (metaphorically speaking) for a 
feminist audience. To sum up, there is a complicated interplay between religious 
and national identities as well as other social, political and artistic affiliations that 
informs both Bible and Shakespeare translation. 
Such revisionary attempts often meet with difficulties, since the register of 
a canonical text frequently becomes sacred, untouchable, in fact, surrounded by an 
unofficial ban on retranslation. A counterpart to the tenn 'Bible English' could be 
Hungarian Shakespeare 'translationese'. Both tenns refer to the prestige of the 
language of the canonical text. It is well known from the history of Bible 
translation as well as Shakespeare translation that the style of a highly regarded 
rendering frequently becomes the prescribed pattern for later attempts, if the 
original is 'allowed' to be retranslated at all. Although the ban is not necessarily 
licensed, it is maintained by some authorities and is alive in the national 
unconscious. 
For instance, Antal Rado in 1908 points out that there are a few 
misunderstood loci in Arany's translations, and these could have been changed by 
a professional committee of poet-translators and experts on Shakespeare. It is 
"A slightly similar case in point is the transcultural wandering of Harry Potter, a contemporary 
kiddult cult book that has appeared in Welsh translation, for instance. 
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noteworthy that a whole committee was required according to Rad6 to correct the 
mistakes in Arany's translations. The stress is on convening a committee as 
opposed to appointing or encouraging an individual to carry out the task. The 
underlying view here is that sacred words (the words of a 'sacred' translation of a 
'sacred' author and text) demand an impartial committee as opposed to a 
subjective individual when it comes to 'replacing' even a single element of a 
translation. Even the term 'replacing' - merely used to describe such a way of 
thinking - implies the immanence of those 'sacred' words. The status of the 
author and that of translator are crucial here (and almost inseparable). There is no 
committee set up for the translation of Dickens or Thackeray, for instance. 
The taboo around Arany's translation 
This thesis would argue that the sacredness or centrality - including but going 
beyond canonicity - of the translations by some of the most prestigious 
nineteenth-century Hungarian poets - the triumvirate of Arany, Pet6fi and 
V6r6smarty - and, more importantly, the entrenchment of Arany's Hamlet 
in 
collective memory impose a certain taboo on later Hungarian Shakespeare 
translation in general and the translation of specific plays (translated by these 
poet-translators in the 19th century) in particular. The ten-n 'Ur translation' 
(6sforditds) coined with reference to Arany's work by the Transylvanian poet and 
critic Andras Ferenc, Kovacs aptly demonstrates the reverence and pathos attached 
to these translation classics (1995, p. 33). Nevertheless, these translations do not 
contribute to the taboo to the same degree: for instance, Arany's Hamlet has had 
more impact than his translation of A Midsummer Night's Dream. This results in a 
(perhaps temporary) unofficial ban on retranslation (bolstered by different 
institutional and discursive practices). At the very least, it demands an 
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unavoidable metatextual explanation of the act of retranslation on behalf of the 
translators and the receivers of the translations whether professionals or non- 
specialists. Translators in the 20th century often wrote essays or theatre 
programme notes to accompany their translations (cf Mdfton 1990, Nddasdy 
1994, Petri 1995a and 1995b). These often contain justifications as to why their 
translation is necessary. Nddasdy is eminent at this. 
The taboo around Arany's Hamlet is as old as the text itself Indeed, it may 
be argued that it dates back even before the emergence of Arany's translation. 
Zsigmond Acs's translation of the play, which he completed in 1858 and handed 
in for consideration to the Kisfaludy Society in 1865 only to be rejected, is a case 
in point. Zsigmond Acs took offence, and in a letter of complaint addressed to 
Karoly Szasz he affinns Arany's status as an extraordinary creative talent working 
in the Hungarian language and specifically in translation. This was a concept in 
the process of construction already during Arany's lifetime. This represents a 
clear indication of the extent to which the taboo attached to Arany was already 
coming into being. Acs insists that his work should not be judged by the same 
yardstick as Arany is. He does not think of himself as a great name, an 
exceptional talent, and he does not find it fair to be measured by the standard of a 
genius. This shows the taboo attached to Arany in its conception. Let us also note 
the fact that Arany is an exception to the phenomenon of the translator's 
invisibility. 58 It may be an exaggeration to claim that great names - and great 
works by great names - were supposed to be translated only by other great names, 
yet Acs's polemic seems to revolve around this idea. He appreciates that great 
authors of a nation - such as the German Schiller - take part in Shakespeare 
translation. However, Acs rejects the idea that because of this no lesser poet 
58 Venuti (1995) introduced the notion with reference to the contemporary Anglo-American 
context, yet the scope of the term has been extended beyond this in Translation Studies discourse. 
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should have the courage to attempt a translation of the same prestigious foreign 
author. He also suggests that Arany's name was already too prestigious in the eye 
of the Hungarian nation for him to be actively involved in translation: he should 
be producing 'original' work of his own. This contains an underlYing notion that 
translation is of minor value in comparison with 'original' creative work. 
However, the involvement of Arany and of many other translators who are often 
authors as well in their own right, proves that translation is a creative activity 
rather than a mechanical,, repetitive one. Acs also emphasises his dissatisfaction: 
he thinks Arany's name was only used in order to belittle his name: 
Ha ilyen magadforma emberek lenezve az en kepzettsegemet, kicsinyelve 
him&lk-Oli nevemet, csek&lylettek engern egy Hamlet leforditasara, s 
nagyobb embernek szdntdk azt, miert nern nyilvanitott&, vagy a 
Kisfaludy-TArsasag szem6lyesen el6ttem? [ ... 
] Most kell-e temerdek 
gondba kerfllt munkknnak, melyn6l egyetlen egy sorra is el6ttern fitt6r6 
nern volt, megsemmisittetni? Se miatt most kell-e igenytelen nevem 
lenyom6sa výgett egy Arany nagy nev6nek a mAsik m6r6serpeny6be 
vettetni? Aranyt6l kiil6nben is eredeti munkdt vdr a haza; -s nern 
k6vetelhetj-Gk, hogy a vildgirodalom remekeit senki ne meýe forditani, 
hanern csupdn a nerazet legnagyobb k6lt09Je. A ndmetek legkedvesebb 
k6lt6 e is, Schiller forditott egy Shakespeare darabot (Macbeth): de azert a j 
n6metek nern v, -irtdk s nern k6vetelt6k, hogy csak 6 6s ne mds forditsa 
Othellot vagy Hamletet: hanern neki mentek Shakespearenek Schlegel 6s 
Schlegeln6l szazszorta obscurusabb emberek es darabjait eleg szepen 
leforditottdk. 
[If people like yourself, looking down on my qualifications, not regarding 
my unknown name very highly, found me unsuitable for the translation of 
a Hamlet, and intended this project for a greater person, why didn't they or 
the Kisfaludy Society announce this personally to my face? Is it now that 
my work - that cost me no little pain and of which not a single line had a 
precursor - has to be destroyed? And is it now that because of the great 
name of an Arany is thrown into the other 'pan' of the scale for the sake of 
crushing my own plain name. Besides, the country 59 expects original work 
from Arany; and we cannot demand that nobody but the greatest poet of 
the nation dares translate the masterpieces of world literature. The dearest 
poet of the Germans, Schiller, also translated a play by Shakespeare 
(Macbeth), but the Germans did not expect and demand that only he and 
nobody else translated Othello or Hamlet, but Schlegel and people a 
hundred times more obscure than Schlegel jumped onto Shakespeare and 
translated his plays quite decently. ] (cited Bayer 1909, pp. 226-227, my 
emphases) 
59 More literally; 'homeland'. 
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From the way kcs mentions an Arany, a Hamlet it is clear that he 
considers these as tradenames against which he does not feel it fair to be assessed. 
It is thus partly the status of the text to be translated, and partly the prestige of the 
other potential translator that constitute this instance of taboo. 
The rhetoric about Shakespeare as a prodigy, a semi-divine phenomenon, a 
miracle, and so on, is reiterated in connection to Arany, though generally on a 
lesser scale. Some of the examples in fact emphasise that the two of them are in a 
sense on an equal level: not only is Arany's work as a translator equivalent in 
merit to Shakespeare's work as a playwright but he is as great a master of the 
Hungarian language as Shakespeare is a master of English. 
I Earlier 
, Acs 
had suggested to Arany that if anybody else was working on 
the translation of Hamlet,, he would be prepared to pass over his draft provided his 
name would appear on the title page as co-translator ("egyik dolgozo tars"). He 
also expected to receive half the financial reward offered by Tomori. Arany told 
him that nobody had notified the Kisfaludy Society about an intention to translate 
Hamlet, and he told Szdsz to feel free to translate it. A reason why Szasz, a 
meticulous translator and reviewer himself, was so strict with Acs's translation 
would have been that he was aware that Arany was working on his own Hamlet 
(Bayer 1909, p. 228). Of course, the prestige of the 'original' was a pressurising 
factor in itself. they wanted more than merely a decent translation of such a 
central play of the Shakespearean canon and indeed, European culture; it had to be 
a prominent translation. 
Arany submitted his Hamlet to the Kisfaludy Society on 28 November 
1866. The acceptance of this translation elevated Arany above the run of 
translators: "minden birdlat n6lkifl a Shakespeare-kiaddsba f6lvetetni hatdrozta" [it 
has been decided to accept it without review] (Kisfaludy TArsasAg jegyz6k6nyve, 
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p. 233, item 64 cited Bayer 1909, p. 229). His two other Shakespeare translations 
received the same treatment. This gesture is revelatory of his emerging status as 
an arbiter of literary taste. It is a sign of both instant canonisation, and of the 
sacred or central status of the text that 'Produced' a taboo on further translation. 
Ton Hoenselaars remarks about Shakespeare translations such as the Schlegel- 
Tieck ones or Frangois-Victor Hugo's versions that their "status [ ... 
] has not 
hampered the production of new translations" (2004, p. 9). Nevertheless, he also 
notes that "few translators will ignore" the Schlegel-Tieck text (2004, p. 9). 
Within the Hungarian context one can certainly perceive a taboo which - even if it 
does not stop the emergence of 'new' translations - colours the new translation 
and its reception. Here is an example of the translator not feeling worthy of taking 
up the activity of translating Hamlet after Arany. When Antal Rad6 wanted to 
include Hamlet in his series of classics,, he did not attain permission from the 
copyright-holder of Arany's translation, Rdth M6r. He thus commissioned the 
promising poet Bela Telekes to translate it. Telekes was embarrassed and not very 
willing to attempt this after Arany. As he explained later in an interview, he only 
agreed because he had a large family to keep (Dalos 1977). 
Attila Szabo T., a famous Transylvanian linguist of the Hungarian 
language, translated Hamlet in prose at the age of twenty-two, in the long and 
eventless summer and autumn of 1928 in order to kill the time (idifizo", 
idifelejteto"). Later he was ashamed of his translation. He omitted it from his 
oeuvre, almost disowning it (Kantor 1990, pp. 10-11). His family recalls him 
trying to request or even buy his volume of translations back from friends and 
acquaintances. This may be due to his dissatisfaction with this 'juvenilia', but it 
may also be seen as an occurrence of the taboo around Arany. In a brief 
introduction to his translation Szabo T. makes it clear that the inspiration came 
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from Arany; it was the beauty of his translation that drove him to translate the 
play anew. The E6rsi case study will examine some of the workings of the taboo 
in the late 20th century. 
Attitudes of mastery and discipleship 
Reading the translations and metatexts (such as essays and interviews) (co-) 
authored by contemporary retranslators of Shakespeare, the position of the 
Shakespeare translator, especially that of the translator of Hamlet, appears to be 
the position of the father figure, the position of alleged divine knowledge and 
power. As a result, being a Shakespeare translator is an honourable servitude, 
which, at the same time, involves a contest for authority. There is an Oedipal 
rivalry involved with holding this position, every retranslator struggles with the 
Father - the mechanisms of power 'behind' Arany, those upholding Arany's 
status - to be able to utter - or rather, reiterate -the Hungarian voice of the second 
son of God (cf. the epithet 'God's second-born' given by Emil Abranyi). Harold 
Bloom's model of the anxiety of influence - despite being set up mainly with 
regard to the history of Anglo-American poetry - seems to have application to the 
canon of Hungarian translations of Shakespeare. Bloom locates the emergence of 
such an anxiety in the Enlightem-nent (1973, p. 27). The Hungarian translation 
history of Hamlet can also be described as a contest between fathers and sons. In 
this context,, though the appropriation of Shakespeare started during the 
Enlightenment, the contest has become more apparent after Arany's translation of 
Hamlet became ingrained in cultural memory. As Bloom argues, "it may be that 
one strong poet's work expiates for the work of the precursor" (1973, p. 141). 
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Nevertheless,, in the Hungarian context the new challengers do not necessarily 
become 'strong' translators. 
The typical attitudes adopted by translators with regard to the taboo 
discussed above may be described as attitudes of mastery and discipleship. The 
terms rhetoric of mastery and that of discipleship are borrowed from Nicholas 
Royle (1999), who refers to Paul de Man's article entitled "Sign and Symbol in 
Hegel's Aesthetics" (1982) as their source. The terms do not appear in de Man's 
essay in this form, and Royle himself mentions them only in a footnote (pp. 307- 
308) without actually defining them, so the terms will be appropriated in this 
context to describe translators' attitudes to the taboo connected to Arany. The 
rhetoric of discipleship may be taken to mean the verbal representation of an 
attitude that accepts the superiority of the father figure, and apologises for making 
alterations, however slight, on the strength of the fact that the spoken language 
itself has changed considerably. The rhetoric of mastery implies equal or greater 
competence than that of the father figure. The rhetoric of mastery and that of 
discipleship can mingle in a particular translator's attitude, even in a single text by 
the same translator. In the explanatory metatexts written by recent translators to 
accompany their new translations, the rhetoric of discipleship is more frequent 
than that of mastery. 
Using Kant's interpretation of genius - "rule breaking but also rule 
making" -, as well as early critical work on Shakespeare from the late 1700s on, 
John Joughin argues that Shakespeare's talent is perceived beyond academic 
learning and, at the same time, it sets an example for followers, it constitutes a 
rule in itself (Joughin 2003, p. 137). This implies a difference between creators 
(for instance, Shakespeare) and makers (for instance, Jonson). Joughin's insights 
- despite being based on adaptation rather than translation proper - appear to be 
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relevant to the concept of the rhetoric of mastery and that of discipleship. The 
emerging translator or retranslator also tries to establish a voice of their own 
through learning from a master (creator), yet "the ungrounding of adaptation" 
(Joughin 2003, p. 139) seems to be essential for the new text in order to be name- 
making or epoch-making (cf Joughin 2003, p. 144). 
We see the birth of the rhetoric of discipleship as early as the time of 
Acs's translation. For the sake of illustration of this attitude here is a passage from 
Dezs6 Mesz6ly's essay in Shakespeare-nqpM [Shakespeare Diary] justifying his 
translation of Hamlet. The translator is directly addressing Arany in an imaginary 
monologue (along the lines of a soliloquy, though framed in apologetic and 
explanatory prose). The fictitious interlocutor, the Bard whose approval is 
expected, is Arany: 
Mester, sokkal t6bbet kaptain Nagysagodtol, mint azokat az dtvett sorokat. 
I K6vetend6 m6dszert ds szeml6letet kaptam. Nagysdgod muveszi 
mer6szsege 6bresztett ra, hogy drdmatolmacsolaskor sosem sz6vegeket, 
mindig szerepeket kell forditani. S egymAst6l elvalaszthatatlan k6lt6i ds 
emberi nagysdgod tanitott meg, hogy mindig 6beren figye1jem, hol t6r fel 
a drdmdban a lira. S hadd mondj am meg: ugy erzem, Nagysdgod , 
b6rt6n- 
Ddnidjdban", abban a sok,, rekeszben", , 
dutyiban", s azokban az egymdst 
figyel6 ds besAg6 figurdkban nem csak a Tudor-uralom: a Bach-korszak is 
ott kis6rt. S hadd teszem hozza: Mester, meg6lt-dnk egyet-mast mi is! Nem 
csak kronikdkbol tanultuk meg, milyen egy ember6letekkel jdtszo 
rend6rdllam. Van mib6I gazdAlkodnia a sokat tapasztalt magyar ir6nak, ha 
Shakespeare-forditasba fog. 
[Master, I have received much more from your Excellency than the lines I 
borrowed. I received a method and a way of thinking which I followed. 
Your artistic intrepidity made me aware that when one translates drama, 
one has to translate roles, and not only texts. Your poetic and human 
greatness taught me to seek continuously and acutely where the poetic 
springs from the drama. And let me tell you: I feel that in your 
Excellency's prison-like Denmark with so many cells and dungeons, and 
in the characters watching and informing on one another, it is not only the 
reign of the Tudors, but also the Bach period that haunts our minds. And let 
me add, Master, that we have also survived one or two difficult situations. 
It was not only from chronicles that we learnt about police-governed states 
that toy with human lives. A Hungarian writer has a good storage of 
experience to work from if s/he sets out to translate Shakespeare. ] 
(M6sz6ly, 1998, p. 256) 
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Perhaps it is not so much Arany's consent that Mesz6ly is after; these 
remarks may be directed against fault-finding critics in order to justify his 
translational decisions. Mesz6ly himself admits in an interview that he became an 
essayist out of defence: 
On a couple of occasions it was evident that my work had been 
misunderstood, or I was attacked out of envy or malice because I had the 
courage to translate plays that had already been translated by the big 
names. These attacks forced me to defend myself, and that is how I became 
an essayist. (Appendix Seven, my emphasis, also see Mimer 2003, p. 2) 
Parenthetically, an akin past-evoking technique is used with a similar 
justifying purpose in an imaginary interview with the 'national poet' Sdndor 
Pet6fi, which is the theme of a short story by Dezs6 M6sz6ly. In "FUstbe ment 
interjfi Pet6fi Sdndorral" [An Urumaterialised Interview/An Interview Gone Up in 
Smoke with SAndor Pet6fi] M6sz6ly uses Pet6fl's name and authority in order to 
voice his own opinion about the different aspects of Pet6fi's reception (mainly 
Sdndor Mdrai's allegedly ignorant and superficial underrating of Pet6fi and 
others) and negative changes in Hungary since the poet's time. 60 It is, in fact, the 
time-travelling Pet6fi who criticises these issues. He is so much engaged in 
complaining that the narrator (most probably sharing an ideological consensus 
with the author Mesz6ly) can only serve as no more than an obedient scribe who 
does not even have a chance to ask his questions. Again, an authoritative figure, a 
(classic' is used to express an author's opinion of the state of (intellectual) affairs 
(including the afterlife of the invoked authoritative figure). This act of composing 
60 The title of Mdsz6ly's prose piece plays upon the title and theme of one of Pet6fi's early poems, 
"Ristbe ment terv" ("Plans Gone Up In Smoke") (1844). A possible literal translation of the title 
would be [A Plan Gone Up In Smoke] referring to an unmaterialised plan; "Plans Gone Up In 
Smoke" is the title of Leslie A. Kery's translation (Makkai 2000, p. 373). L6rdnt Czigdny 
mentions it under the title "A Plan Which Came to Nothing" (1984, p. 182). The speaker of the 
poem imagines on the way home how, with what words he will greet his mother, whom he had not 
seen for a while. However, when the encounter takes place, all the greetings he had thought of 
escape him in the heat of the moment. The implication in M6sz6ly's short story is that the 
interviewer also had a lot to ask or say to Pet6fi, but the situation worked out in a different way: he 
had to let the poet complain and speak out his mind. 
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literary history (partly rehabilitating an important figure, partly giving credit to 
one's own name via borrowing an authoritative status) definitely forms a strong 
parallel with the Arany 'interview', with the exception that in the latter we do not 
get a narration of Arany's reply, we resort to the translator M6sz6ly's apology. 
This digression only serves to illustrate that such an evocation of a past authority 
is a widespread rhetorical device. 
Szabo T. is not specifically trying to find excuses for translating the play, 
but he still ends up giving a rounded explanation for why he chose to Magyarise 
Hamlet after Arany. When it comes to phrases or passages widely known from 
Arany's translation, Szab6 T. intentionally chooses the translation strategy of 
retaining these rather than trying to be 'original'. He sees the latter to be worse 
than retaining whatever has already 'passed the test'. This aspect is similar to 
Mesz6ly's, who emphasises that he borrows one hundred and fifty lines from 
Arany, and also E6rsi, who, especially in his first translation (or rather, revision), 
extensively borrows from Arany. The translator declares that he was looking for 
solutions more novel, more modem. Szabo T. 's non-apologetic apology or 
apologetic non-apology also ranks among the configurations of the rhetoric of 
discipleship, which characterises much of the translators' discourse on their work. 
The typical counter-example is Addm Nddasdy, who did not want to 
borrow from Arany. In his opinion, his language is so different from Arany's that 
quotations from a nineteenth-century Hungarian translation would disturb the 
viewer. When the author of this thesis challenged him saying that his translation 
intends to appear very different from that of Arany, he replied as follows: 
I cannot outperform Arany's voice. I cannot sound more Arany-like than 
he himself I am so different, there's no need me winking at him. That 
would be unnerving for me, which would result in a worse translation than 
it is now. I cannot just simply quote a line or two from Arany out of the 
blue in the middle of the play. When they started rehearsing my Hamlet in 
Debrecen, some of the actors were upset by not being able to say certain 
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sentences widely known from Arany's classical translation. The directors 
asked me what I would think about a mixed version. I let them shoulder 
the responsibility, and after a few rehearsals the actors themselves realised 
that they didn't feel like inserting quotations by Arany on the stage. 
(Minier 2002, p. 312) 
However, does the attitude of mastery - often intertwined with bardicide - 
definitely mean a threat to the Shakespearean-Aranyean power mechanism? As 
Paul Yachnin, influenced by Pierre Bourdieu, notes about some contemporary 
adapters of Shakespeare, they occupy their position in the field of cultural 
production through "oppositional legitimation" (2001, p. 42). Their 'claim to 
fame' is exactly the act of bardicide. The phenomenon, however, is not at all new. 
T. S. Eliot discusses a similar concept in his essay "Tradition and the Individual 
Talent". Talking of the newly emerging artist, he claims: "You cannot value him 
alone; you must set him, for contrast and comparison, among the dead" (1928, p. 
49). A similar theory underlies Harold Bloom's The Anxiety of Influence (1973). 
An emerging author has had to formulate his style in relation to what has 
happened on the literary scene before his arrival. To adopt the insight of literary 
henneneutics and reception aesthetics: literary language is ingrained with the past, 
and coming to terms with the past is inevitable for a writer. An irreverent 
translation or other reworking - perhaps paradoxically - confinns the position of 
the 'attacked', ridiculed or otherwise challenged name. It makes people reread the 
text, and through this compulsion to revisit the 'original', it places that under 
floodlight. The deconstruction of an idol does not necessarily mean destruction; 
there is an element of both de and con in the process. Ben Jonson established 
himself as a "master-poet" by pointing out how his work was different from that 
of his predecessors (Yachnin 2001, p. 41). Whether one takes up the attitude of 
the master - who is confident in his/her work without following patterns - or that 
of the obedient, respectful disciple one has to take a position vis-a-vis tradition. 
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Interestingly, as the following quotation from M6sz6ly testifies, the rhetoric of 
this combat between masters and self-promoting masters may be inscribed with 
the metaphor of the ghost: 
Minden valamireval6 Aj Shakespeare-rendezes es Shakespeare-magyarazat 
a XIX. szdzad hazajdr6 lelke el6l menekUl - 16db6r6zO' hAttal, vagy 
neurotikusan nevetg6lve, 6kl6t rAzva, vagy ffiget mutogatva a kisdrt6 
Tegnapnak. Vilagjelenseg ez. Magyar jelenseg is? K6ts6gteleniil- 
[Every new Shakespeare direction and interpretation tries to escape from 
the ghost of the 19th century with goose pimples on its back, neurotically 
laughing, clenching a fist or poking fun at Yesterday's temptation. This is 
a worldwide phenomenon. Is it a Hungarian phenomenon, too? Without a 
doubt. ] (M6szi5ly 1998, p. 222)61 
Mesz6ly's opinion is also noteworthy because it extends the phenomenon to the 
realm of the theatre and criticism. 
Shakespeare translation and gender 
The gender of the translator tends to be a significant factor in translational case 
studies; in the context of the Hungarian Shakespeare, it is of particular interest. At 
the commencement of Hungarian Shakespeare idolatry translating Shakespeare 
was a fatherly act in the establishment of national literature. To what extent is this 
a genderised issue? To return to Ddvidhdzi's paradigm of the Shakespeare cult as 
a quasi-religion, one finds this is a cult in which the priests are traditionally male. 
The almost entire absence of the female translator's voice from the Hungarian 
Shakespeare is instructive. However, during the period of mythicising there was 
one attempt made by a female translator, to translate Shakespeare. Emilia 
Lemouton took up translating Shakespeare as a patriotic mission, and she intended 
to translate all his plays. 62 
61 The quotation lacks the paragraph breaks from the source. 
62 Born of a French father and an Austrian mother, Emilia Lemouton came from a multilingual 
background. Her father, a slightly eccentric French lektor, chose to bring Emilia up as a child 
prodigy, perhaps exaggeratedly so. She also published short stories, for instance, "Egy ififl milvdsz 
els6 szerelme" [The first love of a young artist]. Her status as a writer of fiction is no greater than 
that as a translator. 
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As Marianne Czeke (1911) points out, in the background of Lemouton's 
enterprise, one can discern the influence of the high aristocratic literary salons run 
by the siblings Antonia Zichy (Mrs Batthyany) and Mrs Gy6rgy Karolyi. In these 
salons the language of conversation was deliberately Hungarian. A 
straightforward propaganda urging the involvement of women in the budding 
literary life was also characteristic of the quasi-institutional cultural role of the 
salons. In the periodical Honderu-, intended mainly for aristocrats, a call penned 
by Szarvasy appeared addressing Hungarian patriotic women (honleany), and 
stressing their duty to serve the country with a pen as ordained priestesses of the 
Muse ("a mfizsa fbIkent papn6ikdnt"). This might have inspired Lemouton to 
embark on this project. She was also encouraged by her father and her fiance, 
Boldizsdr Adojdn, to try her hand at a version of Shakespeare. 
In 1845 five of her translations (done from the English! ) were published 
(and never since republished): Twelfth Night (under the title Viola), The Tempest, 
The Merry Wives of Windsor, Two Gentlemen of Verona and Measure for 
Measure. There are four more translations by Lemouton that have never appeared 
in print: The Merchant of Venice, All's Well That Ends Well (under the title Napot 
mulva dicserj [Praise the Day When It's Over]) Much Ado About Nothing 
(originally under the title A szerelem hasztalan fdradozasi [The Futile Exertions 
of Love], then entitled as Hasztalan epedýs [Futile Languishings]), and Macbeth. 
The highly patriotic and rhetorical call for subscriptions that Lemouton 
drafted in 1845 mainly to advertise her expenditure is not treated altogether 
seriously by literary historian Davidhazi: 
The wording is all the more symptomatic because the translator, no more 
than 18 years old at the time, was ready to absorb contemporary ideals 
with a youthful enthusiasm and could not help echoing their latent 
ideological message. Her aim was, admittedly, to 'defend' Hungarian 
literature from being pilloried, 'alas', as the only one among all educated 
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nations that failed to naturalize Shakespeare, the author who created more 
than anybody except God. (1998, p. 145) 
However, parts of her call for subscriptions appealed to a section of contemporary 
society: 
Lemouton's references to God,, to the cultural obligations of a European 
nation,, to her own patriotic duty and to the asset of possessing a wonderful 
vernacular can be interpreted as parts of a skilful appeal to the basic 
assumptions and fundamental values. (Davidhazi 1998, pp. 145-146) 
Yet it could be argued that her agenda was more than romanticist patriotism and 
an exercise in emulation with regard to Shakespeare. Her notion of her reading 
public is all-inclusive with regard to class, and no bowdlerisation of the sources in 
the translation is intended. Despite her pronounced intentions, critics have noted 
that she censored 'indecent' language (yet, even the first Hungarian Shakespeare 
Committee agreed to advise on toning down the style of bawdy passages). Her 
explanation for the prose translation of the plays was as follows: 
Minthogy a k6lt6t egdsz pongyolasAgAban ds fensdgdben szanddkozom 
visszatiikrbzni, jonak veltem e rnfivet [Tempest] folYObesz6dben forditani 
6s igy hazdnk minden osztAlydnak drthet6bbd is tenni. 
[As I want to mirror the poet at his most casual and sublime, I deemed it 
proper to translate this work (The Tempest) in fluent speech 63 and thus 
make it intelligible to all classes of our homeland. ] (1845 cited Bayer 
1909, pp. 51-52) 
However,, Andor Vas in his critique in Eletk6pek contends that the less 
sophisticated aspect of Shakespeare's language should not necessarily be retained 
(cf Bayer 1909, p. 53). 
Later commentators have not necessarily been more sympathetic. 
Lemouton as a Shakespeare translator was accused of being incompetent, for 
example by Bayer (1909, p. 52) and Davidhazi, who calls her translations 
mediocre (1998, p. 145). This may be justifiable from a normative perspective, but 
her work could be reread from a feminist point of view. Her translation of Twelfth 
63 In fluent speech, that is, 'm prose'. 
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Night entitled Viola appears to foreground the female protagonist, because, in her 
view, Shakespeare's title does not correspond to the play at all (Czeke 1916, p. 
197). The same title was used by Soma Fekete in his 1843 rewriting of the play, 
so it may have been borrowed from him; still, she insisted on this title, and 
explained her choice. The title Viola was also retained or given by Levay for his 
1870 translation; however, the Shakespeare Committee recommended Vizkereszt, 
vagy amit akartok instead. 64 Foregrounding the female protagonist in the title can 
be seen as a somewhat subversive gesture, one characteristic of a voice of her 
own. 
It also needs emphasising that Lemouton worked from an English source 
as opposed to some of her contemporaries (which does not exclude the possibility 
of her consulting other foreign - mainly German - material). Lemouton has been 
charged with exaggerated faithfulness, giving everyday meanings to 
Shakespearean words, often simply taking the most widespread denotation from 
the meanings of a word, choosing an inappropriate synonym (her critics here were 
skating on thin ice), and using lengthy French-style circumlocutions to an 
exasperating extent. 
JOzsef Bayer finds faults with her venture from three perspectives that are 
noteworthy. One, to do with her alleged incompetence, is that she does not give 
footnotes and she does not indicate what edition she was working from (nota 
bene, even late-twentieth century translators do not always do that). Bayer also 
mentions that she translated 'easier' plays, implying that tragedies would have 
represented a greater challenge for her. Against this one can argue that comedies - 
as texts abounding in wordplay - are by no means straightforward for a translator. 
Another problem he discerns is linked to the concept of sacredness around 
64 Mikl6s Radn6ti and Gy6rgy R6nay's translation (completed in 1948) ftirther stabilises this title. 
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Shakespeare whose translation, as Bayer implies, would require more than one 
person's effort. He is critical of the fact that Lemouton was quite independent of 
higher opinion: "maga f6l6tt itdl6 bir6t el nem ismerve, olyan magdnvidlalkozAsba 
fog, mely csak t6bbek segitseg6vel ig6rhet sikert" [not recognising a judge above 
herself, she initiated a private venture that could only promise success with the 
help of others] (Bayer 1909, p. 52). 
However, one cannot help but ponder the possibility of another, possibly 
gender-based, taboo around the translation of Shakespeare. Is the implication that 
women are not 'eligible' for the task, not suited to touch the sacred text, not 
allowed to 'interfere' with it? The uproar that surrounded Lemouton's translations 
could not be about 'competence', because other translations at the time that were 
mere cultural relocations - as opposed to translations from the 'original' - were 
much less condemned. It would be a vast exaggeration to claim that throughout 
translation history across Western cultures women were not supposed to translate 
canonical texts (or here: almost religiously revered texts). However, the few cases 
when a female translator's name survives (in the capacity of translator) often 
come about because of the prestige of the author translated. Another pioneer of 
translating Shakespeare in European culture, and one historical exception to the 
rule of the translator's invisibility, is Krustina Batsarova-Zlato'oustova, one of the 
first Bulgarian translators of Shakespeare. In 1881 she published a translation of 
Cymbeline from the Russian (Shurbanov and Sokolova 2001, p. 45). In her case, 
as in Lemouton's, it is obviously the author's cultural status that allowed her own 
name to survive. 
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65 Thinking of Lemouton's contemporaries, the wife of Pet6fi, hilia Szendrey, known as 'feles6gek 
feles6ge' [wife of wives] by the Hungarian public, was the first Hungarian translator of Hans 
Christian Andersen. It is telling that women in the nineteenth century were likely to translate fairy 
tales, but not necessarily prestigious, canonical authors or 'high literature'. 
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Nevertheless, Jozsef Bayer admits Lemouton's merit, "Shakespeare 6sszes 
szmmuveine lefordftAsAt illet6leg a kezdemdnyez6s drdeme irodalmunkban egy 
n6e" [The initiative of translating all of Shakespeare's plays was in our literature 
taken by a woman] (Bayer 1909, p. 51). (Even this could be read as a slightly 
patronising statement. ) As was discussed earlier, other intellectuals also had in 
mind the translation of the complete plays, yet Lemouton was the first one who 
acted on the idea (even though she did not complete the venture). 
Female translators of Shakespeare are rare even at a later date in the 
Hungarian context. More than a century after Lemouton, Magda Szabo - famous 
as a novelist in the main, but also the author of historical plays such as Ma kircily 
[King Bela], A merani fiU [The Son of the Meranian], A csata [The Battle] - 
published her translation of The Two Gentlemen of Verona (1955). The then 
student dramaturg Agota Revesz co-translated The Merry Wives of Windsor with 
the novelist and translator Ldszl6 Mdrton in 1989. Even amongst other rewrites of 
Shakespeare the female author is relatively infrequent in the Hungarian context. 
The process, mechanism and areas of canonisation 
An important factor underlying the centrality of Arany's translation of Hamlet is 
the canonised status of Arany's oeuvre in general, and his canonicity as a master 
of the Hungarian language and as an eminent translator, in particular. In the 
canonisation process Pal Gyulai's 1883 lecture was of crucial importance. Here he 
emphasises that the foreign-sounding nature that can be detected in Kazinczy's 
Shakespeare is not present in Arany's (1883, p. 8). "[A] Gyulai altal megallapitott 
drtdkitdletet els6sorban Be6thy Zsolt tette dltaldnosan elfogadottA" [It was 
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primarily Zsolt Be6thy who made Gyulai's value judgement generally accepted] 
(Keresztury 1937, p. 77). 66 
Frigyes Riedl was a characteristic scholar of the age of positivism, which 
laid emphasis on personality and thus favoured a biographical approach in the 
humanities. In his 1887 monograph he canonises Arany as a primarily epic poet, 
and he achieves this by presenting him as one carrying out national tasks, tasks 
which exemplify the Hungarian nation-type. 67 Positivism had a tendency to 
describe all phenomena, including ethnicity, by way of categorisation (cf. Imre et 
al 1998, pp. 53-55): 
Valamint a hold ffildiink k8rill 6s ezzel egyUtt ism6t egy tdvolabbi 
k6z6ppont: a nap k6rdl forog, -dgy Arany k6lteszete is kifejezi a magyar 
szellemet es n6p-typust, de e mellett egyszersmind egy sokkal altalanosabb 
iranyban is mozog. Az Ujkori eur6pai miivdszet uralkod6 tendentiai 6s 
eszmdi irAnydban. Mint a nagy oceAnban, Arany miiveiben is kdt er6s 
aramlat van egymas felett: az egyik a nemzeti, a magyar, a mdsik also,, a 
XIX. szazad k6zep6nek hatalmas sodrd eszme-dramlata. 
[As the moon circles around our earth and by this around a more distant 
centre - the sun -, Arany's poetry expresses the Hungarian spirit and 
nation-type, but at the same time it moves in a much more general 
direction too: towards tendencies and ideals of modem European art. As in 
a great ocean, there are two strong currents in Arany's works one beneath 
the other: one is the national, the Hungarian; the other, the lower, is the 
powerful flow of the intellectual currents of the mid-19th century. ] (Riedl 
1904, p. 87) 
Oddly enough, when he identifies European features in Arany's 
personality, he mentions pessimism and psychological analysis, pantheism 
(merging with nature), realism and political consciousness. As Riedl elaborates, 
Arany epikus k8lteszeffinket a magyar n6p eredeti typusaival, a 
nepk6lteszetnek naiv felfogasaval 6s nyelvkincs6vel gazdagltja. Arany 
maga a magyar embernek, k6lt6szete a magyar n6pk6lteszetnek 
eszm6nyltese. 
[Arany enriches our epic poetry with authentic types of the Hungarian 
people, a naive perception of folk poetry and folkloric language. Arany is 
66 Other literarary historians and biographers who followed in the line of canonisation are N6gyesy, 
Csdszdr (his biography was published in 1926), Ldszl6 Gy6ngy6sy's more detailed and anecdotal 
biography (1901), Ferenc Szinnyei's thoroughgoing study of 1909, Frigyes Riedl's seminal work 
of 1887, and G6za Voinovich's three-volume monograph. 
67 This thesis cites the third, revised edition of the monograph from 1904. 
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the idealisation of the Hungarian man, and his poetry is the idealisation of 
Hungarian folk poetry. ] (Riedl 1904, p. 95) 
The issue of being 'Shakespearean', in other words, the question of 
authenticity, comes up in the context of the translations. Riedl strongly canonises 
Arany as a translator of Shakespeare, and markedly, of Hamlet, when claiming 
that on the basis of these texts, he is the most outstanding or (literally: ) first 
("legels6") Hungarian Shakespeare translator, his best translation is Hamlet, and 
his translations are even more Shakespearean than those of Schlegel (1904, p. 
289). The latter is a crucial point of reference, since Schlegel was a major 
authority and model at the time, and presenting Arany as superior to him 
considerably enhances his authoritative status. The chief criterion is fidelity, being 
close to the original as much as possible: 
Ha forditasait mas hires forditasokkal vetjUk 6ssze, mindig azt fogjuk 
tapasztalni, hogy az Mi ertelemre k6zelebb dllnak az eredetihez. Altalan 
mondhatni, hogy hivebb Schlegelnel, ki a leghiresebb Shakespeare- es 
Droysenn6l, ki a legJelesebb Aristophanes-fordito. 
[If we compare his translations with other famous translations, we will 
always notice that his translations are closer to the original in terms of 
sense. In general we can say that he is more faithful than Schlegel, who is 
the most famous translator of Shakespeare, and Droysen, who is the most 
outstanding Aristophanes translator. ] (Riedl 1904, pp. 288-289) 
Riedl briefly compares Arany and Schlegel from various perspectives, and 
proclaims Arany as the 'winner': 
Arany a dramai reszeknek, az er6s, keves szav-d kifejez6sek 
visszaaddsdban, a n6met Schlegel a lyrai elemben (6rzelmek, hasonlatok) 
remekel. Eg6szben veve Arany forditasa szerintem shakespeare-ibb mint a 
Schlegele. A Schlegel Shakespeareje megszeliditett Shakespeare: ezek a 
phantastikus sz6gletek lyrailag le vannak csiszolva; ez az er6szakos, s6t 
n6ha 1zl6stelen vad er6 mai izIdsUnkh6z szelid0l, a nemes gy-Um6Ics vad 
zamatjdt kerti edess6g vdltja fel. Arany, 6mbar nyelve tdvolabb esik az 
angolt6l, mint a nemet nyelv, e reszben m6gis k6zelebb jar az eredetihez, 
mint Schlegel6k. 
[Arany is excellent at rendering dramatic parts, terse expressions, while 
the German Schlegel excels in the lyrical elements (emotions, similes). In 
my opinion, Arany's translation is more Shakespearean on the whole than 
Schlegel's. Schlegel's Shakespeare is a tamed Shakespeare: these 
gorgeous comers are poetically toned down; this violent, what's more, 
sometimes rough savage force, is tamed to the taste of his day, the 
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sweetness of a garden takes the place of the wild aroma of the noble fi7ult. 
Arany, even though his language is more distant from English than 
German is, is still closer to the original in this respect than Schlegel and 
company. ] (Riedl 1904, p. 289) 
Riedl's assessment of the translations is formulated to support his notion of Arany 
as a primarily epic poet. This view survived up to the 1980s as a governing 
principle of Arany studies. Riedl mildly downgrades Arany's poetic force in the 
translations in order to highlight his epic skills. It was mainly with the postmodern 
turn in Hungarian criticism that Arany as a lyrical poet was re-discovered: 
A forditott mu' t6m6rsdget mindig eldri, a gondolatbeli rdszeknek is mdlt6 
parjAt adja; csak a tisztdn lirai elem, a k6nny-O baj visszaadAsdban marad jj 
n6ha az eredetinek sz6ps6g6n alul. 
[He always achieves the density of the work translated, he renders ideas 
accordingly, too. It is only in the rendition of the purely poetic element, the 
light charm that he sometimes does not live up to the beauty of the 
original. ] (Riedl 1904, p. 289) 
Riedl's rhetoric displays its own uncertainty, with phrases such as 'in general', 
4other famous translators', and so on. In this way, the statement loses its 
persuasive force. However, Riedl builds his argument cleverly in the main. He 
first introduces Schlegel as the most famous Shakespeare translator, and he 
continues to assert that Arany as a translator is even more faithful than Schlegel. 
Hungarian literary histories written in English also stress Arany's 
linguistic excellence and the prominence of his Shakespeare translations, 
especially of Hamlet. Even though Joseph Rernenyi's concise literary history - 
Hungarian Writers and Literature (1964) - mentions Arany's translation work 
only in passing, a great deal of attention is paid to his status as an arbiter of 
linguistic taste. Arany is praised as "a supreme teacher of his nation" with a 
"mastery of words" (1964, p. 106). "The focal point of his art is his 
Hungarianism" (p. 106), Rem6nyi continues. The brief reference to his 
translations contends that they "prove the rich poetic and communicative nature of 
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the Hungarian language, when used by a master" (p. 116). This would indeed 
support the notion of elevating the language to the level achieved by more 
advanced European nations. Remenyi's chapter on Arany is rich in highly 
subjective statements and superlatives, such as "Arany is the greatest artist of the 
Hungarian language" (1964, p. I 10). The former is a quotation from a lexicon of 
Hungarian literature (Magyar irodalmi lexikon) from 1926. Needless to say, these 
claims are as difficult to prove as the glorification of any deity can be proved in a 
teleological way. 68 
Moreover,, with an instructive turn of rhetoric, Arany is presented as an 
almost untranslatable poet due to his supremacy in his own native tongue: 
William N. Loew, Nora de Vally, Dorothy A Stuart, and Watson 
Kirconnell translated some of his poetry into English. But there are no 
translations (although Watson Kirkconnell's are admirable) in which the 
Hungarian poet's genius appears in its fullest expression. It is sad to say 
that he does not occupy his deserved place in world literature. (1964,, p. 
106) 
More recently, L6rdnt Czigdny asserts: 
Arany's poetic profile would be incomplete without mentioning his 
Shakespeare translations. Like other great poets of the 19th century - 
Wr6smarty and Pet6fi - he also made translations, and his versions 
became national classics. A Midsummer Night's Dream (1864), Hamlet 
(1867), and King John (1867) bear witness to his scholarship and profound 
understanding of the Bard. (1984, p. 205, my emphasis) 
An overt marker of the centrality of the Arany's Hamlet is that - despite 
being a translation - it has a considerable reception history of its own, which 
specifically discusses Arany's Hamlet as opposed to Hamlet as such (for example 
Geher 1996 and Lorant 1996). 
Miscellaneous translations of Hamlet, namely by Arpdd Zigany (1899), 
Bela Telekes (1901) and Attila Szab6 T. (1929) had no authority behind them to 
back them up and secure them a place in the canon (no matter how changeable 
68 In Remdnyi's literary history, Pet6fi is also celebrated as a 'ýnaster of this language" (1964, p. 
102). 
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that position may be). The translations Erom the turn of the century were not 
connected to a new edition of Shakespeare, and there were no literary historians or 
critics drawing attention to them. They have not been reprinted; for a long time it 
was only Arany's translation that was republished in a variety of collections (for 
example, in the 1948 and 1955 collected works of Shakespeare) and on its own. 
These scattered examples of retranslating classics, where there was a canonical 
translation already in existence, were almost doomed to oblivion. 
The majority of university and college curricula and, much more typically, 
secondary school required reading lists, have also confirmed the position of 
Arany's text. 69 The established practice of covering only one translation of a work 
in a class even if there are more available is a similar, though psychologically 
understandable process - an insistence on having a single true version of every 
story. There is a strong tendency to teach only the canonical translations, even 
though for secondary school students the contemporary ones would be more 
palatable, and comparing the different translations, especially at a university level, 
would result in a much better understanding, since different translations may point 
towards different readings. Again, one needs to be careful not to view critical 
material written on the basis of a translation as if it related to the 'original' (cf. 
Minier 2003a). Translations are not equivalent counterparts of the 'original'; the 
tutor should but frequently fails to clarify for the students that 'the work' has 
undergone an interpretative and creative process called translation. 
69 Regarding the secondary school Shakespeare canon, it is Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet that are 
highly anthologised and taught. One of the reasons for this might be that scenes from these two 
plays were performed at a very early stage of the Hungarian Enlightenment. 
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The theatre 
Another cultural platfonn where the centrality of Arany's Hamlet prevails is the 
theatre. 70 Arany's text has been regularly staged since the year it was first 
published (it premiered on 9 September 1867) and today, despite the existence of 
alternative translations, it is still the one chosen even for some experimental 
productions. Among these examples the 2001 Hamlet at the Kolibri (dir. Janos 
Novdk) stands out, which - aiming mainly at a children's audience - transferred 
the play to a home farm (the characters being presented as animals). For such 
artistically or ideologically challenging performances, one might assume that a 
contemporary translation might be more suitable. From another perspective, 
however, the juxtaposition of a pristine text and modem mise-en-scene might also 
achieve a noteworthy effect. As the E8rsi case study will demonstrate, there are 
numerous,, albeit often anonymous, examples of dramaturgical adjustments to the 
text; these updated versions, as many theatre-makers hope, still carry the essence 
of the 'original' (Arany's text). Due to the same importance attached to Arany's 
translation other translations are very rarely staged. As mentioned above, there are 
no records of Zigany's or Telekes's translations ever being staged, while 
Mesz6ly's work has been performed only twice: in a more traditional production 
directed by Janos Acs in Uj Szlnhaz [New Theatre], Budapest, in 1996 and in the 
1998 experimental, multi-media production at Miskolc, directed by the polymath 
artist Miller Peter Sziami'. Nadasdy's translation, as Part Two will elaborate, has 
been transferred to the stage three times. More surprisingly, even the most recent 
Janoshazy translation is so far unstaged. 
70 Between 1867 and 1907 it had sixty-eight performances in the National Theatre in Budapest. 
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From the 1980s onwards there has appeared a practice of retranslating 
Shakespeare plays that already have canonical Hungarian translations. With 
regard to Hamlet, various factors necessitated this process, including the 
increasingly archaic character of Arany's language (this is examined in Chapter 
Three). Jan Kott's 1964 book, - under the English title - Shakespeare, Our 
Contemporary), had an immense influence on the staging of Shakespeare at that 
time, even in Hungary. An extract from the book was translated into Hungarian as 
early as 1964 by the scholar Endre Bojtdr, and appeared in the journals Dialog 
and Helikon. The full translation of the book by Grdcia Kerenyi was published in 
1970. The Kottian influence worked in tandem with the influence of Peter 
Brook's visiting performances (for instance, his 1970 production of A Midsummer 
Night'S Dream). One of the notable Hungarian theatre critics, Tamas Koltai, even 
wrote a book on Brook (1976). To present Shakespeare as a contemporary one 
needs contemporary translations which allow the average spectator to understand 
every word. The 'opposition' argued from a different perspective: Arany's 
translations are perfect, they do not need retranslating. The latter position 
disregarded a crucial point: it was not Arany that was retranslated, but the plays of 
Shakespeare, in order to provide some alternatives to the already existing 
translations. Many a receiver cannot help but compare the new versions to the 
well-known one. In this sense, the canonical translation may become part of the 
concept of the 'original' (either in the retranslator's or in the receiver's mind), part 
of the intertextual network around the new translation. 
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The workings of the taboo: Ebrsi's revision of Arany's Hamlet as a 
case study in dramaturgy and retranslation 
There was and, to some extent, still prevails an intermediary theatre practice 
between using the canonical translation per se and retranslating the classic from 
English, and this is the revision or dramaturgical adjustment of an existing 
translation (here: Arany's text) for the stage of the day. Such adjustments of the 
translations (which are indeed treated as 'originals' in such enterprises) have been 
widespread and customary, if not ratified practices in (and most probably beyond) 
the Hungarian theatre; however, attaching a name to these 'in-between' or 
mongrel versions was rather unusual. This is what happened to Istvdn Ebrsi's 
revised version of Arany's Hamlet (1983), which rapidly became famous and 
infamous as 'E6rsi's Hamlet'. It should be born in mind,, however,, that E6rsi's 
first version is a theatrical text with significant omissions (it is, in fact, a 
promptbook version), so it is not even a 'complete' text in a literary sense. (This is 
not an imperfection of the text, since it was not meant for readers in the first 
place. ) In spite of that, it has had a great influence on issues of literary and 
theatrical translations. 
The first major debate to do with the retranslation of Shakespeare was 
inspired by this revision of Arany's translation. This was commissioned from 
E6rsi by the Csiky Gergely Theatre in Kaposvar, which was viewed by many as 
the leading provincial theatre at the time. 71 What E6rsi did in this first version was 
a reverential 'rectification' of Arany's text. Even though he consulted an English 
edition, the main concern of this project was not retranslating the text from the 
71 Istvdn E6rsi (born 1931) is a playwright, poet, essayist, dramaturg and translator. Many of his 
plays share a number of characteristics with the Hungarian theatre of the absurd. He has promoted 
American beat poetry in Hungary by translating poems by Allen Ginsberg and others and by 
organising poetry readings. During the communist era in Hungary, between December 1956 and 
1960, he was imprisoned for political reasons. E6rsi is devoted to the cause of translating 
Shakespeare into a contemporary idiom. 
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original but prolonging the stage durability of Arany's text. Famous passages, 
such as the "To be or not to be" soliloquy or sententiae, were left almost intact - 
in the very same form with which audiences would have recognised them. 
With retrospect, E6rsi clearly recognises the shortcomings of his 
methodology. The problem seems to be the lack of a unified style or authorial 
voice in the translation. The revised (and interpolated) script had an uncanny feel 
to it due to a juxtaposition of familiar and unfamiliar elements. Here is his 
recollection from an interview conducted for the purpose of his thesis in 2002: 
When I took up the job, I decided to try and preserve whatever was 
unsurpassable in Arany's text. I got a loosely typed copy of Arany's text 
from the theatre, and I wrote my corrections on the line above. Of course I 
didn't alter everything. The result was a catastrophe. Arany's translation is 
so much a part of our national heritage that the more educated members of 
the audience knew it very well, if not by heart. Familiar sentences ended 
up sounding very strange, or vice versa: an unfamiliar beginning would 
turn into a well-known phrase. Geza Fodor, the celebrated dramaturg, said 
it was not the characters fighting against each other but the two texts. 
(Appendix Six) 
The rhetoric of the debate has a similar tone to what Douglas Robinson 
(1996) finds in various examples of Western discourse in connection with the 
taboo on translation (and occasionally retranslation, although the latter is not 
Robinson's main concern, and he does not treat retranslation as a separate issue). 
Beyond the intellectual level of the E6rsi debate there seems to be an irrational 
dread of interference with the classic translation, which does indeed seem to have 
taken the position of 'the original', 'the authentic', 'the sacred' text in Hungarian 
culture. The unofficial ban on retranslation can be viewed as a variation of the 
taboo on translation in general, since the widespread and canonical translation is 
regarded as the primary or originary text within cultural memory. Daniel Fischlin 
and Mark Fortier comment on the sacrosanct view of Shakespeare's oeuvre in 
connection with regard to rewriting in general. "[MIuch of the long history of 
appreciating and thinking about Shakespeare has stressed his unsurpassed 
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originality, the sanctity of his texts, and the cultural taboo on presuming to alter 
them" (2000, p. 1). 
In the debate over 'E6rsi's Hamlet' literary magazines and review sections 
of newspapers gave house room to different opinions. Tamas Koltai, a leading 
theatre critic, argued for the retranslatability of Shakespeare texts that are already 
canonised, and thus, guarded translations. He underlines that retranslating these 
texts from the original is better than adjusting old translations to contemporary 
taste and the spoken language of the day. However, he maintains that some of 
Arany's translation of Shakespeare is unsurpassable. Thus, in principle, he 
acknowledges the idea of an adaptation of the Hungarian canonical text for 
contemporary spectatorship (and he stresses the needs of the theatre here) if the 
text is adjusted with inspired sophistication ("erz6keny ihlettel dtigazitva"). It is 
an exaggerated and false reverence of Arany's text against which he raises his 
voice: 
I Ami nyugtalanito (es k6ziigy), az eppen az ýIjraforditasokat akaddlyozo, 
hamis kegyelet. Miik6dik egy megfdlemlito' mechanizmus, mar-mar terror, 
ami k6lt6t, mfifordit6t, szinhdzat egyardnt lebdnit. Ezdrt marad sokszor 
titkos szinhdzi belUgy egy-egy dtdolgozas. 
[What is unsettling about this - and this is a public matter - is the false 
worship blocking instances of retranslation. An intimidating mechanism - 
almost terror - is at work, which paralyses poets, translators, and theatre 
alike. This is why many times revised versions remain a secret internal 
matter of a playhouse. ] (Koltai 1983) 
Paralysis is used as a metaphor here, but Douglas Robinson indeed 
describes a fear, or rather, horror of corporal punishment for translating or 
retranslating a sacred text. Robinson provides a good example: a close reading of 
Abbot Aelffic's (c. 955-c. 10 10) letter to his secular patron Aethelweard explaining 
why he is reluctant to translate the whole of Genesis. Robinson summarises the 
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monk's apology as follows; he paraphrases Aelfric's words in - to borrow Dorrit 
Cohn's term -a quoted monologue. " 
He insists,, I didn't translate the whole book of Genesis, only half, so that if 
my translation should fall into the wrong hands, the danger would be 
minimized; and I'm not going to translate another word, so don't ask me 
to, lest I have to disobey you or break my word; and if some scribe 
introduces corruption into my translation, that's his problem, not mine, so 
don't come hurling your accusations at me. (Robinson 1996, p. 83) 
Robinson tends to explain this with an irrational fear of taboo: 
His words surge with scarcely suppressed fear, a fear that overrode even a 
direct command from his bishop, so that even in obeying it, he wheedled 
the command down to a mere half of the original (translate Genesis), did 
that half under polite but anxious and insistent protest, and stated flatly 
that he refused to do any more. [ ... 
] But this reassurance still wasn't 
enough for Aelfric. He still was terrified. He still felt his translation was 
not right, was dangerous. (Robinson 1996, p. 84) 
To return to the debate around E6rsi's 'sacrilegious' translation, Tamds 
Koltai uses the terms istenkisertýs (tempting the divine) and sirgyaldz6 merenylet 
(desecration of a grave) when describing the argumentation of the other party. The 
language of discussion is interspersed with phrases reminiscent of ecclesiastical 
language, the idiom of a semi-sacred literary cult of Shakespeare (investigated 
closely by Peter Ddvidhazi in The Romantic Cult of Shakespeare). The writer and 
literary historian Vargha responded to Koltai, who again replied by criticising the 
cultic attitude of his opponent: 
Vargha Balazs [ 
... 
] magat a jogot vitatja, hogy valaki egyaltalan makuldt 
talalhat Arany forditdsan. Egy szent sz6vegen. Egy s6rthetetlen 
klasszikuson. Ezt nevezem hamis tekintelytiszteletnek, meg inkdbb 
tekintelyf6tisnek. 
[Balazs Vargha disputes the very right to find any blemishes in Arany's 
translation. (As if) in a sacred text! (As if) in an inviolable classic! I call 
this false reverence to authority, or rather the fetishisation of authority. ] (3 
June 1983) 
Baldzs Vargha belongs to the opposite faction to that of Koltai. In fact, it 
was Vargha's brief article in the weekly Elet es Irodalom [Life and Literature] (22 
72 For the concept of the quoted monologue see Cohn 1978, pp. 12-13 and 58-98. 
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April 1983) that encouraged Koltai to express his dissent (29 April 1983). Vargha 
describes his viewing experience of a performance that uses Istvdn E6rsi's 
reworking of Arany's translation. He was appalled by a language that is neither 
Arany's nor anybody else's but a hybrid version. However, he does not clarify 
here whether he would object to proper retranslations (done from an English 
original). He uses the Latin tenn perfidia (treachery, perfidy) to emphasise the 
unfaithfulness to Arany's work exercised by E6rsi. He finds faults especially with 
the fact that he hears even the (by now) aphorismatic sentences in altered 
versions. He succinctly summarises what he perceives as iconoclasm in E6rsi's 
work: "Atdolgozta Aranyt. Atdolgozni mereszelte. " [He revised Arany. He dared 
to revise it. ] He closes his article with a perfect example of the cultic idiom. 
"Halljak, mit fütyül a tavaszi szel a Kerepesi temetö erckopors0jänäl? Hagyjatok 
bek6ben nyugodni! " [Can you hear what the spring wind is whistling at the side of 
the metal casket in Kerepesi cemetery? 73 Let me rest in peace. ] Charging E6rsi 
and like-minded intellectuals with disturbing the peace of the deceased - with one 
of the gravest possible of sins - is another well-known trick for those versed in 
classical rhetoric. However, this is a somewhat emotional conclusion to the 
argument. This weird necromancy and the commonplace of the graveyard is not 
unique to Hungarian culture, it appears in the discourse on "the anxiety of 
influence" (cf Bloom 1973, p. 65): "Every young man's heart is a graveyard in 
which are inscribed the names of a thousand dead artists but whose only actual 
denizens are a few mighty, often antagonistic, ghosts" (Malraux cited Bloom 
1973, p. 26). Hamlet is, of course, a play which fits this rhetoric very well due to 
the appearances of the ghost of Hamlet's father and the graveyard scene. 
73 Arany was buried in Kerepesi cemetery. 
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Koltai in his next contribution to the debate (3 June 1983) brings in the 
English translations of Shakespeare as an example to support the necessity for the 
Hungarian retranslations. He quotes Peter Brook from an interview with Caroline 
Alexander in September 1974. As Koltai reminds us, Brook explains that he had 
Ted Hughes translate King Lear from English into English because it was too 
archaic for the film he was making. This parallel is used by Koltai to respond to 
Vargha, when the latter argues that if the four- century-old English text is good 
enough for English viewers, the century-old Hungarian text should also be 
suitable for a Hungarian audience. Besides, Koltai sheds light on the fact that 
E6rsi is far from being the first person to adjust Arany's (or Pet6fi's or 
Wr6smarty's) translation; he is only one of the first persons to give his name to it. 
Again, one encounters the problematic issue of authorship and authority, name 
and power. There have been a number of 'distorted' versions of Arany's 
translations on the stage, prepared by dramaturgs or directors, but these were 
usually 'nameless' versions. Koltai mentions these as home-made (or, theatrically 
speaking, in-house) adjustments ("hazilagos sz6vegldigazltdsok"). His cardinal 
example is Laertes's famous phrase "Mi ndzi Hamlet bibeI6 kegy6t". This is 
Arany's by now absolutely uncolloquial, and, thus, largely incomprehensible 
rendering of "for [ ... 
] the trifling of his favour" (1/3; 5), which, as he claims, was 
turned into "Mi Hamlet szepteveset illeti" [Regarding Hamlet's courting] twenty 
years before his article. It was by taking personal and open responsibility for this 
kind of engagement that E6rsi exposed his work to a series of attacks. 
"Can one interfere with a translation of classic status by Arany" ("szabad- 
e belenyfilni egy klasszikusnak szanu'to Arany-forditdsba? "), asks the question the 
translator and dramaturg JOzsef Czimer in his contribution to the debate in the 
weekly Elet ýs Irodalom. Interestingly enough, he turns to Arany's spirit (or 
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should we say, ghost) to ask his opinion concerning Vargha's argument. This is 
reminiscent of Mesz6ly's previously discussed imaginary altercations with Arany 
and Pet6fi: 
Szerintem, es meg valaki szerint, akinek az allaspontjdra t6bbet adok, mint 
a magam6ra, egy6rtelmfien E6rsi IstvjLn vAllalkozAsdnak 6s Koltai Tamds 
elvi alldspontjanak van igaza. [ ... ] Koltai Tamds felt6telezn6, Mintha Arany Jdnos nern tamogatnd Vargha Balazst az alldsfoglalasdban. tn 
tovAbb mentem, es megkerdeztern Arany Jdnost magdt, mi a velemenye. ts 6 te1jes egy6rtelmfis6ggel Koltai elvi dlldspontjAt timogatta. M&-pedig 
dramaforditoi kerdesekben 6n Arany v6lemeny6re adok a legt6bbet. 
[In my opinion, and in somebody else's opinion, which matters to me 
more than mine, it is evidently Istvdn E6rsi's venture and Tamds Koltai's 
conviction that are right. Tamds Koltai seems to assume that Jdnos Arany 
doesn't support Balazs Vargha's claim. I went further and asked Jdnos 
Arany himself for his opinion. And he is fully convinced in backing up 
Koltai's view. And, for that matter, I count on Arany's opinion most when 
it comes to drama translation. ] (17 June 1983) 
A main difference underlying the two ways of thinking comes from the 
intellectual backgrounds of the two disputants. Vargha's background is primarily 
in literature. For literary scholars, it is quite natural to view a canonised 
translation as part of the literary oeuvre of the translator, and thus, a 'closed' text 
at least in its material form, yet, (open' in a broad sense: open to a variety of 
interpretations. Thus, he guards the integrity of this sacred text - though obviously 
to a greater extent than one would guard the integrity of many other texts. In this 
context, it is understandable that there is some resistance to rewriting - that is, 
materially interfering with - an already completed work, even if it is a translation. 
Rewriting, which is an act carrying the connotations of copying, duplicating, 
mirroring, and, at the very least, providing a double, poses a threat to the 
masterpiece status of a work, since the notion of masterpiece is associated with 
unrepeatable, incompatible and inherent values. It is only paradoxical on the 
surface that a 'measurement' of a classic can be constituted by the degree and 
typology of its adaptation and translation, whether intracultural or intercultural. 
However, it would only be logical from a literary perspective to accept 'new' 
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translations (that are not influenced by previous translations of the same 
(original') as alternative interpretations of the 'original' and the intertextual 
network around it (potentially comprising the previous translations). Also, as 
emphasised before, it may be a problem in university seminars when some 
students of world literature are not familiar with the 'original', and a nineteenth- 
century translation may not support, for instance, a postmodernist reading. This 
applies to academic articles, too, which might find it difficult to prove their points 
through the translations when they actually want to state something about the 
'original'. Still, such translations often meet with animosity, and the second, third, 
etc., translation of a work in the same language does not necessarily come across 
as a different reading of that work. 
On the other hand, theatre-makers have a more pragmatic attitude to the 
act of translation as well as to individual translations. A translation for them is a 
functional text, an aid to their direction of a perfonnance - not necessarily a text 
they pay tribute to, but a material they use and sometimes alter to meet their 
needs. Furthermore,, the text can work as a source of inspiration from which they 
can depart should they so wish. What Jakobson conceives of as intersenfiotic 
translation is apparent in the theatre where in the majority of the productions a 
primarily verbal text is adapted to the stage (cf 1992, pp. 145 and 151). One 
should keep in mind, though, that theatre is not necessarily verbal art. The main 
focus when 'staging' a text is not on the text, but on creating a good production 
with the aid of the text, even though literary scholars often do not expect much 
more from a production than paying tribute or doing full justice to the playtext. 
For this reason, a text that is highly canonical on literary grounds is not inevitably 
sacred for theatre practitioners; it can be cut or added to) it can be rewritten, and 
combined with other texts as well as paralinguistic elements. 
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With regard to the E6rsi debate Karoly Szokolay sits on the fence. He 
allows for new translations, which, if successful, can enrich Hungarian literature, 
but he does not think these are necessitated by the supposedly archaic nature of 
Arany's language. He joined the debate with a publication in the academic journal 
Filol6giai K&16ny [Newsletter in Philology] complaining about the lack of 
translation criticism in Hungarian. Drawing on the work of the literary historian 
Frigyes Riedl, the director Sdndor Hevesi, the actor Mikl6s Gdbor 74 , the translator 
Mesz6ly, Kosztolanyi as a theatre critic, and others, he claims that Arany's 
translations of Shakespeare are not outdated. A few expressions which are out of 
use and difficult to understand can be corrected. He also implies that whoever 
takes up retranslation, is bound to engage in a competition with Arany. The title of 
his article asks whether Arany's Shakespeare translations should be retranslated 
("Ujra kell-e forditani Arany Shakespeare-forditdsait? "). His way of thinking 
exemplifies the phenomenon that in the public mind and beyond there is an 
overwhelming identification of the canonised translation with the original. This 
opinion parallels the phenomenon Adam Nadasdy refers to in an interview: 
[M]any people felt that I retranslated Arany's translation into 
contemporary Hungarian. I was accused of altering the text. Some people 
said, the original goes like this... and they started to recite Arany's 
translation. I had to draw attention to the fact that the original is not by 
Arany, but by Shakespeare. (Minier 2002, p. 313) 
At a convention of the Hungarian Association of Writers (Irosz6vetseg) - 
specifically convened to discuss this matter - Gy6rgy Somly6, the poet and 
translator, gave a plenary address on the subject. His is the most scholarly and 
detailed discussion of the issue from the period. SomIYO sets up a sharp division 
between drama as reading and drama as theatre. He draws on Pet6fi, Hugo and the 
74 GAbor was an actor famous for his delivery of Hamlet; he is also recorded in Marvin 
Rosenberg's Maský of Hamlet (one of the few Hungarian Hamlets mentioned in English language 
studies). 
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moden-iist Babits, who saw Shakespeare as literature primarily, and the director 
Sýndor Hevesi, who thought of drama as theatre. In Somlyo's opinion, drama 
lives the life of an amphibian (1984, p. 1140). Its respiration works in two distinct 
ways: on the page and on the stage. As Somlyo argues, original plays carry the 
amphibian existence within themselves 'by nature' (that is genetically), while 
translated works might emphasise one aspect or the other. "[A] forditdsnak mint 
miifajnak a kiil6n6ss6ge az, hogy rejt6lyes m6don romland6bb az eredetin6l" 
(1984, p. 1142). [It is specific to translation as a genre that it is more perishable 
than the original. ] He also points out that what is precious in world literature is 
that which is retranslated ("vilagirodalmi &rtek az, amit ujraforditunk", Somlyo 
1984, p. 1142). Looking at the issue from a slightly different angle, he still 
maintains the untouchable feature of Arany's Shakespeare translations: 
Arany Hamletje, Szentivdn6ji alma a magyar nemzeti irodalom eredeti 
'miiveivd' vAltak, els6rendii ert6kei k6zd tartomak. Mint a remekmiiveket 
d1talAban, mfifajukra vaI6 tekintet n6lkill, inkdbb magyarazm, 
megvildgitani, 6rizni ds Apolni kell, semmint fdlretenni. 
[Arany's Hamlet and A Midsummer Night's Dream have become original 
works and supreme treasures of Hungarian national literature. As 
masterpieces they should be interpreted, elucidated, guarded and nurtured 
rather than put aside. ] (1984, p. 1142) 
Thus, the respective Shakespearean works should not be retranslated because 
some of their Hungarian 'counterparts' are already masterpieces that should be 
cultivated or nurtured. However, he does not always make a distinction between 
revision (the adjustment of existing translations according to the needs of the 
times) and retranslation carried out from an English 'original'. 
The metaphors Somly6 uses to explain the act of revising already existing 
translations are worth closer scrutiny. He elaborates on the metaphor of artistic 
restoration as a parallel with what happens when a dramaturg (or someone acting 
in a similar role, such as a literary adviser or literary manager) introduces minor 
changes in order to update the language for the sake of the audience (and the 
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actors who speak the lines). Somly6 quotes this analogy from the arguments 
evolving from the 1950's edition of the collected plays of Shakespeare in 
Hungarian without fully agreeing with it. That committee took into account the 
theatrical call for a revised Shakespeare, at least in the case of Vbr6smarty's and 
Pet6fi's translations. The committee viewed this work to be similar to the 
restoration of classical paintings (Somlyo 1984, p. 1142). It is also Somlyo who 
uses the metaphor of doing the work of a beautician on the translation. For 
example, changing the tense from an archaic one to a colloquial one should count 
as no more than a minor intervention of a beautician. 75 
To give a more diachronic explanation to the phenomenon, dramaturgical 
work on Hungarian Hamlets is as old as their existence. In the early 1840s 
Wr6smarty as a theatre critic gave advice on what parts could be omitted with 
regard to Vajda's Hamlet: the fight between Hamlet and Laertes at Ophelia's 
grave, some wordplays that seem untranslatable, Hamlet's instructions to the 
actors, the fragment about Priam (if there is no suitable actor available for it), the 
gravediggers' scene (unless it is very well translated)76 a certain sleepy Jancsi and 
the kitchen maid (1841, p. 191). The two latter ones are obviously added 
characters, most probably for comic purposes (perhaps under French influence, 
since eighteenth-century French plays have strong servant characters). Bajza 
praised the clever shortening of the production he saw on 28 January 1843. As he 
noted, without these cuts the perfonnance would have been too long for the public 
which was in the process of being acclimatised to Shakespeare (Bayer 1909, p. 
197). Divatcsarnok also notes in 1855 (Vol. 1, p. 254) that the gravediggers' scene 
was very often omitted, and so was the scene with Fortinbras at the end, which 
" For gender-based examples of metaphorising the act of translation see Chamberlain 1992. 
76 V6r6smarty makes it clear that he does not think the puns in the gravediggers' scene were well 
translated by Vaj da (184 1, p. 19 1). 
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should be important, as it points to the future and the need for retelling Hamlet's 
story again and again (Bayer 1909, p. 220). Dezs6 Mdsz6ly's attitude to 
dramaturgy is that it is not a sacrilege to abridge, although he finds this more 
justifiable in the cinema (see Appendix). In sum, were it not for the sacred status 
of Arany's text, some of the dramaturgical adjustments would go unnoticed by the 
general public, and perhaps the professional audience would not object to it so 
vehemently, either. 
Let us, however, take the issue of durability versus ephemerality under 
closer scrutiny. Various critics, including Arany himself, stress the ephemerality 
of translation, which might, depending on the critic's perspective, justify either a 
linguistic revision, adjustment of an already existing translation, or the preparation 
of a 'new' translation. However, one may pose the question: is it only the 
language of translations that may become outdated? SomlYO's sharp division 
between the immortality of the 'work' and the inevitable ephemerality of the 
'translation' invites a challenge. If, say, Arany's translations of Shakespeare - or 
at least, certain layers of the idiom - are gradually becoming outdated, why 
doesn't his other work, for example, Toldi or Buda haldla, become archaic and 
less comprehensible, too? In a like vein, why don't other works written more or 
less about the same time in the dramatic or other genres, go through a similar 
process? In fact, Arany's work is often read by students of different age groups 
with the aid of a monolingual dictionary or from heavily footnoted editions. Yet, 
this is often explained by the unparalleled richness of his vocabulary rather than 
as a natural and inevitable consequence of the passing of time. Both answers are 
valid: Arany employed a massive vocabulary in his work (he is reputed as the 
Hungarian poet with the largest vocabulary), but also some of the phraseology he 
used is by now archaic. 
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Approaching the issue from another perspective, the fact that very few 
nineteenth-century Hungarian plays are frequently staged in Hungarian theatres 
might have something to do with the language of these plays being to some extent 
archaic. It is only outstanding classics, such as Katona's Bank bein (1814) and 
Maddch's Az ember tragediaj*a [The Tragedy of Man] (186 1), that are reasonably 
frequently staged, albeit with dramaturgical 'interference', the function of which 
goes beyond shortening the playtext for the sake of a contemporary audience. 77 if 
a number of other nineteenth-century plays were regularly put on, directors and 
dramaturgs would not manage without at least some adjustment. The language of 
an 'original' work is just as exposed to the working of time as the language of a 
'translation'. A main difference, however, seems to be that receiving communities 
are conditioned to accept the 'work' petrified in the linguistic fonn in which it 
was canonised, while with translations, the case is more complex. One may 
rightly say in the 1980s that Arany's translations of Hamlet and A Midsummer 
Night'S Dream are markedly nineteenth-century texts and not capable of 
maintaining the 'fiction' of a Renaissance text in the viewer. It is most likely that 
it is the 19th century where it transports the viewer intellectually, and not the 16th 
or the 21 st. On the other hand, as expressions from Arany's translations have 
become part of the language, viewers also might expect those lines on the stage; 
or they might be confused or disappointed if these lines are missing or altered, or 
inserted into a more modem linguistic matrix. A possible explanation is that 
dramatic language loses its force faster: it always has to be fresh, capable of 
having an immediate effect on the audience. This might be difficult if the actors 
themselves struggle with understanding certain phrases. 
77 Interestingly, Az ember tragedidja is a text that became well-known in a version revised by 
Arany. 
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Csaba Szigeti conceptualises 'internal translation' (belsO' forditAs) as 
opposed to 'external' (or traditional) translation; and one of the examples through 
which he describes this conceptual field is Arany's unfinished attempt at rewriting 
Mikl6s Zn'nyi's Baroque epic Szigeti veszedelem, which is indeed a very rarely 
mentioned piece in Arany's diverse oeuvre. 78 Arany's aim was to improve the 
versification of what he considered to be a great work of Hungarian literature. 
This is translation from Hungarian into Hungarian; on one level, it is translating 
from a historical version of the language to the language of the rewriter's time and, 
on another, a translation which foregrounds one particular aspect of the 'source 
text', namely versification, which, in the translator's view, needs improving. As 
Szigeti stresses, Arany carried out double internal translation: not only did he 
translate from Hungarian into Hungarian but from Zrinyi into Zn'nyi, as he only 
used words that appear in Zn'nyi's seventeenth-century epic. One may pose the 
question: is it a case of Qoud licet Jovi, non licet bovi? It appears that an act 
Arany could perforrn without much justification is not commendable if a later 
translator has a similar attitude to Arany's translation of Shakespeare. 
Language is in constant change, and texts do become archaic, hence less 
intelligible for the wider public. However, how can one retain the spirit of the 
'original'? Gy6rgy SomIYO argues that translation is only valid for a limited 
period of time, and Arany also explains that the translation (history) of a work (in 
a certain language) may consist of various stages (forditýsi st6dium), and an 
individual translation represents only one stage (1961, p. 358). This thesis 
emphasises that both translation and 'own work' may undergo intralingual or 
intracultural translation. Yet, the reception of such translations, whether they take 
78 The epic is discussed under the title The Siege of Szigetv6r in Ried. 1 1906 (p. 62), The Menace of 
Sziget in Rem6nyi 1964 (p. 11), and The Peril ofSziget in Czigbny 1984 (p. 56). 
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place with the aim of bettering the 'text' or merely updating it, depends on artistic 
principles within the receiving community. 
Szigeti's notion of internal translation is akin to the dramaturgical 
adjustment of a translation, yet the latter is, for obvious reasons, concerned with 
playtexts only. They are similar activities, yet with a different scope and, to some 
extent, have a different status. The very phrases Szigeti uses to describe the 
process of internal translation are very close to those appearing in the discourse on 
Ebrsi's dramaturgical work. Expressions such as beavatkoz6s [interference, 
meddling] - also used with adjectives like egyszeru' [simple] and alcizatos 
[humble] -, megigazittis [adjustment], protýzis [prosthesis], orvoshis [medical 
treatment], fe1javittis [bettering by correction], kiigazit6 retus [-adjusting touches] 
could also be taken from critical opinions voiced on E6rsi's revision of Arany's 
Hamlet. Even the sentence - "De megis, hogy mert hozzanyulni a titani kezzel 
bsszegyurt sorokhoz? " [But how did he dare touch the lines molded with titanic 
hands] -, which is not necessarily revealing of Szigeti's opinion but a 
reconstruction of how the public might respond to this act, appears as a rhetorical 
question parallel to Vargha's exclamation cited above. 
A few more factors may be considered when looking at the debate around 
the issue of retranslating Shakesperean classics in a broader horizon. These 
include changes in the Hungarian as well as the English language and specifically 
Shakespearean philology. E6rsi also argued, in the case of his reworking of A 
Midsummer Night's Dream, with Arany's legendary Victorian prudishness. 
However, as discussed earlier, Arany was against mutilating Shakespeare in 
translation. Also, his translations of Aristophanes are bawdy according to the 
coriginal'. If his text reads prudishly today, this is more likely to be due to some of 
the language, especially the wordplays, having lost their force. Nddasdy, in his 
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introduction to his collection of Shakespeare translations, proposes that 
communist cultural policy could also have hampered the emergence of any new 
translations. The dominant ideology at the time was against having an alternative, 
a different interpretation - even in tenns of translation (2001, pp. 7-8). In this 
respect, it is not without importance that the recent retranslations have occurred in 
the period of secularisation (and cultic revival), as Davidhazi termed it. This 
appears to be the postmodern phase of the Hungarian translation history of 
Shakespeare, when alternative readings and versions are not only feasible but 
welcome. Yet, the process is impossible without revisiting the memory of Arany's 
translation. These additional aspects, all in all, can be seen in the larger context of 
the complex taboo around Arany, rather than being entirely different from it. 
As mentioned above, E6rsi realised. that his translation, or rather, 
adaptation strategy of revision as opposed to translating from scratch, was a false 
way of translating. Fellow-translators of classics, such as Laszlo Mdrton 
(retranslator of The Merry Wives of Windsor) and Gy6rgy Petri (retranslator of 
plays by Moliere) voiced a similar opinion in the 1990s. Without being 
commissioned, E6rsi translated the play again, adopting a new methodology. It is 
an irony of literary and theatre history not to have taken much notice of his second 
version, which merits the term 'translation' more than his first attempt. It is 
noteworthy that this text has only recently been 'put to the test' on the stage - 
interestingly, not in Hungary, but in Transylvania (2004, Temesvar, dir. Victor 
loan Frunza). Nevertheless, a close reading of the textual cluster constituted by 
the New Arden Hamlet, Arany, and the two E6rsi texts reveals that E6rsi's two 
versions are not that removed from each other in terms of language. It is apparent 
in the 1988 text that E6rsi was mainly translating from English into Hungarian 
rather than translating Arany into a contemporary Hungarian idiom. Still, he could 
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not resist the temptation to insert a few well-known expressions and aphorismatic 
quotations from Arany's work into his text. He elaborates on this in a short 
introduction to his translation in his collected volume of Shakespeare translations 
as well as in a 2002 interview. He gives an explanation for having borrowed from 
Arany, but even this reasoning seems to turn into a justification of his decision to 
divert from Arany: 
In this new version I borrowed very little from Arany, with the exception 
of the occasional line, such as his rendering of "Frailty, thy name is 
woman"', because it is pointless to replace gyarl6sdg ('fallibility') with 
another noun which would probably not be so apt. If something has been 
absorbed into our national culture,, especially if a phrase has been turned 
into a saying, it can only be justifiable to change it if there is some 
meaningful reason to do so. For example, I changed "Kiz6kkent az id6" 
[Time has been derailed] - Arany's version of "The time is out of joint". I 
did some philological research and discovered that Shakespeare was using 
an image from everyday life here. Arany's kiz6kkent (derailed, dislocated) 
is beautiful, but I thought the notion of spraining is better suited to this 
context, making the line even more heart-rending and humane. Kiz6kkent 
does not ache,, kibicsaklott (sprained) does. I diverged from Arany here 
despite the fact that his version has found its way into everyday speech. I 
couldn't find a better version of a number of word-plays either, but overall 
I retranslated the play. (Appendix Six) 
It is as if Arany had provided a firm linguistic framework into which Hamlet 
material could be inserted. E8rsi's act does not come across as borrowing; it rather 
seems as if Arany's language had already been there as something unavoidable, 
deeply ingrained in cultural memory. Even though E6rsi's main principle on this 
latter occasion was to (re)translate Hamlet from English, at the heart of his 
venture the previous 'translation strategy' - of retaining what is 'unsurpassable' in 
Arany's text - prevails. 
Chapter Three: The Fragmentary Afterlife of Arany's Hamlet 
"the voices that come to us from the past" 
(Joutard cited Nora 1996, p. 9) 
The pars pro toto phenomenon 
Having elaborated on the 'sacredness' of Shakespeare's text, let us focus now 
on a particular aspect of this 'sacredness', namely, Shakespeare's afterlife in 
fragments. In religious cults centred around saints, pieces of relics represent 
and provide a substitute for the saint, guaranteeing his/her presence even after 
their death. The phenomenon has survived into modem times. This metonymic 
transfer is very much at the heart of literary and other cults as well. Even today, 
movie or soap stars' belongings and occasionally objects originating from their 
bodies (such as hair trimmings) can achieve a similar status. Internet or 
television auctions advertise miscellaneous, yet characteristic, belongings of 
celebrities, such as glasses, T-shirts, footballs, and so on. A similar approach to 
memorabilia has characterised cults surrounding creative artists. It also applies 
to the Shakespeare cult as described by Davidhdzi: 
Ever since the eighteenth century a growing number of people have been 
going to Stratford and felt the successive psychological stages of a literary 
pilgrimage; their pilgrim disposition is likely to make them collect or 
purchase mementoes of the poet revered as relics, be they little wooden 
objects made of the poet's mulberry tree or splinters carved off from his 
chair. (Ddvidhazi 1998, p. 16) 
Shakespeare's legendary mulberry tree, whether it was his or not, is a relic that 
has been torn into innumerable pieces, just like the belongings of a saint or a 
contemporary popular culture celebrity. In the case of the mulberry tree, it may 
well be that the original wood was not even used. 
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Taking this a step further, this thesis argues that textual bodies can go 
through a similar process. It is not only various (actual or alleged) belongings of 
Shakespeare but parts of his texts, too, that become cultic objects. Again, the 
phenomenon is not pertinent to Shakespeare's case alone, but Shakespeare's 
example is probably relevant to more interpretive communities than any other. A 
cult surrounding the Hungarian national poet, Pet6fi, also works on these two 
levels: objects and places related to him (the pear tree under which he allegedly 
composed his last poem; 79Kisko'r6s, where he was born; Segesvdr, where he most 
probably died); and certain loci in his writing. The two short case studies in Part 
Three of this thesis concerning poems by Arany and Finta - both coterminously 
intertextual with Peto'fi's poetry and Hamlet - can be seen in the context of 
literary cults and memory-places. 
One may be reminded of the 'whole' of a Shakespeare play - by a scene, a 
passage, a certain manner of representation or a recurring element of the drama -, 
yet these elements often gain a degree of independence. Indeed, there is an 
assumption, or partially shared conviction, that these passages contain and carry 
some essence of 'Shakespeareanness' because, as it will be shown in Part Three, 
in certain rewritings of the play (or its main theme), the skeleton of the great 
scenes and soliloquies serve to provide the rewrite with an allegedly 
'Shakespearean' base, and its author with the 'Shakespearean' emblem. 
The thesis seeks to shed light on the possibility of an analogy with religion 
again, and more precisely, with the Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation. The 
Catechism of the Catholic Church explains the notion as follows: "by the 
consecration of the bread and wine there takes place a change of the whole 
substance of the bread into the body of Christ our Lord and of the whole 
79 This is the subject of a poem by the contemporary Transylvanian poet, Sdndor Kdnyddi (cf. 
Ddvid and Mik6 1972, p. 265). 
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substance of the wine into the substance of his blood" (1994, p. 310). It can be 
argued that - similarly to the above phenomenon - parts of Hamlet, namely 
famous phrases, sentences, and soliloquies, are seen to carry something essential 
n1k about the play, and stand for the play in the manner of a 'shortcut'. Let us 
emphasise here one of the less central elements of the definition of 
transubstantiation, and not the metaphoric aspect (bread becomes body, and wine 
becomes blood): the metonymic aspect (even the most minute portion of the 
transubstantiated elements carries the essence of Jesus's body or blood in its 
entirety). The cult of Shakespeare is accompanied by the semi-religious belief, or 
rather, practice that even little snippets of Shakespeare's work carry the essence of 
the whole, just as a morsel of consecrated bread or a drop of consecrated blood is 
believed to carry the body and blood of Jesus Christ. 
From a more structuralist perspective, and at the same time, one grounded 
in classical rhetoric, the phenomenon can be described as a type of synecdoche, 
namely pars pro toto: 'the part [standing] for the whole'. These crucial fragments 
of Hamlet seem to encapsulate the gist of the whole, and this continuous 
synecdochic presence in Hungarian culture vouchsafes for a continuity of the 
Hungarian Shakespeare as a formative factor in the cultural life of the nation. This 
may be termed the fragmentary afterlife of Hamlet. 
This transubstantiation incites pilgrimage or (re)visiting in a metaphoric 
sense, just as the frequent receiving of Communion is essential to Catholicism. 
This is why the afterlife of these segments - be it in literature, theatre or scholarly 
work - is telling. This concept implies more than some scenes being more 
famous, and thus, more often reworked, than others. For instance, the nunnery 
scene, owing to its ambivalent language, has been rewritten several times in 
creative writing as well, but even in 'translation proper' it is a demanding task for 
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the mediator. The phenomenon being circumscribed here has a scope beyond this: 
even segments as small as sentences or words can live a life of their own, and still 
invoke the notion of the text they 'originally' derive from. 
In the Hungarian context this is, of course, more complex. It is not directly 
Shakespeare but the Hungarian translation that is fragmented in cultural memory. 
For the Hungarian reader or theatre-goer the fragments tend to come from Arany's 
TT- 
numlet; this is the version they first encountered. This 'laic' afterlife, distorted 
though it may be, is characteristic of what happens to Hamlet in Hungarian 
translation,, without being confined to Hungarian culture. Critical reception is, of 
course, more concerned with the text as a whole, yet these golden phrases are 
frequently quoted by critics and literary historians, too. It has to be emphasised 
that this is the afterlife of Hamlet in Hungarian translation, since it is mainly one 
translation,, Arany's, that these emphatic fragments survive in. One exception 
allegedly derives from Vajda's work. 
As emphasised in the Introduction, Hamlet is one of the lieux de memoire 
of Hungarian culture. As Nora argues, sites of memory emerged because "society 
has banished ritual" (1996, p. 6). " They seem to retain an element of sacredness in 
collective and personal memory even, or perhaps, especially, at a time Ddvidhazi 
would call a period of secularisation with regard to the Shakespeare cult. Nora 
asserts that a memory-place is "a templum [ ... 
] singled out within the continuum 
of the profane" (1996, pp. 19-20). 
These fragments of Hamlet represent one of the ways cultural memory 
stores Hamlet and keeps it ready for revivification. In fact, it may be argued that 
these fragments are memory-sites in themselves as, in some cases, their 'origin' is 
80 Assmann 1996 and Assmann. 1999 also offer invaluable guidance in the study of cultural 
memory. 
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unclear. Even for those who associate a particular fragment with an 'author', it 
may vary with whom they associate the fragment: Shakespeare, Shakespeare and 
Arany, or just Hamlet. Mary Warnock's notion of habit memory, or the 
conventionalisation of memory, will shed light on an important aspect of this 
cultural process. This theory suggests that by the 'independence' of a memory, or 
a particular instance of it, the 'original' context or 'meaning' of that memory will 
fade: 
[T]he more purely conventional a memory becomes, so that it can be 
6called up' or repeated without thought, the less it is capable of bringing us 
to the truth to which, given luck, patience and effort on our part, 
involuntary memory may lead. (Warnock 1987, p. 95) 
These aphorisms are part of a national unconscious, and thus, a collective 
memory. However, as it will be seen from the examples, private memory is also 
crucial here. These semi- Shakespearean passages (Shakespeare turned into and 
speaking in Hungarian) become memories that do not only belong to a collective, 
national past but also to many individual pasts. There is a sense of 'it 
belongsibelonging to my past' about them. 81 They are deeply ingrained, encoded 
in the mind, and stocked in the oft-mentioned imaginary storehouse of memory. 82 
Obviously, memory does not record these passages as 'translations', it 
records them as the 'genuine object'. This is why it is not only that Arany is 
regarded by so many as the creator, the author of these lines, but these lines 
themselves are also seen as authentic, as genuine. This is also why theatre-goers 
stopped Nddasdy and asked him why he changed 'the text', when all he did was 
that he prepared a new translation using mainly an English 'source'. Yet, this 
came across as interference with Arany's text, or an alteration of Arany's text to 
those who identified Arany's 'rendition' with the idea of Hamlet. For them this is 
81 On memory and familianty and a feeling of pastness see Warnock 1987, p. 76, pp. 21-23. 
82 On memory as a storehouse see Warnock pp. 6-9 and p. 16). 
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the authentic, and thus, the 'original". 
The process is a see-saw of remembering and forgetting, where distortion 
plays a major role. No wonder that so many of these aphorisms tend to be 
misquoted when seen as quotations and compared to the actual translation they are 
supposed to derive from. Sometimes they are consciously distorted in order to suit 
a certain ideology, such as that of a particular editor of Shakespearean aphorisms; 
Imre Blandr's compilation of Shakespearean maxims is a typical example (see 
Appendix Two). 
It also matters greatly whether one first encounters a foreign text in its 
original language or in translation (in one's native language or a second 
language). This is partly why retranslators of Hamlet are so much involved with 
Arany's text whether they repeat some of it word by word, paraphrase some of it, 
or try to be visibly different from it. This is the version they are aware of since 
childhood, this is the version they continually encounter in other works in the 
forra of citations, allusions or full-scale rewritings not only in literature (whether 
in high or popular culture) or other arts, but also in media, in the language of 
public affairs. 
The chief areas of this fragmentary afterlife are translations (after the 
canonical version new translations often borrow or slightly modify phrases from 
the canonical one); creative work (literature, theatre and music, as well as popular 
culture artefacts), including parody; productions (often using these phrases in their 
well-known versions even in revised forms of the nineteenth-century canonical 
text); journalism (far beyond perfonnance reviews); and collections of 'purple 
passages'. 83 The detailed analysis will be two-fold. On one hand, there will be 
elaboration on which parts of the 'Shakespearean' - in fact, mainly Aranyian - 
83 The term purple passage is used in Shurbanov and Sokolova 2001 (for example, p. 15). 
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text contribute to this fragmentary afterlife. The following groups of fragments 
marked by cultural memory need to be identified: a few archaic words from 
Arany's translation; aphorisms and famous, anthologised quotations other than 
those that have been incorporated into the Hungarian language; and Hamlet's 
great soliloquy. It is of major interest how later translators deal with these 
segments. These same fragments also have a place in later rewritings as intertexts. 
We need also to be aware of where the modified reiteration of these fragments 
takes place. On the other hand, at times, interspersed with the close reading of 
various translations of - if only hypothetically - the same 'source', there will also 
be focus on where the modified reiteration of these fragments takes place. By 
discussing these two intertwined issues alongside one another, the rest of this 
chapter will examine these chunks of texts (which are to some extent textual 
entities in their own right) function as memory-places. 
The detailed linguistic discussion of these passages will be both of 
interlingual and of intralingual interest, since the different choices made by 
translators reveal different interpretations of their respective sources as well as 
different attitudes to the prevalent Hungarian versions of these passages. This 
chapter intends to illustrate that it is not exclusively interlingual translation that 
takes place when it comes to translating Hamlet after Arany. The intralingual 
aspect is just as important. Most translators need to take a stance in relation to 
Arany at certain loci whether to borrow or not to borrow. The purpose of the 
following section is not to screen out philological mistranslations (though some of 
these will be pointed out). The linguistic analysis is only important in so far as it 
highlights how influential Arany has, or has not been, on successive translators in 
different cases. Where there is no borrowing it may be because the phrase is not 
anhorismatic in everyday speech or, if it is, the attitude of mastery takes over in 
.r 
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the translation process. It is also of interest - especially with regard to the great 
soliloquy - if Arany borrowed from previous translators. Similarly, the main point 
is not what role the sentence or phrase plays in its dramatic context, although in 
some cases it is inevitable to refer to this. 
The afterlife of exotic archaisms 
There are a number of terms and expressions from Arany's Hamlet that have 
become exotic by now. They are no longer easily comprehensible for less 
educated receivers, including many secondary school students, or theatre-goers 
encountering the work for the first time. Interestingly, the terms in question live a 
life of their own, irrespective of their importance within the playtext. Being 
quoted in intelligent conversation, essays and journalism, they are incorporated 
into intellectual discourse. Besides, they are constantly recycled in a variety of 
artefacts, in all major literary genres and beyond. Needless to say, they are part of 
a jargon not easily attainable by learners of Hungarian as a second language. 
Despite becoming more and more inaccessible they contribute to the maintenance 
of the canonical status of the translation they originally derive from. Thus, they 
further solidify the mystification and cultic position of Arany's text. They are not 
exotic and mysterious due to a sense of foreignness strictly speaking; their pristine 
and archaic aura has more to do with the appeal of "the past as a foreign country", 
in Leo Lowenthal's words (1985). 
To examine but a few, such terms include vkrndszd barom [incestuous 
beast], Arany's version for 'incestuous' in the phrase "that incestuous, that 
adulterate beast" (Appendix One item 9) used by the ghost of Hamlet's father to 
describe his brother. The word vernoszo' is now an archaism, its meaning is 
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unclear to most Hungarian speakers, yet the fact that it contains the word nj 
[woman] conjures up the idea of womanising, fornicating rather than incest to less 
learned Hungarian speakers. The verb noszik is an item in the concise dictionary 
of the Hungarian language edited by Czuczor and Fogarasi with the meanings: 
(going after a woman in order to win her hand in marriage' or (sleep with a 
woman' (1867, pp. 861-862). In fact, the adjectival form njszo is also recorded in 
the dictionary. Thus, vernoszo would mean 'chasing or sleeping with a woman 
who is a close blood relative or family member'. 84 In 1984 the translator and critic 
Gybrgy Somly6 defends the syntagm as umnatchable and irreplaceable. Although 
he admits that it is outdated for everyday parlance, he maintains that it is perfectly 
understandable in its dramatic context (1984, p. 1143). This is highly debateable 
today. 
It is noteworthy how the rest of the translations tackle this word and the 
aphorism in which it appears. Though it is an aphorism only in Arany's 
translation, but the subsequent translations are usually measured against this 
yardstick. It is interesting that Arany (followed by Szabo T., E6rsi I and M6sz6ly) 
uses parcizna, a rather general term for 'lecherous', and Nddasdy also opts for a 
85 
word with a more general scope: szemermetlen [unashamed] . Unlike the 
'source', which refers to a lecherous act conducted outside marriage, the 
translation here generalises. Arany uses a reversed word order (first parazna, then 
verfertokoý, Mesz6ly's approach is similar, while E6rsi's dramaturgical version 
retains the whole phrase from Arany. Zigany and Jdnoshdzy opt for the word buja 
[lecherous], which carries biblical resonances. The structure of the phrase in 
84 Related words are noszvagy, noszinger, nosztehetetlen, n&ztehetlen, njszalis. The Hungarian 
dictionary of dialects, Magyar T6jsz6tdr, edited by J6zsef Szinnyei lists the compound n45szj- 
legýny: 'lad at a marriageable age' (1893, p. 1527). 
85 E6rsi I refers to E6rsi's 1983 dramaturgical version, Ebrsi 2 to the revised version from 1999 of 
his 1993 translation. 
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Janoshazy is the same as in Zigýny, the only difference lies in using the currently 
colloquial variation - verfertizo - as opposed to the regional or archaic version - 
verfertezo' - apparent in Zigany. Curiously, the element of adultery is not 
emphasised in any of these. 86 
Let us see a few examples of the recirculation of the term virno'szo in a 
variety of cultural documents; firstly, in the discourse of performance criticism. 
The following citations are from the reviews attached to the 1983/84 Hamlet in 
Kaposvdr, the production for which E6rsi prepared his first version. "Jorddn 
Tamas [ 
... 
] ide-oda topog6 k6zhivatalnoka sem virnjszO baromnak, sem 
kegyetlen, tudatos gyilkosnak es kirdlynak nern tdnik" [Tamas Jordim's shuffling 
clerk does not appear to be either an incestuous beast or a cruel, calculated 
murderer and king] (Barabas 1984, my emphasis). In another review Tamas 
M6szdros remarks, "Jordan Tamds nem 'vernoszo" barmot' mintaz" [Tamas Jorddn 
does not portray an incestuous beast] (Meszdros 1983, my emphasis). In the next 
quotation the critic assumes that Shakespeare, together with Hamlet, saw Claudius 
as a vernoszo barom: "Indit6kai sem kiil6n6sebben izgattdk Shakespeare-t, 
alighanem maga is egyet6rtett h6sevel, aki 'vdmO'szO' barom'-nak mondta" [His 
motivations did not interest Shakespeare very much, he probably agreed with his 
86 Curiously, Hamlet uses the very adjective incestuous again in the dual scene when addressing 
Claudius before killing him (V/2; 330). Significantly, only two translations - E6rsi 2 and Nddasdy 
- give the same word in Hungarian (v&fertdzoý as in the aforementioned aphorism. The rest of the 
translations, including Arany's, offer a different word here from the one in the previous passage. 
This is important because the repeated occurrence of certain clusters of words in Hamlet places 
extra emphasis on certain issues, here on Hamlet's scom for Claudius's 'incest'. Arany has 
v&pardzna here; this may have influenced Zigdny and Wsz6ly, who give the same translation. 
Telekes has czýda [lecherous], which generalises and shifts the meaning: 'lechery' as opposed to 
'incest'. It is also a word usually employed with reference to women, so it makes the addressee 
slightly effeminate or weak, or it might even draw attention to the fact that Claudius was involved 
in incest with a woman related to Hamlet (so the adjective might at the same time subconsciously 
imply Gertrude). Szab6 T. translates the word as buja [lecherous], which also generalises the 
meaning, just as Jdnoshýzy's pardzna [lecherous]. VaJda has a very expressive phrase here: 
fertelem embere [man of abomination]. Ebrsi's dramaturgical version omits the whole utterance in 
which this phrase occurs. This slight digression is a persuasive illustration of translators not 
necessarily thinking in terms of clusters of words or images; they do not necessarily give credit to 
repetitions in the 'original'. This is another aspect that makes their text and its reception markedly 
different from that of the 'original'. 
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hero, who called Claudius an incestuous beast] (Zappe 1984, my emphasis). It is 
apparent that this phrase has found its way into the ten-ninology used by theatre 
experts to describe their horizon of expectations (in Gadamer's sense) as to the 
role of Claudius, and this happened via Arany's suggestive and powerful 
translation of the phrase. 
Perhaps this is one of the cases when the same quotation is not of such 
allusive power in the language of the 'original' work as it is in Hungarian; 
Arany's phrase has a life of its own. The phrase vernjszi5 barom is present as an 
intertext in literary works; for instance, it provides the title of B61a Bodor's recent 
volume of poetry: Ragtime a V&ndszo" Barommal [Ragtime with the Incestuous 
Beast]. In this there is a cycle entitled "A Vdrn6sz6 Barom", which contains 
poems written in the third person singular about a fat, rotting, essentially 
vegetating beast. It is the hedonistic aspect of the beast that the poems focus on; 
despite the (original) denotative meaning of the phrase, there is no reference to 
incest in any of the six poems. It is apparent that Arany's phrase inspired Bodor 
through the widespread connotation of 'fornication', and not in its original 
meaning. 
87 
There is also an illuminating example of the phrase being used in popular 
culture. An episode of the Hungarian soap opera Baratok k6zt [Among Friends] 
running on the commercial channel RTL Klub included the phrase vernoszo" 
barom (without any formal modification) in a character's lines when describing 
another character of the soap (5th September 2002). 88 This - far from unique - 
instance convincingly demonstrates that popular culture is not void of the Hamlet 
87 The book contains another poem - "6reg n6csdbdsz, Idinpafdny, es6" [old womaniser, lamplight, 
rain] - that has a similar character, though this character is Italian. This is in the cycle "Folytat6d6 
16gz6s" [Continuing Breath]. 
8' This observation is based on personal viewing experience. 
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influence; it is indeed infiltrated with topoi and devices deriving from high 
culture,, even if these are recontextualised in a more or less ironic way. 
Another relevant, though less quoted, archaism is the adjective bobas 
[bun-wearing] - Arany's solution for mobbled (Appendix One item 3) - which is 
an adjective describing the queen of Priam in the story presented by the First 
Player in Act 11 Scene 2. The contemporary denotative meaning of the English 
word was "having the head or face covered by a muffler" (Shewmaker 1996, p. 
284); 'with face muffled', (Jenkins in Shakespeare 1982, p. 267). The 
(assessment' of the translation of this locus is further complicated by the fact that 
the Folio has a different word here: inobled, which is interpreted as "stripped of 
her majesty" (Schmidt 1971, p. 589). The use of the adjective b6b6s, a variation 
of the word bubtis,, was recorded in Nagyszalonta, where Arany was bom (cf. B. 
L6rinczy 1979, p. 604). Bobas and bubas are both dialectal terms referring to a 
female hairstyle: the bun. Kosztolanyi also mentions in his essay on his translation 
of A Winter's Tale that bobas is a rare dialectal variant of bubos (1 942b, p. 200). 
The phrase is emphatic in the original too, as it is unclear why Hamlet repeats the 
term: whether to question its pertinence or merely to savour the word (cf Jenkins 
in Shakespeare 1982, p. 267). Today the meaning of the Hungarian term is 
absolutely unclear to the general public, except for language historians and dialect 
experts. It is not accidental that the only translator who borrowed it from Arany 
was the one immediately superseding him: Arpdd Zigdny. Even as early as 1901 
Telekes introduced the term ziOt [dishevelled]. Such an approach is not without 
precedence, because Vajda has rongyos [ragged], suggesting either poverty (it is a 
wartime story) or unkemptness, neglect. On the other hand, it is markedly 
different from the version Arany chose later, as it names a physical state in an 
abstract way, and not a piece of clothing. Szab6 T. returns to the tradition of au 
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naming the garment worn by the queen, and uses the adjective fejýkes [with a 
head dress], which seems rather apt to refer to royal highness. E6rsi in his 
dramaturgical version as well as his 'independent' translation opts for the term 
fcityolos [veiled]. One of the reviewers of E6rsi's translation, the academic Geza 
Kallay, prefers Arany's b6b6s to E6rsi's altemative. He argues that fcityolos 
conjures the image of a young bride (which is not relevant to the context), while 
b6b6s, unclear in meaning though it may be, can be associated with a more 
mature, and not so innocent woman, whose beauty is fading (Kdllay 2000, p. 13). 
M6sz6ly uses the slightly more archaic variant of the same adjective: ftitylas, 
derived from the same nominal stem: fcityol. The inspiration may have come from 
Istvdn Ebrsi. The most recent translation, Nadasdy's, uses a synonym of this: 
leples [-cloaked]. Janoshazy's solution sticks out completely. It is eltorzult 
[defonned, disfigured], which refers to the state of the face, and thus, the pain 
behind the deformed face, rather than hair or its cover. This seems to keep close to 
the 'original ,. 89 
89 Other exoticisms include mer6 [pure, complete] meaning 'solid, stiff' (Appendix One item 4) 
and vegy6tek 6szre bir, de nyelvre ne [take it to your mind(s) but not to your tongues] (Appendix 
One item 34). 
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The afterlife of aphorisms 
1: Collections of Shakespearean aphorisms and related sites of the 
fragmentary afterlife 
There are numerous sites where the fragmentary afterlife of aphorisms flourishes. 
Apart from creative art, on which we shall reflect later on, there are other oral and 
written practices and other cultural customs that contribute to this afterlife. As 
Pierre Nora observes, "Modem memory is first of all archival" (1996, p. 8). 
Collections of Shakespearean aphorisms represent a case in point. 
Compilations of Shakespeare quotations in English have been published since the 
mid-eighteenth century. As Margreta de Grazia (1991) explores, the first such 
volume was William Dodd's Beauties of Shakespear (1752). The fact that the 
passages were derived from Shakespeare, or which text they were actually taken 
from, were not very important at first. It was more significant that these time- 
proven prefabricated structures of language could be used as aids in oral and 
written communication. Margreta de Grazia sees the phenomenon of such books 
as a summation of the commonplace tradition. This does not refer to the 
commonplace in the current, rather pejorative, sense of the term but to loci 
communes in classical rhetoric. The process was also connected to editorial 
practices, since Dryden, Rowe and Johnson extensively footnoted the 'Beauties 
and Faults' of Shakespeare. Such editions undoubtedly created the impression that 
these "shining passages" (Pope 1725 cited de Grazia 1991, p. 62) may be more 
important for certain ideological reasons (mainly for greater decorum) than other 
parts of the plays. Later on Shakespeare concordances appeared with thematic 
divisions, introducing what Shakespeare's views were on a certain subject. The 
first of these was Andrew Beckett's in 1787. This cultural practice already implies 
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the acceptance of Shakespeare as an authoritative figure, an arbiter of taste, and 
his work as a storehouse of moral wisdom. There is a certain naivety about 
presenting bits of dialogue or soliloquies spoken by a variety of characters as 
Shakespeare's opinion or direct message. It is a matter of interpretation whether 
Shakespeare's plays have raisonneurs in them, but even in debatable cases, when 
a character may be seen as a mouthpiece of the author, an unproblematised 
identification of the views of the character with those of Shakespeare would not 
hold water. Even to this day, as Davidhdzi notes, it is part of the Stratford 
pilgrimage for many to acquire "booklets of choice quotations from the Bard" 
(1998, p. 16). 
In Hungary, too, the teaching and use of classical rhetoric has been very 
important, and this tradition has not completely ended; it may be found in some 
universities and - in simpler and updated versions - in some church schools. The 
collections of Hungarian Shakespeare aphorisms may be a modified continuation 
of this tradition; however, in the context of this thesis, their root in the sacredness 
of Hamlet is equally germane. The fact that these Hungarian aphorisms or purple 
passages are re-selected and reprinted in different collections is in itself indicative 
that Hamlet (along other culturally marked passages from Hungarian translations 
of Shakespeare) is a site of memory. Some of the books in which Shakespearean 
aphorisms appear consist of exclusively Shakespearean material, while others are 
more eclectic in terms of sources. 
One of the earliest Hungarian tomes of Shakespeare quotations was edited 
by a certain Dr Imre Blanar Jr. 90 The curiosity of this book is that the editor, who 
studied in the United States and held a rather flattering opinion of himself as a 
self-made top intellectual, prepared his translation of all the passages quoted, 
90 The book was published with no date. The acquisition stamp in the copy held in the Hungarian 
National Library, the OSZK, makes 1927 a likely year of publication. 
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using, yet not acknowledging, Arany's and other famous translators' wording. For 
example, when reworking Arany's famous rendering of "thou canst not [ ... 
] be 
false to any man" - al mcishoz se Msz [you won't be false to anybody else either] - 
Blandr replaces the archaic Msz [you will be] by the colloquial leszel [you will be] 
(Appendix Two item 37). 91 
It is important to note that in Blanar's bilingual collection, various 
linguistic adjustments are made. He changes outdated and regional terms to more 
colloquial ones. He omits terms that would hamper the quotation from becoming 
sufficiently aphoristic (for example, direct addresses: sir, Horatio, and so on). He 
treats these quotations as self-evident truths, he even manipulates them, changing 
them, if necessary, so that they fit his ideological purposes. It is a collection that 
makes Shakespeare sententious, even at the expense of forgery or falsification. 
For instance, he prepares one 'chocolate-box' passage by glueing together two 
different chuncks of the play: fragments of Polonius's instructions to Laertes, and 
those to Ophelia. Sometimes a longer speech is cut into sections. Blanar divides 
the great soliloquy into four parts and assigns these as readings for four different 
days. Polonius's parainesis receives a similar treatment; it is sliced into six 
portions. Blanar includes the name of the character who speaks the respective 
lines in Shakespeare but, at times, this is misleading (Appendix Two items 7 and 
24). 
The date to which a quotation is assigned is a purely random one in most 
cases, whereas in some others it may be intentional. For instance, for the 29th of 
December the reading is Gertrude's following remark to Hamlet about transience: 
('Meghal, aki el sa termeszet iAjdn 6r6kletre kel" [S/he who lives, dies and rises to 
eternal life through nature] (1/2; 72-73) (Appendix Two item 48). It is not merely 
91 NAdasdy points out that contemporary audiences find this phrase difficult to understand (Minier 
2000, P. 36). 
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accidental that it is towards the end of the year that one is recommended a reading 
that tackles death and a possibility of rebirth as part of the vegetative cycle. It 
comes across as a meditative reading for end-of-the-year self-analysis or a 
balancing of accounts. For the 14th of February (Valentine's Day) Ophelia's 
Valentine song is cited. However, it needs pointing out that Hungary did not start 
celebrating Valentine's Day until the 1990s, when this rather commercialised 
custom was imported and it is still not nostrified (as it is seen by many as a mere 
sign of a process of westernisation). In Blanar's time only educated readers would 
have known that this is the day of lovers in English culture. 
Laszlo Orszagh (1964) consults the collection of aphorisms entitled 
Szcijrul szajra [From Lips to Lips] for his essay on famous Shakespeare quotations 
in Hungarian. Sz6jrul szaj*ra is a general collection of proverbial phrases and 
sayings rather than a dictionary of famous quotations from high cultural artefacts, 
even though it considers educated speech, according to Orszagh. Thus, it provides 
further evidence regarding Shakespeare, or rather, his Hungarian translations, 
have enriched the Hungarian language. Bela Toth, the editor of this volume, lists 
twenty-eight aphorismatic quotations from Shakespeare, ten of these being from 
Hamlet. 92 Little wonder they are all quoted in Arany's translation, except in the 
case of Appendix One item 8, which is quoted in Arany's "meticulously accurate 
translation" (Orszdgh 1964, p. 91), albeit with a mistake (rothadt instead of 
rohadt). Orszagh also mentions that it has recently been cited in another version, 
notably: "Valami bu"zlik DAniAban". He does not attribute the latter to Pdter Vajda. 
The most recent large-scale opus of this kind was compiled by Sandor Maller 
(1999); he cites the quotations in their well-known translations. 
92 These are items 6,7,8,10,13, the beginmng of item 5 ("Mi neki Hekuba! ", a misquotation of 
Arany's "Mi n6ki Hecuba") in Appendix One, and three quotations from the great soliloquy: 
"Lenni vagy nem lenni, ez itt a k6rd6s", "A hivatalnak packdzdsai" and "a nem ismert tartomdny" 
(Orszdgh 1964, pp. 91-92). 
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It is self-explanatory why most of these purple passages are derived from 
Hamlet's idiom. In the volume entitled B61cs mondcisok [Wise Sayings] the editor 
Annamdria Koltay quotes twenty-four sayings from Hamlet, three each from 
Ophelia and Polonius, two from Horatio, another two from the Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern pairing, and one each from Gertrude, Claudius and Laertes - 
needless to say, all in Arany's words. In general, these aphorismatic quotations 
originate in various parts of the play, yet a number of them come from Hamlet's 
witty conversations with Polonius, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Some are 
asides, for example the translations of "A little more than kin and less than kind" 
(Appendix One item 3 1) and "Though this be madness... " (Appendix One item 
10). 
Similarly to what occurred in Britain, there are also thematic volumes of 
Shakespeare's alleged messages on certain topics. One example is the 1990 
compilation entitled Shakespeare a szerelemr(51 [Shakespeare on Love], edited by 
the aforementioned Sandor Maller. The above volume contains two quotations 
from Ramlet, both in Arany's translation. The first one is Hamlet and Ophelia's 
conversation from 111/1, from the sentence "De cs6ndesen! " [But quiet! ] ("Soft 
you now") up to "Hogy amit Idtok, Idtorn az iszonyt! " [What I see is ... ] 
("T'have 
seen what I have seen, see what I see"). This is basically the whole of the nunnery 
scene (lines 88-163). Maller is philologically coffect when he indicates the names 
of all the translators that he quotes; and he even introduces the passages by 
contextualising and interpreting them vis-a-vis the issue of love. His 
understanding of Hamlet's behaviour in the nunnery scene is that he had to act as 
a fool in front of Ophelia, too, he may have suspected that she took part in a 'plot' 
against him. The other long quotation he has from Hamlet is from the graveyard 
scene (V/I; 235-285), from "Mi! Ophelia! " [What? Ophelia? ] ("What, the fair 
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Ophelia! ") up to "A macska nydvog, 6s meg-vesz az eb. " [The cat miaows, the dog 
goes rabid] ("The cat will mew, and dog will have his day"). It is also typical of 
the collection that every passage is given a subtitle within the volume (a 'fancy' 
title given by the editor), for instance, the nunnery scene passage is entitled 
"Szakitds" [Breaking-up], while the graveyard one is called "K6ts6gbees6s" 
[Despair]. The illusion given to the reader is that Shakespeare had some words of 
wisdom to offer for all these love-life scenarios. 
The detailed analysis of these aphorisms will hopefully shed light on the 
process by which some of Arany's versions confirmed their position in cultural 
memory, in some cases through a retranslation that is reminiscent of the 'original' 
(namely Arany) either because it is very similar to it (in the spirit of the attitude of 
discipleship) or because it is very different from it (indicating the attitude of 
mastery). One may wonder whether proverbialisation or aphorismatisation is the 
most suitable term to describe this process. To some extent both terms are 
appropriate, as for some people these are proverbs (especially if they are not sure 
what name to link to it), for others, they are aphorisms (in which case they might 
associate a name with the sentence, or at least realise that is not a folk saying, but 
an authored one). One may allow for some conceptual overlap. As Martin Gray's 
Dictionary of Literary Terms claims, "Proverbs are traditional aphorisms" (1984, 
p. 21). Likewise, one would think the term maxim implies that there is a sense of 
an author behind the saying to an even greater extent than behind an aphorism; 
that is why the former ten'n will be used sparingly. A lot depends on the social 
stratification of the readership or theatre audience; or, from the perspective of 
cultural memory, on the interplay between collective and personal memory. 
For instance, Dezs6 Mdszbly relates in his Shakespeare-nqp16 
[Shakespeare Diary] that citations from Shakespeare plays were frequent during 
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his childhood. These sounded like beautiful Hungarian poems to him. Since they 
sounded genuinely Hungarian, he did not realise in his early youth that they were 
translations. Mesz6ly recalls having been sent to bed as a child by his father on 
New Year's Eve with the following quotation from Arany's translation of A 
Midsummer Night's Dream (V/1): 
Tizenkett6t szolt a vasnyelvu' ejfdl. 
Alunni, hivek; szellem6ra ez. 
[The iron-tongued midnight said twelve. 
Brethren, to bed; this is a ghostly hour. ] 
("The iron tongue of midnight hath told twelve. 
Lovers, to bed: 'tis almost fairy time. ") (M6sz6ly 1998, p. 52) 
Another site where the Hungarian afterlife of Shakespeare prospers is the 
Hungarian memoriter tradition. This represents a case of pedagogical memory (cf. 
Nora 1996, p. 16). The Hungarian educational system long maintained and, to a 
much lesser extent, still maintains a practice of making students learn quotations 
and whole poems by heart. This mnemonic technique originates from a method of 
teaching ancient Greek and Latin authors. (Memoriter means 'from the memory, 
by heart' in Latin; in Hungarian it is used as a noun for the quotation that is meant 
to be memorised). The author of this thesis, for example, was instructed to learn a 
number of quotations from Arany's Hamlet - including "SzO, sz6, szo" (Appendix 
I One item 1), "Gyarlosag... " (Appendix One item 6) and "Ordltsdg... " (Appendix 
One item 10) - by heart, alongside his translation of the great soliloquy when 
studying Hamlet at secondary school (around the age of fifteen). For the 
forthcoming analysis in this chapter a list of bilingual (English and Hungarian) 
Shakespearean memoriters has also been consulted. This was, in all likelihood, 
compiled for secondary school students. There will be references to it 
throughout. 
93 
93 The list was obtained from the website 
http: //enciklopedia. fazekas. hu/memo/WillianýL-Shakespeare. htm. 
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A personal memory of the present writer concerns a winter day-trip to the 
Hungarian Lowlands where each member of the secondary school class had to 
draw a piece of paper on which the tutor of the class - who was, at the same time, 
the literature teacher - copied quotations from Shakespeare, predominantly from 
TT- 
humlet, in Hungarian translation. The citations were supposed to provide food for 
thought, a fragment of wisdom to the students. Of course, it was determined 
entirely by chance which quotation(s) an individual student picked up as the cards 
were turned upside down. The writer of these lines received some dreadful 
exclamations Han-Aet addressed to Ophelia in the nunnery scene, which caused a 
roar of laughter when everybody read out the 'messages' to the rest of the class. 
The manner in which such school memories remain in the mind is not the least 
curious of the phenomenon of Shakespeare translation. More generally, such 
anecdotal evidence also forms part of the fragmentary afterlife of Hamlet in 
Hungarian. 
A related cultural practice that maintains the cult of quotation, including 
Shakespeare quotation, is the maturandi's tableau (&ettsegi tabl6). This is a 
framed board usually covered in glass, with the photographic portraits of all 
members of a school-leaving class displayed in the school building. The tableau 
always has a quotation on it -a quotidian for life -, chosen by the class often from 
Shakespeare. 
The - mainly nineteenth-century - cultural practice of the so-called 
em16kk6nyv (literally: 'memory book') has also kept Shakespearean quotation and, 
in general, quotation as a cultural practice alive, yet, this is a written tradition. An 
emMkk&nyv - let us call it an accomplished young lady's commonplace book - is 
an ornate notebook kept by a girl, which she lends to ffiends, relatives and other 
acquaintances (for example, tutors) so that they write some personal message in it 
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- usually by way of some pertinent quotation -, perhaps with drawings, which 
would accompany the holder of the emI6kk6nyv for their entire lifetime. Small 
wonder that some of these quotations were from Shakespeare translations. A 
modemised version of this practice was still in operation amongst schoolgirls 
when the author of these lines was a child in Transylvania. The above practices 
emphasise the cultural and psychological importance of repetition: the use of a 
previously written text or, here, a fragment of a text that has a more or less 
independent life, in order to express feelings or positions of one's own. 
11: Translating the aphorisms 
A frequently quoted sentence is "Frailty, thy name is woman" (Appendix One 
item 6), which is later cited in Arany's translation only. Maller has it in his 1999 
collection, and the list of memoriters also contains it. Blandr also borrows the 
quotation from Arany for his compilation (Appendix Two item 40). The noun 
. 2yarlosag 
[frailty] proposed for 'frailty' by Arany was retained by all later ý-v 
translators, except for the conscious challenger, Nddasdy, who 'replaced' it by a 
more specific term, jellemgyengeseg. In his first version, on which the 1999 
Debrecen production was based, he used allhatatlansag [fickleness]. Of course 
this counts as a replacement only if someone sees Nadasdy's translation in the 
context of Arany's translation, viewing it as a benchmark, and inevitably making 
a comparison between the two. From another perspective, Nddasdy was merely 
translating the sentence, not as if there was not an already famous version of it, 
but disregarding that version, and thus giving the line a chance to reintergrate into 
the playtext. Vajda in 1839 gave gyengesýg [weakness], which may reinforce an 
age-old stereotype of womankind being weak and fragile. There is a semantic 
parallel between how Vajda and Nadasdy interpret frailty, as Vajda emphasises 
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weakness in general, and Nddasdy focuses on weakness of character, fallability. 
This must be a coincidence, because Nddasdy does not know Vajda's translation, 
he only knows of it. Arany's sentence was borrowed by six translators (Zigany, 
Szabo T., E6rsi 1,2, Mesz6ly, and Janoshdzy) with minor differences in 
punctuation. It was hardly changed by Telekes, who uses a different, more general 
Hungarian word for woman - no - than Arany's asszony: a terrn referring to a 
married or a more mature woman. Reconfiguring the whole sentence, Nadasdy 
uses the adjective for female: no'nema. This takes the sentence to a philosophical 
level, with a possibility of seeing the flaw itself as inherently female, or at least 
describing it as a human folly typically associated with women. The short fi at the 
end of the word as opposed to the codified u" reveals that the translator used 
poetica licentia when giving this rather literary form of the word. In a telling way, 
in Fero Nagy's rock opera Hamlet Arany's version of the line is reassigned to 
Claudius (1986, p. 8). The rock opera by Lencses and Horvdth includes this 
aphorismatic sentence in Hamlet's lines. 
"Something is rotten in the state of DenmarIC' (Appendix One item 8) is 
another aphorismatic sentence in Hungarian translation. Surprisingly, is that the 
translation in which it became famous is not Arany's. Arany's, with the terse 
metaphor allamgep [state machinery], is reasonably well-known, but the 
frequently quoted version is "Valami bdzlik DAniAban" [Something stinks in 
Denmark]. According to the notes of the Nadasdy collected volume (2001, p. 
376), this sentence is from Vajda's translation, but the most authentic Vajda 
manuscript does not contain this version. It might still derive from Vajda, as the 
oral tradition affirms, yet this cannot be proved. It may come from a 
dramaturgically adapted version of Vajda's translation, which may still be linked 
to the author's - here: translator's - name. Sandor Maller cites Arany's version in 
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his 1999 volume, probably out of philological rigour (the aphorismatic phrase - 
the alleged Vajda 'rendition' - not being traceable) or as a tribute to Arany. The 
same applies to the collection of memoriters. Eight of the translations use the verb 
rohad (Arany, Wsz6ly, E6rsi 1 and Janoshazy) or its variant, rothad (Zigdny, 
Telekes, E6rsi 2), and the most recent translation, Janoshazy's, is the only one that 
fully reiterates Arany's version. In Karinthy's parody of a rehearsal of Hamlet the 
playscript includes a combination of Arany's and the alleged Vajda translation: 
"Valami rothad Danidban" [Something is rotten in Demark] (1957, p. 401-402). 
The ignorant and narrow-minded manager is worried that the Danish ambassador 
might find this sentence offensive. Nagy's rock opera makes the chorus sing both 
"Valami bu"zlik" [Something stinks] (1986, p. 6) and Arany's version (1986, p. 
16). The latter is sung when Polonius dies. In Beremenyi's play Halmi one may 
find a trivialised reworking of the aphorism. Two clown figures - translated 
versions of the gravedigger and his companion - appear as sewage workers in one 
scene. It is while carrying out this type of work that the Second Clown says: 
"Sz6val... valami bfizlik itt, az biztos" (1985, p. 48) [So, something stinks here, 
that's for sure] ("Something's rotting down there, that's for sure") (1992, p. 91). 
One of the most often revisited aphorisms is Arany's rewriting of "The 
time is out of joint ... 
": "Kiz6kkent az W; -6 kdrhozat! hogy 6n sAilettem 
helyretolni azt! " (Table I item 12). Logically enough, it is part of Maller's 
compilation and the memoriter list, and it is recycled in Zigdny, E6rsi 1, M&sz6ly 
and Janoshazy, with slight modifications in punctuation. The phrase 'out of joint' 
has been translated in six ways. Two of these - ki van feszltve teng6lebfil [has 
been unhinged/removed from its axis] and kiz6kkent [has been derailed] have a 
machine-related metaphor inherent in them. These 'envisage' time as if it were a 
machine that is currently out of order. The first solution is Vajda's, the second is 
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Arany's, reiterated by the abovementioned translators. These translations could be 
linked to history as a Grand Mechanism identified by Jan Kott as a recurrent topos 
in Shakespeare's plays. This image envisages political struggle as a staircase 
leading to power (cf Kott 1967, pp. 31-32). Nddasdy's sz&esett [has fallen apart; 
literally: 'into parts'] and the corresponding verb, &szerakam [piece it together], 
can also be interpreted as a machine or toy metaphor, though it is less overt than 
the other two. Three other translations, Telekes, Szabo T. and E6rsi 2 personalise 
time with verbal metaphors. Telekes's very expressive version refers to a mental 
disorder: meghibbant [is off its chump]. Szabo T. 's and E6rsi 2's choices are both 
metonyrnic: they use a verb related to a part of the body (yet the expression can 
stand for the whole): kificamult [sprained] (Szab6 T. ) and kibiesaklott [has been 
sprained] (E8rsi 2). In these cases the disorder of the state is transfigured by an 
image of physical ailment. As E6rsi elaborates in an interview conducted for this 
thesis: 
Arany's kiz6kkent (derailed, dislocated) is beautiful, but I thought the 
notion of spraining is better suited to this context, making the line even 
more heart-rending and humane. Kiz&kkent does not ache, kibicsaklott 
(sprained) does. I diverged from Arany here despite the fact that his 
version has found its way into everyday speech. (Appendix Six) 
It is also very important whether the Hungarian idJ [time] or kor [age, epoch] is 
used in a translation. The latter, more topicalising term, was only used in 
Telekes's and Szabo T. 's version. Nadasdy's option - Whig [world] - 
demonstrates how much the translator wants to make his text different. The phrase 
(. set it right' has been translated in accordance with the metaphorics chosen by the 
translators. Interestingly, Arany, and after him, most other translators use a verb 
with reference to pushing: helyretol [push something back to its place] (Arany, 
Zigdny, Ebrsi 1, Mesz6ly and Jinoshazy); and helyrel&k [push something back to 
its place] (Telekes). This, as E6rsi observes, evokes the image of a train carriage 
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which needs putting back on the rails. Similar solutions are Szab6 T. 's now 
archaic helyrefit [fix something back to its normal state] and E6rsi 2's slightly less 
intense helyre rak [put something back to its place]. Vajda's rather abstract 
version contrasts with these tendencies; it envisages an intellectual contest 
between fate and the individual: vele engemet vit6ba hoz [brings me into a dispute 
with it (time)]. 
How 'cursed spite' has been translated is also infonnative about the 
Weltanschauung underlying a translation. Vajda puts the emphasis on fatality 
when he chooses gonosz Sors [wicked fate], with a capital letter. Arany's concise 
k6rhozat [damnation] derives from religious terminology, referring to the state of 
souls admitted to hell. This metaphoric expression reappears in Zigdny, E6rsi 1, 
M6sz6ly and Janoshazy. A few translators use the noun 6tok [curse] either in a 
verbal phrase - Nadasdy's atok fil rajtam [there is a curse on me; literally: 'sitting 
on me'] -, in a possessive syntagm - Telekes's balvegzet 6tka [curse of bad fate] 
-, in an adjectival phrase - atkos gonoszstig [cursed vice] -, or in a terse, elliptic 
sentence - E6rsi 2's atka rajtam [its curse (is) on me]. 
Regarding the rich afterlife of the phrase, it features in Fer6 Nagy's rock 
opera (1986, p. 6) and, in an altered version, in Beremenyi's play, spoken by the 
titular character: "Kiz6kkent az id6! Kdrhozat van! " [The time is out of joint! It is 
damnation! ] (1985, p. 47). In the more creative translation of Georgia Greist: 
"Time's out of joint. Temptation time" (1992, p. 88). In Sandor Szokolay's opera 
this Aranyean fragment is placed emphatically at the closure of the first act. 
Amongst the translations of "the rest is silence" (Appendix One item 30) 
there are a couple of mistranslations, yet Arany's semantically correct and 
similarly terse sentence has become aphorismatic. It appears in Maller's collection 
and on the memoriter list. "A t6bbi, nema csend" [The rest, mute silence] is 
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reiterated by E6rsi I without the comma. This makes the sentence a mere subject- 
predicate structure, while Arany's comma is more for emphatic purpose, possibly 
recommending a pause to the actor. Zigdny, M6sz6ly and Jdnoshdzy borrowed 
this with a modification: they all dropped nýma [mute], and reworked the 
punctuation in the sentence. Mma csend [mute silence] might have appeared as a 
tautology for them (since silence is conceived of as mute anyway), or there may 
have been a psychological blockage to repeating Arany's version in full. 
Alternatively, a wish to be different from the famous 'rendition' may have been 
the motive for omitting this adjective. As this example illustrates, the attitudes of 
mastery and discipleship mingle, even to the extent of internal contradiction 
within the translation strategy. Nadasdy's "6s innent6l a csend" [and from here: 
silence] is also markedly different from Arany. The same applies to E8rsi's 
euphonious second version: "nincs mas, csak a cs6nd" [there's nothing but 
silence]. The mistranslations include Vajda's "A t6bbir6l hallgassunk" [Let's keep 
quiet about the rest]. This may be pertinent to the discussion between Hamlet and 
Horatio about passing down Hamlet's story, yet it is an infelicity, because this 
statement is understood in the context of the playtext as one coming from Hamlet 
in limbo as an expression of being prepared to enter the "undiscover'd country" 
Telekes's "Holtnak hallgatas" [Silence for the dead] is very aphoristic. Szabo T. 's 
"Csitt a t6bbiro'l" might also fit into the final dialogue between Hamlet and his 
friend. In this version Hamlet perhaps hints to Horatio that only significant 
aspects of the story need to be retold. The sentence appears in Lencs6s and 
Horvdth's rock opera. G6za Beremenyl reworks the aphorism famous in Arany's 
translation so that it expresses the ironic, nihilistic outlook of his play on the post- 
1956 generation: "A t6bbi n6ma semmi" (1985, p. 69) [The rest is mute 
nothingness] ("The rest is silence") (1992, p. 14 1). 
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A particularly famous aphorism derives from Arany's take on "Though 
this be madness, yet there is method in't" (Appendix One item 10): "6riilt 
beszdd, o'rUlt beszdd: de van benne rendszer" [Mad talk, mad talk: yet there is 
method/system in it]. Maller and the memoriter list quote Arany's full version, 
perhaps in order to be philologically impeccable. So does the Lencs6s-Horvdth 
rock opera, which borrows several lines from Arany's translation of the relevant 
scene. Probably for dramatic emphasis Arany duplicated the phrase oriilt beszjd 
[mad talk]; however, the sentence has become an aphorism as -6rUlt beszdd, de 
van benne rendszer" only. Fer6 Nagy reiterates the short, aphorismatic version in 
his rock opera (1986, p. 10). Ironically, it is a comment Polonius makes on 
fragments of the great soliloquy. Beremenyi quotes a shortened version of the 
sentence famous from Arany: "Van benne rendszer" (1985, p. 68). E6rsi's 
dramaturgical version and Jdnoshdzy's translation repeat the aphorismatic form of 
the sentence (with a colon). Mesz6ly adds ez [this] to the first clause, but the rest 
is the same as Arany's. Most other translations, including Vajda's, contain 
oraltseg, a more literal translation (Zigdny, Telekes, Szab6 T., E8rsi 2 and 
Nadasdy). A crucial point is how 'method' is translated. Vajda has rend [order]; 
while after Arany all translators, except for Nddasdy, retained rendszer 
[method/system]. It is only the 'rebellious' translator, Nadasdy, who goes against 
this tradition; the other translations display an indebtedness to Arany, the master, 
but also prove how strong the aphorismatic quality of the sentence is. It is also 
revelative if the sentence is translated with a concessional clause (Vajda, Telekes, 
Szabo T., Nddasdy) - which corresponds to the original - or as a rhetorical 
anthithesis, lending itself to aphorismatisation. 94 
94 Numerous other examples will be found in Appendices One and Two. 
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The following few quotations are semi-aphorisms or, in cases, 'fake' 
aphorisms even. They are not (necessarily) part of the Hungarian language; they 
cannot be called up from one's memory as shortcuts for different sentiments. 
They are made into aphorisms by anthologisers and/or educators. Arany's version 
of "Use every man after his desert - .. 
" (Appendix One item 2 1) is also quoted in 
Maller 1999, yet it is only known by heart in full by a select few: "Banj 
mindenkivel erdeme szerint: melyikiink kerilli el a mogyor6pdlcdt? Bdnjon vel6k 
sajAt embersdge ds m6lt6sAga szerint: mindl kisebb az 6 drdem6k, anndl nagyobb 
6rdem a szivessege" [Treat everybody according to their merit: who will escape 
the hazelnut cane? Treat them according to their own humaneness and dignity: the 
smaller their merit the greater the merit of your favour]. The first clause is again 
slightly more likely to sound familiar. Blandr only gives this much as a maxim, 
and thus gives the impression as if Shakespeare had this moral instruction to hand 
down to us: 'treat everybody according to their merit' (Appendix Two item 25). 
The first word of the English sentence, 'use' has been put across with the verb 
banik [treat, deal with] by every translator. This corresponds to the relevant 
meaning of use from Shakespeare's time: 'treat, deal with, behave towards 
(another) in a particular way' (Onions 1986, p. 304). 'Desert' has been translated 
as erdem [merit] by all translators, and the Hungarian translations have an extra 
feature in comparison to the English 'sources', because 'merit' has also been 
translated as &dem by Vajda, Arany, Zigdny, Szabo T., E6rsi 1, E6rsi 2 and 
Wszffly. One may see this repetition as emphatic rather than disturbing. Telekes 
uses the comparative grade of the adjective &týkes [valuable] when translating 
6merit', while Nddasdy's option is dics&etes [praiseworthy]. The term 
'whipping', which, in the 'original' signifies "statutory punishment for unlicensed 
players" (Jenkins in Shakespeare 1982, p. 268), conjectures similar historical 
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memories when translated into Hungarian. Both mogyorqp6lca [hazelnut cane] - 
used by Arany and retained in E6rsi I- and megbotoz6s [caning], used by Zlgdny 
and Telekes (the latter uses the form botozatlan [uncaned]) are reminiscent of 
punishment methods practiced in feudal times. Similarly appropriate is korbacs 
[scourge/lash], chosen by the largest number of translators: Vajda, Szabo T., E6rsi 
2,, M6sz6ly, Nadasdy and Jdnoshdzy. The tem 'dignity' has been translated as 
meltoscig [dignity, self-esteem] by most translators. Szab6 T. is the only one who 
translated it as rang [rank]. The only meaning Onions gives for this word is 
'dignitary' (1986, p. 74), so Szabo T. 's interpretation of the word with regard to 
social stratification might not be so far-fetched. The noun 'honour' has been 
mediated with five different words in different translations. Becsidet [honesty] 
appears in Vajda and Nddasdy; a related term, becsfiletessýg [honesty, being 
honest] in Szabo T.; tisztesseg [honesty] in Ebrsi 2 and Jdnoshdzy; emberseg 
[humaneness] in Arany, Telekes, E6rsi 1 and M&sz6ly; emberiseg [humanity, 
probably meaning 'humaneness'] in Zigany. Onions gives three contemporary 
meanings for 'bounty', and these are all reflected by one or more translations 
(1986, p. 27). Nddasdy's nagyvonahiscig [liberality] is the closest to 'liberality, 
munificence'; 'act of generosity, a gift' is conveyed by szivesseg [favour] chosen 
by Arany, Zigany, Telekes and Mesz6ly, and retained in Ebrsi 1; and 'active 
benevolence, disposition to good' is transmitted by nagylelkfiseg [generosity] in 
Szabo T. and E6rsi 2,, andjosag [goodness] in Vajda and Janoshazy. 95 It is is also 
important to note that magazodtis is used in Arany, Zigany (with 6n), Telekes 
(with 6n), E6rsi I (with az ýr), E6rsi 2 (with maga) and Nddasdy (with maga). 
Tegezidis (the te form) is used in Vajda, Szabo T. and Janoshdzy. However, Ebrsi 
I has a second person singular te form at the beginning of the sentence: banj, with 
95 Zigdny, Telekes and E6rsi I spell the word with a short i: szivessýg. 
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a generic meaning (as in people treat, we treat, one treats, etc. ). 
It is hard to speculate why Maller wished to include Arany's 'rendition' of 
"There needs no ghost... " (Appendix One item 20) in his collection: "Tudt-unkra 
adni, nincs szilkseg, uram, Sirbol j6vo' szellemre" [There's no need for a spirit 
from the grave to let us know this. ]. This is one of the least justified 'purple 
passages' as it is not widely cited these days either in oral or written 
communication. Arany's translation did not influence successive translators, it has 
been kept with some modification by E6rsi in his dramaturgical version: "Ezt 
Tudtunkra adni nincs sztiksdg, uram, Sirb6l j6v6 szellemre" [To let us know this 
there's no need, my lord, for a spirit from the grave]. The words chosen for 
'ghost' deserve some attention. The options are lelek [soul] (Vajda), szellem 
[spirit] (Arany, Zigany, Jdnoshazy, E6rsi 1 and 2), kisertet [ghost] (Szab6 T., 
M6sz6ly) and cirny [shadow] (Telekes). Nddasdy omits the phrase. Vajda 
translates 'grave' as mas vilcig [the other world]; the rest of the translators opt for 
sir [grave]. 
96 
III: The translations of the great soliloquy 
The following comparative examination of the translation of some famous phrases 
from the great soliloquy will exemplify the interdependence between translations, 
namely between the canonical and sacred one and those that seek recognition. The 
opening phrase of the very first sentence is translated in two main ways: with the 
infinitive, as in the original, and with nouns (the Hungarian for 'being' or 
96 Further examples of 'fake' aphorisms include Arany's formulation of "Yea from the table of 
my memory I shall wipe all trivial fond records ... " 
(Appendix One item 2 1), "If it be now... " 
(Appendix One item 23), "Rightly to be great ... 11 (Appendix One I item 
27), "morn in russet 
mantle clad" (Appendix One I item 18), "There's a divinity that shapes our ends, Rough-hew 
them how we will" (Appendix One item 16), and "Nature is fine in love... " (Appendix One item 
29). 
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(existence' ). 97 Both choices have their advantages, and they set the scene for the 
soliloquy differently. The infinitive structure, lenni vagy nem lenni [to be or not to 
be], used by D6brentei, Vajda, Arany, Szab6 T., E6rsi 1,2, Wsz6ly, Nddasdy and 
Jdnoshdzy, is more rhetorical, more dynamic; it sounds like the beginning of a 
speech, and thus it may be more suitable for theatrical use. Kazinczy also used it 
in both his versions, which may have influenced some of the earlier translators. In 
a more philosophical vein, Zigdny and Telekes translate the phrase as 16t vagy 
nem let [being or not being], truly illustrating the pondering nature of the 
soliloquy and presenting its speaker as a troubled intellectual, a musing homo 
moralis. Zigdny focuses the attention on the choice between living and not living, 
when he makes Hamlet pose the rhetorical question: "Mi jobb: a let, vagy nem 
let? " [What is better: being, or not being? ]. This is much more straightforward 
than the 'source'. Telekes is less direct, though his version is probably inspired by 
Zigdny: 'Ut vagy nem let: ez a k6rdeses itt" [Being or not being: this is what is 
questionable here]. They may have been influenced by Arany's first, more 
philosophical, translation of the sentence: "A 16t vagy a nem-16t k6rdese ez" [This 
is a question of being or not being/existence or non-existence]. Theatre practice 
preferred the version with the infinitive, which is now widely known as Arany's 
'rendering' of the line, although the nominal one is the 'rendition' that first 
appeared in print (cf Mesz6ly 1998, p. 269). 
The translation of the tenn consummation is also worthy of attention. In 
the original context of the soliloquy it is most likely to signify a 'final end' 
(Jenkins in Shakespeare 1982, p. 278), 'death' (Onions 1986, p. 57; Schmidt 
97 Please see Appendix Three The translations of the soliloquy (111/1; 56-87) will be quoted 
without the closure of the soliloquy: "Soft you now, / The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy onsons / Be 
all my sins remember'd" (111/1; 87-89). These sentences introduce the conversation with Ophelia, 
yet this section is not part of the speech as a famous fragment; it is not recited when the soliloquy 
is performed in itself, it is not rewritten normally in parodies, and so on. 
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1971, p. 240), yet it may also refer to a 'satisfying climax' (Jenkins in 
Shakespeare 1982, p. 278). None of the translations use the colloquial Hungarian 
for 'death' here (nor is the original so direct); some of them, however, use a 
synonym that may conjure up the notion of death. D6brentei uses the word 
kimultis [extinction], which does not necessarily refer to humans; this is again a 
sign of objectivity: viewing the body as something transitory. Arany gives the 
word výg [end], which may metaphorically refer to death. Zigýny, Telekes, Szab6 
T.,, E6rsi 1, Nadasdy and Janoshdzy provide the same translation, which is most 
probably an Arany intertext in their work. E6rsi's 'independent' translation has 
pusztulcis [decay, putrefaction]. Similarly to the source, it captures the gradual 
degradation that may lead to that certain end. Interestingly, Vajda and M6sz6ly 
interpret the term as 'goal' or 'aim': c6lhozjut6s [reaching a goal] (Vajda) and c6l 
[goal, aim] (Mesz6ly). This does not correspond to the original, yet, very much in 
the spirit of the soliloquy, it presents death as a distant (as unknown) destination 
to be achieved. 
There are different interpretations of the word conscience by the 
translators. Vajda and Nddasdy connect it to the mechanism of self-judgement and 
qualm, and use the word lelkiismeret [conscience, qualm, small still voice]. Vajda 
gives the same word with a hyphen: lelki-ismeret. Most of the translators, 
however, take the word as denoting self-awareness, and translate it as &ntudat 
(Arany, Szab6 T., Jdnoshazy and E6rsi 1,2), tudat (Meszbly), while Zigany 
modifies it by t6prenges [pondering], and Telekes uses the same term, probably 
borrowing it straight from Zigany. D6brentei's phrase Oki erzet [soul-feeling] is 
no longer in use; it is slightly unclear. 
The famous Hungarian counterpart to Shakespeare's rub is widely known 
to be derived from Arany's translation. He may have borrowed bokkenj -a 
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playful noun meaning 'hindrance', 'blockage' or 'catch' - from D6brentei. This 
was also used by Zigdny, Telekes, Szabo T., Mesz6ly and Janoshazy. E6rsi kept it 
in his dramaturgical version. In his second version he paraphrases it using a whole 
close: itt akad el az ýsz [this is where the mind is hindered/gets stuck]. Kdllay 
(2000, p. 13) finds this solution slightly conversational (which is not necessarily a 
value judgement). Nadasdy goes for the more general and colloquial baj [trouble, 
problem]. None of the terms used originates from any jargon, as opposed to rub, 
which derives from the terminology of bowls. 
A most revelatory case is the translation of the word country and its 
attribute, undiscover'd. Dbbrentei and Vajda translate it as hon (or in D6brentei: 
honny), to which the closest word in English would be 'homeland', and its 
adjective is ismeretlen [unknown, unfamiliar] and titokban remli [secretly 
emerging] in Dbbrentei. It is not accidental that in a period when nation-building 
is so crucial, and the institution of the national theatre is being solidified, such a 
patriotic, ideologically marked term is used. A few decades later Arany uses the 
word tartomany [province], which refers to a division of a country rather than a 
whole country, suggesting perhaps a segment or aspect of existence. One can only 
speculate about this choice. It is also possible that orszag, haza or hon would have 
made the soliloquy an overtly politicising one at the time. Yet, he selected a word 
that - in a politically orientated reading - may reflect on the current state of 
affairs in Hungary: being part of the Autro-Hungarian Empire in an ambivalent 
pact of compromise (ratified in 1867). The word tartomeiny was extensively 
'borrowed' later by other translators: Zigdny, Szab6 T., Mesz6ly and Janoshdzy. 
Bela Telekes decides upon t6j [landscape, countryside], which is rather apolitical. 
Instead of inscribing the soliloquy with Hungarian history, like a few other 
versions do, Telekes's arty choice focuses on a more imaginary location. Both 
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E6rsi's texts apply the word orszag, the contemporary Hungarian word for 
4country' as in a political entity (and thus, a rather neutral word in terms of style). 
Nddasdy makes the same choice; this would, in the case of both translators, mean 
a careful following of the original. However, this is the current meaning of the 
word country, which, in Shakespeare's time it also meant 'district, region' (cf 
Onions 1986, p. 61), which seems to be reiterated in Arany's version. The 
meaning 'a tract of land' and 'the rural parts of a territory' (cf. Schmidt 1971, p. 
252) are apparent in Arany's and Telekes's choices. However, the term also meant 
'the whole territory of a state' and 'the land of nativity' (Schmidt 1971, p. 252). 
This philologically justifies the relevance of orszag and hon - all these used in a 
metaphorical sense. Arany utilises the phrase nem ismert [not known] to describe 
the province; this is retained by Szab6 T. 's prose translation only; probably 
because the two-word structure may be a bit awkward, and not so poetic. 
Ismeretlen [unknown, unfamiliar] appears in Zigany, Telekes, Nddasdy and 
Jdnoshazy after Vajda. This is a generalising translation as opposed to the more 
specific tenn 'undiscover'd'. It is only E6rsi who gives its 'literal' Hungarian 
translation: fel nem fedezett (in his first version, fel-nem-fedezett). Mesz6ly uses 
the slightly literary and cryptic f6lfedetlen [not-uncovered]. 
The traveRer who does not return from this ominous country is a related 
issue. Vajda uses the Hungarian for 'pilgim' - zarandok - to translate this word, 
which adds more than a religius tone to his text: the word also conjures up the 
literary commonplace (of Christian origin) of life as a pilgrimage. Arany's utaz6 
[traveller] was later borrowed by Szabo T., Mesz6ly, E6rsi (in both his versions) 
and Jdnoshdzy. Kazinczy used the same word in both his versions; it is unclear 
whether Arany was familiar with these. Zigdny, and probably inspired by him, 
Telekes goes for utas [passenger], and this is also Nadasdy's solution. However, it 
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appears as early as in D6brentei's translation. In his day this word could have had 
a more everyday and down-to-earth ring to it than utaz6, which is by now 
certainly laden with connotations. Nevertheless, the word will have an intertextual 
surplus to very educated receivers from Antal Szerb's 1937 novel, Utas es 
holdvildg. 98 The novel,, ironically, tackles a quest for identity, and ponders on the 
irony and futility of scholarship (cf. Czigany 1984, p. 439). 
The phrase in which the word traveller appears is challenged by the 
Hungarian translations as they seem to take a stance on whether travellers do not 
return from this country as a rule, or there has been no precedence for such a 
return. Three translators make Hamlet say that travellers do not return - in simple 
present: Arany, E6rsi (in both versions) and Szabo T. The rest of the translations - 
D6brentei's, Zigdny's, Telekes's, Mesz6ly's and Nddasdy's - emphasise that such 
a return has not taken place so far. (Thus, these can be translated into English in 
the present perfect tense. ) D6brentei and Zigdny emphasise that not a single 
passenger has ever returned from this province. A possible explanation for 
'leaving the door open' may be the influence of the grand narrative of 
Christianity, traits of which often prevail irrespective of the individual translator's 
relation to religious belief 
For the word action there are only two words introduced in the 
translations. The word tett appears first in D6brentei, then in Vajda, and it 
subsequently became famous from Arany's translation, having been reiterated in 
Zigany, Telekes, Szabo T., both versions by E8rsi as well as in Mesz6ly. 
Nddasdy, the most recent translator takes the courage to deviate from the well- 
known term and use cselekves, a contemporary word for 'action'. This is not only 
very salutable because it proves that translation is indeed interpretation and 
98 The novel has appeared in English translation: Journey by Moonlight, translated by Len Rix 
(2002). The 'literal' translation of the title would be [Traveller and Moonlight]. 
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negotiation, but also because the word tett today means 'deed'. It generally refers 
to an act that is important from a certain perspective or is in the spotlight for some 
reason (for instance, it can be used in objective description of crimes). Jdnoshdzy 
does not include this element in the translation,, he makes the clause refer to the 
venture mentioned in the previous clause: "Sok nagyszerii, lelkes vAllalkozds / 
Let6rt utjar6l e ketely miatt, /S nem erdemes nev6re sem" [Many great, eager 
ventures got off their way due to this doubt, and they don't even deserve their 
names]. 
IV: Creative sites of the fragmentary afterlife of Hamlet 
Even though the detailed discussion of Hamlet rewrites has been allocated to Part 
Three of this thesis,, it is necessary that we have some understanding here of the 
intertextual afterlife of Hamlet from the perspective of reworked fragments. This 
section intends to shed some light on the almost independent afterlife of a 
selection of these segments. Most of the examples to be listed or examined here 
will underline the 'sacredness' of Shakespeare, and many of them will also 
confirm the sacredness of Arany's translation. These fragments are part of a 
cultural heritage, thus are often used for political purposes, or rewritten in the 
interest of creative topicalisation. Pierre Nora points out that literature is one of 
memory's forms of legitimacy (1996, p. 20). Without doubt theatre can also be 
perceived as a site where memory is revisited and thus, constructed. It is 
impossible to list the numerous examples of such phrases being reworked in other 
literary texts whether in an altered or an unaltered fonn. Even before modernism - 
a trend which draws on the past as material to be consulted and debated within the 
literary work - the quotation of famous works and passages was widely used due 
to the strong tradition of rhetoric in Europe, which encouraged the invocation of 
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authority when it came to proving an important argument. Thus, there are 
innumerable Shakespearean occurrences in nineteenth- as well as twentieth- 
century literature. 99 
It is in itself a marker of the fragmentary afterlife of Hamlet that certain 
writers translated only representative parts of the play. The most widely translated 
and otherwise reworked passage is the great soliloquy. There certainly are more 
versions of the great soliloquy in Hungarian than fall translations of the playtext. 
Gdbor D6brentei, a prominent figure of the Hungarian Enlightenment, prepared a 
translation of Hamlet's great soliloquy, which was published in the literary 
periodical SzepliteratUrai Ajcindýk [A Belletristic Gift] in 1821 (see Appendix 
Three). Assuming from Kazinczy's correspondence, Dezs6 Rexa (1916) claims 
that Janos K6tsi Patk6,, an actor from the Transylvanian cultural centre Kolozsvar 
(Cluj-Napoca), might have also translated the great soliloquy from Hamlet in the 
early-nineteenth century. This is, however, not extant. 
Experts of Shakespeare on opera have noted that Shakespeare composed 
"144 soliloquies alone in the fifteen plays he wrote for the Globe Theatre, an 
average of almost ten per play" (Schmidgall 1990, p. 66). Shakespeare is reputed 
to have composed excellent 'raw material' for arias, and this material mainly 
consists of the soliloquies. In this respect the gen-re of the opera has also 
contributed to the fragmentary afterlife of Hamlet. 
In theatre practice changing the place of the great soliloquy in the play (by 
99 The great soliloquy has also enjoyed a great deal of critical attention, the examination of which 
is not possible within the confines of this thesis. Berndt Alexander carried out a close reading of 
this part of the play in his book Shakespeare Ramleye [Shakespeare's Hamlet]. For illustration's 
sake, here is the set of subtitles dividing his discussion: "Lenni vagy nem lenni. Mily lelki 
d1lapotban mondja Hamlet ezt a monol6got. A mened6ke: a gondolkodds. Az 6ngyilkossdg 
gondolata. A monol6g legjellemz6bb rdsze: a f6jdalom vdgndlkUlis6ge. A monol6g kfll6nb6z6 
felfogdsa. Az ellentniondAs. A v6gsorok. " [To be or not to be. In what state of mind does Hamlet 
speak this soliloquy? His menace is thinking. The idea of suicide. The most characteristic part of 
the soliloquy is the endlessness of pain. Different views on the soliloquy. The contradiction. The 
closing lines. ] (1902, pp. 79-80) 
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interfering with the sequence of scenes) always divides the critics. Whether this 
(sacred' part of the play can be moved around stirs considerable debate. In his 
review of a 1940 performance with the famous actor Tivadar Uray, the literary 
historian and writer Marcell Benedek (1940) raises his voice against the removal 
of the soliloquy from its usual position to the beginning of the play. Before seeing 
the performance, just formulating his opinion on the basis of the reviews, Benedek 
thought this decision by the director can be justified. Having seen the production 
he changed his mind and said that the soliloquy lost its power when spoken 
elsewhere in the play. It is difficult to tell retrospectively how coherent the 
perfonnance was with the soliloquy spoken elsewhere than its usual place, but 
from a postmodernist perspective it can be seen as a clever trick to interrogate 
receivers' expectations from the text and its possibilities of staging, and thus, 
potentially challenge their reading of the written text as well, alongside with 
problernatising the issue of staging a classic. Such a potentially sacriligeous act 
may express the ars poetica of the adapter. Benedek's argument shows that he 
thought of the soliloquy as an integral part of the playtext, but his attitude might 
equally be linked to the fetishisation of the ideologically dominant parts of the 
text. Perhaps that is why he felt this part belonged there and nowhere else. The 
theatre critic Aniko Laszlo also elaborates on a performance which split the great 
soliloquy. The 1955 performance had Hamlet complete the speech in the 
graveyard scene, looking at the skull. In 1993 in Pecs the director Sandor Sik also 
moved the great soliloquy from its place. Omitting the soliloquy can even be 
scandalous. Celestino Coronado's 'naked Hamlet' (1977), which was reported as 
the first film version which dropped the great soliloquy, challenged the critics, 
many of whom thought the film clearly lacked an essential part. 
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It is of great importance how, in what position, the great soliloquy is 
spoken on the stage. In the 1976 Debrecen Hamlet Gy6rgy Cserhalmi, the actor in 
the titular role, delivered the soliloquy hanging upside down, giving the viewer 
literally a different stance on the soliloquy's issues. Other critics also noted that 
Cserhalmi's dexterous, acrobatic and charismatic performance tumed the 
production into somewhat of a one-man-show. The reviewer Istvan Vajda (1956) 
considers the staging of the soliloquy the only strikingly erratic aspect of the 1956 
Debrecen production, and a sensational, attention- seeking device. In the 
consciousness-raising Hamlet of 1983/84 in Gy6r, GAbor MAth6 spoke the 
soliloquy - in Arany's words adjusted by E6rsi - in a lying position. The whole 
performance was centred on Hamlet being always sleepy, finding sleep a solace 
from the dernotivating environment of the corrupt consumer society surrounding 
him. The performance took place during the period of the so-called goulash 
communism. In a recent perfon-nance in Temesvar (Transylvania), where the 
setting evokes a railway station, the Hamlet-actor (Attila Baldzs) speaks the 
soliloquy - in E6rsi's wording - moving on a red, hand-driven locomotive. One of 
the reviewers notes that the actor delivered the speech awkwardly, at un unnatural 
pitch, with bad prosody, and was authentic for a few moments only (Hegyi 2003). 
This is a fragment of the play which gets very frequently adjusted or 
rewritten whether as part of the play or separately, and also recontextualised in a 
production. Michael Almereyda's Hamlet (2000) features the epony-inous 
character delivering the famous lines in the aisles of a Blockbuster video store. By 
relocating it in what can be deemed as a rather lowbrow environment, the film 
tnvialises and, at the same time, popularises the speech. 
There does not need to be a change in the mise-en-abyme - the shifting or 
splitting of the soliloquy - for its appearance to be topical. Circumstances may 
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render the soliloquy pertinent to the moment. The following anecdote illustrates 
the always topical (as always topicalised) nature of the "To be or not to be" 
soliloquy. The first night of Hamlet at Vdrszinhdz of the National Theatre of 
Budapest) in 1994 was interrupted by a bomb alarm. This was seen by many as a 
wilful act of bardicide, even though it might have been meant as a tongue-in- 
cheek and intrusive take on a symbol of the cultural establishment. Sýndor 
Szakdcsi,, who did Hamlet, later commented that he would have felt like including 
this unexpected event in the wording of the great soliloquy: 
[M]ert ki viselne a kor &ny-csapasait, zsamok bosszUjAt, g6g6s ember 
d6lyf6t, utalt szerelme kinjdt, p6r halasztast, a hivatalnak packdzasait - 
bombariad6t. S mind a rengest, mellyel mdltatlanok bintalmazzdk a tdr6 
6rdernet... 
[For who would bear the derision-blows of the age, the revenge of the 
tyrant, the haughtiness of the supercilious, the pain of hated love, the delay 
of trial, the insolence of office - bomb alarm. And all the shaking with 
which the unworthy hurt the tolerant merit.... ] (Anon. 1994b, my 
emphases) 
Even though the management of the theatre decided not to take the alarm 
seriously, the police did stop the perforinance and evacuated the building. The 
performance did not proceed further than the ghost's first appearance, so Szakdcsi 
did not have a chance to update the soliloquy onstage. Although this is a bon mot 
from a brief interview,, it serves as an example of taking the text as 'raw material', 
making it accessible and adjusting it to the moment. In the very same interview 
Szakacsi talks of the importance of the sentence including "To be or not to be" 
soliloquy in the play - as if it were an encapsulation of a truth, or the gist of the 
play: 
A 
, )Lenni vagy nem 
lenni"-t a darabban bdrhol el lehet mondani. ts ha 
nem mondod el, nem hianyzik m6gsem. Olyan fantasztikusan j6 mondat, 
hogy bdrhol feWtheti a fejet. Ha barmilyen podiumon kiall egy ember 6s 
elmondja egymds utdn hdromszor mas-mas 6rtelmez6sben ezt az egyetlen 
mondatot, 16trej6het a Hamlet. Mert a Hamlet ebben a n6hdny sz6ban is 
benne van. 
["To be or not to be" can be spoken at any time in the play. And it is not 
missing, even if it is not spoken. It is such a fantastic sentence that it can 
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crop up anywhere. If anyone stands up on any podium and says this single 
sentence three times after one another in different interpretations, Hamlet 
may come into being. For Hamlet is there in these few words. ] (Anon. 
1994b) 
As a pars pro toto this section seems to have the potential to carry the essence of 
the whole play, and the fact that the great soliloquy seems to be unavoidably there 
- even when it is literally absent - further emphasises the mysterious sacredness 
of the text, beside exemplifying a metonymic afterlife of the play in cultural 
memory. This can be linked to what is argued about Nddasdy's very carefully 
worded 'alterations', which facilitate the presence of Arany's sacred text due to 
the reader's or viewer's immediate association with the aphorismatic sentences. 
When he daringly gives versions that are strikingly different from Arany's, 
Nddasdy paradoxically reinforces the canonisation of Arany's translation as the 
2000 translation outlines an intertextual context in which to be received. 
A seventy-minute monodrama based on Hamlet toured around Hungary 
and featured as the first item at the Jdt6kszln Playhouse in 1978 (cf T. A. 1979). 
The actor,, director and dramaturg of the production was Andras Kozdk. The 
musical accompaniment was provided by the Kaldka group, a band experienced in 
setting poetry to music. This show is an illustrative example of a performance 
centred on translation-based collective memory. The performance was chiefly 
based on the soliloquies, although some snippets of dialogue were also included in 
the script. Some characters were only represented by musical tones or 
instruments, a recorder standing for Ophelia, for instance (cf B. 1978 and Bors 
1978). In the vein of Grotowski's poor theatre, the setting was reduced to a 
mimimum, namely to a chair (cf. T. A. 1979), for this interserniotic translation of 
Hamlet. According to the reviewer Katalin Szikora (1978), this was a 'concert 
Hamlet'. Hamlet came across to some of the critics as a passionless and 
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withdrawn monologuing figure, talking to himself (Wrtessy 1978). His tragic fall 
is a result of an attempt to fight single-handed (Szikora 1978). 
The mixed responses to this one-man show shed light on how well some 
of the soliloquies worked in this unusual context. Ldszl6 Berndth (1978) claims 
this specifically about the great soliloquy. Ny. A. (1978), the reviewer of Kritika 
[Reviews] mentions the sentences from Hamlet that have become quotations or 
4purple passages', noting that these fragments do not suffice to make the show 
into a 'proper' perfon-nance of Hamlet (that is suitable for secondary school 
students who have not seen the play in the theatre yet). Ny. A. does not think the 
fragments can substitute for the whole, they just give a vague impression of it. 
Nevertheless, there is at least one famous precedent to such an enterprise: John 
Gielgud's one-man show based on The Ages ofMan, a sequence of Shakespearean 
4gems' carefully edited by George Reyland to follow the life of a human being 
from childhood to old age. 100 
In the following example Arany's Hamlet and its fragments not only serve 
as a playscript for the stage but as one for life (and death), too. Seeing Hamlet as a 
handbook of aphorisms is also present in the fictionalisation of the life of the 
gifted young director Istvan Horvdth. As Laurie E. Osborne (1999, pp. 56-60) 
persuasively argues, Shakespearean citation and patterns are particularly 
significant in the so-called actress-novels; here, however, it is a male director 
whose life is inscribed with a Shakespeare play, namely Hamlet. Horvdth was a 
university student in Szeged during WW2, where in April 1941 he directed 
Hamlet with fellow-students as a means of rejecting the atrocities of the war. 
However, the play in his and his amateur company's hands was far more than a 
vehicle of ideologies; the production was also praised for its aesthetic power. 
100 Sdndor Maller saw the production in Paris (cf Maller 1999, unpaginated foreword). 
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According to Jdnos Erdo'dy's fictional account of the performance (which he 
based on writing by Horvath), there was tremendous applause after the great 
soliloquy that required a pause of several minutes during the course of the 
perfonnance. This suggests again that this segment of the play is widely thought 
to contain the essence of the whole. 
few months after his tremendously successful Hamlet, Horvdth 
committed suicide to avoid being subjected to the laws introduced against the 
Jews. The story is rendered even more tragic by the fact that he died together with 
his girlfriend, Kata T6th, who had played Gertrude in their performance of 
Hamlet. His life and work became a myth, and was reworked both in a play and in 
a novel. The forrner is Gy6rgy Somly6's Miert hal meg az ember? [Why does 
man die? ], illustrating in itself the vigorous afterlife of an aphorism of a 
Shakespearean-Aranyean origin. The other work about HorvAth is JAnos Erd6dy's 
J6 ýjt, kirtilyfi [Good night, prince]. In his fictionalisation of Horvdth's life and 
work Erd6dy emphasises how much HorvAth relied on Arany's translation of 
Hamlet for his playscript, and how satisfied he was with a number of Arany's 
choices which turned out to herald the anxieties of the day. Erd6dy's novel pays a 
wholehearted tribute to Arany's translation. Erd6dy's retrospective criticism of 
the fascist terror in Hungary lurks behind the lines of the two quotations below. In 
a very Kottian manner, Shakespeare's and Arany's text is viewed as expressing 
the horror of events that came much after the times when the texts were written. In 
fact, Erdo'dy's reading seems to view the performance in more political terms than 
it may have been seen at the time. Horvdth, for instance, completely omitted the 
part of Fortinbras, which is a role frequently central to political rereadings. The 
following passage paraphrases and amends Hamlet's famous summation of the 
task of an actor: 
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Es nemcsak a szlnjdt6knak c6lja, hogy tilkr6t tartson mintegy a 
term6szetnek, 6s felmutassa maga az ido', a szAzad test6nek tulaj don alakj At 
es lenyomatat ... ahogy az Arany-sz6veg mondja. Az emberi besz6dnek is 
c61ja 6s rendeltetese ez. Legaldbbis: olykor. Ha lehet, ahol lehet, es addig. 
[It is not only the aim of acting to hold up a mirror to nature, and show the 
figure and mark of time itself, the figure and mark of the body of the 
century... as Arany's text puts it. This is also the aim and mission of 
human speech. At least at times. If possible, where it is possible, and as 
long as it is possible. ] (1984, p. 63) 
Here is a section that clearly topicalises Arany's translation, and also takes sides 
with it as opposed to a previous translation, namely Vajda's, whose name is not 
even mentioned. Nevertheless, "Valami b-dzlik Danidban" [Something stinks in 
Dem-nark] is associated with Mer Vajda, even if philologically erratically: 
'Rohadt az dllamgepben valami. ' Milyen jO, hogy Arany Jdnos nem 
tartotta meg az el6tte volt fordit6 versdt: 'Valami bUlik DiLniiban. ' Az a 
mondat pontosabban k6vette a shakespeare-i mondatot, de t-dlsagosan 
k6t6d6tt a szinpadi orszAghoz. Az Arany-sor dltaldnos 6rv6nnyel mondja 
ki az igazsagot. 6k6lcsapds az arcba, mert vilagosan besz6l: 'R61ad szOl a 
mese. ' R61unk. Valami rohadt nemcsak a szindarab Ddniajdban, de 
Budapesten is. 
['Something is rotten in the state machine. ' How great it is that Jdnos 
Arany didn't retain the previous translator's verse: 'Something stinks in 
Denmark. ' That sentence followed the Shakespearean sentence closer, but 
it was much too associated with the country on stage. Arany's line 
proclaims the truth with a general appeal. It is a punch in the face because 
it speaks clearly: 'The story is about you. ' About us. Something is rotten 
not only in the play's Denmark but in Budapest too. ] (1984, p. I 11) 
Erd6dy imagines a HorvAth who lived Shakespeare's Hamlet - through 
Arany. In Erdo'dy's retelling of Horvdth's life story, the young intellectual viewed 
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humlet as a fountain of wisdom. As the narration goes, "Kapkod6 agya a mdr 
szinte magdn-Bibliava lett Hamletben keresgelt" [His restless brain was fumbling 
in Hamlet, which had almost become his personal Bible. ] (1984, p. 203). There is 
a striking parallel with Gdbor Tarnok, a fictitious character (metaphorically 
speaking) living in Hamlet to be described in Part Three. The novelist presents 
Horvdth as contemplating suicide in a Budapest cafe with the aid of the great 
soliloquy. 
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The present author's initial assumption was that the fragmentary afterlife 
of Hamlet in Hungarian is confined to Arany's text, with very few earlier 
exceptions (such as Csokonai's poem). Nevertheless, the research process has 
shown that there are numerous examples of rewriting certain parts, aspects, motifs 
of Hamlet from the time when Kazinczy's and Vajda's versions were being staged 
(and in Kazinczy's case, read). 10 I This is, on one level, perfectly logical, since it 
was a time when Hungarian literature was looking for models, patterns, and it 
appears that Hamlet and certain aspects of it - especially the great soliloquy, the 
apparition of the ghost, Hamlet's pretended madness and Ophelia's actual 
madness, and the gravediggers' scene - found their way into 'original' literature, 
mainly playwriting. Besides, the device of the soliloquy lent itself very well to 
romantic theatre. However, it is typical of the Arany cult that Csdszdr quotes 
Arany even when comparing these rewrites of the great soliloquy to 
'Shakespearean' standards. 
Several plays (for example, the 1813 Aubigny and the previously 
mentioned Bdnk ban) by J6zsef Katona are reminiscent of Hamlet. In Luca sz6ke 
[Luca's Chair] (1812), Lazar, a minor character, has the suspicion that his mother 
was killed by his father, and he considers the situation in a soliloquy presented in 
a crypt beside his mother's coffin (cf. Csaszar 1917, pp. 74-76). In Part I of 
Katona's Ziska (1813) the chief protagonist shies away from action - which 
coincides with a stereotypical reading of Hamlet, the character -, and in a speech 
(delivered in Act I Scene 3) resembling Hamlet's second soliloquy (11/2; 544-601) 
he blames himself harshly for this lack of action, like Hamlet. 
The notable mathematician Farkas Bolyai's 1818 five-act play, A parisi 
per [The Parisian Trial], has a comic take on the soliloquy. In 1917 Elem6r 
'0' Especially for the early examples of reworking the soliloquy the present author is very indebted 
to Csdszdr's (1917) and Riedl's (1916) work. 
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Csaszar found it an audacious, almost sinful act ("szinte biin6s vdllalkozAs", p. 
59) that Bolyai applied the rhetorical pattem of the speech to the subject of 
marriage. Csdszdr calls the previous reworkings respectful (tiszteletremýlt6) as 
opposed to this cheeky one. He was appalled by this degradation, dernotisation of 
this - in his way of thinking, arguably - sacred text. Here one encounters another 
taboo: the taboo based on the mighty, tragic character of the soliloquy: 
A To be or not to be-t parodistikusan egy komoly drama hangulatdnak 
elrontAsAra hasznAlni s igy ikes Idlektelen czifrasAggA siilyeszteni val6ban 
megbocsAthatatlan b-dn; e mellett elt6rpill az, hogy az Atirt monologb6l 
hiAnyzik minden szellem &s izl&s. 
[It is an unforgiveable sin, indeed, to use "To be or not to be" 
parodistically in order to ruin the atmosphere of a serious play and, thus, 
degrade it as soulless decoration. Compared to this it is rather negligible 
that the rewritten soliloquy lacks all spirit and taste. ] (Csaszdr 1917, p. 60) 
One would argue that trivialising is not necessarily an attack on the play, 
on the 'original'. Parody, apart from being a more light-hearted genre, also draws 
attention to the 'source'; it may contribute to the (re)canonisation and 
reinterpretation of the 'source' (besides sometimes being a noteworthy text in its 
own right, like Karinthy's parodies). Csaszar accepts parodies which are parodies 
as such rather than parts of a play because they are written as a parody, and do not 
mislead the reader. "Irodalmi 6rteUk nincs,, noha a parodia nem eg6szen 
jogosulatlan mfifaj" [They (parodies) don't have any literary value, though parody 
is not an entirely unjustifiable genre] (Csaszar 1917, p. 61). This is reputed to be 
the first parody of Shakespeare in Hungarian, in which Shakespeare's famous line 
(probably via Kazinczy's translation) is turned into "meghazasodni, vagy meg 
nem hdzasodni" [to marry or not to marry], 
Gondolatr6l-gondolatra haladva, el nem ejtve, de anndl inkdbb eltorzitva 
Shakespeare gy6ngysordnak minden szem6t, Atiýa az egesz monol6got -a 
hazassdgra. 
[Proceeding from thought to thought, not dropping but disfiguring 
Shakespeare's every gem, adapts the whole soliloquy - to marriage. ] 
(Csdszdr 1909, p. 59) 
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In Sdndor Kisfaludy's play Kzýn Ldszl6 (1816-1820) when old Zongor's 
daughter is raped, he ponders on what action to take in the form of a soliloquy. 
This strikingly recalls Hamlet's contemplation especially - in its structuring and 
because of the motif of killing by a stab -, yet it has far less philosophical 
implications. Nevertheless - if seen in the context of the plot -, Zongor comes 
across as more of a Polonius character, who - here, absolutely justifiably - 
worries about his daughter's chastity. The following extract from his soliloquy in 
Act III Scene 7 rings Hamletian bells: 
Kerd6s csak az lehet; ha en-e? vagy 
Lednyom? - Addig vonnyam-e - 
Lealdzva oktalan barorn sorsdra itt 
Insegem - e' szekeren - igy csikorogva, mig 6r6kre meg nem siillyedek? - 
Vagy egy mer6sz d8f6ssel 6n 
Magamat kimentsem? - Vagy 6r6k keservit6l 
Boldogtalan lednyomat? 
[The question can only be: me or my daughter? 
Shall I Pull my destitution, despised as an idle beast 
On this cart here,, creaking thus, until I sink for good? 
Or should I excuse myself with a courageous stab? 
Or my hapless daughter from her eternal sorrow? ] (Csaszar 1917, p. 54) 
Antal. Szathmary Kiraly: Az oltowiny vagy A' viszont taIdIkozas [The 
Shoot or The Re-encounter] (1825), a sentimental play, generically linked to the 
eighteenth-century Riihrstfick, inserts a rewritten version of the great soliloquy (in 
Act IV Scene 1), though, as Csaszar argues, it is not very well incorporated into 
the plot, it does not sound authentic from the speaker of the soliloquy in this play 
(1917, p. 57). Perhaps the literary historian has this impression also because the 
soliloquy is spoken by a female character here. She is a countess who disappears 
and turns up in the guise of a pilgrim who meditates about life and death, 
reiterating some of Hamlet's ideas from the soliloquy. Pdl Fogarasi Nagy's 1827 
romantic play V&es &Aseg [Inheritance by Blood] features a count 
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contemplating suicide in a soliloquy (Act 11 Scene 4), concluding the speech by 
throwing away the dagger histrionically. 
There are echoes of the great soliloquy in Mihdly Wr6smarty's Csongor 
es Rinde [Csongor and Tidnde] (1830) - translated under the title The Quest into 
English -, in the scholar's monologue in Act V Scene 2, where he meets Csongor 
for the second time. The scholar is one of the three travellers - beside the 
merchant and the prince - that Csongor, the quester-protagonist, encounters on his 
journey. Peter Zollman's translation will be quoted to illustrate the scholar's 
lamentation of transitoriness and - at least in the English translation - the 
possibility of suicide in a sophisticated philosophical manner: 
I don't know how to live, 
but would I die to know? 
Consider now this timeless mystery. 
The helpless bungler finds it hard to live, 
but life, if endless, is a deadly burden. 
Which is the harsher destiny, you ask. 
The bungler's? Missing even his demise? 
But that's the mark of immortality! 
Does competence assume a will to live? 
If not, does it deny the right to dying? 
I didn't want to be, yet here am 1, 
now, desperate to live, I'm bound to die. 
And still,, when I behold my paltriness 
I want to die but don't know how to try. (V6r6smarty 1996, p. 135) 
It needs pointing out that the 'original' does not mention attempting 
suicide, which is the translator's 'intervention' (in the spirit of the 'original'): 
"Tan ugy kivannam, s meg nem halhatok! " [Methinks, I would desire it so much, 
but I cannot die! ] (V6r6smarty 1996, p. 134). Also, the first two lines translated in 
a format reminiscent of the beginning of the great soliloquy, Vbr6smarty's text 
does not have such a sharp juxtaposition of the two possibilities. 
In Jdnos Garay's play Orsz6gh Ilona (183 7) the quick-tampered, sanguinic 
Perenyi muses in Hamlet's manner in Act 11 Scene 7: 
Igy tesz bel6ltink sanda aggalom 
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Hitvdny pulydkat! rdhazudja a 
T6kelleteknek bdtor homlokara 
A lelkiismeret sdpadt szin6t, 
Sa f6lelem. lev6n bdb asszonyuk, 
Vagy nem sAiletnek, vagy csonkulva j 6nek 
Vildgra szdndokink. 
[This is how cockeyed concern 
Makes us into paltry kids! 
It lies upon' 02 the brave forehead of the perfect 
The pale colour of conscience, 
And our resolutions are either unborn or come to this life distorted, 
Fear being their midwife. ] (Csdszdr 1917, pp. 55-56) 
Kdroly Obernyik's 1843 tragedy entitled Messias [Messiah], the work of a 
budding playwright, features a repenting Judas, who also has reflections on death 
in a Hamletian manner as he struggles with qualm in his "61ni vagy halni" [to live 
or to die] soliloquy (Act V Scene 8). However, as Csdszar emphasises, Obemyik 
portrays a man being preoccupied with his very own fate, while Shakespeare's 
pensive hero thinks in a universal scope (1917, pp. 5 8-59). 
Geza Juhdsz and Miklos T6th-Math& also composed their own mock "To 
be or not to be" soliloquies (to be discussed in Part Three Chapter Two. ) Sdndor 
Szentkfiti in 1817 translated an English parody of the great soliloquy into 
Hungarian and published it in Erdýlyi Muzeum under the title "Hamlet 
monologjanak par6diaja (Jago szerint Anglusbol)" [A Parody of Hamlet's 
soliloquy (From English after Jago)]. The author of the original is supposed to be 
the same Richard Jago (1715-1781) who composed a song for Garrick's Stratford 
Jubilee (see Appendix Four). A similar mock-soliloquy to the one in ErMyi 
Muzeum, found among Berlioz's miscellaneous essays, was republished in 
Shakespeare and Opera (see Appendix Four). Another specimen of the modern- 
day rewriting of the great soliloquy was penned by Prince Charles, in his speech 
given at the presentation of the Thomas Cranmer Schools Prize (December 1989; 
see Appendix Four). These two examples outside Hungarian culture (and one 
102 It is unusual usage even in Hungarian. 
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which is a Hungarian translation of a parody written in English) highlight the fact 
that it is not unique to Hungarian culture to have rewrites, even impertinent ones, 
of Shakespearean fragments such as the great soliloquy. 
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PART TWO 
Intersemiotic Translation: A Case Study of the 2003 Pecs 
Production 
"Listeners of the day before yesterday as well as of the day after tomorrow are always 
among those to whom one speaks as a contemporary. " 
(Gadamer 1975, p. 356. ) 
"All performance is interpretation. All interpretation is highlighting. " 
(Gadamer 1975, p. 362) 
Performance as translation 
With reference to the connection between the stage and translation, there are two 
major critical approaches. On one hand, there is a tendency to envisage performance 
itself as a translation from page to stage and, on the other, there is a considerable 
body of critical writing concerning the different issues of translating plays 
specifically for theatrical usage. The first approach, pioneered by Reba Gostand, 
Erika Fischer-Lichte and others, fits in with Jakobson's notion of intersemiotic 
translation (transfer from one serniotic system to another), while the second, adopted 
by the majority of those working in the field, including the collection of essays 
Moving Target (2000), edited by Carole-Anne Upton, takes the tenn translation in a 
more literal sense, and focuses on a special area of translation practice, namely 
translation done for the theatre, which is often intertwined with adaptation practice. 
There are, of course, intermediary approaches combining the two stances. 
Patrice Pavis, for example, as will be seen later, discusses a broad concept of 
translation for the theatre, including interlingual translation (what the word 
translation usually denotes in common usage) as well as the ftniher stages leading up 
to a performance, such as the dramaturgy, mise e inclusion of other -en-sc'ne, the 
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serniotic systems, and so on. Thus, he clearly sees the performance itself as part or, 
perhaps, even the chief and fmal stage of the performance translation process. This 
part of the thesis will mainly focus on the aspect of performance as translation with 
the aid of the P6cs staging of Hamlet (opened 24 January 2003), based on Addm 
Nddasdy's translation. 
In her article entitled "Verbal and Non-Verbal Communication: Drama as 
Translation", Reba Gostand, an expert on Australian drama, investigates different 
aspects of transfer within the realm of theatre, employing the trope of translation in 
order to describe them: 
Drama, as an art-form, is a constant process of translation: from original 
concept to script (when there is one), to producer/director's interpretation, to 
contribution by designer and actor/actress, to visual and/or aural images to 
audience response... these are only the most obvious stages (no pun intended) 
in the process. At every stage there may be a number of subsidiary processes 
of translation at work. (1980, p. 1) 
Her metaphoric scope is wide enough to include an aspect of translation in the sense 
of translating life experiences, events, ideas, feelings into theatre: "From life it 
becomes theatre, theatrical, something observed as well as experienced, a product of 
the imagination, a creation" (1980, p. 1). This dovetails with Jifi Levy's view that "it 
is not objective reality that penetrates the work of art, but the author's interpretation 
of reality" (1969 cited Pavis 1989, p. 139). This stance also overlaps with the 
widespread usage of translation as a metaphor for creative writing, with a special 
emphasis on postcolonial writing and ecriturefiminine. Octavio Paz even envisages 
translation as a metaphor for language: 
Each text is unique, yet at the same time it is the translation of another text. No 
text can be completely original because language itself, in its very essence, is 
already a translation - first from the nonverbal world, and then, because each 
sign and each phrase is a translation of another sign, another phrase. 
(Paz 1992 cited Bassnett and Trivedi 1999, p. 3) 
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Irrespective of whether the author, director, or other theatre-maker arranges 
these elements in a real i stic/naturali stic or rather an expressionistic, surrealistic (and 
so on) style, according to Gostand, this is also a translation phenomenon. So is the 
choice of genre - among which she enlists tragedy, comedy, satire, farce, romance, 
allegory, morality and fantasy (1980, p. 4). The actor's education and sensitiveness 
comprise a further level of translation. "The kind and degree of training, and the 
sophistication, an actor brings to his art are further filters of the script perfon-ned" 
(1980, pp. 7-8). Using Adolphe Appia's classification of plastic elements in scenic 
design (which contains perpendicular painted scenery, horizontal floor, moving actor 
and lighted space), she presents the non-verbal visual constituents of a production as 
a kind of translation, too (1980, p. 8). 
She elaborates this view in these terms: 
The medium chosen for the production, the mode and style of the production, 
even the physical setting (amphitheatre, circus ring, opera house, street 
theatre, intimate theatre, or lounge room with solitary viewer in front of the 
television set) and the audience for whom the production is intended - all 
these are inter-related aspects of the translation process, and it is not easy to 
speak of any one of them separately, so great is their interdependence. Within 
each medium, there are yet further processes of translation involved in the 
choice and arrangement of the verbal and non-verbal elements of theatre - the 
music (and all the vocal, mechanical, electrical or natural sound effects), the 
silences, the action, movement or immobility (including gesture, stage- 
business, mime, dance), the characterisation, the grouping, the costuming and 
make-up, the setting, props, lighting and use of colour, the use of contrast or 
juxtaposition, tension and pace. Every stage and feature of the dramatic 
production has and/or will involve processes of translation. (198 0, pp. 1-2) 
The constituents of theatre as a language or semiotic system are outlined more 
systematically by different theoreticians of theatre semiotics, though many of the 
elements enlisted by them are identical with the aspects of performance as translation 
discussed by Gostand. Fischer-Lichte's main categories are actor's activities; actor's 
appearance; spatial signs; and nonverbal acoustic signs (1992, pp. 18-128). In a very 
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elaborate model of cultural codes in the theatre Keir Elam distinguishes between 
systemic codes; linguistic ones; general intertextual codes; textual structural codes; 
formal presentational codes; epistemic codes; aesthetic principles; logical codes; 
behavioural ethical codes; ideological codes; psychological and psychoanalytic 
principles; historical codes (1980, pp. 57-62). 103 His model tends to be all-inclusive 
as he not only takes into account the physical, tangible elements of the theatre, but 
also numerous other factors, identifying the corresponding theatrical as well as 
dramatic subcodes that accompany these cultural codes. Patrice Pavis's system of the 
"parts of the stage" include actor; voice, music, rhythm; space, time, action; other 
material elements (costume, make-up, objects, lighting, smell, touching, tasting) 
(2003, pp. 55-197). Spoken text is also an almost indispensable component in the 
Western tradition, as he notes (2003, p. 198). Susan Bassnett breaks the semiotic 
system of theatre down to paralinguistic, gestural (kinesic), proxemic, linguistic, 
spatial, scenographic, and illuminational constituents (without actually proposing a 
full systematic taxonomy). She puts a special emphasis on paralinguistic systems: 
It could be argued that the moment the written word is read aloud, it is 
translated into another language. Pitch, intonation, inflection, loudness, all 
such paralinguistic systems, substantially alter the written text. (Bassnett 
198 1, p. 48) 
Gostand adopts a horizontal scope of translation, tracing the phenomenon in a variety 
of arts and genres. Patrice Pavis, however, in a similarly wide-ranging, yet more 
103 The systemic codes include general kinesic, proxemic, vestimentary, cosmetic, pictorial, musical 
and architectural ones; the linguistic codes include syntactic/semantic/phonological rules, pragmatic 
rules, rhetorical, paralinguistic, dialectal and idiolectal codes; the general intertextual codes include the 
influence of the experience of other aesthetic texts and cultural typologies; the textual structural codes 
are mainly related to general textual competence; the formal presentational codes comprise standards 
of realism and 'bracketing off' rules - the ability to accept the factitious in aesthetic texts; the 
epistemic codes include episteme and encyclopedia; the logical codes include general principles of 
cause and effect, for example; the behavioural ethical codes refer to general ethical standards and 
behavioural codes; the ideological codes are socio-econon-ýc and political codes; the historical codes 
comprise knowledge of historical events, notions regarding period characteristics, received portraits of 
historical figures, and so on (Elam 1980, pp. 57-62). 
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theoretical approach, proceeds in a vertical way when describing a translation 
sequence from (verbal) interlingual translation to the performance of that translation 
in a new linguistic-cum-cultural context (though perhaps the latter element enjoys no 
special emphasis). In a chapter of his Theatre at the Crossroads of Culture, entitled 
"Towards Specifying Theatre Translation", he proposes a four-fold system of 
reception, offering a well-structured model of concretisations. 104 Within Pavis's 
model the first stage would be the textual concretisation of the 'original' in the 
receiving culture (the English translation of the essay uses the terin 'target culture') 
This would correspond to the common, everyday meaning of the tenn 'translation'. 
The next one is the dramaturgy. Pavis allows for an overlap of metaphors here. It 
seems from this model that the initial dramaturg (the person who starts working out a 
mise-en-scýne for a translated play) is the translator. However, he also views the 
dramaturg proper as a potential translator or co-translator. As the E6rsi case study 
(Part One) demonstrated, dramaturgy and stage translation can be intertwined, and 
almost indistinguishable activities of reworking: 
A dramaturg can also act as an interpreter for translator and director [ ... 
] and 
can thus prepare the ground for a future mise en sc6ne by systemising 
dramatical choices, both by reading the translation T1 - which [... ] is 
infiltrated by dramaturgical analysis - and possibly by referring to the 
original. (1991, p. 141) 
The third aspect is stage concretisation, the "onstage testing of the text" (1991, p. 
141): 
This time the enunciation is finally realized; it is formed by the audience in 
the target culture, who confirm immediately whether the text is acceptable or 
104 The model he proposes resembles the many-in-one matryoshka doll (Russian nesting doll) in which 
the frarning doll encloses all the smaller ones one after another. (A parallel more familiar to the British 
reader may be a set of Chinese boxes, although the matryoshka doll is purely ornamental, it does not 
involve a puzzle element. The puzzle may possibly be why Pavis contends that the viewer of the 
performance of the translated text can receive - even if in a distorted version - the source text. ) 
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not. (199 1, p. 14 1)105 
The fourth stage would be represented by the individual spectator's reception of the 
playtext via the performance. As Pavis asserts, "the recipient concretization [ ... 
] in 
the final analysis decides the use and meaning of the source text" (1991, p. 142). 
Thus, Pavis seems to suggest that all these levels enclose one another, and due to this 
concatenation the spectator receives the source text after all these intennediary stages. 
He appears to maintain that it is the source text that the receiver interprets on the 
basis of the perfonnance of the translation, yet this can be debated. It is not at all the 
6source' text but a multi-layered reworking of it that the receiver of the translated 
artefact encounters. The average receiver is likely to believe that (after all) it is the 
4 source' text that s/he receives; indeed, this is how an identification of Arany's voice 
with Shakespeare's Hamlet took place. However, scholarly investigation needs to 
look behind these concepts. 
Despite the fact that taxonomies, models, or classifications are often far away 
from individual artifacts - which very rarely can be crammed into models without 
compromise - Pavis's model offers workable guidelines to assess theatrical 
translation, as it draws attention to different stages of the 'translation' process. 
However, here the model will not be systematically used, mainly due to the fact that 
it does not engage in the discussion of cultural differences that may occur in 
translations in various ethnic communities; neither does it give much thought to the 
possible differences between the contexts in which a perfonnance would be received 
in the two (or often more) cultures. Amongst these one should elaborate on the 
'0' Parenthetically, translators for the theatre often think in similar terms. They look forward to how 
the audience will respond to the text. kddm Nddasdy cites the well-known English proverb - the proof 
of the pudding is in the eating - in his (Hungarian) essay promoting his translation of A Midsummer 
Night's Dream shortly before its premiýre (1994, p. 38). 
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vanous consequences of the time gap between the original and the translation or 
production, in relation to the different Weltanschauung, staging technique, acting and 
directing traditions, not to mention the critical reception. Patrice Pavis, like Erika 
Fischer-Lichte, does not elaborate at length on the possible connections between the 
literary reception of a translated play and its staging, which are bound to differ 
immensely because of the different internal structures of the two arts (literature and 
theatre), be it domestic works of a community or translated plays. 
Even if one accepts the gist of Pavis's argument, one might completely 
disagree with his suggestion that the atmosphere of the first or any follow-up 
performances of the original in its original cultural context have to be transformed 
into any receiving cultures. Let us look at this in the light of the debate over 
domestication and foreignisation, which has been discussed in the Introduction. 
Although the chief proponent of the above notions, Lawrence Venuti (1995), 
examines the issues exclusively in terms of verbal translation, primarily in fiction and 
non-fiction prose, the issue of the borrowing or reconceiving foreignness with regard 
to non-verbal components of a performance can also be linked to the problematics 
outlined by Venuti, on grounds provided by Schleiennacher. The act of trying to 
preserve, or rather, recreate non-verbal aspects of a performance when translating the 
text into a different language, raises several Problems. The underlying view is that it 
is most probably a production, rather than a verbal text, that is meant to be translated 
(by a new mechanism of authorship potentially including the commissioner, the 
translator in the traditional sense, the director, and so on). That is to say, it is the 
original, and thus, authentic production (the 'source text' of this intersemiotic 
translation process) that is intended to be copied, or reiterated, often with the (rather 
naive and debatable) belief in retaining the spirit of the original. Providing 'the same' 
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or very similar culture- sp eci fic setting, costume, music, imitation of accent, and so 
on, does not achieve the same effect in the audience for the basic reason that neither 
the perfonnance text nor the audience is identical. Foreignising effects are interpreted 
differently to the manner in which these effects are responded to in the authentic 
cultural context of the 'original'. 
Another way of eliciting 'similar' response is by working out a domesticating 
translation, which systematically tries to find counterparts of culture-related elements. 
Intersemiotic and interlingual translation can thus overlap, too. A case in point is a 
recent Hungarian production of Chekhov's classic, Three Sisters (1991). Issues to do 
with the reworking of culturally charged items, even though they were not attempting 
to revitalise any of the Russian performances of the 'original', are amply explored by 
Andrds Nagy in his essay entitled "A Samovar is a Samovar is a Samovar" (2000). 
Nagy stresses that even though the production team at the Jdt6kszin Theatre in 
Budapest managed to re-place inherently Russian cultural items to a reasonable 
extent, they were baffled by the samovar, which they found to be quintessentially 
Russian. They left it in the otherwise highly domesticated production as a marker of 
untranslatability (Nagy 2000, p. 156). At the same time, this choice can also be seen 
as indicative of a respect for otherness. One can, however, find faults with the mise- 
en-scýne of such a production regarding its consistency: why the samovar only, and 
why not other culture- specific references, such as pirog'06 or Lermontov's poem too? 
Where is the borderline between translatable and untranslatable signs? In a similar 
vein, Ernst 0. Fink gives an account of a struggle with culture- specific realia (for 
106 Pirog is a type of stuffed pasty, originally from Russia. 
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instance, ship names) when it comes to German productions of Eugene O'Neill's sea 
plays. "[I]t is not so much the language of the text that may fail to reach the addressee 
in the audience, as [ ... ] that of 'things... (1980, p. 78). 
107 As Pavis himself admits, 
[W]e cannot simply translate a linguistic text into another; rather we confront 
and communicate heterogeneous cultures and situations of enunciation that 
are separated in space and time. (1992b, p. 136) 
The Gennan theatre serniotician Erika Fischer-Lichte sets up a tripartite 
system of translation from page to stage'08 when she distinguishes between linear, 
structural and global transformation. The linear type implies a sequential following of 
the written text in the stage version. "[T]he process moves from sentence to sentence, 
from statement to reply, from dialogue to dialogue" (1992, p. 197). Nevertheless, it is 
questionable that in such a transformation the meaning is constituted from sentence to 
sentence; one may argue that the cast, especially the director, should have an overall 
interpretation. Fischer-Lichte stresses that working out the linkage of these small 
units is rudimentary to this way of transformation. Having agreed with this, one may 
still emphasise that a close interpretation of the whole play is just as essential when it 
comes to staging a play, otherwise the production will fall apart. "The mode of 
structural transformation proceeds from complex substructures such as stage 
character, space, scene, plot" (1992, p. 198). These subtexts, in Fischer- Lichte's 
opinion, are by their nature different "from the corresponding subtexts of the literary 
text" (1992, p. 198). Some of them can even become relatively independent: 
The subtext may be that of and structured by a particular spatial conception; 
an impression created with the colors and forms of the decorations, costumes, 
and lighting; a specific choreographic arrangement of the figures and a fine 
musical harmonization of their voices, etc. In this case, an underlying 
structure is again initially created by theatrical signs used simultaneously, and 
107 For a similar example -a discussion of sailing terminology in different Hungarian translations of 
The Tempest - see Forgdcs 2002. 
108 The American translation of Fischer-Lichte's book does not utilise the currently fashionable phrase 
from page to stage; Pavis himself borrows it from Gay McAuley's projects (cf. Pavis 1992a, p. 46). 
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it is on the basis of this structure that all changes are then introduced and 
understood. (1992, p. 199) 
This aspect is a common point between Fischer-Lichte's and Patris Pavis's 
system, as Pavis also stresses the importance of the non-verbal aspects of theatre 
translation. As he remarks, "Mise en scene is always a parable on the impossible 
exchange between the verbal and non-verbal" (I 992a, p. 3 1). As will be demonstrated 
later, the back projections employed in the P6cs performance can be seen as emerging 
as a powerful nonverbal subtext, one that almost has a life of its own. A similar 
conclusion can be drawn from the setting. Although Fischer-Lichte does not give 
very specific examples of this type of translation, it can be assumed that in terms of 
characters she implies interpretations slightly or even radically different to the written 
text, or choosing one or more of the traits of a dramatis persona to focus upon in the 
perfonnance. The fonner problematics raise further questions of reception: which 
interpretation of the written text should one consider, since one is not the first reader 
or innocent reader of the text, nor is the text innocent, as it has a reception history. 
How the Pecs perfon-nance translates the characters onto the stage will be discussed 
later in more detail. The production certainly has examples of one character's subtext 
receiving additional significance, such as the father's ghost having a video Leitmotif, 
and being on the stage for more time than the play-as-text indicates, and thus, more 
time than many receivers would expect. The difficulty in such cases, as Fischer- 
Lichte notes, arises from the coordination of these subtexts and their meanings. 
Again, the connection between the subtexts, as in the previously described mode, is 
of basic importance. This is also emphasised by Reba Gostand: 
Within each medium, there are yet further processes of translation involved in 
the choice and arrangement of the verbal and non-verbal elements of theatre - 
the music (and all the vocal, mechanical, electrical or natural sound effects), 
the silences, the action, movement or immobility (including gesture, stage- 
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business, mime, dance), the characterisation, the grouping, the costuming and 
make-UP, the setting, props, lighting and use of colour, the use of contrast or 
juxtaposition, tension and pace. Every stage and feature of the dramatic 
production has and/or will involve processes of translation. (1980, pp. 1-2) 
Regarding the aforementioned Pecs performance, when in the video sequence 
some of the images do not easily correspond to the verbal text that they are supposed 
to 'illustrate', this poses a hermeneutic crux. Some of the images are only slightly 
related to the text by far-fetched associations or suggest various kinds of 
interpretations when one tries to see them in the context of the whole performance. 
Indeed, some of them gain a different interpretation when reconsidered in retrospect 
at the end of the viewing, not only because such a 'rereading' attempts to fit 
everything together but also because many structural units are repeated in some form 
within the perfonnance, and these instances can be better pieced together and 
analysed at the end. 
The most creative theatrical reworking of a play in Fischer-Lichte's paradigm 
would be the global transformation. This is what one would call adaptation in 
everyday parlance, since it shapes the outcome of the translation process to fit the 
norms and expectations of the receiving community or the individual director to a 
considerable extent, even to the detriment of the integrity of the 'source text' (or the 
idea of the 'source text' in the receiver's mind). Treating the previous two types as 
"possible subordinate forms of realization", this mode "takes as its guiding principle 
the question as to the most appropriate way of constituting that meaning as a 
theatrical sign in a given communicative context which the subjects participating in 
the performance believe they have found to be the meaning of the literary text" 
(1992, p. 200). This is a flexible approach that tolerates, encourages even, omissions, 
additions, the shifting of scenes, soliloquies, or snippets of dialogues around. 
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However, such a performance "can be related to individual elements or substructures 
of the literary text only with great difficulty - indeed, in some cases it is not possible 
to establish such a relation" (1992, p. 200). 
In general, this thesis would refer to a performance being based on a given 
play instead of calling it a perfonnance of the play. The widespread usage of the latter 
term is an expression of the ancillary status of performance in relation to the written 
text. The phrase based on is even more relevant when it comes to cases where it is 
hardly possible to see the performance using the script, employing traditional 
character development, and so on. The preposition of might suggest that the 
perfonnance serves a fuller understanding of its source, and does not direct the 
viewer to see it as something quasi- autonomous, yet strongly related intertextually to 
a certain play-as-text. Fischer-Lichte's third type corresponds to Fischlin and 
Fortier's argument on performance as adaptation: 
Adaptation as a material, performance practice can involve both radical 
rewritings, and a range of directorial and theatrical practices, from the 
omission or addition of passages (or even scenes) to suit a particular director's 
requirements to the creation of a material practice that takes into account the 
public demand for spectacle, one that places Shakespeare in direct 
competition with the rock concert, sporting event, or cinematic blockbuster. 
(2000, p. 17) 
Fischer-Lichte does not avoid the compulsory excuse made by theoreticians 
for offering types that do not exist in practice in their clear-cut versions. As she 
asserts, the modes "are all only thought of as ideal types that will hardly ever be used 
exclusively in the form described here. Rather, they represent certain dorMnant trends 
that may be stressed in respectively different ways in the transformational process" 
(1992, p. 201). She also asserts that these modes more or less dominate certain 
periods of theatre history: the linear one was typical of German classicism, the 
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structural one characterised Romantic, naturalist and symbolist drama, and although 
she is not very explicit about this, she hints at global transfonnation as prevalent in 
the postmodern, though the latter is not governed by a single dominant theatrical 
code. 
Having recognised the complexity of the language of theatre, especially due to 
a number of nonverbal components, the question inevitably arises: how can a 
performance be pinned down and assessed? A performance is a transitory, ephemeral 
event. One may argue that full participation in the event can only happen if one is 
present - there and then. This is by no means to say that one cannot do academic 
research on a particular performance - yet, it needs to be conducted with the 
understanding that the object of the investigation, the theatre performance, is 'gone', 
has passed. The event, like any live event, cannot be repeated, since every single 
night of the same production will be at least slightly different. As Susan Bassnett 
summarises, "The performance at any given time will never be identical to any other" 
(198 1, p. 50). Still, watching a production more than once, like rereading a text, helps 
in interpreting it, in placing the patches, the subtexts together. A production can be 
recollected from one's memories (if the researcher saw the performance s/he writes 
on). It cannot be fully recorded, since a video recording cannot store 'everything' 
from a performance; a great deal depends on the camera angles, light and colour 
distortion, and so on. Cameramen represent a certain perspective; they record the 
production from a certain position, and it is impossible to show everything that 
happens on stage at a given moment in time. An individual viewer would not notice 
'everything' either, but (at least) it is his or her own filter, and not that of the 
cameramen, through which s/he sees the production. One can rely on performance 
reviews - being aware that they are individual readings themselves rather than quasi- 
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objective witness statements. 109 A copy of the playscript may also help with 
revivifying memories and closely examining the translation from page to stage. 
Interviews with cast (conducted by the researcher or others) and a detailed 
programme may also prove useful; however, one should not become too absorbed in 
finding out about the director's and the cast's interpretive intentions. The initial 
intention might be absolutely irrelevant from the perspective of the outcome. The 
following reading of the P6cs performance will benefit from the present writer's 
viewing experience (two nights), a video copy and the script of the production, 
performance reviews with accompanying photographs, the programme of the 
production, and interviews with the cast in the media. 
Contextualising the Pecs production 
Regarding the three stagings of Nadasdy's translation to date, the P6cs performance 
can be located somewhere between the structural and the global type of intersemiotic 
translation (as defined by Fischer-Lichte), the Debrecen performance (premi&red 15 
October 1999) between the linear and the structural, while the one at Thalia 
(December 2002) is generally of the global type. The latter radically reworked 
Nadasdy's Hamlet, for example, by playing the Danish national anthem in the first 
scene (which is the first court scene here), thus attempting to reinscribe some kind of 
Danishness into the 'Hamlet' palimpsest. This scene does not only mark a different 
place but a different moment in time, too, because - curiously - Arany's translation is 
'0' For instance, Ldszl6 Zappe, one of the reviewers of the P6cs performance, sees the Hamlet-Laertes 
relationship as an exceptionally - and unproportionately - developed one. In his opinion, this is largely 
due to the spectacular fencing scene. It might be argued, however, that it is rather the awkward, almost 
wordless Hamlet-Horatio relationship that is a particularly noteworthy subtext when it comes to 
relationships between characters. 
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spoken in the first scene. This reads as a nostalgic postmodernist act of looking back 
to an atavistic golden age, a mythical state of the language and culture: this is the 
language in which the Dane first became a widely known 'traveller' throughout 
Hungarian-speaking lands. This device makes the viewer pause and remember that 
the theme is Danish-related in principle (not that Shakespeare's plays were 
meticulously written in terms of period detail). In Hungary, the play is usually not 
presented in a context reminiscent of Danish culture; generally it is either presented 
as 'universal' or alluding to things Hungarian. This is why this reinscription, as well 
as that of ý, rpdd Juhasz (to be discussed in Part Three), is useful; it underlines that the 
Denmark of Hamlet is a metaphor replenished with newer and newer meanings 
(which do not tend to have much to do with Demnark itself). Another novelty is the 
addition of the character of Claudia (perfonned by Andrea Keresztes), an uninhibited 
career woman as a female counterpart to Claudius. Liberties were taken to cut, 
contract or mute several other parts. Though Rosencrantz and Guildenstern appear on 
the scene, neither utters a word. Some characters may be interpreted as being 
4replaced', translated by music (cf Csimer 2003, p. 17). Some character traits have 
also been changed, and this is apparent in plot alterations too; for instance, there is a 
lustful encounter between Ophelia and Claudius. The tenn tradaptation (introduced 
by Robert Lapage and further circulated and modified by Jatinder Verma and Derrick 
Cameron) would also aptly describe this performance, since it is an adaptation of a 
translation (although the term primarily refers to a text that is translation and 
adaptation at the same time; a heavily domesticated translation, cf Cameron 2000, 
pp. 117-18). Out of the three productions of, or rather, based on, Nadasdy's 
translation of Hamlet, the one at Pecs has been chosen for a thoroughgoing analysis, 
since it is an illustrative mixture of the three kinds of translation for the stage 
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identified by Fischer-Lichte; pailicularly of the last two. The attention devoted to 
certain substructures is apparent, and the danng mi . se-en-scene and the multiplication 
of characters validate it as approaching the category of global transformation. 
The playwright and theatre practitioner Luigi Pirandello elaborates on the 
inescapably falsifying work of the translator, alongside that of the actor and the 
illustrator. In an essay from 1908 Pirandello ponders how these three professions 
reinterpret, and thus recreate the sources of their work. In Susan Bassnett's 
understanding, "He condemns this as a distortion, but accepts that there is no 
altemative to this paradox" (1985, p. 93). 
The perfon-nance staged in the studio theatre of the National Theatre at P6cs 
was characterised by a playscript that was easy to follow, traditional character 
formation, and a lavish profusion of back projections. These are the three pillars of 
the perfonnance on which our analysis will be built. This fits in with the three areas 
Pirandello signals as 'intrusive' in 'the text': translation (and dramaturgy), the actors' 
creative interpretation of the characters, and the visual components of the production, 
which provide much more than ancillary illustration. First, there will be a general 
account of the perfonnance vis-a-vis the different constituents of its 'language', and 
its debateable consistency. This will be followed by the discussion of the three main 
areas (or, in Fischer-Lichte's term, subtexts) outlined above. From a cultural 
perspective, however, following such systems point by point may appear to be 
dissecting rather than investigating a performance, indeed, making it into a lifeless 
object. As noted before, strict semiotic analyses often exclude historicity (although 
Elam's 1980 model includes a historical aspect, too); therefore, such an approach will 
not be pursued. Yet, insights from semiotics on the complexity of theatrical language 
(especially Fischer- Lichte's notion of subtext) have infonned the following reading 
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of the performance. 
The actors of the performance, who work in the psychological manner of 
realistic and naturalistic theatre -a method common in Western culture - are located 
in a multifunctional setting, devoid of any pomp or luxury. The setting is the same 
throughout; however, some of the props and arrangement are multifunctional, and 
surtitles are also projected onto the background screen in order to name the locations 
of some scenes - in a Brechtian fashion. The main components of the set are fleecy 
boxes of orange and grey, with glass panes on them, which are neon-lit with various 
colours at different points of the performance. They provide an artificial atmosphere 
- outside of time and space - in contrast with a realistic or historical setting. The 
blocks may also evoke a cemetery atmosphere (cf Nagy 2003). No wonder the Ghost 
almost 'lives there': he is a quiet presence onstage almost throughout the whole 
perfon-nance. The labyrinthine aspect of the setting (cf. Zdbradi 2003, p. 26 and 
Liszka 2003, p. 6) may assert the reading of Hamlet as a story of quest (for truth, for 
justice, for peace of mind, for the meaning of life, and so on), even though the whole 
performance may not confirm this reading so readily. There is a scene where one of 
the boxes functions as the venue for Hamlet's great soliloquy, then it represents a 
stage for the visiting company, and later on it also works as Gertrude's bed in the 
closet scene. There is a green-walled multipurpose pool approximately left-centre on 
the stage. Nagy (2003) thinks it is predictable on the basis of a single glance at the 
scenery that Hamlet and Laertes will jump into the basin during the final scene, 
which they do accordingly. There is a staircase on the stage, above which the royal 
couple is often seated on one of the boxes during the course of the performance. The 
upper gallery of the studio stage is also put to use in this production; it is mainly the 
night watchmen that are placed there. Hamlet also descends on a cord from there, as 
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Liszka remarks, exclusively for the sake of the spectacle ("a Idtvdny, es csakis a 
Idtvany kedv&ert"; 2003, p. 6). The costumes designed by Aniko Kovalcsik are rather 
modest and simplistic; far from ideologically neutral but not suggestive of strong 
readings either. They correspond to the - by now not so innovative - 'timelessness' 
conjectured by the setting. The only exception, when they do signify a specific 
period, is when the players are clad in stereotypical Elizabethan costume for the 
mousetrap scene. 
In the spirit of ut pictura spectaculum, 110 the perfonnance focuses on 
visuality, which is at least as vital here as the playscript itself, especially due to the 
video installation screened in the background of the stage. As Mariann Zdbrddi 
observes, 
[A] ma nagyon is divatos hdtt6rvetit6s [ ... ]a modem, Nadasdy Adam forditotta sz6veg, a minimalizdlt diszlet, az id6tlen, kortalan jelmezek 
sz6vev6ny6ben er6s koh6zi6t hoz 16tre. 
[The nowadays very fashionable background screening creates a strong 
cohesion in the texture of Addm Nddasdy's modem translation, the setting 
minimalised to the utmost, and the costumes timeless. ] (2003, p. 26) 
The body language of the actors should also be included within the complex visual 
experience, especially because of the emphasis on movement and facial gestures in 
this kind of theatre. The relation between the modem setting and traditional character 
formation is a problematic aspect of the play. As Liszka points out, "a szineszeknek 
nagy segits&g lett volna, ha a rendhagyo terhez nem hagyomanyos hasznalati utasltdst 
kapnak" [it would have been great help to the actors if they had been given non- 
traditional instructions to go with the unconventional setting] (2003, p. 6). As he 
argues, "Sokkal jobbak azok a jelenetek, ahol figyelmiinket egy-egy arcvondsra, 
'10 Cf. Elam 1980, p. 68, where he uses the term referring to nineteenth-century two-dimensional 
realist theatre with paintings in the background, while the term is used here in a much more general 
sense: with reference to the importance of image, of the principle of 'showing' in the theatre. 
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mozdulatra szabad szOkiteniink; ilyenkor Wnik ki a szfn6szek val6di kvalitdsa" [The 
scenes where we can narrow down our attention to a facial movement or a gesture are 
much better] (Liszka 2003, p. 6). This is a general problem with modem-dress 
productions; W. B. Worthen eraphasises the eclecticism of such performances (2001, 
p. 137). The question can be raised whether such productions can offer anything 
novel, or they are just replicas of one another in terms of style or technique. In like 
vein, Imre Nagy's review sheds light on practical difficulties in the modernisation. of 
mise-en-scýne, where he sees a clash between text and setting. He hastes to point out 
inconsistencies between the modem set and the rather less modem plot: 
[ 
... 
]a latvany es a sz6 folyamatosan 6sszeiltk6zik s viaskodni kenyszeriAl 
egymdssal. Mert ha Hamlet level6t p6lddul buk6sisakos motoroskiild6nc 
k6zbesiti, nem 6rtjiik, mik6nt lehet, hogy ennek viszont 'haj6sok hoztdk' 
(hacsak nem drha . 6sok), s ha ennyire fejlett a technika Helsing6rben (mdg 
mobiltelefon is van), ugyan miert kell a fligg6ny m6g6 bujni, ha ki akamak 
hallgatni valakit, ahelyett, hogy Polonius, lehallgat6k6szW6ket telepitene 
Hamlet szobajdba. 
[The spectacle and the word continually clash, and they are driven to fight 
against each other. If Hamlet's letter is delivered by a motorcycle dispatch 
rider wearing a crash helmet, we don't understand why it was delivered to him 
by sailors (unless they were sailors from space); and if technology is so 
developed in Elsinore (they even have mobile phones), why on earth do they 
need to hide behind a curtain when they want to overhear someone - rather 
than Polonius having Hamlet's room tapped. ]"' (Nagy 2003) 
In fact, the performance does not appear to exploit the potential of Nadasdy's modem 
idiom. For example, in NAdasdy's version of the great soliloquy the Hungarian for 
'blade' (penge) is used as opposed to a dagger. However, the Ncs Hamlet presses a 
gun against his temple (as early as his first soliloquy). 
On the basis of this performance, Hamlet obviously does not suggest a 
Renaissance play. The only time in the performance when the Renaissance is clearly 
... It can be parenthetically noted here that Ophelia is indeed 'wired up' in Michael Almereyda's filmic 
reimagining of the nunnery scene in his 2000 Hamlet film. 
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evoked is the mousetrap scene, with the players in Renaissance costume. This is a 
frequent device in eclectic modem-day performances: the 'quotation' may induce 
cultural nostalgia by transferring to Shakespeare's time the part of the play that tells 
us so much about the nature of theatre, or it can contribute to a postmodern mýlange 
of varied intertexts. Here, the case tends to be the latter. 
There is a discrepancy between any of the potential English 'source texts' 
from the turn of the 17th century, and the contemporary Hungarian-speaking 
performance with a modem-day mise-en-scene and nonverbal additions. Is this 
tension irreconcilable? The performance may baffle the viewer by its motley style: 
there are indeed inconsistencies if one wishes to see the production as that of a 
Renaissance play. The performance -a translation from page to stage - is not directly 
'based on' Shakespeare's text but on the late-twentieth century translation (the main 
'original' of which is a Shakespeare text). Even the assumption that the main 'source' 
of Nddasdy's translation is an English Renaissance play is debatable; Arany's text 
may also prove to be a 'source', or at least, a source of inspiration, a driving force for 
emulation or competition. Other intertexts (for example, in this case, Bonnefoy's 
translation) may also come into the picture. 
The unavoidable discrepancy does not seem to be completely resolved by this 
performance. It was William Poel who introduced what Worthen (200 1, p. 13 7) terms 
theatrical antiquarianism - imitating Elizabethan costume and theatre space -, and 
opened up new avenues for modem-dress performances (cf. van Dijk 2001, p. 163). 
This represented a break with nineteenth-century historical literalism or, in W. B. 
Worthen's term, dramatic pictorialism (2001, p. 137). However, as Maarten van Dijk 
claims, such 'concept' productions are often "fixed in meaning [ ... 
] through the 
director's super-objective concept" (2001, p. 163). The question inevitably arises: has 
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modernisation become by now an almost compulsory, yet rather exhausted 
convention, a cliche? Isn't this alleged timelessness also a kind of period setting and 
period costuming in itself'? Peter Brook is severely critical, almost intolerant of such 
mediocre approaches. As he famously contends, 
The Deadly Theatre [ ... ] means bad theatre. As this is the form of theatre we 
see most often, and as it is most closely linked to the despised, much-attacked 
commercial theatre it might seem a waste of time to criticize it further. But it 
is only if we see that deadliness is deceptive and can appear anywhere, that 
we will become aware of the size of the problem. (Brook 1968, p. 11) 
On the other hand, one has to consider the audience that is expected to attend the 
performance. The average Hungarian audience in provincial theatres is mainly 
middleclass, middle-aged, not necessarily with a professional interest in the theatre or 
other arts. P6cs is in a more privileged position in this respect, being a city with a 
renowned university. One can introduce novelties, and thus educate an audience, or 
sensitise them to new ways of theatre-making, but one always has to use some 
familiar elements, and to some extent, this accounts for what the cast and crew under 
Hargitai's leadership are doing. Convention and innovation are both at Play. For 
instance, Ophelia sings her songs to the traditional tune. 112 This is a common point 
between this and the 1999 Debrecen production. 
The playscript 
As noted earlier, the text spoken is Addra Nddasdy's translation of Hamlet (revised 
several times since 1999, when, it was commissioned by the Csokonai Theatre in 
Debrecen). The production consists of two parts, of seven and six tableaux, 
112 It appears that some of the 'original' tunes (from Shakespeare's day) have survived into 
contemporary times. About Ophelia's songs see Jenkins's extensive notes in Shakespeare 1982, pp. 
529-535. 
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respectively, which are further divided into scenes in the script. The way of cutting 
the text is sober and economical, in keeping with contemporary audience 
expectations. This results in a fluid and fast-flowing script. The dialogue as heard on 
stage gives the impression that a little bit of everything is kept, not a single focal 
scene is missing, not a single element of the main plot is omitted. ' 13 However, the 
devotee might miss Osric's scene in which he breaks the news of the duel, or the 
conversation between Gertrude and the mad Ophelia (IV/5). Ophelia has only one 
mad scene here (the one with the royal couple and Laertes), which makes her 
distribution of flowers even more powerful. (This scene is shortened, too; only two of 
the songs feature; yet, there is additional emphasis paid to Ophelia's distribution of 
flowers and the manner in which her madness affects people. ) Altogether, the illusion 
given to 'lay', unprofessional spectators is that they encounter the 'full' story of 
Hamlet. Changes to do with the reassigning of lines and passages (for instance, those 
of the night watchmen) are hardly noticeable to most theatre-goers, and do not break 
the illusion of watching an 'authentic' Hamlet. 114 This is a widespread dramaturgical 
device. For instance, in the 1997 Nyiregyhaza Hamlet, directed by Istvdn Verebes, 
the following lines by Fortinbras were reassigned to Horatio, which startled one of 
the reviewers, Viktoria Radics (1998, p. 33): "mert ha el, kiva16 / Kiraly lett volna 
valOsziniileg" [if he were alive, he probably would have made a fine king] ("For he 
was likely. Had he been put on, / To have prov'd most royal") (Shakespeare 1993, p. 
113 The phrase 'focal scene' is borrowed from Anthony B. Dawson. He mentions the Ghost scene, the 
nunnery scene, the play scene, the closet scene, the mad scene and the final scene as focal scenes (1995, 
? 
1.258). The performance (verbally speaking) starts with what in the New Arden edition is 1/1; 15. For 
example, Bernardo (the Hungarian counterpart to Barnardo) is the sentinel on duty from the very 
beginning, his conversation with Francisco, the previous night watchman, is deleted. 
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160). 1 15 
Some textual changes are adjustments to the casting and mise-en-scýne. For 
example, Rosencrantz draws Hamlet's attention to three players (rather than a whole 
visiting company). The text is altered since the studio setting and style, and the 
economical casting would otherwise make the mention of a whole company 
ndiculous. 
Some changes make the play less political, perhaps concentrating more on the 
solitude of the individual. The discussion about the relation between old Hamlet and 
old Fortinbras is cut, together with the suspicion about arming the country. 
Generally speaking, passages that would characterise the speaker in great 
detail are often cut; dialogues are shortened to their bare key sentences, such as "No 
ds Laertes, mi ujsag veled? Egy kdrdsr6l volt szo: mi az Laertes? " [And now, 
Laertes, what's the news with you? There was something about a request; what is 
that, Laertes? ] ("And now, Laertes, what's the news with you? You told us of some 
suit: what is't, Laertes? ") in V2 of the playtext (Nadasdy 2000, p. 356). The rest, 
which is rather characteristic of Claudius's diction in this particular utterance, is 
omitted. This aspect of the performance does not prevent spectators from following 
the action, but may simplify the characterisation of the dramatis personae. 
The performance is not fragmentalised by the presentation of the famous 
soliloquies. They form an integral part of the performance as a whole. Some of them 
are actually devised with some other characters in the background (on back 
projections or otherwise isolated from Hamlet). Hamlet's "0 that this too sullied 
115 This is not the final (or at least) current version by E6rsi. He changed this into "mert minden jel 
szerint / kivd16 kirAly lett volna bel6le" [because according to all signs, he would have made a fine 
king] (Shakespeare 1999, p. 90). 
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flesh... " soliloquy is spoken with Gertrude and Claudius in the background. They are 
holding their anns around each other, while facing the audience on the top of the 
staircase, in front of the projection screen, which constantly shows a still image of the 
exquisite reception (retained from the very beginning of the performance). Istvdn 
Fillar, the actor playing Hamlet, revealed in an interview how crucial the delivery of 
the great soliloquy was to him. This ties in with the widespread treatment of this 
speech as a pars pro toto for the whole play (discussed in more detail in Part One): 
A legnagyobb gondot persze az a bizonyos , 
Lenni vagy nem lenni" monol6g 
okozta. Ez az egyetlen, amelyet szinte a semmib6l, egy jelenet elej6n kell 
elkezdeni. Ezt kihagyni nem lehet, 1gy aztan neki kell szaladni, persze okosan 
kell gondolkodni... 
[The greatest concern was, of course, the "To be or not to be" soliloquy. This 
is the only one that has to be started almost out of nothingness, at the 
beginning of a scene. It cannot be omitted, thus you've got to get on with it; of 
course you've got to think about it. ] (K6nya 2003, p. 18. ) 
It is not only the soliloquies that are carefully integrated; all the scenes and tableaux 
are closely linked together, often with one of the speakers for the next scene already 
walking in. For instance, it is while Hamlet's love poem is read out by Polonius that 
the eponymous character in the flowery T-shirt walks in onstage. The scene is acted 
out in a conventional way that signifies that Hamlet does not overhear anything. 
On the basis of the dramaturgy, the performance would be between a linear 
and a structural translation, certainly not a global one, since no major shifts or cuts 
have been executed. However, in order to carry out a complex reading of the 
production, we need to move beyond the playscript towards some other subtexts of 
the performance. For instance, the conversation between Hamlet and Polonius 
is 
accompanied by a change of costume, possibly referring to his pretended madness 
(which is first manifest in this scene). 
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The characters 
1: Translating characters onto the stage 
The next larger section of the analysis will focus on the characters. In a written 
dramatic text one can discern names and designations for persons, such as of species, 
sex, social status, profession, and type. However, in the theatre "the dramatis persona 
appears in the shape of the concrete physicality of an actor" (Fischer-Lichte 1992, p. 
195): 
[T]he actor's body is used and understood as the interpretant for the linguistic 
signs of the name. The text assigned to the name can be realized as verbal 
speech by the actor who functions as the interpretant of this name, and in this 
manner the text is transformed into theatrical signs, such as paralinguistic and 
kinesic signs. (Fischer-Lichte 1992, p. 196) 
Having been inspired by Christy Desmett (1999, p. 11), who pinpoints an overlapping 
area between adaptation studies and character criticism, further encouraged by Reba 
Gostand's emphasis on the actors' contribution to translating a play to the stage, as 
well as largely prompted by the performance itself, this section will elaborate in detail 
on translation at the level of character. One of the noteworthy aspects of translation is 
the mediation between traditional formations of these particular characters, 
retranslating conventions (if possible) in a Bloomian struggle with the past. 
Istvan Fillar's Hamlet is essentially an intellectual and a sophisticate. One 
cannot tell whether he plays Hamlet from the heart or from the head; he is 
compassionate besides being a man of letters. One may disagree with the reviewer 
Imre Nagy (2003), who claims that Fillar's Hamlet is one-sidedly rational. When 
Horatio and the night watchmen tell him that they saw his father, his almost 
patronising attitude is that of the sober and rational university student. It is clear from 
his mimicking that he thinks his friends' nerves are overstrained. After a moment of 
hesitation, however, he still decides to devote some attention to the strange 
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phenomenon, not out of conviction but being determined not to lose the smallest 
chance of communicating with his father. There is some resignation, forgiveness and 
wisdom about him when, in the nunnery scene, he realises from Ophelia's 
controversial behaviour that he is entrapped, and that she has actually contributed to 
that. Andrea Simon carefully develops this scene in Ophelia's role. 116 Her acting 
alternates between two distinct attitudes here: she lends herself to her emotions for 
Hamlet, while now and again she suddenly becomes aware that she is not supposed to 
do so, since she is being watched; she looks aside, and pulls herself together adopting 
a different - rather distanced - style and intonation. In this performance when Hamlet 
asks Ophelia the famous question 'Hol az apad? " [Where's your father? ] ("Where's 
your father? ") (111/1; 130-13 1), this works as a rhetorical question to which he already 
knows the answer. His 'JO napot' [Good day] ("Farewell") (111/ 1; 143) is undoubtedly 
addressed to the eavesdropping Polonius as he turns backstage towards them. The 
visual aspect of the act of eavesdropping is very important here. Fillar's Hamlet is not 
a typically delaying protagonist, neither is he suffering from the burden of 
humankind. His pangs of pain and his disappointment are rather in the realm of the 
personal, his 'mandate' - if it exists at all - appears to be the healing of these 
wounds. He does not volunteer to bear the gravity of everyman's sorrows; he knows 
that reconciling his own troubles or ghosts is enough of a task. If he has the traits of a 
saviour at all, that is most apparent when he gives the dead Polonius a tender and firm 
embrace. One of his most authentic (that is believable) moments is when - in the very 
same scene - he plainly and honestly answers "Nem tudom" [I don't know] ("Nay, I 
116 It certainly is not a deliberate intertext - though directors often play with all sorts of cultural 
connotations latent in the physical appearance of actors - that Andrea Simon has a sensitive and 
intellectual face reminiscent of Kristin Scott Thomas. 
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know not") to Gertrude's question regarding what he has done. At this point many 
members of the audience start laughing, perhaps an instance of self-recognition - de 
te fabula narratur -: neither the character nor the viewer finds their way in this 
turmoil. 117 He does not need to pretend madness; his irony, that of the sharp and 
sensitive 'university wit', verges on bitterness and wryness, yet it does not reach 
sarcasm or cynicism, due to the caring personality that Fillar's Hamlet represents. 
This Hamlet at P6cs does not think in terms of proven, clear-cut truths and theorems. 
It is credible and deeply meant when he quips, "v6g-dl is semmi se jo vagy rossz, csak 
a velemenydnk teszi azza" [nothing is either good or bad, only our opinion makes it 
so] ("for there is nothing either good or bad but thinking makes it so") (IF2; 249- 
250). 118 
Hamlet cuddles his father, who appears as a flesh-and-blood figure, with 
puerile self-abandoned oblivion, and - despite the utter surprise - with an air of 
naturalness. It needs to be emphasised that it is the father who appears, and not the 
ghostly aspect of this character, since his down-to-earth presence metaphorically 
suggests a presence of fathers in this postmodern pandemonium. Old Hamlet is not 
the least ghostly; it is his strikingly bright, and thus, otherworldly green coat that 
renders him closest to the ghost or may evoke a modicum of the mysticism 
traditionally attached to his character. His video Leitmotif may achieve a similar 
effect; this will be described further on. 
One of the most poetic - and at the same time utterly nonverbal - moments of 
the perfonnance is when the father, walking onstage in the closet scene, gently places 
117 This is a difficult section to play, it was more accomplished on one of the nights the performance 
was viewed for this thesis, while it worked less well on the other. 
118 For other translations of this quotation see Appendix One item 15. 
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Hamlet's hand into Gertrude's hand, which is reaching out to Hamlet's face for a 
caress. For one moment it seems the family is 'united', though this is a deception, 
since they do not all realise the togetherness captured by the moment. Old Hamlet 
cannot bear that his wife does not sense his presence, and he soon takes his leave - 
sad, at a slow pace. If one sees the perfonnance as a translation of the play into the 
heterogeneous language of the theatre, the construction of this scene can be regarded 
as a nonverbal addition to the script. Robert Hapgood makes mention of a slightly 
similar tackling of this scene. In the 1989 RSC Hamlet the "ghost protectively cradles 
unresponding shoulders" (1999, p. 83). The 1980 RSC Hamlet, directed by John 
Barton, also featured a very corporeal ghost, acted by Raymond Westwell (Gussow 
2000, p. 387). 
In P6cs, after the first scene with the ghost, Hamlet is clad in shorts and a long 
white shirt with a colourful floral pattern (large red flowers), which is called by a 
reviewer the outfit of the "Californian Mambo Jack" with the indispensable revolver 
in his pocket (Liszka 2003, p. 6). However, this can also be seen as a sign of Hamlet 
descending into emotion, allowing himself to be more vulnerable when noticing that 
"the time is out of joint". 
Gertrude and Hamlet talk without relating to one another, they do not share a 
single moment of concord and harmony. This may come across as a Chekhovian 
effect, yet another intertext translated into this solitude-centred performance. Palma 
Unger's Gertrude, like most Gertrudes down the centuries, has no identity of her own. 
She dotes on her new husband, and is completely exposed to her feelings and 
momentary sentiments, such as pity. She is moved by Hamlet's suffering, just as is 
she by Ophelia's madness, and she jumps in front of Claudius in haste in order to 
protect him when the bloodthirsty Laertes returns to court. Gertrude's figure could 
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have been 'spiced up' with a pinch of feminism; for instance, by allowing her more 
sensuality (and less of the blindness of love), more rationality or more independence, 
and more of a voice of her own in interpersonal relationships. '19 It is shocking to 
notice how little the playtext's Gertrude speaks in her conversations with Claudius 
(that is how few lines she is given). However, a director can grant her more 
independence via nonverbal means. Nevertheless, this Gertrude lacks both sobriety 
and intellect. In the final scene she rejects Claudius's knightly ann when they walk 
in, yet later on she accepts it when she descends the throne hastily to get closer to 
Hamlet. Her decisions are made on the spur of the moment; there is no consistency in 
them. She is indeed an epitome of a person driven by her emotions and sentiments. 
Her bright red nail polish matches the commonness of her character. The snobbish 
pronunciation of the vowel a- an illabial vowel as opposed to the standard labial one 
- she uses in Hamlet's name further emphasises her mediocrity. The same 
pronunciation in Claudius's case is much less salutory, while it is hardly acceptable 
from Hamlet, who jumps into Ophelia's grave saying "Hamlet vagyok" [I am 
Hamlet] ("This is 1, Hamlet"), with the very same way of pronunciation. This is the 
only instance he uses this pronunciation; it is old-fashioned, overdone, and stagy in 
his case. 
Sdndor N. Szabo delivers Claudius consistently. His Claudius loves Gertrude, 
but his pride is more overwhelming and his self-discipline and determination more 
solid than allowing him to approach the dying Gertrude. He puts down his glass, he 
gives full attention to what is happening to her, but he does not make a single step to 
approach her (to soothe her pain or to say farewell). Only then, a few moments before 
119 A useful essay summarising the feminist readings of Gertrude is by Sharon Ouditt: "Explaining 
Woman's Frailty" (1996). 
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his own death, does his self-love reach its summit and become so fatally irreversible. 
Claudiuses not attempting to interrupt Gertrude's reach for the goblet are very 
common in the stage history of Hamlet. As Robert Hapgood recalls, "Brian Murray, 
with Kevin Kline, made a real attempt to stop the Queen. " All he did, however, was 
take a long pause when saying "do [ ... 
] do not drink! " (1999, p. 271). 
A well-crafted scene of N. Szab6's is the one in which he is a minor character 
from the perspective of the playtext. When the mad Ophelia is handing out the 
flowers (here, importantly: stones and bricks), Claudius receives the dandelion 
(kutyatej) 120 and daisy (margareta) with a poker face, stolidly, not showing any 
compassion or, in fact, any feelings whatsoever. He keeps sitting there, cold, 
indifferent, and estranged. While everybody else is tending to Ophelia, he finds a 
moment when he quickly gets rid of the stones by putting them down by his side, 
hopefully unnoticed by the people around him. This is an accomplished translation of 
troubling qualm into theatrical language; he puts down the two stones as if they were 
burning his palms. He is not repentant, yet he is aware of his own sinfulness. 
Polonius in stage history "has swung between the sweet and the powerful". 
He is played as an "old doddering fool" sometimes; other trends of acting Polonius 
include "a fool, a silly gentleman, a tiresome old windbag, [ ... 
]a wise man, a man of 
profound sense; [ ... 
]a supple underling, a king's tool [ ... 
], a real statesman, a 
masterly plotter; [ ... 
] the sublime of stupidity [ ... 
J; a clever roleplayer consciously 
enjoying playing an actor" (Rosenberg 1992, p. 256): 
His famous precepts have been described as shallow schoolboy maxims, as 
phrases repeated parrot-like, and as the kind wisdom of a loving father - 
though he has also been called a cruel and manipulative parent, even, in 
connection with his daughter, touched with incestuous longing. (Rosenberg 
120 Nddasdy translates 'rue' as kutyatej (a synonym of gyenneklincfU and pitypang), which is a 
provincial and slightly pejorative name for 'dandelion'. 
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1992, p. 257) 
Bela Stenczer's Polonius is more like a half-educated unctuous courtier, for whom 
the greed for advance, and the pleasure of being a busybody around the king is 
definitely more important than fatherly love and responsibility. He has no intention of 
comforting Ophelia after the nunnery scene; it is much more important for him to run 
after the king and desperately defend his theory that it is the madness of amorous 
affection in Hamlet that has stirred up his mind. His farewell to Laertes consists of 
instructions rather than advice; he does not speak them with caring and concern but 
with a routine indifference and a belief in his own importance. While he is giving his 
instructions, Ophelia - knowing her father's standard lines in such situations by heart 
- is aping him in the background, making the precepts sound really like "phrases 
repeated parrot-like" (Rosenberg 1992, p. 257), to the amusement of Laertes and the 
audience. This is at the same time an instance of creating another miniature play- 
within-the-play in the performance. 121 
As Marvin Rosenberg puts it, "Obviously seduced Ophelias are infrequently 
seen" (Rosenberg 1992, p. 248). This applies to Simon's Ophelia too. She is quiet, 
self-contained, rather introverted, yet craving for attention, and dominated by 
repressed emotions. She has not got enough 'acting area' in her life to express these 
emotions. In Marvin Rosenberg's words, 
All of the other major characters have pasts signifying occupations: royalty, 
student, counsellor. Ophelia is essentially a person of relationships: 
smotherless, sister, daughter, sweetheart. (Rosenberg 1992, p. 236) 
Here she seems to have a slightly more defmed identity of her own; however, her 
121 While Hamlet was still running, Stenczer also took up the role of Friar Lawrence in Romeo and 
Juliet at P6cs, and he was reviewed to have tackled the role very similarly to his formation of Polonius 
(cf. Zappe 2003b, p. 13). The director of Hamlet, Ivdn Hargitai, was assistant director of the Romeo 
and Juliet production (directed by Tamds Balik6). 
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almost childlike emotional attachment to a few other characters is highly emphasised. 
U 0--helia can count considerably more on Laertes (Lajos Sz6lI Horvdth) than P 
on Polonius in this interpretation, who - despite finding his sister's dotage 
overbearing - seems ready to offer her support as a considerate elder sibling. (This is 
how his body language reads. ) Introverted though she may be, this Ophelia is fall of 
unsublimated energy and vitality; it seems that some of her bottled up emotions, that 
are supposed to be concentrated on Hamlet, are also diverted to Laertes. It is all the 
more heartrending when, in her madness, she does not even seem to recognise 
Laertes. Their last common scene is when Laertes lifts Ophelia out of the 
multifunctional pool on the stage, which also works as the brook in which she 
drowns. It is unique to the performance, and not at all suggested by the playtext, that 
Laertes takes her out of the water (and carries the body offstage). This nonverbal 
instance of translation aptly and inventively reinforces Laertes's caring love for 
Ophelia. Her mockery of Polonius during his instructions to Laertes underlines her 
intelligence, and may even reveal a gift for acting or parody. This line, however, will 
not be pursued in the production, unless one counts her distribution of 'flowers' as an 
act of creation. 
Horatio (Gy6rgy Bajomi Nagy) is without doubt a lesser figure beside 
Hamlet in this interpretation. He is onstage for much of the time, yet his stage 
presence is noticeably passive: he speaks and moves little, being somewhat of a 
shadow around Hamlet. He is, for example, present in the background while Polonius 
is testing Hamlet, and Hamlet throws the book to him when he says "unalmas ven 
hiilyek" [boring old morons] ("These tedious old fools") (IF2; 219). He is present in 
the following scene, which is Hamlet's first encounter with Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern. During their conversation he walks closer to them when Guildenstern 
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confesses under prompting that they had been sent for. Horatio does not interfere in 
this scene, he just shows his concern from the background. He seems to be there as 
quiet support, and no more. This Horatio is reminiscent of the character function of 
the sidekick. It is not very clear from the performance how intimate and even-handed 
his relationship with Hamlet is. He comes across as inferior to Hamlet in terms of 
intelligence. When, in the gravediggers' scene, they are throwing the skull to each 
other, like children playing with a ball, Hamlet accompanies every sling with a 
witticism or pun. (Obviously, this is how the stage fiction is constructed; if one sees it 
from the perspective of the text being translated onto the stage, these lines appear to 
be spoken with the nonverbal aid of revisiting a game - and, probably, a memory - 
from childhood. This is feasible as Hamlet mentions how Yorick played with him 
when he was a child. ) Horatio's face reveals that he cannot follow all of Hamlet's 
adages. Even if he understands them, he is not capable of repartee. He may not have 
the emotional intelligence, either, to appreciate the importance of these childhood 
memories for Hamlet. 
The reputed Romanian director, Vlad Mugur, asserted in an interview that he 
was searching for a well-trained dog for Horatio's part for his 2000 Hamlet in Cluj 
(Kolozsvdr) (Koll6 2001). The dog would have been faithfully listening to the 
eponymous character, would not have betrayed him, but, logically enough, he would 
not have been capable of expressing a sophisticated opinion or of advising Hamlet, 
either. According to the anecdote, Mugur did not find a suitable animal; however, the 
P6cs performance seems to come up with a metaphorical pet-dog Horatio, who is 
faithful but inferior. The Pecs production is ruthless with this character; he seems to 
have more importance on the page. This performance makes the point that Horatio - 
despite his affection for Hamlet - does not know or understand him. Before the 
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mousetrap Hamlet's trust in him is very emphatic. On the other hand, when Hamlet 
uses the metaphor of the recorder in order to illustrate to Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern how they are treating him, he pushes Horatio away, too, together with 
the two fonner schoolmates. Using the metaphor of the sidekick in connection with 
this Horatio may tie in with the aspect of the performance as a crime story, an avenue 
of interpretation suggested by Imre Nagy in his aforementioned review. Such a 
reading, however, may not be plausible for the performance text as a whole. 
11. Role multiplication 
What happens when one actor is assigned to more than one linguistic designation 
(Fischer-Lichte's term) or, vice versa, when one designation is split between more 
than one person in the process of translating a play into a performance, is another 
thorny issue, and it is indeed central to this performance. On the basis of the 
performance reviews, the most acute Achilles' heel of the performance seems to be 
the aspect of role multiplication for actors. It is literally multiplication, since it is not 
only doubling or tripling of roles that the production uses. Like the props, some of the 
figures on the stage seem to have more than one life. What is intriguing about this is 
whether it is the character or the actor whom we see again. How are we meant to 
interpret this? Borrowing an expression made famous by Brian Clark, "whose life is 
it, anyway? " There is a terminological dilemma, since the Hungarian term 
szerep6sszevonas literally means 'role contraction' or 'contraction of roles', which 
suggests that it is more or less the same, though multi-faceted, role that is performed 
by the respective actor. That is to say, one should assume some continuity between 
these roles or role components, which were different roles in the playtext (the 
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"original' of the intersemiotic translation). Here, however, the tenn ' role 
multiplication' will be used, in order to stress that it is usually more than two roles 
assigned to a single actor. 122 
As will be argued, there is no logical and consistent artistic explanation in all 
cases for why certain roles are played by one and the same actor (not only in this 
production, but in a more general sense). Reviewers often put it down to thrifty and 
awkward budgeting. 123 However, the strategy is not to be condemned in itself 
Problems only arise here because the multiplication in some cases appears to be 
meaningful, whereas in other cases, arbitrary. There seems to be no unified concept 
as to why and how to work out multiplication or contraction of characters. The 
programme uses a quotation from the contemporary playwright, translator and 
essayist Gybrgy Spiro's debated book entitled Shakespeare szerep6sszevonasai [Role 
Contraction/Multiplication in Shakespeare]; however, the perfonnance does not 
employ many of the doublings suggested by SpirO. 124 He argues for the multiplication 
of the roles of Ophelia, Voltimand, Fortinbras and Second gravedigger; Polonius, 
First gravedigger and Osric; Laertes, First Player, Francisco and Rosencrantz (the 
latter with a question mark); Rosencrantz and Marcellus; Guildenstern and Barnardo; 
and the multiplication of a few minor roles. The abovementioned citation in the 
122 In English the term 'doubling' is usually used even to refer to more than two roles being performed 
by the same actor. For instance, Harold Jenkins in the New Arden Hamlet writes, "Marcellus 
presumably doubled other roles" (Shakespeare 1982, p. 20). 
123 This is the case with the performance under review. Critics almost unanimously explain the role 
multiplication as having an economical motive; although they also try to make sense of it in terms of 
the play as a whole. As Zdbrddi says, "Gyanitom, hogy inkdbb sp6rolds, mint koncepci6 a sok 
6sszevonds" [I suspect that the large number of multiplications is rather a case of saving than 
(directorial) concept] (2003, p. 27). Zappe is also uncertain about the multiplications, "Nem tudni, 
vajon koncepci6, mondand6 van-e benniik, vagy puszta sp6rolds" [One doesn't know whether it is part 
of a scheme, it means to say something, or it is a mere saving on expenses] (2003b). 
124 Some of Gy6rgy Spir6's (born 1946) work can be read in English translation. His 1985 play Az 
imposztor, is translated as The Impostor by Judith Sollosy (1992). Two of his short stories - translated 
by Eszter MoInAr under the titles "Forest" and "Utopia" - were published in the collection entitled Thy 
Kingdom Come (1998, pp. 153-177). 
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programme thus turns out to be no more than an attempt at legitimising the principle 
itself As Spiro argues, 
A szerep6sszevondsok mdlydn az a meggy6z6dds munkdl, miszerint egy 
el6addson belijl k6t vagy t6bb egymdst6l eltdr6 - rokon jellegfi, vagy akdr 
egymds vdgletes ellentdteit kepezo" - szerep az6rt jdtszathatO azonos szln6sszel, 
mert e szerepekben van valami k6z6s. 
[At the heart of role multiplication there is a conviction at work, according to 
which two or more different roles that are akin or even extreme opposites of 
one another - can be cast for the same actor, because there is something in 
common within these roles. ] (1997, p. 267) 
Spir6 traces the practice of doubling back to the medieval morality plays, and is 
convinced that Shakespeare and his contemporaries used this English custom. 
However, he does not have much proof for this; he can only explain that 
multiplication can work in every Shakespeare play, since there are a number of 
characters who do not meet each other on stage. 
After Shakespeare's day, the strategy appears in the second part of Goethe's 
V- 
. vuust and 
is a principle of the mise-en-scene in Irare Madach's Az ember tragediaj'a 
[The Tragedy of Man]. It permeates Wyspiafiski's theatre (Ae Wedding and 
November Night); and in his book on Hamlet, he anticipates the findings of later 
studies on role multiplication in the play (cf Spiro 1997, pp. 270-275). 
125 In the case 
of the mature Chekhov, Spir6 refers to the concept of doubling in a metaphorical 
sense: 
Ennek a szeml6letnek a v6gs6kig hajtdsa egy eg6szen masfajta drAmatipust is 
eredmenyezhet. Ez a tfpus arra dpit, hogy ugyan az elO'addsban nincs kett6zes; 
minden szerepet U16n szln6sz jatszik, a drama azonban arrol sz6l, hogy 
minden szerep azonos. Mask6ppen fogalmazva: minden szinpadra allitott 
alaknak azonos a k6zponti 6letproblimdja, emiatt aztdn egymdssal t6bbnyire 
fel is cser6lhet6k, de ha nem, akkor is egymds varidci6i. 
[Taking this theory to the extremes can result in a completely different type of 
125 Spir6 also mentions Witkewicz, Mro2ek, Gombrowicz (Ae Wedding), and Bulgakov (Ivan the 
Terrible) in this context. Taking a broader sense of the term, Spir6 also lists instances of role 
multiplication from other genres or media, such as the novel (Bulgakov's The Master and Margarita 
and The Heart of a Dog), poetry (Pessoa's four alter egos), and film (Mikl6s Jancs6's Szegýnylegýnyek 
and Fellini's Satyricon) (Spir6 1997, pp. 275-276). 
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drama. This type builds on the condition that even though there is no doubling 
in the performance (every individual role is acted by a different actor), the 
play itself is about every role being identical. In other words, all figures on 
stage have the same cardinal problem in their lives. This is the reason they 
are even replaceable by one another, or at least they are variations of one 
another. ] (1997, p. 263, my emphasis) 
Spir6 attempts to provide a link between role multiplication used by different 
playwrights. He finds that the common trait between Elizabethan and Chekhovian 
drama is that they are both anthropological. 126 
One might argue with the view that this strategy can only be seen as 
characteristic of certain authors. In fact, playwrights usually do not include staging 
directions recommending role multiplication. Even if this is suggested by the text, a 
director and his cast can perform the play differently. Role multiplication is much 
more to do with directorial style (for instance, it is rather characteristic of Max 
Stafford-Clarke's signature), and in that sense, almost any play can be subject to role 
multiplication. Obviously, there are exceptions to the 'rule', such as the playwright 
Caryl Churchill, who includes in some of her playtexts her directions for the doubling 
of certain roles. Such examples tend to be contemporary rather from the time of 
Shakespeare. Nevertheless, directors do have the freedom to go against this, since 
they are co-creating new artworks with the aid of the playtext, amongst other 
constituents. This performance is not a unique instance of this practice in Hungary; 
the recent adaptation of The Taming of the Shrew (A harpia megzabolciz6sa, avagy a 
makrancos h6lgy, 2003 dir. LdszlO Kesz6g) at Madach Kamara, Budapest, which was 
126 Az Erzs6bet 6s Jakab kori dr-dma a szinhdzi gyakorlat Altal garantdlt m6don a kev6s szin6sz - sok 
szerep, a csehovi drdma a szdmdra adott szinhdzban lehets6ges m6don a sok szin&sz - egy szerep 
megolddst kindlja. [Elizabethan and Jacobean drama offered the 'few actors - many roles' 
combination, due to contemporaneous theatre practice. Chekhovian drama offers the 'many actors - 
one role' combination, true to the theatre this kind of drama is based on. ] (1997, p. 270) 
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based on Nddasdy's translation, also used role multiplication in minor roles. 127 
In the performance directed by Hargitai the most justifiable multiplication 
appears to be the roles of Hamlet's father and the Player King being performed by the 
same actor. This is the only multiplication which overlaps with Spir6's system. This 
is not without any precedence in Hungary. Spir6 in the last chapter of his book cites 
Tainds Ascher's aforementioned Kaposvdr Hamlet as an example from the Hungarian 
stage history of Hamlet. A more recent example is Gdbor Tompa's 1987 Hamlet in 
the Transylvanian city of Kolozsvdr (Cluj), in which the same actor, Endre 
Senkdlszky delivered the ghost as well as the Player King - wearing a Shakespeare 
mask for both, thereby interrelated, roles. The character is 'crucified' by Claudius 
after the mousetrap scene; to be more precise, he is in the position of the crucified 
Christ when the setting behind him collapses and buries him. In Tompa's 
perfon-nance a set of traditions associated with the father figure was demolished by 
Claudius's dictatorship (reminiscent of that of Nicolae Ceaqescu), alongside 
whatever Shakespeare as a prototype represented (theatre, poetry, art, the freedom of 
expression, and so on). This exemplifies the Transylvanian allegorical manner of 
expression (kýpes beszM) widespread amongst suppressed Hungarian intellectuals at 
the time. This 'survival strategy' was very common in the theatre, where censorship 
could be tricked more easily than in print. 
In the Tompa production Gy6rgy Barko was the (main) gravedigger, while 
under Hargitai's direction he performs the ghost (or the distinctly tangible father), the 
Player King and the gravedigger. 128 The latter attachment to the combination of roles 
127 Spir6's influence as a tutor at the Hungarian actor-training university (where directors also receive 
their education) needs to be noted; Hargitai's casting might be due to Spir6's inspiration as a teacher. 
128 Bark6 excels at turning minor roles into great performances; a recent example is his appearance in 
B&la Tarr's widely celebrated arthouse film from 2000: Werclaneister harm6nitik (Werckmeister 
Harmonies). 
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is less fortunate, even though one can read into it some continuity between death- 
related and art-related figures in the perfonnance. As a gravedigger he is obviously 
associated with death, just as the father figure is, and owing to his talk, rich in 
wordplay, he can also be considered - along with the Player King - in the context of 
what the performance has to say about art and theatre. 
The other cases of multiplication are less pragmatic. There is some similarity 
between Laertes being slightly exasperated by Ophelia's love, and the immensely 
bored Second Player (later on performing the roles of Prologue speaker and 
Lucianus) grinning and making faces at Hamlet's enthusiasm. Still, this might not be 
sufficient justification for the role multiplication. It is mildly ironic that the actor who 
played a rather careless father in Polonius's role later on provides the 
uncompassionate phest too, whose vocation is questioned by Laertes, the concerned 
sibling (a double irony). Kenneth Branagh's film Hamlet, which featured a rather 
priestlike, authoritarian and pontificating Polonius, may have been an inspiration for 
this. 129 It is also the Polonius-priest actor who appears as the taciturn companion (to 
the gravedigger) in the P6cs production, whose main concern is not to get his coat 
dirty when the gravedigger, explaining the nature of Ophelia's death, places it on the 
ground to signify water. Selfishness, conceit, and egocentricism can provide linkage 
between these roles for the same actor. 
The actors playing Rosencrantz (Adam Ottlik) and Guildenstern (Tibor 
Urban) are also given a number of minor roles. The Rosencrantz actor also delivers 
Marcellus, Voltemand, a Messenger and finally, Fortinbras. The actor playing 
Guildenstern is also assigned to impersonate Bernardo, Cornelius and Osric, whose 
129 For a detailed reading of Polonius in Branagh's film see Rutter 2001, p. 47. 
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foppishness is completely lost due to the severe cutting of his lines. The roles the two 
actors are performing before their appearances as Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are 
less disturbing, because - being lesser, almost negligible roles - they are likely to be 
easily forgotten by the viewer. It is instead the 'reincarnation' after the death of 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern that sets one's mind working. It is potentially ironic 
that at the end of the performance Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, who embody 
mediocrity in this performance, 'remain' on the stage metaphorically. They continue 
as a stage presence in the form of Fortinbras and the English ambassador. It is only 
they who remain on stage at the very end of the performance, since Horatio collapses 
at the order for "[t]he soldier's music and the right of way". 130 In their case the 
triumph of mediocrity can be a connotation behind the multiplication. 131 One may 
then wonder if the personal traits carried by these roles make up the character, and 
thus, very much in the vein of medieval morality plays (from whence the practice of 
doubling possibly derives), we see mediocrity on stage in different 'guises', or it is 
indeed different characters played by the same actor, yet there may be a common 
denominator between their personal characteristics. 
There is a new character, too, who is not part of any of the Shakespearean 
versions of the text. This character is an utterly nonverbal addition to the playtext, 
another instance of translation in the texture of the performance. In the scenes where 
the theme of death is important (and there are indeed a few of these), for instance, 
during Hamlet's first soliloquy, in which he ponders on the prohibition of suicide, 
130 In Nddasdy's translation: "Gyiszzene 6s katonai tiszteletadis kis6ije Atj&' [Let ftineral music and 
military salutation accompany him on his journey] (Shakespeare 2003, p. 89). 
131 Parenthetically, Peter Brook, in his recent French-speaking production of Hamlet, doubles the roles 
of Polonius and a gravedigger (Habib Demb& dit Guimba), triples Guildenstern with the Second 
Player and Laertes (Rachid Djaidani), as well as Rosencrantz with the Second Player and a 
gravedigger (Bruce Myers). (This observation is based on viewing the perfon-nance at Warwick Arts 
Centre, and on the programme notes. ) 
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there appears a wordless woman on stage, clad in black, as a Leitmotif of death. 
Unfortunately, the role is performed by the same actress who delivers the Player 
Queen (Agnes Tadits, a member of the theatre's choir, who obviously cannot be 
taxed with this rather illogical choice of doubling). The reviewer Tamds Liszka does 
not realise that this seems to be a separate role. He expresses his failure to understand 
why the Player Queen is lazing against one of the boxes during the last scenes. (This 
again underlines that it is not enough to watch a performance once when it comes to 
reviewing it; re-viewing a performance in the literal sense is just as crucial as 
rereading in literary terms for analytical purposes. ) Yet, can anything be accidental in 
a performance? Even the tiniest detail may shape the reading or deciphering of the 
production. This instance reminds me of a review of the 1972 Kecskemet Hamlet by 
the accomplished theatre critic P6ter Molnar Gal (under his penname: M. G. P. ), 
where he wittily finds faults with the actor playing Rosencrantz leaving his wedding 
ring on for the perfonnance: 
A szinesz viselhet gyfirfit, Rosencrantz nem. Ha viseli, meg kell magyardznia, 
mi6rt hordj a, hogyan kerUlt az ujj ara: el kell j atszani, el kell hitetni, meg kell 
indokolni a gyfirfit. Mert a szlnhdzban nincsen olyan ldnyegtelennek Idtsz6, 
olyan aprocska mozzanat, ami elhanyagolhat6 volna. Egy kicsiny reszlet 
meginditja a ndz6 kdpzeletet. Vagy mds irdnyba tereli. 
[The actor may wear a ring, but Rosencrantz should not. If he wears it, he has 
to explain why he is wearing it, how it ended up on his fmger: he has to act it 
out, make it believable, account for it. Since in the theatre there is not a single 
minute and unimportant instance that could be neglected. Even a tiny detail 
can set the viewer's imagination going, or guide it in another direction. ] 
(1972) 
This critique underlines the importance of every single particle of the composite 
language of a performance. Inconsistency drives the viewer to contemplating if the 
actor steps in and out of role on purpose, and how such a strategy may relate to the 
performance as a whole. As argued above, in some cases there is a logical link 
between different roles taken by the same actor, or different roles amalgamated into 
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the same character (depending on perspective). On the other hand, in most cases, 
Spir6's second definition of multiplication (or, in his term, contraction) would apply, 
that is, the one pertinent to modem drama, where all roles can be seen as one and the 
same. If one accepts the relevance of this, more open-minded, definition, it is also 
apparent that it has more to do with the style of the director than with the intention of 
the author of the 'original'. This view would also highlight the status of the translator 
as author of the translation, since it was most probably his modem-language version 
that inspired the role multiplication. 
A multimedia event 
Reba Gostand's insight about translation into the media of television and film can 
apply to performances too, especially when they are markedly multimedia events. 
Even though her statement reflects on the benefit of camera and editing techniques, it 
is germane here: 
[S]ymbols can be stressed, patterns can be underlined by montage effects to 
bring out relationships, or to juxtapose characters, scenes or events in order to 
manipulate audience response or communicate different facets of experience. 
(Gostand 1980, p. 6) 
The visual sequences for the background screening of the Pecs perfonnance were 
designed by Csaba Kocsis and Titusz Pazmany. The material is dulce et utile at the 
same time: the delectable series of visual effects is rich in allusions that facilitate the 
understanding of the performance. The projected imagery is an integral part of most 
scenes, rather than mere illustration, although towards the end of the perfon-nance it 
seems to have lost some of its force and coherence. The technique of using 
multimedia effects is a hallmark of the director, and one reviewer notes that in this 
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production the background screening is not as integrated as it was in his 2001 
Liaisons Dangereuses (cf Nagy 2003). The video sequences and images facilitate a 
hypertextual viewing of the performance with innumerable variations of live 
performance and electronic picture. In this hypertext there are two main nodes: what 
is happening onstage and what is on the projector. The spectator is provided with a 
number of links; it is hardly possible to pursue all of them. As Jakob Nielsen explains 
the concept, 
Hypertext presents several different options to the readers, and the individual 
reader determines which of them to follow at the time of reading the text. This 
means that the author of the text has set up a number of alternatives for 
readers to explore rather than a single stream of information. (1990, pp. 1-2) 
Here, however, we are not concerned with a verbal text only, nor is it a case of one 
(author'. Indeed, a production implies a team; authorship is divided between a 
number of theatre-makers. Nevertheless, 'reading' such a performance text is very 
similar to what Nielsen describes above: it is a fast-moving activity of selection and 
combination. 
Some of the images may serve as a Leitmotif introducing the appearance of a 
character. The ghost's video Leitmotif is the Tetragrammaton. Liszka links this to 
Shakespeare's alleged connection with Freemasonry (2003, p. 6). Even if someone 
does not identify the Tetragrammaton, one can see that the sign consists of circles and 
triangles - symbols of transcendence - referring to the otherworldly nature of the 
character. The intertext works differently for different receivers depending on how 
they identify it. Hamlet himself has a Leitmotif in the form of the graphic image of a 
pistol moving in and out of the screen. (The Leitrnotif is not so consistently used as in 
the case of old Hamlet. ) 
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Some of the sequences have a clear, straightforward connection to the spoken 
text. For instance, there is a short visual sequence featuring soldiers and other war 
images projected, while the royal couple listens to the messengers' report. During 
0--helia's distribution of 'flowers' the background screen displays a meadow with T 
flowers in it. Another integrated image, or rather, image sequence, is when, on 
Laertes's return, one sees his emergent picture, first in a full-size close-up, then in 
four smaller ones, and then gradually in smaller and smaller images. It is as if the 
multiplication or proliferation of images were to translate Claudius's remark into the 
performance: "When sorrows come, they come not single spies, / But in batallions" 
(IV/5; 78-79). (This passage is actually missing from this script but familiar to all in 
Arany's translation. ) 132 This screening begins before he appears to speak to Claudius. 
Other images have an importance that is more global than local in the 
production as they form 'image clusters' or provide links to other points in the 
performance. The initial sequence - in the manner of a visual prologue - portrays the 
fall of a huge tree, symbolising the death of old Hamlet. During the great soliloquy, 
when Hamlet ponders on the possibility of suicide (even mimes cutting his veins), 
some of these pictures are shown again - providing another recurrent motif in the 
performance. 
An expanded and extended sequence of the perfonnance - one of an 
imaginary reception or ball - starts off before the first court scene (in which Laertes 
gets permission to leave for France and Hamlet is persuaded to stay on). Pictures of 
illustrious representatives of the world of Western protocol - celebrities such as 
132 For various translations of the sentence see Appendix One item IT 
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Kristin Scott Thomas, Pierce Brosnan (with a 'Bond girl'), the Beckhams, 133 Queen 
Elizabeth 11 and Prince Charles - appear on the screen. All of these images are set 
into the background of a luxurious palace hall. The images of these familiar faces are 
interspersed with images of the characters raising or clinking their glasses at the same 
reception; in fact, it is Gertrude's face that one first notices on the screen. (This is 
even before the character herself appears on stage, so it is only in retrospect, when re- 
viewing the performance, that one can appreciate the importance of this. ) The fiction 
built up by this device is that we are right in the middle of the reception celebrating 
Claudius's ascension to the thrown and his marriage to Gertrude. This sequence 
prepares the atmosphere for the actual arrival of the royal couple on the scene; the 
'film still' of the arched hall (now without figures) remains projected on the wall 
when the first court scene begins (and is populated again, for instance, when a 
recorded applause is played after the announcement of Claudius's new decisions, and 
when the guests are shown dancing while Hamlet is asked to stop mourning for his 
father). The image of this exquisite hall provides a ma or background to forthcoming i 
stage events. 
Some of them may challenge trends of interpretation from the reception 
history of Hamlet. When Polonius reads out to Claudius and Gertrude Hamlet's 
awkward poem written to Ophelia, the young lovers are shown in close-up on the 
back projection, reaching for a kiss in the midst of a beautiful natural landscape. 
Behind them one can discern the face of Polonius, wearing spectacles. This instance 
recalls Celestino Coronado's 'naked Hamlet' (1977), which centralises Polonius's 
133 The Beckhams have a deliberately constructed 'royal' image around them. For instance, at their 
wedding they were sitting on thrones, wearing crowns. The media often refers to their home as 
Beckingham Palace, and so on. Hungarians are familiar with at least some of this cult. 
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peeping. Loo ing has also been identified as a master metaphor of Baz Luhrmann's 
Romeo + Juliet (Rutter 2001, p. 55). This might also be seen as an intertext of the 
Pecs performance. This same video installation may also give the cunous viewer 
some direction as to whether Hamlet has slept with Ophelia - an evergreen question 
of Hamlet criticism. However, as the scene is romantic rather than erotic, the 
performance does not offer a ready-made answer to whether their passion was 
consummated or not. This instance in the performance can also be seen as a stylistic 
intertext, referring to a flashback of Hamlet and Ophelia's love-making in Kenneth 
Branagh's Hamlet film (1996), which informs the viewer of the nature of their 
relationship. Edward Eaton points out that Branagh's film answers this question 
leaving no doubt in the viewer (1999, p. 54). Here we witness how far-reaching the 
influence of Shakespeare films can be on performances. Small wonder that the most 
successful and lucrative branch of the Shakespeare industry - the movies - leave a 
mark on the work of theatre-makers too. 
When the king and the queen leave Polonius alone with Hamlet, the image of 
Polonius's head crops up on the left hand side of the screen (this is the direction the 
royal couple took to exit) emphasising that he stays on with a specific 'mission'. This 
links to the previous image of the inquisitive, watchful Polonius. As a continuation of 
this, a humorous and inventive sequence accompanies the preparation of the nunnery 
scene. The layout of the setting appears on the screen, together with the heads of 
Gertrude, Claudius, Polonius and Ophelia, in accordance with their order of 
appearance in this scene. The heads are gradually disappearing from the screen as the 
characters exit. First they send Gertrude out, then Claudius and Polonius take their 
hiding places, and it is only Ophelia who remains onstage, reading in the front right 
hand comer while Hamlet is speaking his great soliloquy. The heads of the two 
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eavesrdroppers appear every now and again on the screen during the nunnery scene. 
This provides the punchline for this visual joke. During the nunnery scene, there is 
another, though less clearly motivated sequence screened about the perishing of a doll 
or effigy. This invites various interpretations: it may be referring to the loss of the 
possibility of a child for the couple; it may also indicate the shattenng of Hamlet's 
puerile, unconditional trust in Ophelia. Both readings can be justified, since Hamlet 
arguably loses faith in Ophelia in this scene. 
When Polonius leaves after testing Hamlet's sanity (11/2 in the playtext), a 
stylised, impersonal drawing of a human figure comes up on the screen. It has a few 
circles around the pectoral area, as if it were a dartsboard. Hamlet takes his gun, and 
shoots at it several times. The shots are indicated as dots around the circles. He 
moves his gun towards the right, and gets ready to shoot, but that is the moment he 
realises Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are arriving. At the beginning of Hamlet's 
conversation with the two of them the image of a pistol is moved in and out on the 
screen, against the backdrop of the palace interior. 
During the mousetrap scene we see the members of the stage audience in pre- 
recorded close-ups, being bored, surprised, agitated, and so on. These pictures are not 
coordinated with the faces the actors are making on the stage when the sequence is 
shown (except, for instance, in Rosencrantz's and Guildenstem's case, who are 
immensely bored; they are sipping drinks noisily, and Rosencrantz's mobile phone 
rings). Most of the actors do not even attempt to make the same facial gestures on the 
stage as on the recording. Thus, the viewer assumes this is intentional. In the case of 
some characters, most typically Claudius, the sequence illustrates what could be 
taking place in his psyche. As a character on stage, Claudius is very disciplined, he 
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succeeds in covering up his anxiety, while the video material betrays his turmoil. 
134 If 
the performance were to emphasise the metatheatrical aspect, faces from the 
'ordinary' audience could be shown, too. 
135 However, this kind of auto-mirroring was 
a principle dominating the mise-en-scýne of [kamera. man] (1999, Debrecen, dir. 
Istvan Pincz6s), and a varied repetition of the same technique might come across as 
less than innovatory reminiscence. The European stage history of Hamlet records at 
least one 'media Hamlet', namely Hansgunther Heyme's 1979 Hamlet, which had 
eighteen monitors on stage (cf Hapgood 1999, p. 8 1). This should certainly not be a 
barrier for Hungarian directors of Hamlet if they wish to experiment with the 
metatheatrical. aspect of the play in a more pronouncedly mediatised way, partly 
because the Hungarian audience is not familiar with this performance, and partly 
because metatheatricality can be addressed in a variety of ways. However, this 
performance of Hamlet does not reinforce any strands of interpretations from the 
reception history of Hamlet. It offers a cleverly shortened abridgement, which leaves 
you with a sense of wholeness. 
Let us examine one further example of how the screened images form a 
hypertextual link to the spoken text. When Hamlet talks of "this goodly frame the 
earth" (11/2; 298), the globe is shown in the background (while the beginning of the 
'Minuet' from Hdndel's "Music for the Royal Fireworks" is being played). This is a 
pun using the polysemic and connotative ambiguities of the Hungarian noun f6ld, 
meaning 'earth' as well as 'globe'. The pun works on the verbal as well as the visual 
and physical levels, as Hamlet also caresses Rosencrantz's head while he is saying 
134 Claudius's face in the sequence is rather reminiscent of Alfred Hitchcock's face. This incidental 
intertext conjures up the associations of sharpness of mind combined with ruthless plotting. 
135 For a detailed discussion Hamlet as a metaplay see Abel 1963 and Calderwood 1983. 
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4cez a remek alkotmdny, a F61d csak kopAr hegyfoknak tiinik" [this fine creation, the 
earth/globe only appears a barren mountain top] (Shakespeare 2003, p. 30). 
At the beginning of the second part, the background screening starts off with 
Hamlet using a remote control. This is a clever device for two reasons: his 
procrastination in front of the screen provides continuity with the end of the previous 
part when he was troubled about his vocation, and now, as a coping mechanism, he 
tries to get away from the 'real world' with the aid of the television; it involves the 
video installation in the action itself, making it more integrated. The background 
screen thus overtly features as a television screen now, which is another example of 
the multi functionality of the props, and, in general, the signs in the performance. As 
he plays with the remote, snippets of different programmes, such as the news, one of 
the popular aftemoon talk shows of the time (Claudia), a few filmic images, a 
cartoon, and so on, flash up on the screen for a few moments. 
Conclusion 
Fischer-Lichte emphasises that the makers of an individual production are in charge 
of the performance as an artefact, and may be inspired by other works as opposed to 
being bound by their main source: 
Actors or directors can of course draw on different dramatic texts or on any 
other sort of text as material if they wish to produce in the course of the 
perfon-nance some notion or idea, series of actions or forms of behavior, 
conviction or thought. In short, they want to generate a meaning that does not 
arise from a concrete dramatic text but stems from some other textual 
complex or context of life. (1992, p. 200) 136 
What she aims at here is a kind of intertextuality in the theatre, even though she 
136 However, Fischer-Lichte's notion of theatre-making in which everything seems to be disciplined, 
carefully and consciously planned out with adequately logical reasoning, does not allow for 
intertextual encounters that the makers may be unaware of, but some receivers may identify. 
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refrains from the term, which is persuasively used in a similar context by Fischlin and 
Fortier: 
Theatrical adaptation is an intertextual apparatus, a system of relations and 
citations not only between verbal texts, but between singing and speaking 
bodies, lights, sounds, movements, and all other cultural elements at work in 
theatrical production. (Fischlin and Fortier 2000, p. 7) 
As Fischer-Lichte argues, "They [actors and directors] may then extract certain 
individual elements as set pieces from different dramatic texts in order to mount these 
at some random point in the performance in the context of specific functions" (1992, 
p. 200). In the case of the perfonnance under scrutiny it is filmic or television 
intertexts (film Hamlets, especially Branagh's, news programmes, talk shows, and so 
on) rather than references to other plays that are crucial to a possible reading - 
piecing together the performance text. However, as pointed out before, other literary 
or dramatic echoes (such as the Chekhovian or Brechtian style) may also be 
identified, depending on the viewer. 
There is a strong intertextual connection with the film Meet Joe Black (1997), 
directed by Martin Brest. 1 37 The fact itself that some important action takes place 
against the backdrop of a social function is strongly reminiscent of Meet Joe Black, 
where the action leads up to the 65th birthday party of the protagonist, William Parish 
(Anthony Hopkins), who is visited by death incarnate in Joe Black (Brad Pitt). The 
way the unghostly father walks up to Hamlet recalls the scene where the mysterious 
visitor, later to be named Joe Black, addresses and then discloses himself as a flesh- 
and-blood figure to Bill in the library of the residence. The difference is that here the 
old and familiar deceased person visits the young family member, while in Brest's 
137 Tamds Liszka mentions the reference to Joe Black in his review (2003, p. 6). Despite the fact that if 
one carefully compares the two artefacts, there appears to be no direct borrowing - that is, a sequence 
copied from the film - the performance is still undoubtedly reminiscent of the film. 
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modem version of the danse macabre, death takes the flesh of a recently deceased 
young man utterly unfamiliar to Bill. Like 'Joe Black', old Hamlet does not entirely 
'blend in', either (as Joe put it in the film); they are human and otherworldly at the 
same time. 
At least since the late 1940s critics have argued how theatrical cinema was in 
its early days, especially with regard to the close-up, fade-in/fade-out, and the static 
nature of scenes. A. Nicholas Vardac would actually call nineteenth-century theatre 
proto-cinematic: "attempting to be cinematic without the appropriate technology" 
(Brewster and Jacobs 1997 cited Auslander 1999, p. 12). 138 In the case of the current 
performance the focus is the other way around: on how much theatre learnt from 
cinema. After books like Stage to Screen (Vardac 1949) and Theatre to Cinema 
(Brewster 1997) one can also argue for a strong line of influence in the opposite 
direction: how theatre is mediatised, impregnated with techniques borrowed from the 
screen. Auslander, referring to Pavis, claims that such "attenuated incursion of media 
technology" (Auslander 1999, p. 25) in the theatre is often there to satisfy a need for 
realism (induced by the electronic media). 139However, in this production it has more 
to do with the heterogeneity and multireferentiality of postmodernism; these part- 
visual hypertexts and complex image clusters lend themselves to a postmodemist 
reading. However, the uncertainty about the code in Hargitai's - perhaps even too 
polyphonic and heterogeneous - perfonnance does not facilitate a unified and 
coherent interpretation. The dramaturgy highlights the linearity about the artefact, the 
video installation renders it close to what Fischer-Lichte conceptualises as global 
translation, and the fact itself that three subtexts have proven crucial to the skeleton 
138 For a brief summary of the relevant scholarly material see Auslander 1999, pp. II- 12. 
139 For more detail on theatre replicating media see Auslander 1999, pp. 24-25. 
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of the performance underlines the relevance of structural translation to a great extent. 
This internal imbalance of the performance is an idea confirmed by one of its makers. 
As B61a Stenczer (Polonius) remarks in an interview, 
Ero"te1jes, markdns terkompozfci6ban jdtszottunk, ami 6nd116 maalkotdskdnt 
drv6nyesill. Van egy ero's multim6dids hdtt6r, mint kettes szdmU mfialkotds, 6s 
mellesleg zajlik egy Shakespeare-drama is, amit szin6szek pr6bdlnak 
eljdtszani. [We were playing in a markedly composed setting, which can be 
considered an artefact in itself There is a strong multimedia background as a 
secondary artefact, and incidentally there is a Shakespeare play happening 
too, which actors try to play. ] (Gelencser 2003, p. 15) 
Given that the 'subtexts' are in an unresolved relationship with one another 
and with the whole of the performance, the Pecs Hamlet seems to rule out the 
possibility of any consistent readings, despite signposting several generic readings, 
including the drama of quest, the detective story, the ghost story. Overall, the 
performance invites a postmodemist reading, which addresses the heterogeneous 
nature of the performance. This puzzles some of the reviewers, who might have 
expected the production to help them construct a meaning. For example, Zdbradi 
mentions two main contexts in which Hamlet has been interpreted so far, and 
demands that the performance reinforces one or the other of these readings: 
Hogy a p6csi el6adas a Hamlet tdrsadalmi dramai vonalat, vagy inkdbb a 
szem&lyes, emberi trag&diat hivatott inkdbb kiemelni, arra taldn megvan a 
valasz, kizarasos alapon. Bdr a sz6vegben sokat beszelnek orszagos gondokr6l, 
a n&p/udvar/polgdrok/emberek/t6megek - k6ltsegkimeles, helyhidny miatt - 
nem jelennek meg. A gonosz hatalmi jelenlet Claudius egyszemelyes terhe, 
ez6rt bdtorkodom arra k6vetkeztetni, hogy itt az individuum. igazi l6t, nem let 
probl6maja kerdl inkdbb boncasztalra. 
[The question whether the performance at P6cs emphasises the social drama 
about Hamlet or rather the personal human tragedy can perhaps be answered, 
because one of the options can be ruled out. Even though they speak a lot 
about the troubles in the country, the people/court/city-dwellers/crowds do not 
appear - because of a shortage of funds and space. The presence of wicked 
authority is solely Claudius's burden; this is why I dare to say that it is rather 
the real problems of existence and nonexistence that are under scrutiny here. ] 
(Zdbrddi 2003, p. 26) 
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The fact that the visual code seems to be overdomineering in the performance 
is not a unique phenomenon in our day. There seems to be a trend in contemporary 
theatre and accompanying criticism where one can detect a shift of focus from actor 
and director towards setting, costume, lighting and other visual aspects. As Ralph 
Berry puts it, "In the past, critics reviewed actors; more recently, directors. Today one 
reviews the designer" (Berry 1989 cited Rutter 2001, p. 104). Carol Chillington. 
Rutter traces this practice back to the 1960s, at least in Britain: 
Since the 1960s the design style that has come to dominate at the RSC as 
designers have moved away from consistency and scenic decoration toward 
non-illusion is what the theatre critic Michael Billington calls 'eclecticism', 
design for a post-modem stage that works by pastiche to deconstruct the 
notion of the self-contained playworld. Eclectic design mixed fantasy with 
realism, nostalgia with the avant-garde; the play becomes a palimpsest of its 
previous productions. (2001, p. 107) 
With reference to this particular case study it is the performance itself that becomes 
the palimpsest of other productions and reworkings 'of' the play. This is not to deny 
that the playtext is also a palimpsest, but in this context the palimp sest- aspect of 
theatre performance is more pertinent. Dennis Kennedy's term neo-pictorialism 
(which he associates with Robin Phyllips, Liviu Ciulei, Adrian Noble, Ron Daniels, 
Michael Bogdanov, JoAnne Akalaitis and others) sufficiently describes this visuality- 
centred performance. 140 Liviu Ciulei's words, accompanying his direction of The 
Tempest (1981), could be relevant to a critically benevolent reading of the P6cs 
production: 
In our time, more than ever before, the traditional and the new coexist, 
creating an eclectic landscape of forms. Our own style has not yet crystallized, 
but is rather an in-gathering of a variety of styles. Thus the setting, costumes 
and acting styles of this production are deliberately eclectic. (1981 cited 
Kennedy 200 1, p. 29 1) 
140 For a detailed discussion of neo-pictorialism see Kennedy 2001, pp. 287-302. 
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This production is an instance of Gesamtkunst with Leitmotifs, bringing 
together different arts, abounding in nonverbal and verbal constituents (in this order 
of importance). This example of intersemiotic translation has demonstrated that 
translation, even on an interserniotic level, is a complex, multi-layered intertextual 
phenomenon, where not only the main 'source text' (Nddasdy's translation with 
dramaturgy by GyO'z6 Dur6) informs the 'translation' (the P6cs production) and its 
reception, but numerous other intertexts, including other work by the makers of the 
perfon-nance, other reworkings of Shakespeare's play, as well as intertexts seemingly 
4 independent' from Hamlet. 
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PART THREE 
Intracultural Translation and Beyond 
"The mighty dead return, but they return in our colours, and speaking in our 
voices, at least in part, at least in moments, moments that testify to our persistence, 
and not to their own. " (Bloom 1973, p. 141) 
Introduction 
The collection of texts selected for the discussion of the Hungarian translation of 
TT- 
humlet from the perspective of what Roman Jakobson termed intralingual 
translation represents an assortment of genres and styles. This part of the thesis 
also exemplifies different attitudes to 'translation' as rewriting. These instances 
are more than simply "rewordings", there is a great deal of creative intertextuality 
an'bout them, which can be described with the trope of translation. For the sake of a 
more complete overall picture, all the three traditional generic classes are 
included: drama (Chapter One), fiction (Chapter Two) and poetry (Chapter 
Three). This allows us to examine different approaches to rewriting both in terms 
of the selection of material and the manner and foci of the presentation of the 
reimagined aspects of Hamlet. 
Firstly, let us explore a few typologies of cultural reworking - for the sake 
of theoretical inspiration if not as strict guidelines. These types will be mainly 
exemplified with reference to Hungarian cultural artefacts where possible and 
applicable. Chantal Zabus (2002) does not provide a systematic taxonomy of 
rewntes, yet one can distinguish various tendencies from the introduction to 
Tempests after Shakespeare. She emphasises that rewrites tend to give voice to 
characters who do not have enough chance to have their say (obviously, from the 
perspective of the rewriter). This includes mere quantitative changes in 
comparison with the 'original': simply giving more lines to certain characters. 
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One may exemplify this with reference to Pozsgai's and Niklai's dramatic 
rewrites, which develop Horatio as a central character. 14 1 Another recurrent 
feature concerns the exposure of the 'source' to ideological intervention, 
recovenng "repressed" palimpsest layers (2002, p. 2). This characteristic may be 
seen as contributing to the palimpsest status of 'the text'. Margaret Atwood's 
"Gertrude Talks Back" (1993) and Updike's Gertrude and Claudius (2000) would 
rank here as texts recontextualising the marriage of old Hamlet and Gertrude. In 
Updike's work, this was an arranged marriage into which Gertrude was forced. 
Atwood in this monologue gives voice to a character who is silenced in the play 
as far as her past is concerned. Gertrude, as reimagined by Atwood, was not in the 
least attracted to old Hamlet. "These 'alter-native' plots serve to dismantle 
narrative authority and to reorient the circulation of knowledge" (Zabus 2002, p. 
3). Continuing with the metaphorics inherited from literary hermeneutics and 
reader response criticism, gaps only exist if one perceives them; much depends on 
the rewriter/translator-as-interpreter in this respect. 
Douglas Lanier in his work Shakespeare and Modern Popular Culture 
prudently offers some 'possibilities' rather than categories for the discussion of 
this type of translation (2002, p. 83). In this quasi-typology, extrapolated 
narratives fill in gaps; such a text explores relationships not pursued by 
Shakespeare (for instance, the addition of the flirtation between Guildenstern and 
the Gertrude figure in Juhdsz's Hamlet novel and that of Horatio's infatuation 
with Ophelia in Niklai's Horatio). Steven Berkoff in his 2001 play The Secret 
Love Life of Ophelia focuses solely on the relationship between Hamlet and 
Ophelia, exposing some other fragments of the 'original' plot (for instance, 
Polonius showing the couple's correspondence to the king) in the light of this 
relationship. Remotivated narratives feature characters from the 'source' with 
14 ' The present author is grateful to Dr Istvdn Rdcz for drawing her attention to Niklai's play. 
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altered traits or motives, while keeping the plotline of the original. (This type is 
the most difficult to exemplify, because all Hungarian rewrites modify the plot to 
some extent. ) To a certain degree Beremenyi's (born 1946) play Halmi vagy a 
1COZ 0U tý'-- I'fi' [Halmi, or The Prodigal Son] (1979) belongs here, where the titular 
character is disinclined to perform any deeds for humankind, for his immediate 
envirom-nent, or even for himself His motivations - if he has any - are certainly 
different from those of the Shakespearean character (at least, according to the 
strand of interpretation that sees him as a larger-than-life saviour figure). 
Reoriented narratives give a different perspective on an event or a series of 
events. In Gere's (bom 1949) Egerfogo: Ritus and r6gt&nzes [Mousetrap: Ritual 
and Improvisation] (premiered in 1995 in Veszprem) we see the Mousetrap from 
the perspective of the players. Gere's Hamlet leaves the body of the deceased 
Polonius with the unsuspicious actors (claiming that Polonius is only asleep), 
wanting them to take the blame for his murder. In Csaba Kiss's (bom 1960) play 
Hazat6res Daniaba [Homecoming to Denmark] Hamlet's return from Wittenberg 
is shown in a new light. Gaspar's socialist rewrite condemns the father figure as a 
harrnful idol. In part, most rewrites belong here, at least partially. Interpolated 
narratives fuse new plot material with that of the source. The majority of rewrites 
engage in such an activity; for example, Juhasz's novel introduces a subplot in 
which Hamlet, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern meet an American family in 
London, they exchange views on Europe, the two alleged friends flirt with the two 
young girls of the family, and so on. Revisionary narratives are 'new' stories 
with the same characters and basic situation, yet a different plot. Sdrk6zi's play 
and Beremenyi's Halmi can be examples. Lanier also identifies crossover 
hybrids as a type; this blends different plays. Hungarian rewrites do not abound 
in such elements; however, it often happens that certain characters or instances of 
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the plot are reminiscent of other plays; for example, Bumbala in G6za Juhdsz's 
novel may recall the character of Caliban. One might, with some liberty, extend 
this 'type' to include the insertion of other historical figures, such as 
contemporaries of Shakespeare, in a rewrite. Istvdn Gere, for instance, turns the 
actors William Kempe and Nathan Field into characters of his play. Kempe's - 
probably fictitious - wife, Liza, is also a member of the company. She is proud 
that her beauty drags crowds of spectators to the spectacles. 
It is very difficult to tell these categories apart in practice, many of these 
features appear in the same rewrite-as-translation; for instance, it may be 
extrapolated, revisionary and remotivated at the same time. Lanier is primarily 
preoccupied with popular culture phenomena (often deemed as degraded or 
adulterated Shakespeare), yet his terms are useful in a wider context of 
Shakespeare rewritings (especially as one sees these as 'possibilities', 
characteristics of a reworking). It also needs stressing that these categories listed 
here are only the taxonomy he sets up for texts based on the plays themselves; he 
offers other categories for the reimaginings of Shakespeare's biography, for 
example. 
Patsy Stoneman (1995), an expert on the reworking of texts by the 
Brontes, Elizabeth Gaskell and other women writers, examines instances of what 
she calls incremental literature (a term borrowed from Christoph Richards) along 
similar lines. There are texts that relate what happened before or after the story of 
the originating text (Niklai's Horatio, Pozsgai's Horatio or Abraham's Hamlet); 
others tell events missing from it or the story of a marginal figure. Istvan Gere's 
Eg6rfog6 would exemplify this, where, in a very Stoppardian fashion, the players 
are the main characters. Alternatively, the term derivative (as used by Stoneman) 
can employ a perspective entirely missing from its original; and it can also 
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demonstrate "the effects of pre-existing fictional texts in the real lives of later 
readers" (1995, p. 80). One may notice how Shakespeare's Hamlet (apparently in 
Arany's translation) infonns Gabi's life and artistic work in Gdspdr's play. 
Another example is Marcell Benedek's novel Hamlet tanar ur [Professor 
Hamlet] from 1928, in which Gdbor Szentpdli, the eponymous professor of 
literature, interprets his own solitude as a philosophically sensitive individual and 
as an intellectual in the context of Hamlet's tragic isolation. 142 In Szentpdli's 
reading, Hamlet is by nature incapable of communication, of living among other 
people. He is not understood by any of the women in the court, including Ophelia. 
Kert6sz,, a student of Szentpdli at the university, is writing his dissertation on the 
reception history of Hamlet (how different schools of criticism approached the 
tragic element of the play). His interpretation of Hamlet's character is more 
political: Hamlet was born to be a ruler, and he is deprived of this by 
circumstances. Their readings - beside reinforcing different strands of Hamlet 
criticism - also represent generational differences: the young, agile, ambitious 
student envisages an essentially active and political, yet hindered Hamlet, while 
the lonely professor at the peak of his career understands with the aid of Hamlet's 
tragedy what it means to be "singled out". These are cases of reading oneself into 
Hamlet, and also being inspired by Hamlet in weaving one's life narrative. A 
quintessential example of this, however, is Mikl6s T6th-Mdthe's short story, 
which elucidates the topicality of the great soliloquy for a provincial Hungarian 
actor towards the end of the socialist era. 
A related mode of rewriting-as-translation would be, though this is not part 
of Stoneman's classification, the reworking of fragments of 'the text', for 
example, the great soliloquy, one of the focal scenes, aphorisms, and so on. This 
142 Interestingly, the character of Szentpili is said to have been modelled on Frigyes Riedl, one of 
the pioneers of Arany's canonisation (discussed in Part One Chapter Two). 
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can also overlap with another possible 'category', that of motif-based 
intertextuality, which is frequent in poetry. It may be of importance whether one 
encounters a case of a systematic rewriting of Hamlet or simply a motif or line has 
been picked up from it. Examples of the latter abound in poetry, but other genres 
are not devoid of Shakespearean 'instances', either. There is a Hamlet 
performance mentioned in Rozsa Ignacz's (1909-1979) novel Anyanyelve magyar 
[Her Native Language: Hungarian] (1937), which is set in post-Trianon 
Kolozsvdr. It is the experience of viewing the gravediggers' scene that helps the 
heroine, Ilona Kovacs, pass through her mouming process for those who died that 
year, and brings her catharsis. She is also challenged by this epiphany to 
reconsider her priorities and goals in life. 
Arany's solution for he insolence of office - another temporal exoticism 
originating in his 'rendition' of the great soliloquy - provided the title of a book 
on the pitfalls of bureaucracy. A hivatalnakpack6zasai [petty garnes of office life] 
(liberal translation) "[attacks] that unpleasant aspect of modem life" (1964, p. 9 1). 
Fischlin and Fortier pithily summarise similar tendencies to those 
identified by Stoneman: 
More recent playwrights, for instance, have written alternative plots or 
intercut the staging of a Shakespeare play with another plot. They have 
also written texts that precede or follow the Shakespearean source. (2000, 
p. 17) 
There appears to be a sequels syndrome -a compulsion to 'write beyond 
the ending' (cf. DuPlessis 1985) - around Hamlet. One of the few sequels among 
Hungarian rewrites - beside Pozsgai's play and Lengyel's political satires - is an 
imaginary sixth act to Hamlet written by Nicolas Abraham, a French 
psychoanalyst of Hungarian origin. The play is entitled (in its Hungarian 
translation) Hamlet selleme vagy a hatodik felvonas [Hamlet's Ghost, or The 
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Sixth Act]. The text, which was translated into Hungarian by a recent translator of 
Hamlet (Gy6rgy Jdnoshdzy), was not written in Hungarian and the author is only 
partly Hungarian, so this is a text related to Hungarian culture rather than issuing 
from it. 
It also seems to be an intriguing question whether a) the rewrite stays in 
(or close to) Shakespeare's period and culture in terms of narrated material (for 
example, Gere's Eg&f6g6, Niklai's Horatio), b) the action takes place in the 
rewriter's time (Toth-Mathe's short story, and many other Hungarian rewrites), or 
c) it takes us into a different (usually historical) period (Gdspdr in her Hamlet play 
seeks to heal the scars of the recent past). Reimagining Hamlet in the author's 
time usually results in an updating, a 'modernising' of the plot and the characters. 
For instance,, in at least two twentieth-century century Hungarian rewrites, 
Reynaldo has been translated into a private detective (Olaf Reynald in Juhdsz's 
novel and M. Hopsza in Sdrkbzi's play). Pozsgai's play, though set in a Dem-nark 
under Fortinbras's leadership, also features detectives, who, with their various 
recourse to torture, are reminiscent of twentieth-century dictatorships. 
The issue of historical correctness or 'fidelity' appears in some critical 
writing on texts that go back to a time preceding the author's. Patsy Stoneman 
complains about "failures of historical sensibility" (1995, p. 85) and the neglect of 
the "commonsense perspective" (Jackson 1981 cited Stoneman 1995, p. 87) in a 
number of sequels to nineteenth-century novels by women. Regarding the idiom 
itself, one might argue that it is impossible to recreate the language of an earlier 
period as authentic; such an imitated language can only be an ersatz version, and 
the question how worthwhile such experiments are is a valid one. Such an idiom 
will also be - even if inadvertantly -a reflection on the time when it is written. It 
may also work as a postmodernist enterprise, conscious of its own artificiality in 
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terms of style and possibly in terms of period realia. Such self-reflexivity would 
link the rewrite to what Linda Hutcheon (1988) describes as historiographic 
metafiction - or here, rather, metadrama. Most of the Hungarian rewrites do not 
stay in Shakespeare's period (apart from the plays by Gere and Niklai) but are 
situated in their author's day or another time between Shakespeare's and the 
rewriter's period. However, period miscellania. can still be important, as we will 
see in Juhasz's novel, which reduces the period detail to its minutiae, such as card 
games played at the time. Another example is when Gabi in Margit Gdspdr's play 
reads a work by the detective and adventure story writer Jen6 Rejt6 (that is the 
pseudonymous P. Howard). 
Categorisational problems when assessing Shakespeare films present 
similar difficulties (though this is, strictly speaking, the area of interserniotic 
translation). As Deborah Cartmell (2000) stresses, not all cases are straight 
adaptations (p. x). Cartmell provides us with a taxonomy borrowed from 
Geoffrey Wagner: a triad of transposition, commentary and analogy (2000, p. x). 
Jack Jorgens also offers a division between modalities of adaptation (Shaugnessy 
1998, pp. 9-10). He exemplifies a theatrical adaptation (that is a filmic reworking 
that retains theatricality) with Olivier's Othello, which "attempts to preserve live 
performance on film" (Shaugnessy 1998, p. 9). In a realist adaptation, such as 
Zefirelli's Romeo and Juliet, settings, enviromnent, period detail and spectacle are 
in the foreground. (Karoly Esztergdlyos's 1984 small-screen version of Hamlet 
would belong here, on the basis of its reviews. ) Jorgens describes a work as a 
filmic adaptation if it adds the special artistry of the medium of film. The work of 
the 'film poet' or 'film artist' (notions derived from auteur theory) is not 
supposed to be judged on the ground of faithfulness to the text, because s/he 
creates his/her own work. Undoubtedly, a very difficult category is represented by 
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the films that are loosely linked to Shakespeare, either reiterating the main plot, or 
utilising a situation, motif or character typical of a Shakespeare play. Roger 
Manvell terms the following remote adaptations (197 1, p. xvi): 
A few outstanding directors have used situations in the play as sources 
from which to draw either period or modem parallels for their screenplays 
- for example, Ernst Lubitsch in To Be or not to Be (194 1), Andr6 Cayatte 
in Les Amants de V&one (1948), Peter Ustinov in Romanoff and Juliet 
(1960), Robert Wise in the Jerome Robbins, Leonard Bernstein and Arthur 
Laurents' musical West Side Story (1961), Claude Chabrol in OpUlia 
(1962) and Andrzej WaJda in The Siberian Lady Macbeth (1961). (1971, 
P. xv) 
Manvell admits that there are overlapping cases such as Akira Kurosawa's The 
Castle of the Spider's Web (which Manvell cites as a 'version' of Macbeth). This 
argument seems to be similar to Jorgens's category of filmic adaptations. Even 
though it is difficult to classify them, these daring and quite independent 
reworkings of Shakespeare sometimes constitute a more illuminating subject of 
critical enquiry than schematic and often predictable adaptations. 
Some films show an extract of a Shakespearean film, and let a character 
(or characters) react to it. This openly intertextual game based on the film-within- 
the-film technique appears in Last Action Hero, in which a character acted by 
Amold Schwarzenegger watches a meditative Olivier as Hamlet, and opts for 
action (cf Shaugnessy 1998, pp. 1-2 and Lanier 2002, pp. 44-45). 
There are films that are connected to more than one Shakespearean play, 
such as Orson Welles's Chimes at Midnight (1965), which draws on Henry IV, 
Parts I an 11, The Merry Wives of Windsor, Richard II and Henry V when 
constructing a composite image of Falstaff. This parallels the category of 
crossover hybrids (Lanier 2002). 143 There are films in which parallels between 
Shakespearean characters and those in a given film can be drawn. Robert Manvell 
143 A related case in point is Shakespeare in Love, which cannot be called a strict adaptation of any 
of the plays, but stands in an intertextual relationship with both Romeo and Juliet (which is 
enacted in the film as a play-within-the-play device) and with Twelfth Night (through the motif of 
cross-dressing for the sake of being around the beloved). 
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stresses that "Buster Keaton believes he is playing Hamlet momentarily in his film 
Day Dreams" (1971, p. 21). It is a valid question, though, how conscious this 
character might be of this 'kinship'. The elderly and lonesome professor in 
Marcell Benedek's novel identifies himself as a Hamletian figure. 
The reworkings emphasise various aspects of Hamlet's character as he has 
been interpreted down the centuries. John Joughin views Hamlet as "the proto- 
intellectual and critic-adaptor" (2003, p. 133). Indeed, he appears as an actor 
(Toth-Mdthe's short story), a poet or playwright (Juhasz's novel) or other artist (a 
composer in Gdspar's play), yet also as a scholar (for example, in Sark6zi's play 
Hamlet has a doctorate in economics, having written a thesis on conjuncture and 
the dairy industry) a student (Berem6nyi's maturandus, Halmi) or a teacher (in 
Benedek's and Rdkosi's fiction). 
The most privileged characters in Hungarian rewrites - apart from the 
eponymous protagonist - so far have been Ophelia, Horatio and Fortinbras (the 
latter two often together). As it has been discussed in Part Two with regard to the 
Pecs performance, Horatio is a character who speaks little in the play, therefore 
various 'translators', such as directors and rewriters, have taken considerable 
'liberties' with his figure. There are two plays centralising the character of 
Horatio, to the extent of making him the titular character. These plays are Zsolt 
Pozsgai's (born 1960) Horatio, premiered in 1988, and Adam Niklai's Horatio, 
written in 1979-1980 and published posthumously in 1990. The title of the stage 
version of the latter is Alakosok (Horatio haldla) [-Histrionics (The Death of 
Horatio)], which shifts the focus on the players. It also emphasises that the 
characters play roles in a metaphoric sense, for instance, there may be a hidden 
allusion to Janus-facedness in the political arena. Niklai (1924-1985) was 
primarily a poet. 
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An 1891 novelette written in a fake-folk manner by the eminent 
humoresque writer Viktor Rdkosi (1860-1929) is also narrated by the Horatio 
figure of the story (Ma Szentpdli). This rehabilitates the Shakespearean 
character. Egyjalusi Hamlet [A village Hamlet] is not only a story of untangling 
family secrets amongst the declining nobility of the late-nineteenth century 
provincial Hungary; it is also a narrative about male bonding, and a celebration of 
same-sex friendship and camraderie (between Szentpali and the Hamlet figure, 
MiklOs Turszki). 
Gy8rgy Bolgar (born 1946) - primarily a journalist - recently published a 
rernotivated and reoriented Hamlet narrative. He also prepared its adaptation for 
the stage. The Horatio of Valami bu-zlik (A 242-es figyn&k napl6ja) [Something 
stinks (The Diary of Agent 242)] is Fortinbras's spy throughout the story. As 
Bolgdr notes in an interview, 
Horatiot vdlasztottam f6szerepl6nek, aki Shakespeare mU'Vdben a rezono'r 
szerepet t6lti be. Mindenkivel j6ban van, m6gsern h-dz senkihez, nern 
foglal dlldst, mdr-mdr szintelen alak. 
[For my main character I chose Horatio, who plays the role of the 
raisonneur in Shakespeare's work. He's on good terms with everybody, 
yet he doesn't take sides with anybody, he doesn't take a stance, he is 
almost a dull figure. ] (Szepesi 2004) 
Antal Sobor's (born 1933) short story "Fortinbras" (2003) seems to 
reiterate this stereotypical Horatio: the scholarly ffiend who is only there to 
witness and to interpret, but not to act. In this work he asks Fortinbras's consent to 
return to his studies in Wittenberg. The Horatio character has more weight than 
usual in the 2001 Lencses-Horvdth rock opera, too. Again, there is an emphasis on 
male bonding. As this Horatio explains, 
Vannak oly dolgok, mit asszony nem erthet [ ... 
] 
tri majd ott leszek az igaz bardt. 
[There are things that a woman can't understand. 
I will be there as a true ffiend. ] 
Jdnos Denes Orban (bom 1973), a young Transylvanian poet, also turned 
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to the figure of Horatio in his 1996 poem "E versben is, Horatio" [In This Poem, 
too, Horatio]. The aphorismatic phrase "There are more things... " is reworked 
(via Arany's translation) 144 , without the direct apostrophe of Horatio: '76bb 
dolgok vannak im e versben, / mint sarga ember Azsidba"' [There are more things 
in this poem as you can see / than yellow people in Asia]. 
With regard to Fortinbras, two works by the political analyst and 
economist Ldszl6 Lengyel (bom 1950) deserve mention: Fortinbras kirdlystiga 
[The Kingdom of Fortinbras] (2000) and its 'sequel', Fortinbras-figy [The 
Fortinbras Case] (2002). They are satirical allegories on contemporary Hungarian 
politics. These book-length pamphlets use a framework provided by Hamlet - in 
terms of some character functions, aphorismatic sayings -, apart from numerous 
other intertexts to criticise the political system, mainly the right-wing. Bolgdr's 
nu , bovementioned work also gives importance to Fortinbras. Antal Sobor's short 
story entitled "Fortinbras" examines Hamlet, Horatio and Fortinbras as members 
of the very same generation, who could have played in the same playground as 
young children. 
There are several henneneutic uncertainties around Ophelia (regarding her 
relationship with Hamlet, the cause of her madness, her controversial suicide, and 
so on). Thus, her character can be 'fleshed out' very inventively in reworkings of 
the play. Juhasz's novel hints at some kind of reconciliation between Ophelia and 
Hamlet,, intending to 'correct' or 'revise' the 'source(s)' by portraying a Hamlet 
who is not so ruthless with the Ophelia character. Juhasz imagines a Hamlet who 
offers a chance to Ophelia to go with him to England, which she turns down 
because of her sense of filial duty. Thus Hamlet is almost ethically acquitted in 
relation to Ophelia, which, of course, raises the question whether the rewrite 
favours Hamlet or Ophelia in this respect. It is also emphasised in this rewrite 
144 For translations of the aphorism see Appendix One item 13. 
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how upset Hamlet was after Ophelia's death. 
Beremenyi, Sdrk6zi and Kiss all concentrate on the physical aspect of the 
character. The Ophelia figure is even raped in Beremenyi's play. Halml 
encourages his schoolmate, Foglyos, to 'have' the mentally slightly handicapped 
and, thus, very vulnerable Lia. (She dotes on Halmi, yet he is annoyed by her. ) 
This fits in with the nihilistic picture the text paints of the post-'56 generation. 
Sdrk6zi's Olga is indecisive and weak as Ophelia is viewed to be by many 
interpreters of Shakespeare's play. Olga's prudishness seems to be due to her 
family background. It is ironic how Lengyel, her father, guards her virginity and, 
at the same time,, wants to 'sell' it or 'invest' it as a commodity. Deborah Cartmell 
(2000, p. 25) points out that out of the famous scenes from Hamlet it is the 
nunnery scene that is the most often reworked (including its parodies). In her 
understanding, though, the great soliloquy is part of the nunnery scene (otherwise 
this speech by Hamlet would probably have the largest number of offshoots). It is 
also noteworthy that most rewrites have an Ophelia figure with a name either 
directly derived from the Shakespearean name (Lia in Gdspdr's and Juhasz's 
work) or otherwise related to it (Lili), perhaps by having the same initial 
(Sdrk6zi's Olga). 
Even though Yorick is not a proper character in the play, his figure also 
serves as a frequent motif in Hungarian literature and in the arts. Yorick provides 
an intertext with connotations of transcience, appearing in poetry by Istvan 
Kon-nos (1923-1977) and Eva Finta (born 1954) and being the subject of a film by 
Laszlo Marcell with the same title as Konnos's poem: Szegýny Yorick [Poor 
Yorick]. Other emphatic figures in rewrites include Polonius (in OttO Orban's 
poem and in Beremenyi's play, where he appears as Pilisi, Halmi's teacher), and 
particularly the ghost, which is a dominant intertext in poetry inspired by Hamlet. 
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The above sampling is illustrative of the many ways reworkers-as- 
translators identify and fill hermeneutic gaps in the 'original(s)', in the ever- 
growing 'Hamlet' palimpsest. The following investigation of a wide range of 
Hungarian rewrites of Hamlet hopes to show that these types do not confonn to 
any strict schema; however, these categories assist the critic when tackling such 
texts. When examining the rewrites, references will be made to non-Hungarian 
Shakespeare adaptations as well, in order to place them in the culturally and 
generically diverse context of Shakespeare translations in the broadest sense of 
the tenn. 
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Chapter One 
Hamlet in Drama: Margit Gaspar's play 
Turning Hamlet upside down 
Margit Gaspar's (1905-1994) play Hamletnak nincs igaza [Hamlet Is Not Right], 
written in 1957-58 and first performed in 1962, is an example of the overt 
politicisation of Hamlet in Hungary. In this drama the Hamlet figure does not die 
(as in Kazinczy's version), but - together with his mother and now reconciled 
with his would-be stepfather - he looks forward to a better socialist future. The 
author -a playwright, novelist, translator, theatre manager, theatre historian and 
journalist - was a versatile figure in recent Hungarian cultural history, though 
undeservedly neglected by contemporary critics. The Hungarian revolution of 
1956 (at that time viewed by the ruling power as a counterrevolution led by the 
enemies of communism) put an end to her career as a theatre manager. As a pro- 
establishment manager, with the outbreak of the revolution she was expected to 
resign. When the post-revolutionary regime wanted to reinstate her, she was 
unwilling to take on the post again. She retreated into solitude as a writer, only 
returning to public view with her rewriting of the Hamlet theme a couple of years 
later. 
Gaspar was experienced in adaptation, partly due to her career as a theatre 
manager of the operetta house in Budapest (she was responsible for some major 
plot alterations to the pieces they perfonned), in addition to her own experience as 
a writer. In her third play, Uj Isten Thebaban [New God in Thebes] (1946), she 
revisited ancient Greek mythology and drama, composing a political satire 
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through the persiflage of the latter. Another attempt to tackle a semi-archetypal 
theme was in her relatively early (pre-socialist), unstaged play on Jesus's return to 
present-day Hungary. As the most recent artistic manager of the Budapest opera 
house, Miklos Szinetar argues, "SzlnhdzAban az eredeti 'MU" mindig csak 
nyersanyag volt, mit kedvenc szln6szeihez formalt es az aktualitashoz" [In her 
theatre the original 'work' was raw material only, which she adjusted to her 
beloved actors and to the times] (Szinetdr 1994). 
Her disillusiomnent, her feeling of abandomnent and self-justification, 
found fonn in the play Hamlemak nincs igaza, which recounts the shattering of 
the beliefs of a young and very talented piano student when he discovers that his 
beloved and idolised father committed suicide, having realised. that he was 
mistaken in certain political matters. The play is set in the last few months of 
1955. The action concludes on New Year's Eve, with the clock ticking to signal 
the ominous start of 1956. The twenty-year-old Gdbor Tarnok (nicknamed Gabi), 
commemorating his father, composes a Hamlet overture for his graduation 
examination. He is unaware that his father, Istvan Tarnok, came to a wrong 
decision as a judge when he condemned to death a number of people whom he 
believed to be traitors of the system, including Gdbor Mike (now aged 45), his 
closest friend from the dawn of Hungarian communism. This subplot covertly 
alludes to the so-called show trials in Hungary (and other countries in the Soviet 
bloc) around 1950, in which people were sentenced to death or long-tenn 
imprisorunent on the basis of fabricated evidence in a process intended to cleanse 
socialist society of its traitors. Although Tdmok had condemned these people as 
g-milty in all honesty, in 1955 he discovered that they were, in fact, innocent. 
Remorse drove Tarnok to commit suicide. This fact is carefully hidden from 
young Gdbor by his mother, Anna. She is a devoted communist who, however, is 
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in want of some reassurance. This reassurance is provided by the former political 
prisoner Gdbor Mike (his death sentence having been commuted to life 
imprisom-nent), who is amnestied and freed from prison in 1955. He had been 
infatuated with Anna when they were young, but due to some misunderstanding 
their love had remained unconsummated, and she later married Tamok. Now they 
rediscover their strong feelings for each other and decide to get married. Gdbor is 
doubly shocked by his mother's 'betrayal' and the revelation of his father's 
mistake at the trials and his subsequent suicide. Since he treated his father as the 
perfect embodiment of communist ideals, he is now absolutely disillusioned and 
chooses to desert his country. Fleeing the country is presented here as the ultimate 
offence a Hungarian citizen could possibly commit at the time, and the crisis in 
the drama culminates with Gdbor Tdmok's decision to leave. His helpers are Frici 
Kalotai and Balazs SiAmegi Nagy, the revengeful son of an assassinated supporter 
of Mikl6s Horthy's regime (right-wing Regent of Hungary between 1920 and 
1944). When they come to fetch Gdbor, his mother - who only realises what is 
happening at this moment - refuses to let him go. Siimegi Nagy is determined to 
shoot Anna. Her son jumps in front of her and is shot in her stead, but only 
injured. Silmegi Nagy manages to escape westward, and the next day he talks 
there on the radio, presumably about the situation in Hungary. (This is probably in 
Austria, although this is not stated in the play. ) Frici, on the contrary, is 
an bandoned by Siimegi near the border, and freezes to death. Gabi is relieved from 
his apathy when his father's apologetic letter to Gdbor Mike, written just before 
' T' k admits that his his suicide, is read out. In this communication Istvan amo 
judgement was flawed, and regrets having been misled. He appeals to Mike to 
look after his son. Critics found the device of the reading aloud of a letter at a 
particularly tense moment of the final act of the play an awkward choice in 
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theatrical terms. This was also the case with some of the lengthier political points 
which only one reviewer dared to mention, and even in his case, only 
parenthetically (Tamas 1962). 
Aspects of intertextuality on the page and on the stage: characters, 
scenes and truisms 
The play reminds one of Hamlet, especially in terms of plot and characters, but 
the situation is reversed here. The father is not faultless and even though he makes 
his mistakes conscientiously, he is not a 'suitable' idol for Gdbor. At least that is 
what the play suggests, in addition to promoting the dethroning of idols. 
Furthermore, old Tarnok is not killed but he kills himself He is responsible for 
misleading Gabi, who needs other - moderate, yet dedicated - communists to put 
him on the right track. The Claudius figure (Mike), on the other hand, turns out to 
be a benevolent and honest person. (Significantly, here it is the Claudius character 
who shares the same name as the protagonist, in contrast with Hamlet, where the 
father and son have a common name. ) Mike's love for Anna-Gertrude is 
longstanding and deep. Their reunion is not presented as sinful despite the short 
interval (a few months) between Tarnok's death and their new commitment. Anna 
is not a lascivious woman putting her sexual proclivities ahead of her family ties, 
but a devoted mother who hides the truth about Tamok senior from her son out of 
sympathy. She is presented as a strong and proud woman, and morally 
impeccable. It is she who reads out the letter her late husband wrote to Mike, 
because Gdbor is too confused to make out the blurred lines. Lia, the character 
reminiscent of Ophelia, is a rather pale figure (HAmori 1962, L6k6s 1963). (The 
derivation from Ophelia's name is clear. ) Being a law student she is a 
wholehearted communist (secretary of the Young Communists' Association) but 
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is also a caring young woman in the presence of Gdbor. They are not actually a 
couple, and she seems more commited. than Gdbor, who becomes increasingly 
solipsistic and uncommunicative as the action wears on. Lia's relationship with 
Gabi is not passionate or erotic, which might be traced back to the sober 
communist ideal of prudish writing and theatre-making. Overt eroticism and 
explicit dialogue were discouraged. The underlying ideology is that this feature of 
the play makes it accessible to teenagers, members of KISZ (Young Communists' 
Association). The body language Gdbor uses in his contact with Lia (an aspect of 
the play carefully thought through by the playwright) underlines this. He jokingly 
spars with Lia when she starts to sulk over their ideological differences of opinion 
(mainly concerning the issue of whether to invite Mike as a speaker to the Young 
Communists' Association or not). Later on there are occasions when he embraces 
her, and the ending gives a clear account of their reconciliation. Anna realises that 
Gdbor's interest in Lia is not very intimate, and she warns him that he should not 
marry her just because that fits into his five-year plan of the good communist. 
(The employment of these terms at the same time exemplifies the dialogue's 
immersion in socialist rhetoric. ) 
There are a few characters that do not directly derive from Hamlet. In this 
respect, a parallel can be drawn between this theatrical rewrite and the 2003 
production at Ncs. Introducing new characters places the Pecs performance on 
the borderline between translation and adaptation, and points to a specific strategy 
of rewriting. In Gdspar's play the late Istvan Tamok's secretary, Lili Kalotai, is 
the epitome of a woman without any morals. (According to her son, she changes 
her lovers as often as her underwear. ) She is a time-server, always supporting the 
current authority. Having overtly despised Gdbor Mike for a long time, she is now 
his ardent supporter. In the last scene, however, a more human side of her 
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character emerges, when she expresses her worries about her son. It seems as if 
Gertrude's character has been split by Gdspdr into two: a woman being highly 
concerned with her son (Anna), and one with loose sexual morals (Lili). From 
another perspective, Lili can also be seen as a female 'reincarnation' of Polonius. 
Driven by a need for being indispensable, she is always plotting and trying to 
please those in power in an unscrupulous manner. She is one of the less 
monochrome characters in the play, though she is not a fully rounded one. One of 
the best scenes highlighting her slightly more composite character is when she 
wails over the loss of her son: 
A f6hadnagy, aki k6z6lte velem, konyakkal itatott ds tianogatott, mert el 
akartam esni. (Torz mosollyal. ) Aztdn ott Ultem ezzel a kis bolond kalappal 
a fejemen, feln6ztem ra 6s egy pillanatig arra gondoltam, hogy milyen jo,, 
szdles a vdlla. ts a k6vetkez6 percben feWv6lt6ttem, mert figy j6xt dt a 
tudat,, mintha injekciOs tfivel 16vellt6k volna beldm, hogy Frici nincs, 
I nincs , es nem 
lesz soha t6bb6! 
[The chief lieutenant who broke the news for me made me drink cognac 
and was assisting me as I was about to fall. (With an eerie smile. ) Then I 
just sat there with this silly little hat on my head, looked up at him and, for 
a moment, I thought what nice broad shoulders he has. And the next 
moment I shrieked because, as if through an injection, I suddenl realised 
that Frici is not alive; he isn't and he never will be again. ] (p. 71 ) 
ý4 
5 
This is one of the few points in the play when the reader or spectator may 
see her (or, indeed, any of the dramatis personae) as a flesh-and-blood character, 
and not only as a mouthpiece for different ideas. Lili ends up wishing Anna the 
loss of her child too. Her cruelty in this scene reminds one of Lady Macbeth rather 
than of any female figure from Hamlet. There is some acting potential in this 
character,, which was exploited, according to the reviewers, by the young N6ra 
Tdbori of Vigszlnhaz (she later became a leading actor in Hungary). In the 
noteworthy production in Pecs Lili is dressed in violet gloves and a shawl, while 
145 All page numbers after references to the play are made to Gdspdr 1963. Even though there is an 
English translation of the play by J6zsef Harvany (Gdspdr n. d. ), and this has been consulted for 
the thesis, the present author decided to give her own translations of the title and the quoted 
passages, hoping that they represent a closer reading of the 'original' and hence highlight the 
Weltanschauung of the 'original' to the English-language reader. 
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Anna, who is in mourning, wears plain black. In this context the colour violet 
signifies frivolity and sinfulness. Lili's son, Frici is a likeminded character. Being 
the son of an emigr6, he is not a dedicated communist. It is he who finally cajoles 
Gdbor into the defection. These two figures, who are shown as posing a threat to 
communism, the 'inner enemy' ('bels6 ellensdg'), may allude to Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern in the sense that they serve two masters for the sake of their own 
advantage, and they lack any sense of scruple. They may also recall the character 
of Biberach,, a political turncoat from the major mneteenth-century Hungarian 
play Beink btin (1814) by JOzsef Katona. (Katona's play also enjoys a marked 
intertextual. relationship with Hamlet. ) 
Polonius,, Horatio, Laertes, Fortinbras and other important figures in the 
(original' are missing as directly transposed characters here, though we might 
identify traces of them. One may see Frici as a distorted Horatio, who, as opposed 
to the 'source character', does not truly understand his 'friend' and gives him 
wrong advice. This is, of course, debatable to some extent even in the case of the 
'source character'. Regarding how adaptations treat Horatio, let it suffice to 
remind ourselves of Charles Marowitz's rewrite of Hamlet, which excised Horatio 
completely. The Pecs production of Hamlet, analysed in Part Two, also had a 
rather inferior Horatio in it. In Gaspar's version Frici makes friends with Gdbor 
also because of his social status, because GAbor is close to those in power. Baldzs 
Silmegi Nagy, whose family name is constructed to recall traditional Hungarian 
family names consisting of two components, can be loosely linked to the 
characters of either Laertes or Fortinbras, who - being foils to Hamlet in the play 
- both fight for the truth of their deceased father. 
146 
The play has no strong structural plot resemblance with Hamlet. There is 
146 Family names such as Siimegi Nagy sounded suspicious for communists as they had an 
aristocratic ring. 
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no one-to-one agreement between the scenes of Hamlet and this rewriting. 
However, there is a scene recalling the closet scene and another that is reminiscent 
of the nunnery scene (both featuring a physically violent Hamlet). The device of a 
letter of crucial importance also links the play to Hamlet, although this is a very 
widespread topos. 
The play also imitates Hamlet in the sense that it abounds with semi- 
aphorismatic statements. Among these there are a few cheap communist truisms, 
offering life recipes, vaguely in the style of some of the purple passages 
associated with the Bard. Some of these are commonplaces that already exist in 
everyday parlance. Mike says to Gdbor in the final scene: 'Nem nekem fontos, 
fiam, hogy beszelj. Magadnak fontos" [It's not for me that it is important that you 
tak, son. This is important for yourself ] (p. 80). Anna also uses a plain phrase in 
the same scene, saying: "Nern te vagy kicsi. Az id6k nagyok! " [It is not you who 
is small. The times are great! ] (p. 81). Some of the platitudes are made up. The 
following seems to adopt the structure of a New Testament parable: 
A nagyon elfoglalt embemek mindig ket elettarsa van: a felesege es a 
titkAra. Az dlete nagyobbik fel6t a mAsodikkal 61i. A titkdr az 6sszek6t6 
kapocs k6zte es a vilag k6z6tt. Egy kicsit a szem-dvege, rajta kereszt0I Idtja 
az embereket. 
[Very busy people have two life companions: their wives and their 
secretaries. They spend the majority of their life with the latter. The 
secretary is the link between them and the world. To some extent the 
secretary is the glasses through which they see people. ] (pp. 13-14) 
The following less powerful simile is imbued with socialist ideology. "Az ember 
nern vdltoztathatja olyan su'ru'n az aktatAskajAt, mint a meggyo'zo'desdt" [One 
cannot change his/her briefcase as often as his/her convictions] (p. 16). 
There are, nevertheless,, obvious allusions to Hamlet - mainly through 
Arany's 'golden' translation. The following passage concerns Gabi during the 
process of working on his Hamlet overture. It suggests that Hamlet is food and 
n1kode (or, in a more domesticating translation: meat and drink) for the budding av 
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composer: 
Mit tudom 6n, mAsoknak tetszeni fog-e? A mondanival6mnak megfelel6 
alaphang az, amit v6gre megtalaltam. (Felkapja az asztalr6l a Hamlet- 
k6tetet 6s mag6hoz &leli. ) Nern hidba elek hetek 6ta ebben a r&ms6ges 
remekmiffien, hogy szinte mAr egy h-6s vagyok vele. (Nevetve. ) Mint a 
kukac a gyilm6lccsel: 6telem is, hazarn is... 
[How would I know if others will like it or not? Now I have found the 
right tone for my message. (He picks up the Hamlet volume from the 
table and holds it close to himself. ) No wonder I've been living for weeks 
in this terrific work of art; now I'm almost one flesh with it. 147 (Laughing. ) 
Like the fruit for the worm: it's both my food and abode. ] (p. 37) 
The passage overtly plays upon the image of the nutshell from Act 11 
Scene 2: "1 could be bounded in a nutshell and count myself a king of infinite 
space - were it not that I have bad dreams. " 
148 It also alludes to Hamlet's 
description of the "convocation of politic worms" eating Polonius's body (IV/3). 
Cheese-worms are mentioned by Frici in the play, alluding to his father being a 
cheese factory owner (p. 19). This usage plays down the loftiness or pathos 
associated with Shakespearean language; it trivialises Shakespeare's wordplay. 
However, since it is not an overt reference, it also poses the question how far one 
should be going in identifying Shakespearean or semi- Shakespearean references. 
Another Shakespearean (albeit more distant) ramification of this metaphorical 
passage is Hamlet's quip to Claudius before leaving for England: "Father and 
mother is man and wife, man and wife is one flesh; so my mother" (Act II Scene 
4). This theologically based reasoning is changed into the identification or 
symbiosis of book and person in Gaspar's play. 
After Gabi's above quip Anna reposts in haste that Hamlet is terrific food 
and terrific abode (p. 37), implying that he should not delve into it to an unhealthy 
extent. (The play even appears in his dreams. ) This discussion is succeeded by 
Lia's account of her Hamletian dream in which the Ghost misled Hamlet. Despite 
147 In a more domesticating translation: 'I've been living this terrific work of art 
148 For translations of this quotation see Appendix One item 11. 
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the warning of his friends, Hamlet followed the Ghost and fell over the edge of 
the battlement. Here Lia quotes Arany's version for "what if it tempt you toward 
the flood [, my Lord], / Or to the dreadful summit of the cliff' (1/4; 69-70). 
Arany's version is more compact: "Hdtha folyamba csal, vagy borzaddlyos 
sziklacsucsra... " [What if it tempts you into a river or to a dreadful cliffl. Arany's 
translation of "The time is out of joint" is also read out by Frici as he lifts the 
book from the desk. This is also a mise-en-abyme in the play, since it 
problernatises a chief issue of the text, namely coming to tenns with a puzzling 
historical moment. 
Let us now have a look at how intertextuality with Hamlet worked in 
various stagings of Gaspar's play. Lajos Mdte, the director of the performance at 
B6k6scsaba,, draws attention to the images recalling Hamlet in their way of 
staging the play (MW 1962). They were trying to mediate between classic and 
modem by turning to very familiar tricks in staging Hamlet and adding some 
indicators of the modem environment to it. This was realised, especially in the 
setting, since the villa in Zugliget was fumished in a classical style, and the actor 
playing Gdbor was instructed to adopt Hamletian poses in certain scenes. The 
reviewer Agnes Takdcs (1962) also emphasises that the Vigszinhdz production 
was strongly reminiscent of Hamlet, both verbally and in terms of body 
movement. Such a reading may be confirmed by recent research done on the issue 
of citation within the theatre, namely by W. B. Worthen. In his contribution to 
Shakespeare and Modern Theatre, Worthen - taking the recent cultural event of 
the opening of the Globe on the Bankside as a starting point - convincingly argues 
that the theatre has its own tradition of behavioural conventions, hence, historicity 
has its own workings in the context of the theatre: "Acting [ ... 
] is perhaps the 
epitome of citational behaviour" (2001, p. 129). Worthen's research elucidates 
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that coming to terms with the past is not a privilege of literary practice and literary 
studies. Stage perfon-nance does indeed have the potential to be just as intertextual 
as a literary reading is (even though he does not use this tenn), yet in a different 
way: through "citational behaviours" particularly pertinent to the theatre. If a 
production of Margit Gdspdr's Hamletnak nincs igaza - even if unwittingly - uses 
gestures, movements typical of Hamlet performances, this means there is a 
struggle going on with tradition, with the power and authority of classics. This 
phenomenon is akin to how Adam Nadasdy's translation (1999), and his 
accompanying rhetoric in metatexts, poses a challenge to Arany's translation and 
its sacred status. Whether one changes the already existing material or reinforces 
values of the 'source' or 'original', the encounter with tradition is unavoidable. 
Holding up a ntirror 
The play unwittingly talks about different aspects of the time and place when and 
where it was written. The examination of a few minor details from the play will 
shed light on this aspect. A small instance emphasises the imbalance in the 
dynamics of housework in terms of gender. Lia employs a white lie when Anna 
leaves her in the house to chaperone the allegedly suicidal Gdbor after he has been 
shot. She says to Gdbor she is only staying there in order to heat up his dinner for 
him in case he is hungry. The implication that a young man is not accustomed to 
heating his meal allows the reader to conclude that there is a traditional 
distribution of household chores in the society the play is set in. 
The briefcase Lili had been given by old Tdrnok as a souvenir from Prague 
recalls the special status of superiority and exoticism attributed to miscellaneous 
articles from abroad - even if from the Soviet bloc - merely because they were 
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items of foreign origin. Although the briefcase from fellow-socialist Prague could 
offer blissful pleasure without any remorse, Frici describes how they used to tread 
on the clothes they received from his emigrated father because they wanted them 
to look old and shabby. People and objects from beyond the Soviet bloc were 
morally dubious. The only authorised travel in the course of the action is to 
Moscow, where Mike goes, and in the final scene expresses his intention to go 
again in February 1956, for the sake of the new congress. 
Through GAbor's mention of Jen6 Rejt6's adventure novel Piszkos Fred, a 
kapittiny [Loathsome Fred, the Captain] one can also have an incomplete insight 
into the popular literature read at the time. The play thus translates its time of 
writing into the textual fabric labelled 'Hamlet'. 
The characters and the plot are entirely fictitious; however, Hamletnak 
nincs igaza can also be seen as a play into which Margit Gdspdr translated her 
emotional and intellectual turmoil, which she could not probably have done in a 
political treatise or in a diary or autobiography meant for publication. The play 
also offers a case study of translating the personal into the political. There might 
be an autobiographical element in young Gdbor's profession, since Margit Gaspdr 
herself was practising to be a concert pianist, which she gave up, because she was 
too shy to perform in public (B6kesi and Nagy 1989). (This ambition was mainly 
fuelled by her mother. ) However, this is not necessarily a play 'a clef (play with a 
key) in biographical terms. Gaspar may be perceived behind a few of the 
characters rather than behind a single one: the originally hopeful, then 
disillusioned Gdbor Tamok, who finally regains his strength and prospects; Istvan 
Tarnok, who served the dogmatic and ideologically corrupt system but only 
realised that he was wrong when it was too late; Gdbor Mike, who faced unjust 
insults, yet remained strong in his commitment; the drifting and sexually 
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promiscuous Lili (Gaspdr had many superficial affairs herself when she was 
trying to break away from her great flame, Marinetti). The villa in Zugliget may 
also recall a painful memory of Gdspar's life. She was hiding her Jewish mother 
from the fascists in their Zugliget villa in the final stages of WW2. Being 
questioned by officers at a random check she turned to her experience in the 
theatre, acting as if she were a servant in her own home, accompanied by her 
elderly and dotty mother. Moreover, if one reads the play parallel with her 
autobiography, one realises that certain minute details from Gdspdr's life found 
their way into the play in a recognisable manner. When Frici derisively greets Lia 
wishing her strength, health and later on many boys (literally: male children), this 
potentially recalls Gaspdr's painful memory of being greeted by "Salute e figh 
maschi" [Health and male children! ] by the Venetian Catholic priest who paid 
visits to the Boni family while she was married to the jeweller Mario Boni 
(Gdspar 1985, p. 183). When Frici sordidly invites both Lia and Gdbor to have sex 
with him at the same time,, one may remember Gdspdr's upset at the rumours that 
circulated about her involvement in liaisons with theatre managers and their wives 
in her younger days (Gaspar 1985, p. 321). 
Reception in and outside Hungary 
Gdbor's decision to protect his mother was seen as a symbolic reference in 
favouring his homeland. A reviewer of the Szolnok performance, Tibor Hernddi, 
explicitly claims that the mother figure stood for the socialist country, which was 
thus rescued by the young hero (1964). The very last sentence of the play, uttered 
by Mike, might suggest this reading, although it does not openly identify the 
mother figure with the country: "Bdrhogy is meghasonlottal edesanydddal, mikor 
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fegyvert fogtak rd, el6be vetetted magad" [No matter how much you have lost 
faith with your mother, when a gun was pointed at her, you threw yourself in front 
of her] (p. 82). An untitled and unauthored typescript about the play, held at the 
Hungarian Theatre Institute, reiterates this message, adding the element of 
personal trial: "ha megpr6bdltatasok lesznek, t6gy figy, mint amikor anyadra 
16ttek: testeddel is vddd meg" [When tribulations are approaching do what you did 
when your mother was shot at: defend her even if with your body]. It is not the 
Hungarian state but the socialist community that is stressed, in the vein of a 
peculiar socialist patriotism. Kadar, during whose regime this play was written 
and performed, was a pioneer in propagating socialist patriotism amongst the 
leaders of the Warsaw pact member states (cf. Hoensch 1988, p. 235). There is a 
long tradition in the Hungarian language of associating the concepts of mother, 
language and country. Expressions such as anyanyelv (mother tongue), szidifold 
(birthgiving soil) or anyqf6ld (mother soil) exemplify this way of thinking. This is 
not a uniquely Hungarian phenomenon. It is present, for instance, in some 
Shakespearean histories, such as Richard II (cf Fitzpatrick 2003). The following 
insight of Benedict Anderson helps to place this in the wider theoretical context of 
the discourse of nationalism: 
Something of the nature of [ ... 
] political love can be deciphered 
from the ways in which languages describe its object: either in the 
vocabulary of kinship (motherland, Vaterland, patria) or that of 
home (heimat or tanah air) [earth and water, the phrase for the 
Indonesians' native archipelago]. Both idioms denote something to 
which one is naturally tied. (199 1, p. 143) 
This play comprises an example of the politicisation of the Hamlet theme 
as the mother figure and the (mother) country are closely associated. 
As in Hamlet, there is a major conflict within Gdbor-Hamlet's mind at the 
heart of the play. This concerns whether there is any sense in communism after 
what has been revealed to him. The question here is 'to stay or not to stay' instead 
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of the more metaphysical "To be or not to be". Nevertheless, leaving one's 
country in a literal sense and expatriating into death in a metaphorical sense are 
associated in the play when Mike points out to Gdbor that old Tdrnok emigrated 
into death. This unveils another intertext with Hamlet: the motif of death as an 
undiscovered country from which no traveller returns (cf 111/1; 79-80). Mike 
asserts that Gabi's attempt to leave the country (which he calls a suicidal act) and 
his father's suicide are both due to their escapism rather than facing up to the 
situation. It is clear from old Tarnok's letter that he did not excuse himself The 
main conflict is thus political. The author considered the play a psychological 
drama rather than a political drama (as she expressed in the programme of the 
production in Bek&scsaba), but even the contemporaneous reception accentuated 
the dominance of the political element. She was even criticised, for not providing 
very flesh-and-blood figures (ef Monostori 1962). Gdbor-Hamlet came across to 
some performance reviewers as a vehicle for ideas rather than as a human being 
(F. A. 1962). Silmegi Nagy's character was also found to be no more than an 
extremist mouthpiece of the 'irredent' ideology (Hdrnori 1962). Although Gdspdr 
declared that she remained alert to not writing a single sentence which would 
sound like a political argument, she did not actually achieve this. The music 
Gdbor composes on Hamlet is also of symbolic importance. He might see his 
father as a personage as grand as Hamlet, and he tears the sheet of the work in 
progress into pieces out of disillusiomnent. 
The play was mainly seen as a text depicting the communist 'saving' of 
Gdbor Tarnok with the aid of motherly love, the caring affection of Lia and 
Mike's wisdom. However, one theatre critic finds the absent father figure to be 
the main character of the play, due to his constant haunting of the characters, 
especially his son (Monostori 1962). Gdspdr also emphasises in the B6k6scsaba 
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programme that Tamok senior is the eighth character (though this character is not 
to appear on the scene). His picture is on the living room wall of the distinguished 
villa in Zugliget (an elegant district of the capital), always reminding the dwellers 
of his life and principles. This stresses the parallel with the ghost from Hamlet, 
especially due to the disposal of his portrait in the closet scene. This could also 
allude to the motif of the portrait of the authoritarian and patriarchal father, 
Kazimir Baradlay in the 1869 novel A kjszivu' emberfiai [The Sons of the Stone- 
hearted Man] by MOr J6kai. 149The resolute widow of this novel (centred also on a 
revolution, that of 1848-49) swears in front of the portrait to act in all matters 
regarding their three sons in opposition to her late pro-Austrian husband's will, 
and intends to convince them to serve their mother country. A point of dramatic 
culmination in the play is when we see the empty space of the picture removed by 
Gdbor. This takes place at the same time as the sheet music is torn into pieces. 
This symbolic act of iconoclasm sheds light on Gdbor's inner turmoil. In his letter 
to Mike,, Tarnok asks him not to demolish his son's memory of him, if possible. 
However, he also insists that if there is a necessity for the truth being uncovered, 
his son should be informed about his deeply regretted past (p. 80). 
Some performance reviews emphasise Mike's role as one of the most 
important (for example in DuniintWi Nap16 1962). He is the true socialist hero, 
who retains his dedication and hope against all odds. His moderate, humane 
attitude to communism is juxtaposed to the late Tarnok's naffow-minded 
dogmatism. Mike is the character who most ostensibly gives utterance to the 
teaching that communism can renew itself, provided mistakes can be admitted and 
surmounted. He rejects thinking in black and white terms. As he explains it to 
Gdbor in the finale, old Tamok was both guilty and honest. "Nezz szembe vegre 
149 The novel was published in English under the title The Baron's Sons: A Romance of the 
Hungarian Revolution of 1848 (1900, translated by P. F. Bicknell). 
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ezzel a kett6ssdggel" [Face this duality at last], he urges GAbor (p. 81). The fact 
that Mike and Tdmok junior share the same forename also accentuates via a very 
simple dramatic trick that there is continuity between these two characters: the 
torch is handed on by one Gdbor to another. The first name Gdbor had indeed 
been chosen by Tamok junior's parents because it was the name of his father's 
then best friend. 
To look at stage history more specifically, the play was first performed in 
Budapest (on the stage of the experimental 6dry Szinpad related to the 
Vigszinhaz, then in the Vigszlnhaz proper), which was followed by productions in 
most major Hungarian provincial theatres (for instance, Bekescsaba, Debrecen, 
Miskolc, Pecs, Szeged and Szolnok). These perfonnances occupied a very short 
time span, between 1962 and 1964, with most productions dating from 1962 (cf 
Appendix Five). (Small wonder that the drama has never been revived since. ) The 
play toured all around the country, including large villages with cultural 
institutions (mfivel6d6si hdz) set up under the communist regime. After several 
performances the cast stayed on for a question and answer session with the 
audience in order to exchange ideas about the 'optimistic' and 'enlightening' 
nature of the performance. Actors' 'testimonies' are included in the B6k6scsaba 
programme. These are concerned with how the individual actors interpreted the 
roles they acted, and how they approached the characters. Photographs of the 
individual actors are attached to these 'testimonies' in order to make them even 
more influential. Ilona Szendrey's text is entitled "Talalkozasom Annaval 1962- 
ben" [My encounter with Anna in 1962], while Sandor Szoboszlai's account poses 
the question "Mire tanit Mike Gdbor? " [What does Gdbor Mike teach us? ]. The 
word testimony -a term from religious language - aptly, if metaphorically, 
describes these texts. The term is originally associated with martyrs, who openly 
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vouchsafed their beliefs. We could have employed the term paratext, after 
Genette, which would be theoretically more suitable; yet, the semi-religious one is 
chosen in order to demonstrate how much the cultic Shakespearean paradigrn 
continues even in a very secular period such as 1960s' Hungary. These actors in 
1962, however, were most probably talked into writing or merely adding their 
names to these testimonies, which were obviously devised to underline the 
ideology with which the play is impregnated. The Budapest performance was 
recorded by the radio and had already been transmitted in 1962. Hungarian Radio 
repeated it again in 2000, for the twentieth anniversary of the death of the actress 
Elma Bulla (who played Anna). 
TT- 
humletnak nincs igaza ran altogether for approximately four hundred 
nights, which is not a large number if one considers the amount of its premieres 
nationwide. The numbers suggest that, at least outside Budapest, attendance was 
almost exclusively 'compulsory'. A considerable number of people must have 
gone to see it only because they were supposed to. The following 'call for 
attendance' filed in the Hungarian Theatre Institute seems to support this. A copy 
of this must have been sent out by one of the Propaganda Departments (AgitProp) 
of MSZMP (Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party) to different places of work. The 
'invitation' reads as follows: 
Kedves Titkdr Elvtdrs! 
A Vigszinhdzban 1962. november ho 7-en szmre keriAl Gaspdr Margit: 
Hamletnek nincs igaza c. nagysikerii szinrnfive. A darab megtekintdse 
segits&get ad a VIII-ik Pdftkongresszus teziseivel kapcsolatos felvildgosit6 
munkajukban. JavasoIjuk, hogy a vallalat dolgoz6i kollektiven tekintsek 
meg az el6adAst. [ ... 
] 
[Dear Comrade Secretary, 
Margit Gaspar's successful drama Hamlet Is not Right is going to be 
staged at Vigszinhdz on 7 November 1962. Watching the play will help 
you in your enlightening work to do with the main theorems of the 8th 
Congress of the Party. We suggest that the employees of your firm view 
the performance together. ] 
It is important to add that the word employee in the translation does not fully 
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convey the ideological power of the Hungarian word dolgozO (worker), used for 
every member of the Hungarian socialist society in employment, together with a 
political tone of building this society. It is also telling that the invitation is for 7 
November, which was at the time a public holiday, commemorating the 
'liberation' of Hungary by the Soviets at the end of WW2. This perfon-nance 
served as a means of celebrating on a 'community' level a day that allegedly 
replaces religious holidays in importance and ritualistic character. The 8th 
congress mentioned in the letter took place between 20-24 November 1962, 
announcing a phase of "complete Socialist construction" (Hoensch 1988, p. 23 1). 
This was an important event during Janos Kaddr's regime, which was a soft- 
boiled socialism after Rakosi era, which was the Hungarian version of Stalinism: 
"Kadar's personal experiences of the worst forms of Stalinism did [ ... 
] rule out a 
return to the earlier 'doginatism' of Rdkosi's personal dictatorship" (Hoensch 
1988, p. 221). 
The press cuttings also support the assumption that attendance was warmly 
recommended. A fiery, though unsigned, newspaper article appearing in the 
provincial daily Szolnok Megyei Nýplap [Szolnok County Mail] in 1964 
complains about the low attendance. Television (a sports programme and a cheap 
detective film were on that night) and a local basketball match were all blamed for 
the absence of the younger generation. Teachers were also criticised by the 
reviewer for not turning up in large numbers and not encouraging their students to 
do so, either. Nevertheless, in the provincial town of Kunszentmdrton a member 
of the local state farm is congratulated on being a regular visitor of guest 
perfonnances. The education journal K&znevel6s [Public Education] considered it 
to be the best Hungarian drama of the season, with the suggestion that it is 
beneficial for young people to watch it (F6nyi 1962). 
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The play's foreign itinerary is also worth pursuing. It was mounted in 
different countries of the Soviet bloc,, such as Czechoslovakia (in twenty 
theatres! ), Poland, Romania, the Soviet Union (Tallinn and rehearsals at least are 
recorded for Moscow,, too). Some of these performances were in Hungarian, for 
instance in Transylvania (1972), where there is a sizeable Hungarian population, 
and in the fonner Yugoslavia (1971), for the same reason. There were 
negotiations with Belgium about a televisual adaptation to be shown on an 
Antwerp channel. 150 Apart from an English translation of the playtext, the 
Hungarian Theatre Institute has plot summaries in English, German and French. 
According to reports in Hungarian newspapers of the day, the play was very 
successful abroad. (It might have been a 'must' for some of these audiences as 
well - part of the cultural exchange within the Soviet bloc. ) It is only the brief 
summary in Hungarian of Milan Poldk's review of the premiýre in Bratislava 
(1962) that adopts anything resembling a critical tone. He reports that the director 
and the dramaturg in Bratislava needed to cleanse the text of lofty declamations 
and cheap tendentiousness in order to make the characters more life-like. Poldk 
even says that quotations from Hamlet sound less artificial here, which may be 
surprising because the Hungarian 'original' is not very abundant with citations 
from Hamlet. On the other hand, he notes that Haspra, the director, made the play 
more mystical than it was supposed to be. His criticism is unexpectedly sharp 
considering that it comes from a neighbouring communist country. 151 
A slightly surprising trace of Gaspdr's reception outside Hungary is an 
article that appeared in an Egyptian periodical entitled Al Gumhouria, which 
150 The Hungarian Theatre Institute has a note on this, dating Erom 31 March 1964. 
'5' In the Hungarian accounts of the Bratislava performance it is striking that the city's name is not 
rendered in Hungarian (Pozsony) but the Slovak form is retained. The reason must lie With a 
conscious political veiling of the fact that Bratislava-Pozsony used to belong to the Austro- 
Hungarian Empire, and had an ethnic minority Hungarian population. 
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focuses on literature and the arts. The Hungarian Theatre Institute stores a 
photocopy of the article from 14 May 1967, alongside a poor-quality English 
translation. Apart from the text being ungrammatical at a number of points (and 
certainly was not prepared by a native speaker of English), there are telling gaps 
in the plot summary of Gdspar's play. Gabi's attempt to defect is not even 
mentioned, and it is rather unclear whether old Tdmok was aware of the fabricated 
evidence used in the trials. The official translation leaves the subject somewhat 
blurred: "[ 
... 
] yet after the judge passed that sentence, and after it was proved that 
this judge kept all the time depending in his sentences on false evidences [sic! ], 
then he was subject to a nervous break down, and he commits suicide" (p. 2). The 
counter-translation, requested by the present writer confirms that the involvement 
of old Tamok in the conviction of innocent people was not very clear. This could 
be due either to an unsatisfactory comprehension of the Arabic text, or the 
author's less than impeccable English. If the article was translated in Hungary, it 
might have been the case of using two separate translators: one for translating the 
text from Arabic into Hungarian, and one for translating it from Hungarian into 
English for potential official visitors. The Egyptian journalist, being curious about 
literary life in post-1956 Hungary, interviewed two authors of the time, Mikl6s 
Vidor, a poet, and Margit Gdspar. 152 The journalist was interested whether the 
Hungarian reading public was familiar with Western literary trends of the day. 
Why did an Egyptian literary periodical have an interest in the art and artistic 
policy of an East-Central European socialist country in 1967? The Egyptian 
president of the time was Gamal Abdul Nasser (1952-1982), a revolutionary who 
greatly contributed to Egypt's independence from the UK. Having established a 
152 The journalist's name was transcribed as Abd El Monem Selim by the anonymous translator of 
the article stored in the Hungarian Theatre Institute and as Abdul Munim Saleem by the translator 
who double-checked the translation at the present author's request. 
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form of Arab socialism, he had beffiended several socialist leaders of the Soviet 
bloc,, being interested in how socialism worked there. (He found the practice of 
censorship useful, for instance. ) Importantly, it appears that the interviewer is not 
primarily interested in Hungarian art and culture of the day but in how much 
Hungary was open to novelties of Western literature. The two interviewees reject 
Duras (Margaret Dora in the translation), Robbe-Grillet (Allan Rop Garpieh), 
Sarraute (Natali Saroth), and Gregory Corso (George Korso), despite claiming not 
to have read any of them. They see these works as "false literature" "far away 
from our problems", and pessimistic (while communism allegedly supports 
optimism). According to Gaspar, the modem French novel, for instance, lacks 
truth (a principal requirement of prescriptive Marxist literary criticism of the time, 
which had a commitment to realism). 
153 It is apparent from this that these authors 
were hardly known in Hungary at that time, apart from isolated translations and 
reviews, and Gdspar's opinion may have been based on little actual experience. 
(Moreover, as she stresses in her autobiography, she herself did not care very 
much for avant-garde or experimental writing. ) When asked specifically about 
theatre issues,, Ms Gdspar offered an English translation of Hamletnak nines igaza 
for the journalist to read instead of providing an answer. The journalist, on the 
strength of this, summarised. the plot and noted the play's socialist ideology, 
concluding that he had, in fact, learnt something about Hungarian history this 
way. He emphasises that the play was translated into English in Hungary (and not 
153 The cause of the erratic spelling of the above names can only be guessed. It might be the case 
that Hungarian translators at this time were so protected from contemporary Western literature that 
they were not sure how to transcribe the names from Arabic, being unfamiliar with the names 
themselves. If we examine when the translation of these authors and their canonisation by 
academic or semi-academic articles started in Hungary, it might provide us with some evidence 
about this. According to the Hungarian encyclopaedia of world literature, Duras has been 
published in Hungarian translation since 1960 (the first translator was Albert Gyergyai), Corso 
since 1964, Robbe-Grillet since 1962 (the first translator was Ldzdr Bajomi), and Sarraute since 
1963 (the first translator was Mdrta Farkas), although a review of her work had appeared as early 
as in 1959 in Nagyvil6g. 
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in any English-speaking countries). State subsidy of the translation of Hungarian 
works into Western languages is still a prevailing practice, yet the latent 
assumption that British publishing houses would not have selected it for 
publication is also revelatory about the questionable artistic merit of the play. 
Authority and authorship: Gaspir, the Shakespearean author 
Since the play was seen and advertised as a creative and topical rewriting of the 
Tr- 
Bumlet theme, the author and some of the performance reviewers found it 
important to justify the act of reworking a sacred classic. Another related 
phenomenon is Margit Gaspar's own status as a 'Shakespearean' author. This is a 
similar cultural phenomenon to translators inscribing their names "alongside or 
over the name of Shakespeare" (Fischlin and Fortier 2000, p. 6). Translating 
Shakespeare enhances the translators' reputation and may strengthen their 
canonical status, and retranslators or rewriters often feel bound to justify their 
work. In Fischlin and Fortier's understanding, "adapters of Shakespeare undertake 
a number of responses to Shakespeare's canonical status: some seek to supplant or 
overthrow; others borrow from Shakespeare's status to give resonance to their 
own efforts" (2000, p. 6). Associating Gdspar with Shakespeare in her devotion to 
literature and in other engagements is apparent in a note published in Pesti Mi7sor 
[What's on in Budapest] in celebration of Gdspar's 89th birthday: 
Egdsz dletmfive, s ami sokkal t6bb, egdsz elete arr6l sz6l, hogy Hamletnek 
igaza van. [ ... 
] Gaspar Margit mast se tett, mint vedte Hamlet igazat. A 
kardnM sokkal er6tlenebb fegyverrel, tollal. irt. Te1jesen drtelmetlen ds 
felesleges vAllalkozAs, de gy6ny6rU'. A jutalma pedig a legt6bb. Az ember 
boldog lehet. 
[Her whole oeuvre, and what's much more, her whole life is about Hamlet 
being right. [ ... 
] Margit Gdspar has done nothing else but defend Hamlet's 
justice. With a pen -a weapon much less powerful than a sword. Writing. 
This is a completely senseless and superfluous venture, yet beautiful. Its 
reward cannot be more abundant: one can be happy. ] (Anon. 1994a) 
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The above passage plays upon the stereotype of the Shakespearean (and here also 
Gdspdrean) importance of a life spent writing, and thus, maintaining and 
guaranteeing Hamlet's truth. As Fischlin and Fortier contend in Adaptations of 
Shakespeare, rewriting is a "key location for the exploration of culture and its 
transmission" (2000, p. 1). This is expressed here by means of a typical trick in 
classical rhetoric - punning on (the title of) a work by her, namely the play under 
review here. Moreover,, the note has the following jocular conclusion: 
Most j6tt egy tdvirat: jsmeretlenUl is mely h6dolattal kbsz6nt6m bnt,, 
kedves Gaspar Margit, szUletese napjdn: William Shakespeare". 
[A recently arrived telegram says: "Without having met you personally I 
greet you with profound homage, dear Margit Gaspar, on your birthday. 
(Signature: ) William Shakespeare. "] (Anon. 1994a) 
Margit Gaspar herself also compares her situation to that of Shakespeare when she 
talks about the end of literature in a brief interview. She claims that history has 
annihilated literature. Gdspdr finds it hopeless to write either novels or plays 
because watching television offers more engaging historical experience: 
Persze, az sem volt egy nagyon b6k6s korszak, amikor egy bizonyos 
Shakespeare Vilmos & igen izgalmas Ugyeket tudott imi, annak ellenere, 
hogy azok, vagy hasonloak, meg is t6rt6ntek. 
[Of course, it was not a very peaceful period either when a certain Mr 
Vilmos Shakespeare was writing on very exciting matters, despite the fact 
that those or similar ones did actually happen. ] (Anon. 1990) 
It is noteworthy that she mentions Shakespeare by the Magyarised, eighteenth- 
century form of his name: Vilmos is Hungarian for Williarn. This also places an 
emphasis on the pathos and nostalgia attached to speaking in such a (politically) 
Shakespearean paradigm. These instances are even more telling in the context of 
DezsO' Mdsz6ly's imaginary dialogue with Arany, Hungary's 'almost the same but 
not quite' Shakespeare (in his apologetic essay discussed in Part One Chapter 
Two). 154 In M6sz6ly's case the ghostly appearance was urged to justify translation 
154 The phrase almost the same but not quite is appropriated from postcolonial theory here (cf 
Bhabha 1999, p. 478). 
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strategies, while in the case of Szinhazi Elet it is used with a canonising purpose: 
to solidify the importance of the author under review. As shown above, one 
justification for what might otherwise seem to be bardicide, appears to be the 
claim that Shakespeare himself would appreciate this work had he miraculously 
had a chance to see it: 
Ha Shakespeare - valamilyen csoda folytdn - Idthatna ezt az ýIjfaita 
Hamletet, val6szinu'leg nem haragudna 6tlete ds h6se felhasznAlasdýrt. 
Maga is csaknem minden tdmajAt elo'z6 szerz6k mUveib6l vette dt. Talan 
meg 6rillne is, hogy akadt valaki, aki a Hamletek t6rtenetet ilyen 
ido'szerGen folytatta tovAbb. 
[If Shakespeare - due to some miracle - had a chance to see this new kind 
of Hamlet,, he would probably not be angry at the use of his idea and his 
hero. He himself also borrowed most of his subject matter from the work 
of earlier authors. He might even be happy if there was someone who 
continued the story of the Hamlets in such a topical way. ] (Kem6ny 1962) 
Not all critics are so benevolent towards adaptation. As the author of Modern 
Shakespeare Offshoots, Ruby Cohn, claims, "Shakespeare offshoots are not 
Shakespeare. Or, a little less tersely, no modem Shakespeare offshoot has 
improved upon the original" (1976, p. VII). A Shakespeare rewrite has a (partly) 
different intertextual network than that of its 'original(s)'. However, it may inform 
future readings of the respective Shakespeare play rather than improving his work 
in the strict sense. 
The time shift from Shakespeare's time to Gaspar's day also challenges a 
few reviewers. An important aspect is to emphasise that Gdspdr - in the spirit of 
the attitude of discipleship - did not intend to question anything about 
Shakespeare's Hamlet, she is only interrogating the ideological blindness of one 
particularly contemporary Hamlet figure (her own). As she contends in the 
programme of the Bekescsaba performance, the title does not at all mean that she 
wants to debate the mentality of Shakespeare's hero. The reason her Hamlet 
character is not right is because his father, the idol, was already wrong. 
The element of 'time travel' in connection with Shakespeare is not unique 
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to the discourse about Gaspar's play. It is quite common in Shakespop literature, 
especially in the sci-fi genre (cf Lanier 2002, p. 128). Such texts fall into two 
categories: in some of them Shakespeare pays an anachronistic visit to the time of 
the narrative (for example, in Isaac Asimov's The Immortal Bard from 1954); in 
others, a modem-day figure zooms back to Shakespeare's day to meet him and/or 
his contemporaries (for instance, in a Superman story from 1947, entitled 
Shakespeare's Ghost Writer). 155 
As Douglas Lanier claims, "one of Shakespeare's attractions for popular 
culture is that he represents a potential, never realized for long, for bridging the 
cultural divide" (2002, p. 56). Some reviewers also find it important to stress that 
Gaspar's "Hamlet in a pullover" (as the author nicknamed it) does not feed on 
Shakespeare's classic in a parasitic way: "A Shakespeare teremtette helsing6ri ddn 
kirdlyfi k6sei megid6z6se sem holmi szdnd6kolt, 6tletesked6, a ddanairodalom 
6ri, Asdn 616sk6dni akar6 anakronizmus. " [Invoking Elsinore's Danish prince 
invented by Shakespeare is not some would-be smart anachronism, which wishes 
to feed on the giant of dramatic literature] (Mesz6ly 1962). This critic's 
justification might fall victim to Dwight Macdonald's concept of mass culture 
feeding on high culture without giving anything in return (cf Storey 1997, p. 37). 
In his essay entitled "A Theory of Mass Culture" Macdonald asserts, "[ ... 
] Mass 
Culture began as, and to some extent still is, a parasitic, a cancerous growth on 
High Culture" (1994, p. 3 0). Having identified kitsch as the German term for mass 
culture,, he continues, "Kitsch 'mines' High Culture the way improvident 
frontiersmen mine the soil, extracting its riches and putting nothing back" (1994, 
p. 30). This is the accusation against which certain critics wish to defend Gaspar's 
155 Patsy Stoneman talks of a similar example of rewriting the Brontds, namely Lin Haire- 
Sargeant's novel Heathcliff (1992), which not only takes the liberty of mingling characters from 
Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights but also has Charlotte Brontý meet Mr Lockwood on a train (cf. 
1995, P. 86). 
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work. As Gdspdr herself also stresses in the aforementioned programme, "Minden 
korban az ir6i fantdzia szokott jAtdka volt klasszikus remekmiivek bizonyos 
vonasainak -djrafeldolgozasa, varialasa" [In all ages it has been an accepted game 
of the creative imagination to rework and vary certain aspects of classic 
masterpieces]. Nevertheless, it has to be emphasised that the play does not 
unquestionably belong to the category of popular culture, it rather ranks among 
middlebrow artefacts, as will be discussed at a later point. 156 
Rather than spoiling, abusing or criticising Shakespeare, the play 
appropriates Shakespeare for socialist ideology: it 're-baptises' Shakespeare' as a 
socialist. Alexander Shurbanov and Boika Sokolova amply describe this 
phenomenon of "painting Shakespeare red" in Bulgaria and, to a lesser extent, the 
Soviet context. Hungary provided no exception to this rule, either, although 
Hungary's religious patterns were not adopted for the socialist Shakespeare cult as 
they were in primarily Orthodox Bulgaria (cf Shurbanov and Sokolova 2001, pp. 
20-21). From another perspective, the continuity of the Hungarian custodianship 
of the Bard is provided by Gaspar's play. The already vibrant Shakespeare 
reception and cult entered a supposedly enlightened and mature communist phase. 
(Marxist ideology views the course of history as a process from bad towards 
optimal social structure, the latter being represented by communism. ) 
Shakespeare, having witnessed a number of previous phases, had to be 
incorporated into the newest and allegedly final one. Gaspar's play aptly 
illustrates John Joughin's understanding of adaptation insofar as "to adapt is also 
to ad-just - to move towards justice or rather to open up what Derrida might term 
the indeterminate future-to-come of justice itself' (2003, p. 145). Or, as Christy 
156 Macdonald's culture-specific view (he elaborates on US and Soviet popular culture) is only 
relevant here because Hungary itself has had a strongly aestheticising attitude which still prevails 
to this day. 
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Desmet puts it in broader terms, "Shakespeare must always already be co-opted 
by the dominant culture and caution against the easy assumption that Shakespeare 
can set us free" (Desmet 1999, p. 3). 
It is not accidental that the secondary material one may rely on when 
writing on Gaspar is performance reviews, interviews, transcripts of radio 
programmes, and so on. Since her work is not prized by academia, it is only 
logical that her 'canonisation' takes place on a different terrain - somewhere 
between high and low culture 'proper'. Indeed, it appears to be in the realm of 
what Macdonald discards as "a tepid, flaccid Middlebrow Culture" - namely, a 
homogenising entertaim-nent between low and high culture (1994, p. 34). As the 
American essayist sharply contends, "There is nothing more vulgar than 
sophisticated kitsch" (Macdonald 1994, p. 34). 
Strictly speaking, the play has no artistic merits. It is a so-called schematic 
play, almost a production line item, very much in support of an ideology. The 
dialogue is imbued with the message that the dogmatic, idolatric period of 
communism is over, and iconoclasm and reconciliation are indispensable in the 
period of 'thaw' and consolidation (which indeed took place in Hungary under 
Jdnos KadAr). 157 Stoneman expects sequels to be well written in terms of style, as 
well as to pose ideological challenges to their originals. As she remarks about 
Emma Tennant's Pemberley, a sequel to Austen's Emma, "it fails to 'right' the 
text by failing to 'wright' the text" (1995, p. 86). "Failures of craft" (Stoneman 
1995, p. 86) can be noticed in Gaspar's play, too, as it is far too deeply immersed 
in the political ideologY the author believed in. Even though this instance of 
appropriation is not "ungrounded" enough (Joughin 2003, p. 144) - either from 
157 Another 'schematic 'play firom the time that deals with the falsity of idolisation is Andrds 
Berkesi's 1963 A kdr bezdrul [The Circle Closes] (cf. 
http: //mek. oszk. hu/02200/02228/html/06/550. html). 
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Hamlet or from its own formative ideology -, nor can it pride itself on much of an 
44originary governance", which Joughin (2003, p. 144) finds essential for an 
adaptation to turn into an exemplary, rule-making work. However, the play under 
review still testifies to the palimpsest status of 'Hamlet' in Hungarian culture. 
More generally speaking, it also indicates that there is a "constant process of 
origination" (Joughin 2003, p. 13 1) around Hamlet. 
The mummification of an author's name in cultural memory happens on 
non-academic grounds too, even though it employs different means and occurs in 
different forums. Margit Gaspar's oeuvre, and its 'reception', has had as its site a 
wide range of periodicals from daily newspapers and listing programmes via radio 
talk shows to the leading theatre journal of the country and the most prominent 
women's weekly magazine (as an interviewee). This will not guarantee her a 
place in any academic canon, but it is not only "high culture" that is subject to 
canonisation. "Lower" strata of culture also have their own canonising 
mechanisms. Furthermore,, Gaspar is a figure whose work might split into a range 
of such strata. Her Hamlet and Greek rewrites might occasionally put her on a 
reading list of an English, Drama, Cultural Studies or Comparative Literature 
department. Her work as a theatre manager and adaptation expert might draw the 
attention of Theatre Studies tutors and researchers. 
As Gaspar's play translates a personal dilemma into a 'community play', it 
betrays the author's desperate attempt at self-justification in relation to her 
blindness in the pre-'56 period, alongside her renewed faith in socialism. The text 
may be regarded as a 1956 play in the sense that it deals with the (personal) 
cultural memory of '56, the unspeakable troubles of and after '56. Curiously, the 
action takes place right before and at the moment '56 occurs, and the time of 
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writing is a few years after the events - it is a play that revolves around '56. It is 
clearly the ideological climate of the time of the writing of the play that Gdspdr 
projects to have characterised the time before 1956. The thaw in Hungarian 
communist policies dates from later than Gdbor Mike's character would suggests 
(apart from the more liberal and democratic ambitions of Imre Nagy's circle, 
which were defeated in 1956). 
However, the avoidance of 1956 in the play is telling. The 'Hamlet' 
framework is utilised to forge a certain historical amnesia. This is a phenomenon 
similar to what Fischlin and Fortier, drawing on Mary Loeffelholz, notice about 
Charlotte Bames's The Forest Princess; or, Two Centuries Ago (1844). This 
piece, blending the Pocahontas story with The Tempest, irons out obvious traces 
of the colonisation of American indigenous culture by Europeans (cf. Fischlin and 
Fortier 2000, p. 15). As regards Gaspar's text, it is the memory of 1956 - the 
creal' one - that needs to be erased. An unnameable, haunting and disturbing 
memory is at the heart of this text. The 'obituary work' was only possible for 
Gaspdr with the aid of Shakespeare (or rather the mechanism, the textual and 
institutional universe called 'Shakespeare'), 'who' has incessantly witnessed the 
nation's story from the Enlightenment on. 
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Chapter Two: Fictionalising Hamlet 
I 
Novelising Hamlet 
Arpad Juhdsz's (1894-1945) rewriting of the Hamlet theme (1929) is an entirely 
forgotten text within Hungarian literature. The author himself is hardly 
remembered, although he worked in a variety of genres. ' 58 After discussing 
alterations of plot and character, the main focus in this chapter will be on two of 
the figures, Hamlet and Bumbala (Juhasz's invention), who broaden the scope of 
investigation into a major ideological debate at the heart of the novel as well as to 
the chronotope dominating this narrative. Finally, the formal, rhetorical aspect of 
this rewriting-as-translation will be examined, with reference to the reworking of 
famous fragments. 
Juhdsz's novel bears the same title made famous from Arany's and most 
other translations: Hamlet, d6n kiralyfl [Hamlet, the Danish Prince], but the genre 
and the plot are different. The plot is historically relocated to Juhdsz's own time. 
It is not domesticated in terms of ethnicity to match the author's background 
(which would be a Hungarian setting in this case). Yet, the chronotope underlying 
the novel is worthy of attention. The concept of the chronotope was introduced by 
Mikhail Bakhtin. The term literally means 'time-space', and it refers to meeting 
points of time and space, places that are infiltrated with time. Chronotopes, among 
which Bakhtin enumerates the encounter (for example, in the earliest - Greek and 
158 Juhdsz published several volumes of poetry (Etfqjtott Wnnyek [Tears], Kdsz6ntjs messzirol 
[Greeting from a Distance], &csýz6 [Farewell], Szabadsdg himnusza [The Hymn of Liberty]); a 
couple of novels (Aranypoh& [The Golden Glass], Ori kaszin6 [Bourgeois Casino], Muri-&Lz 
[Party-house]); a collection of short stories (Gobefin); a comedy (V&6s majom [Red Monkey]), in 
collaboration with the similarly unknown Emil Rusk6. In addition to this, he also worked as a 
journalist. After years of wandering in different European countries (he emigrated in 1919), he 
worked for Kassai Nqp16 [Kassa Times] and, from 193 1, for Zsid6 Ojs6g [Jewish Gazette] on his 
return to his homeland. 
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Latin - novels), the road (for example, in the picaresque novel), the castle (for 
example, in the Gothic novel), the provincial town (in many nineteenth-century 
novels) and the threshold (for example, in Dostoyevsky), are "organizing centres 
for the fundamental narrative events of the novel" (Bakhtin 1981, p. 250). 
Juhasz's Hamlet story is set in Scandinavia and other parts of Europe, following 
the travels of the characters. Even though the action does not take place in 
Hungary, the book can be read as an almost allegorical reflection on the politics 
and the spirit of Juhdsz's day, albeit wih relevance to Europe rather than Hungary 
exclusively. This makes the chronotope pluricultural, a translation in a 
metaphorical sense. The author's preface dates from September 1929. This is very 
close to the outbreak of the American stock market crisis. However, as it 
antecedes Black Thursday (24 October), one cannot establish a close relationship 
between the two. The novel is set against the backdrop of post-World War I 
Europe, with the atmosphere suggesting the dawning of the Depression era. 
Translating plot and character 
Juhdsz's work precedes more recent capitalist versions of the Hamlet theme, and 
may well be the first one in the line including 'corporate Hamlets' such as 
Sdrk6zi's play, Aki Kaurismdki's film Hamlet Goes Business (1987) or Michael 
Almereyda's Hamlet movie (2000). The royal family thus has been translated into 
a capitalist entrepreneur family, and given one of the most common Danish 
family names: Larsen. It is a parodistic element that it is the corn trade (the trade 
providing one's quotidian, and thus, being one of the most powerful capitalist 
industries) that the Larsens have been involved in for a couple of centuries in 
Copenhagen. Claude Larsen, the Claudius figure of the novel, is a businessman 
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bearing the epithet 'the Napoleon of business' ("az UzIet Nap6leonja", p. 39). 159 
Having recently married his brother's widow, he devises a plan in order to 
monopolise the corn industry in the region. His aim is to spread the news that 
there are not enough crops available on the market, and thus to get people to buy 
the stock they have accumulated. Of course, Fortimbraa (the Fortinbras figure) is 
the head of the main rivalling corn company (dominating the Swedish and 
Norwegian markets). The Fortimbraa company is clever enough not to fall into 
the trap set up by Larsen. All this plotting takes place in the vein of social 
darwinism (in Herbert Spencer's understanding of the concept). As the educated 
and rational Horace explains it to his fellow-employees (that is the night wardens): 
"Harc a hatalomert. Egyiknek el kell hullania" [This is a struggle for power. One 
of them has to fall] (p. 15). 
This is the environment Hamlet lives in. There is no reference to his 
returning from Wittemberg (sic! ) at all; however, he wants to go there, and is 
persuaded by his mother and Claude not to do so. Claude even makes him deputy 
to Ragnhild (the Polonius character). The truth about his father's death is revealed 
to him by his father's ghost appearing in his room at night; and the means by 
which the murder happened is disclosed by a medium. Hamlet - to some extent 
inadvertantly - starts his revenge with the perfonnance of his play, EgerfogO [The 
Mousetrap]. Hamlet's mother summons him after the show for a discussion. In 
contrast with the 'original', Ragnhild is not killed by Hamlet; he only lies to his 
mother about having killed Ragnhild, at which moment Ragnhild's sudden 
collapse and death is reported. After this, Claude sends him to England, but - 
importantly - not to have him murdered, just to get him out of the way. While in 
159 In the text he is presented as Larsen Claude as Hungarian has the family name first - the same 
applies to the rest of the names in the novel. All quotations are from Juhdsz 1929, in the present 
author's translation. 
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England, Hamlet receives Horatio's telegram about Lia's suicide. She jumped into 
the lake in Hamlet's garden, without leaving a farewell letter, and no corpse was 
found. Hamlet is easily convinced by the notorious good-for-nothings, 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, to go to Paris (from whence the penniless twosome 
had been summoned) instead of staying on in England. In Paris Hamlet makes his 
escape from Rosencrantz and Guildenstern (he is fed up with their materialistic 
and dishonest ways). On the train he takes to Hamburg he meets Laert (a largely 
positive character in this rewrite), who breaks the news about Claude's 
bankruptcy. In a rather prosaic turn of the plot, the Larsens are forced to move to 
the countryside because it is cheaper, and they go on to receive a slight annual 
allowance from Fortimbraa. There is no massacre at the end, not a drop of blood 
is spilt. The novel has a more individualist closure, which, however, interrogates 
the social importance of such a disaffiliated poetic soul as Hamlet. Hamlet is 
puzzled that all the revenge has been conducted already by Fortimbraa; he feels 
useless,, he has no prospects. There is no indication of Hamlet's death in the novel. 
The last news about him is what Laert gathers from the ticket inspector: he got off 
the train in Cologne. The tragic element is almost entirely eliminated from the 
story, although the melancholy of Hamlet's character is retained. 
Most characters derive from Hamlet; it is only a few names, such as those 
of Hamlet and Ophelia, that are either unchanged or only slightly modified. (The 
name OphMa is spelt with an accent on e (ýkezet) here, and, similarly to Gaspar's 
character, she is often called by her nickname, Lia. ) "The Danish crop king" ("dan 
termenykiraly", p. 14) is not a man of words. Unlike his Shakespearean 
counterpart, who speaks in cleverly constructed tirades, this 1920's Claudius 
figure is embarrassed when he is supposed to say more than one or two sentences. 
It is striking that Mrs Larsen does not have a first name herself, the name 
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Gertrude is never mentioned. The nameless wife is, however, not so unfortunate; 
she is a strong and desirable woman. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are 
(reincarnated' under the same names. Their character traits are very similar to 
those in Hamlet; though a flirtation with Mrs Larsen is added (especially on 
Guildenstem's part). This is, however, initiated and encouraged by Mrs Larsen. 
Polonius is turned into Pdl Rdgnhild. The figure of Reynaldo (in Hungarian 
translations: Rajndld) innovatively turns up as Olaf Reynald, a private detective. 
Ragnhild visits him in his office, and commissions him to check up on Laert. 
Voltimand's name is retained,, and Cornelius becomes Kornel Riisen. The clerks 
doing their night duty in the Larsen office are the 'translated' versions of the 
sentinels. Barnardo (usually Bernardo in Hungarian versions) is 're-christened' as 
Berndt Glahn,, but the others call him Bernard6, because he speaks Italian and 
Spanish fluently (thus the Latin ending). Under the name Ferenc Krag one may 
recognise Francisco. Marcell Knick recalls Marcellus's character. 
The most sympathetically drawn character appears to be Horace (the 
Horatio figure of the novel). This is more of a time for Horatios than Hamlets: 
reliable and modest businessmen and employees, both rational and intuitive, loyal 
to their families, who do not meddle in public affairs too much but participate as 
much as they need in order to be successful. They may be mediocrities, but this is 
a time in which the aurea mediocritas can flourish. 
There are a few striking differences in terms of plot development. As 
mentioned above,, Rdgnhild-Polonius is not killed by Hamlet; the eponymous 
character only lies to his mother (when he is summoned by her after the 
perfon-nance) that he had just killed him. Ragnhild is not hiding there, and - 
probably to further emphasise the importance of spiritual forces in the novel - the 
news of Rdgnhild's death is broken right after Hamlet's false confession. (Perhaps 
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Hamlet's obsession with spiritualism may account for this coincidence. ) In fact, 
Ragnhild died of a stroke. When Hamlet is sent to England, he does not want to 
leave without Oph6lia, he sends a letter to her by his servant, Bumbala, asking her 
to accompany him. Having just lost her father, she is not prepared to go. Hamlet 
feels devastated after her death. 
The frame of the narrative is worthy of attention in itself. At the outset we 
are taken to an isolated, cold and dark place nearby the Norwegian fiords, where a 
vicar enters an ill-lit shop, smelling of lard, herrings, petroleum and cheese. He is 
told there that the week-old Stavanger Gazette reports an imminent shortage of 
crops. This is one of the false alanns for which Claude is responsible. Tivadar 
Bugge, the shopkeeper, and Gladsun, the sailor, set out for Copenhagen with the 
priest's accompanying letter to his son, Hordce Nielsen, who works for Larsen 
Co,, and can hopefully help them to purchase some com. At the very end of the 
novel the action moves back to this little village, where the arrival of Hordce is 
celebrated by his parents. 160 The fact that this novel,, which is on a cosmopolitan 
scale, begins and ends in an ultima Thule may imply a confirmation of a system of 
domestic values, especially those related to the family and a sense of community. 
In contrast with Gdspdr's play, many scenes or shorter passages of the play 
are translated into episodes in the novel. After the abovementioned exposition we 
encounter a couple of clerks in the Larsen office. Together with Horatio, they are 
discussing the state of affairs, as they do in the play. The motif of demagogy 
(which is so important to Claudius's relationship to the court and the people in 
Hamlet) appears when Horatio, in a conversation with the office workers, assesses 
the state of affairs saying that in a war the crowd always loses, it is only the king 
160 Hordce explains what happened to his previous firm, as he now works for Fortimbraa. 
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who can win. The people are there to keep cheering him. Anyone who keeps quiet 
counts as a traitor and should be oppressed. 161 
Hordce Nielsen, who is introduced as a devoted spiritualist, tells the 
leavers to close the door because someone might be walking around the rooms. 
This element substitutes for the guards sensing the presence of the ghost in the 
play, though it is much less emphasised here, probably because it is the 
psychically unstable Hamlet who is meant to be facing the ghost. 
Let us have a look at a few examples of reimagined plot elements or 
passages. When we first see the Larsen family, they are sat in the living room 
after dinner. Claude admits he has had some worrying intuitions lately. When Mrs 
Larsen asks him whether this has been going on since the wedding, Hamlet 
reposts, "0, azert nem erdemes. A koporsO f6l6tt is lehet lakodalmat tartani" 
[There's no point in having bad feelings about that. One can have a wedding 
n, k above a coffin. ] (p. 18). This is an obvious allusion to "funeral bak'd meats" that 
"coldly furnish[ed] forth the marriage tables" (discussed between Hamlet and 
Horatio, 1/2; 180-181). 
Claude sending off Voltimand and Kornel Riisen to the rival company as 
his ambassadors is an important part of the novel. His dictatorial method is 
ap arent when they return with no success. Claude certainly does not give them Vp 
any freedom to try to save the situation. Competing political trends of the time are 
also reflected on when the exemplary capitalist entrepreneur sends two of his 
employees to Stockholm, instructing them not to try to negotiate with socialists. 
Polonius is mocked for his old age much in the manner of Shakespeare and 
Arany. Hamlet's request to Horatio to watch Claudius' body language during the 
performance also features here, with Hamlet stressing Hordce's true friendship as 
16 ' Hordce and the clerks discuss the state of affairs, as Horatio and the guards do in Act I Scene I 
of the play. 
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well as his poverty (the latter is an addition). Hamlet invites Oph6lia to their box 
in the theatre (where he sits with Mr and Mrs Larsen), and he caresses her hand 
during the performance. He continues this behaviour after his mother and 
stepfather leave, to Rdgrihild's great pleasure (Ragnhild would like his daughter to 
marry into the family). Rather innovatively, it happens in a night bar where 
Hamlet and Horatio go after the premi . ere of his play, that he grabs the flute from 
one of the musicians and instructs Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to play it when 
they urge him to go to see his mother. 
European identity in the making: a perspective on the chronotope 
through the characters of Handet, Bumbala and the Bringtowns 
Juhasz's Hamlet is a paranoid character, obsessed with spiritualism and a belief in 
the supernatural (not in the sense of organised religion or doctrines), the existence 
of another world, and its constant interference with this world. This might be one 
of the reasons why he does not properly engage in 'worldly' matters. Thus, one of 
the culturally most important aspects of the novel is the seance during which the 
ghost of Hamlet's father confirms - through the clairvoyant - that it was with 
poison that Claude killed him. 162 Spiritualism, a cultural practice originating in 
America (it started in 1848 with Katherine and Margaret Fox), spread to Europe in 
the mid-19th century (travelling mediums appeared in Paris, Warsaw, and Berlin), 
and it reached England in 1852 (cf Owen 1989, p. 73). The passage related to the 
table-turning session includes a description of the physical behaviour of the 
medium. There are several technical details reported, such as Hamlet holding the 
medium's hand so as to suggest to her who the wanted person is, instead of telling 
162 Such events are common in the Hungarian fiction of the period; a well-known scene occurs in 
Kdlmdn Mikszdth's 1900 novel KO&nds htizass6g [A Weird Marriage] (relevant scene: Mikszith 
1961, pp. 44-52). 
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her his name and the question (in front of other participants), since he wanted to 
keep all of this a secret. There is a colonel who is in charge of the whole event; it 
is he who gives orders to the clairvoyant and maintains discipline in the room. She 
is fed chocolate after the table-turning session. This might be to renew her 
strength, or simply to reward her. As Alex Owen points out in relation to late- 
Victorian spiritualism, "public mediums felt more secure with a male protector" 
(Owen 1989, p. 59). At this time - in British spiritualism at least - the psychic 
quite often had a male protector - an older, authoritative figure, usually the 
husband or father - present supervising the sitting (Owen 1989, pp. 59-61 ). 
163 The 
prototype of the psychic is a young girl; the cultural historian Jenny Hazlegrove 
places emphasis on the "passivity, domesticity, simplicity and her personal 
proximity to Mary, the exemplary mother" (Hazlegrove 2000, p. 176). The 
parallel with Mary is not emphasised in the novel; yet the (unnamed) girl appears 
to confon'n to the stereotype. As Alex Owen notes, some of the really spectacular 
sýances were "pure theatre, complete with special effects, pathos, and timing" 
(1989, p. 55). This particular seance-spectacle in Juhasz's novel may be seen as 
an essentially theatrical event prefiguring the mousetrap: the performance of 
Hamlet's play. Even a novelised Hamlet can have its marked theatrical aspects. 
The central protagonist represents a neurotic Hamlet as he illustrates many 
of the phobias of the age. He is afraid alone in the dark, he is the kind of person 
who always looks over his shoulder (this also has something to with his belief in 
the spirits of the dead being present). Some aspects of Hamlet's current life are 
dismissed in terms of childhood events. Apart from not being fond of eating in 
general, he does not eat meat because as a five-year-old he saw a large pike 
struggling with their kitchen staff who were trying to clean it before cooking 
it 
163 On the basis of accounts of both late Victorian and inter-war English spiritualism, in terms of 
technicalities Juhdsz's portrayal of a table-turning session is closer in spirit to the former. 
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outdoors. A couple of years later Ophelia persuaded him to try some goose liver, 
which made him sick. After that, he never touched meat again. Juhasz's Hamlet is 
also a forerunner of the principled vegetarian: 
Nem meggy6z6d6sb6l teszem. Egyszeriien fitdlom. Kill6nben azt hiszem, 
bizonyosan vetek is a h-dseves, mert hiszen le kell 61ni az d1latot. 
[I don't do it out of conviction. I simply hate it (meat). Besides, I think it 
must be wrong to eat meat because it involves the killing of an animal. ] (p. 
126) 
This psychologically damaged Hamlet figure also reinforces another strand 
of traditional Hamlet criticism,, namely the myth of Hamlet as a poet and 
playwright. Having published poems and shorts stories in the best Danish 
periodicals before, Juhasz's Hamlet has recently finished his first play when the 
action of the novel begins (and he is collecting phrases for the second one). This is 
Egýrfog6 [The Mousetrap], which he actually composed before being informed 
ý'k 
, bout the way his father died. This is a major modification to the framework of 
the plot provided by the Shakespearean play, where the protagonist adapts an 
already existing play only after the arrival of the players - on the spur of the 
moment, so to speak. The basic mousetrap story seems identical to that in Hamlet: 
set in Vienna, featuring Gonzago, Bapstista, and so on. It is a professional theatre 
company (called the Jansen Company) that mounts his work, presumably in a 
middleclass theatre. The company visit him and ask him if they could put his new 
play on as there is some copyright problem with Biro, the Hungarian author 
whose play they were already rehearsing. Hamlet gives his consent, and they 
engage in a rehearsed reading right in the author's presence. Hamlet's famous 
instructions to the players, however, are not delivered during this rehearsal, but on 
the day of the premiere. The amoroso of the company is annoyed by what he 
perceives as a patronising gesture, and tells Hamlet not to interfere with matters 
outside his province. (This is an example of letting other characters challenge 
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Hamlet in the rewrite, modifying the familar material. ) Before the performance 
begins, we are given an insight into the sociology of theatre reception as Hamlet is 
introduced to the critics. When he is not courteous (that is, adulatory) enough, the 
director quickly drags him away and makes an excuse saying that Hamlet is a 
debutant author. The performance is not interrupted when Mr and Mrs Larsen take 
their leave; it continues and is hailed as a great success. As Hamlet flicks through 
The Times on his arrival to London, he finds his play mentioned even there. This 
again reinforces a sense of Europeanness - no matter where a valuable artefact 
comes into being, it will be appreciated in Europe as a shared treasure. Hamlet 
himself is certainly presented as a broad-minded, well-educated polyglot 
European intellectual. We are told that he has not spoken English since secondary 
school, which indicates that he has studied English. As Martha Lil, the American 
girl he meets in England, observes, 
Az a szinte megd6bbento' es tiszteletremelto magukban, hogy 
valamennyien legaldbb k6t-hdrom nyelvet beszelnek. Mi amerikaiak 6s 
velUnk egyUtt az angolok is csak egy nyelvet tudunk, de azt aztdn 
csodalatosan t6keletesen, az angolt. Azert csodalatosan, mert abban sem 
taldln6k semmi kiil8nbset, ha azt hallandin egy amenkait6l, hogy nekiink 
besz6lni sem. kell, az europai 6s minden mds n6p an6lUl is k6teles 
benniinket meg6rteni. Ez az oka annak, hogy soha nem tanulunk meg 
semmilyen mds nyelvet. Az amerikai es angol i1zletember elve, hogy aki 
enntkezni akar vele, tanuljon meg angolul. 
[It is almost shocking, and certainly worthy of respect, that you all speak at 
least two or three languages. We Americans, alongside the English, only 
speak one language, but that one we speak wonderfully well: English. 
Wonderfully because I wouldn't be surprised at all if I were told by an 
American that we don't even have to speak: the Europeans and all other 
nations are supposed to understand us anyway. This is why we never learn 
any other languages. The principle of American and English businessmen 
is that whoever wants to get in contact with them should learn English. ] 
(pp. 139-140) 
As Rosencrantz remarks, "A francidk altaldban k6nnyebben hajlamosak a 
haladasra. Az angol kisse nehezkes. Darabos. " [Generally speaking the French are 
more inclined to progress. The English are more gauche. Gawky. ] (p. 140). 
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In the novel one perceives a mapping of the borders of Europe. What is 
important is on which side of the (imaginary) border you are: East-Central Europe 
is in, while Bumbala (whose ethnic origin is unclear) is not fully integrated. 
Newspapers reach even the Norwegian fjords within a week or two, and the 
mirage on the Hungarian 'Great Plain' is reported in the papers. In sum, however, 
developmental differences between various parts of Europe are toned down, while 
an opposition between the cultured Europe and America as a country of business 
and cunning (to the extent of draining other countries' sources) is emphasised: 
Mi6ta Europdban megsziAnt a borzalmas v6rontds, elcs6ndesedett az irt6zat 
sz6myi! kataklizmaja, t6megevel 6z6nl6ttek at a ffissen meggazdagodott 
amerikaiak Europdba, hogy megtekintsek azt a f6ldet, melynek v6re r6ven 
szerezt6k -dj vagyonukat. 
[Since the horrific bloodshed stopped in Europe, and the terrible cataclysm 
of terror calmed down, crowds of newly enriched Americans flooded 
Europe in order to see the land at the cost of whose blood they acquired 
their new fortune. ] (p. 123) 
The inscription of Hamlet with early 20th century racial stereotypes 
represents a denigration of the Hamlet theme in the literal sense. This takes place 
through a most interesting novelty to the basic story of Hamlet: the character of 
Hamlet's obedient black servant, Bumbala. His name seems to be a parodistic 
attempt at inventing an African-sounding name. ' 64 Bumbala is a loyal servant to 
Hamlet. He is afraid of Claude, who used to push him about in the corridor, and 
once he even kicked Bumbala down the stairs. When we first see Bumbala in the 
novel, he is sitting at Hamlet's feet, as if in the position of a domestic watchdog. 
Since Hamlet is intensely paranoid, especially at night, Bumbala sleeps in the 
same room. He makes Hamlet's bed, prepares his coffee, brings in his breakfast, 
double-checks his tie, delivers his correspondence to Ophelia, and so on. How 
Bumbala is perceived by Hamlet is presumably typical of the period. Hamlet 
164 There are a number of characters made up by Juhdsz, such as Horatio's father (the priest) and 
the shopkeeper. 
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exemplifies the superficial interest elite white male European intellectuals had in 
African-Americans. Bumbala is not seen as a person, but as an exotic creature, a 
'son of nature' as opposed to the 'culture' of his place of service. (This dichotomy 
has been destabilised by deconstruction and postcolonialism; here it is only used 
to describe a paradigm in the novel. ) Bumbala is very fond of bananas; he is 
rewarded with a banana after he learns a new letter of the alphabet. He is silenced 
with a banana when he is about to say something at the actors' rehearsal. 
Bumbala's Hungarian, or rather, his civilised language (which is a fictional 
representation of Hamlet's mother tongue - Danish - in this novel), is less than 
impeccable. Hamlet tries to teach him the civilised language, and Bumbala is 
attentive, but has little aptitude; he speaks a broken Hungarian. In this respect, his 
character may be reminiscent of Caliban, though Bumbala does not master his 
owner's language as well as Caliban. The night before the ghost appears, Hamlet 
watches him with the gaze of a socially and culturally superior person. "Olyan 
fekete vagy, hogyha leoltanok a Idmpdt, azt hinnem, te vagy az cjszaka. Egyszer 
verset fogok imi r6lad" [You are so black that if we switched off the light I would 
believe you are the night. One day I will write a poem about you], says Hamlet (p. 
23). Today this may sound racist; at that time Hamlet's stance may have seemed 
more humanistic: showing a modicum Of Pity and care, perhaps even tolerance. 
Hamlet sees Bumbala as an artefact of nature, an object of beauty, a source of 
poetic inspiration. Hamlet's patronising attitude contrasts sharply with Claude's 
overt aggression when he makes use of Bumbala as a scapegoat. The narrator uses 
the method of psycho-narration - the least complex way of rendering one's mind 
- as he attempts to render Bumbala's thinking. 
165 In the following passage 
stereotyping reemerges: 
165 For the concept of psycho-narration see Cohn 1978, pp. 11-12 and 21-57. 
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A n6ger szolga megvetette mar mindkettojflk agydt, aztdn odakuporodott a 
kdlyha melld. Taldn 6 is olvasott volna, de m6g nem jutott el az dbdcd-be 
burkol6z6 homdlyos rejtelmekig s otthoni apro dalokat is 6nekelt volna, de 
f6lt a gazddjatol, nem mert csipetnyi hangokat sem kiejteni. Csak illt 6s 
nezte a kdlyha langjait. 
[The Negro servant laid the beds for both of them, then he curled up 
against the stove. Maybe he would have liked to read, but he hadn't got as 
far as the obscure mysteries wrapped in the alphabet. He would have sung 
little songs from home as well, but he was afraid of his lord, and he didn't 
dare to let out the slightest note. He was just sitting, staring at the flames 
of the stove. ] (p. 23) 
The narrator stresses Bumbala's fear as well. His only comfort in the scene seems 
to be the stove (something homely, cosy). When Hamlet initiates a conversation, 
he offers to sing a tune to the poem. However, after the two share a roar of 
laughter, Hamlet goes on to treat Bumbala in the usual way, that is, as an oddity: 
[Ny]isd ki a szad. Olyan feh6rek a fogaid, mintha kararai mdrvanybol 
faragta volna az apdd. A szemeid olyan f6nyesek, mint az 6jszakdban a 
csillagok. Kit6l kaptad a szemeidet? Most dgy iilsz ott a kdlyha el6tt, mint 
az asszony, aki este lefekves elo'tt szethullaJtotta gy6ngyeit es a kalyha 
fdnydndl akarj a 6sszekaparni Ret. Ezt f6lirom bardtom. 
[Open your mouth. Your teeth are so white as though your father had 
carved them from marble from Karara. Your eyes are as bright as stars at 
night. From whom did you get your eyes? You are sitting now in front of 
the stove like the wife who, having dropped her pearls, wants to collect 
them by the light of the stove. I'll jot this down, my friend. ] (p. 23) 
The blackness of Bumbala's body and the whiteness of his teeth are juxtaposed in 
this one-sided conversation (it is mainly Hamlet speaking). This is a typical 
example of binary oppositions that have shaped Western thought in the last two 
thousand years. The fact itself that Hamlet's gaze partitions the body asserts that 
an objectification - almost fetishisation - of the body is taking place. (Queer 
theorists might find something slightly homoerotic about this scene as a male 
scrutinises another male body, gaining aesthetic pleasure from it. ) It is also ironic 
how poetry is shown in the making, as if sudden ispiration needs to be 
immediately scribbled down. It is only jokingly that Hamlet calls Bumbala his 
friend - this is no more than a conversational phrase, or Hamlet might even be 
addressing himself here. It is Bumbala to whom Hamlet reads out his poem 
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entitled "Haldl" [Death] (a rewriting of the great soliloquy), but this only happens 
because there is nobody else around. As the omniscient narrator concludes, 
Bumbaldt nem 6rdekelte tdlsagosan a dolog. Mindegy, gondolta, ezt is el 
lehet viselni s ez6rt csak igent intett a fejevel. Hamletnek sem volt 
tdlsdgosan fontos a kis ndger vdlem6nye a versr6l, de fel kellett: olvasnia 
valakinek. Mindegy, hogy kinek, Bumbaldnak, X-nek, Y-nak. 
[Bumbala wasn't too interested. It doesn't matter, anyway, he thought, one 
can bear this as well, so he just nodded in agreement. The little negro's 
opinion of the poem wasn't very important to Hamlet, either, but he 
needed to read it out to someone. It didn't matter to whom, whether to 
Bumbala, X or Y. ] (p. 91) 
This scene suggests a lack of real understanding between the two human beings 
who are sharply separated by social constraints, let alone their native cultures. 
Bumbala's simple inner life is once again emphasised further on, as opposed to 
Hamlet's confused muttering to himself, repeating the first three lines of his poem 
to himself On this occasion psycho-narration approaches the limit of quoted 
monologue as the inquit phrase "bizonyosan azt gondolta" [he must have thought] 
introduces Bumbala's alleged thoughts: 
Burnbala megtanulta, hogy sosern szabad csoddlkozni. Mindig szO n6lul 
engedelmeskedett. Eloltotta a kAvdf6z6ben a szeszt ds a holmikat szdpen 
elrakta a helyUkre. Kapott egy bandnt es elkezdte majszolni. Bizonyosan 
azt gondolta, az 6let szep 6s kellemes. A banan Jo. 
[Bumbala has leamt not to be surprised by anything. He always obeyed 
without a word. He extinguished the spirit-lamp in the coffee-maker, and 
put everything back where it belonged. He received a banana and started to 
munch it. He must have thought life was beautiful and pleasant. Banana is 
good. ] (p. 93) 
If Hamlet was concerned for Bumbala, he could take him to England with him. 
He does not even consider that. Hamlet says farewell to him, and tells Bumbala he 
can still make coffee for him every evening so that he does not forget the skill he 
had acquired. It would seem, Hamlet is not averse to the semi-ritualistic 
worshipping of himself in his absence. When Bumbala asks Hamlet what will 
happen to him while he is away, Hamlet plainly answers: "Semmi. Itt maradsz es 
megvarsz,, amig visszaj6vbk" [Nothing. You stay here, and wait for me until I 
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come home. ] (p. 119). The narrator's tone which captures their thought directly is 
not necessarily biassed. Juhdsz might be caricaturing the superficiality of the elite 
in this respect. 
166 
It is due to Hamlet's paranoia that he travels a lot, all across Europe. 
Travel represents one of his means of escapism. This is how he gets to Hungary, 
too. The narrator, from Hamlet's perspective, clearly describes Hungary as 
Eastern Europe, presumably adopting for his fiction the attitude the author himself 
must have come across on his travels. It is beneficial from a Cultural Studies 
perspective to look at how Budapest, the capital of the author's mother country, is 
portrayed, whether the text "hold[s] up a mirror" to the author's mother country. 
Hamlet was advised to go abroad by his doctor as a result of a nervous collapse in 
his younger days. On his travels he visited Budapest as well. He experienced one 
of his most frightening encounters with what he calls "the Mystery" - "a Titok" - 
(which may be interpreted as a parodic version of the Ghost). When he was 
walking across one of the bridges on his own, he felt that somebody squeezed his 
hand. He looked around and saw no-one (p. 25). This memory influenced 
Hamlet's fears back home later on. Setting this scene in Budapest is a choice that 
can be interpreted in various ways. It might indicate that Hamlet can 
unconsciously understand and sympathetically assume some of the sorrows of the 
Hungarians. The mysterious gesture on the bridge may suggest some sort of 
spiritual kinship between the fate of Hungary and that of Hamlet. 167 It might be 
interpreted as a nudge to the Hungarian reader: de tefabula narratur. Among the 
Hungarian references in the novel are a play by a certain Bir6, and a newspaper 
166 Bumbala may also be seen as a potential political allegory of how the Hungarian nation was 
treated in Trianon in 1920 (as part of the peace treaties signed near Paris after WWI). 
167 The debate on Europeanness in the novel may have been informed by the complex cultural 
identity of the author. He came from a predominantly Hungarian-speaking part of Slovakia 
(namely the town of Kassa), which used to belong to the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 
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reference to a mirage in the Hortobagy. Biro is a common Hungarian family name, 
yet there is no famous author of this name; this detail is entirely fictitious. The 
latter is a stereotypical Hungarian lieu de memoire, a must-see-in-one's lifetime. 
Juhdsz envisages Hungary as part of the European intellectual circulation (though 
this might be just a case of wishful thinking). 
A mirror is also held up to London in the narrative, as Hamlet is sent there, 
accompanied by Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Hamlet meets an American 
family (a father with two daughters). They exchange their impressions of England, 
and the Americans express their opinions on Europe. One of the questions that 
arise is whether Britain is part of Europe: 
Az angolok nem szdmitanak, azok csak f6lig eur6paiak, mert f6ldrajzi 
vonatkozdsban magukhoz tartoznak, de tulajdonk6pen szigetlak6k s 
ugyanolyanok, mint mi. 
[The English don't count, they are only half-Europeans, because in 
geographical terms they belong to themselves, yet in fact they are islanders 
and they are j ust like us. ] (p. 13 9) 
This quotation seems to fit the never-ending debate regarding whether the 
Anglo-American or the European connection should be stressed when it comes to 
Britain's cultural and political affiliations. It is revealing how these Americans 
view Europe and Britain. Yet, we should bear in mind that these 'American' 
views were constructed by an East-Central European author, so it is more of a 
case of how such a writer perceives or envisages American views on Europe 
rather than anything else. The members of the Bringtown family have different 
opinions. What Mr Bringtown is most interested in about London, besides being 
enchanted by European wines, is the futures market in cotton. His elder daughter, 
Martha Lil, appreciates European culture for its roots. June Ann, the emancipated 
younger daughter, finds that European women have very little involvement in 
sports. As she sharply remarks, "Itt meg mindig ott tartanak, hogy a legszebb n6i 
sport a k6zimunka" [Here they still haven't got any further than seeing 
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needlework as the most beautiful female sport] (p. 140). She misses her private 
aircraft, and suggests that emancipation is far more developed in America than in 
Europe. Juhdsz also makes sure that we encounter a more superficial side to the 
Americans' view on Europe. 
Paris comes across as the heart of Europe. This is the place where most 
characters wish to be. It is not only Laert who made himself a home there, but 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern also long for Paris, and Hamlet is very easy to 
convince to go there on a trip rather than staying in London. They all have 
different motives, of course. There are short, yet vividly descriptive, references to 
Hamburg and Ubeck; the former is said to have the best panorama in the world 
(together with that of Alster), while the latter is praised as a city of the guilds, 
with a rich past. 
The novel abounds in miscellaneous cultural references, which makes this 
rewriting of Hamlet topical for the second decade of the twentieth century. 
Blackbottom (an American dance from the twenties) and The Kingstown Monkey 
are played in the night bar where Hamlet goes to celebrate the success of his play. 
The card games that the clerks are playing on night duty, such as patience, makao 
and rummy, are also characteristic of the period. Thinking of local references, 
Thorgaden and Aftonbladed, and the Jansen Company are mentioned; so are the 
fishmonger and the butcher from a certain Hadersleven. Juhasz intends to make 
the cultural realia more or less authentic. However, he is not preoccupied with 
precision. He aims at inventing cultural items more or less authentic, credible 
enough, yet not necessarily identical with the real-life ones. Aftenbladet, rather 
than Aftonbladed, was a left-leaning Copenhagen newspaper, priding itself on its 
journalists, such as the writer Herman Bang (1857-1912), who, in the 1890s, 
excelled with his unusually subjective and impressionistic writing, and the 
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anarchist and socialist Jean Jaques lpsen (1857-1936). (There is a Norwegian 
newspaper of the same name, which is still running. Aftonbladet, which is closer 
to the form given by Juhdsz, is the name of a Swedish newspaper with a national 
circulation. ) Haderslev is a city on the Jutland peninsula, the ending -n makes the 
fonn definite (the Haderslev). There is a street called Thorgade in the Northern 
part of Copenhagen, although the name might have been inspired by similar 
streetnames in other places. 168 The ending -n again signifies the definite fonn. It 
appears that Juhasz gave himself great liberties in terms of the linguistic and 
cultural re-creation of late 1920s' Denmark. 
Reworking fragments and reiterating fragmentariness 
As examples of formal and, at the same time, ideologically based rewriting, there 
are some awkward quasi-aphorismatic sentences that appear to imitate the 
fragmentariness of the 'original' (discussed in Part One Chapter Three); it is as if 
a Hamlet rewrite should also contain truisms of its own. One of these is connected 
to Hamlet, while in London, although it is not directly spoken by him. His 
concerns are narrated as follows: "Hamlet [ ... 
] csapzottan fetrengett a keserd 
mdrtasban, amit elete Nagy Szakacsa f6z6tt, hogy elevenen megforgassa benne" 
[Hamlet, bedraggled, was wallowing in the bitter sauce cooked by the Great Cook 
of his life in order to spin him around in it] (p. 139). In addition, Guildenstern's 
idiom is peppered with truisms. For example, he jokes that marriage is like a 
menu: when you are unmarried you can eat a la carte, but once you are married 
it's always the 'meal of the day' (p. 13 1). Hamlet's rather clumsy poem to 
Ophelia - another frequently quoted passage - is also paraphrased and mocked in 
168 The reference to the name of the god of thunder in Scandinavian mythology, embedded in the 
name, is most probably meaningless to the average Hungarian reader. 
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the novel. And here is the rewrite of the 'great soliloquy' as a poem written by 
Hamlet Larsen: 
Haldl 
Ez itt a kerdes: lenni vagy nem lenni! 
Oly m6ly a lelek, mint a to es mennyi 
Titok s6t6tlik? Tenger fdjdalom? 
Vajj on figy j obb, ha tfiri szaz halom 
Tilsk6it, vagy nyilvessz6ket farag 
ts sz6tzfiz mindent, ami b-d,, harag? 
Be j6 is volna holtan elterdlni, 
A haldl hintajdban hdtradillni, 
Szunnyadni, mert az dlom vegtelen, 
Amig a testemet elengedem! 
De van-e dlom az alvas m8g6tt, 
Friss s6hajok, nagy hdzak es k6d6k, 
Vagy b6rt6n az csak, gdnynak ostora, 
Anya, anya, de zordon mostoha? 
Bar s-fflyos terhet hord a vall s az &sz, 
M6g sincs oly d6re, ki eldobni kdsz, 
Az 6ntudat a gydvasagnak "tja 
S az ember 6nmagdt is meghazudva 
Csff dtkot szor,, amig a 161ek rebben, 
Ha dmyat ejt az 6r6k ismeretlen 
Es visszafordul, mert nagy -dt az, 0! 
Ki k6s6n indut, annak is kordn 
Virrad fel a rejt6lyes tartomdny, 
Ahonnan nem t6r meg t6bb utazo. 
[Death 
This is the question: to be or not to be! 
The soul is as deep as a lake, and so many 
darkening secrets! A sea of sorrows! 169 
Is it better to endure the thorns of a hundred mounds, 
Or to make arrows, and crush everything that is sadness and anger? 
How good it would be to lie dead, 
To lean back in the swing of death, 
To doze, since the dream is endless 
While I release my body 
But is there a dream beneath sleeping, 
Fresh sighs, large houses and fogs, 
Or is it a prison, the scourge of malice, 
Mother,, mother, yet severe stepmother? 
Although the shoulders and the mind bear a heavy burden, 
169 JuhAsz's text has question marks at the end of these two sentences; these are rhetorical 
questions that draw attention to something rather than actually posing a question, this is why they 
have been translated into English as exclamations. 
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There is nobody as silly as to drop it. 
Consciousness is the well of cowardice, 
And the human curses, as s/he cheats even him/herself 
While the soul flies, if the eternal unknown leaves a shadow. 
And s/he turns back, because, oh, the road is long! 
The mysterious province, from which no more travellers return 
Wakes even him up early who leaves late. ] (p. 92, my emphases) 
The rhyme scheme is simple: aabb ... etc. There is a reversal of the first two 
clauses in comparison with the 'source'. The approximate translation does not 
show that the ending is emotionally as effective, because the closing part is "from 
which no more travellers return", resonating with Arany's translation of 
Shakespeare's line (see Appendix Three). The motif of the lake in the poem may 
derive from the life of Juhasz's Hamlet, who was frightened of the lake in their 
garden. (Later in the plot Oph6lia also drowns in that lake. ) The words italicised 
are important because they are taken literally from Arany's canonical version of 
the great soliloquy, and they further exemplify the fragmentary afterlife of 
Arany's Hamlet. The poem by this Hunganan-speaking Danish Hamlet also 
exemplifies the rich afterlife of Arany's translation, and his 'rendition' of the 
great soliloquy as a pars pro toto can-ying Hamletianness. 
It is apparent that the novel rewrites the play almost scene by scene, 
retaining most of the famous ones. This serves as a further instance of the 
metonymic afterlife of Hamlet. This version of the Hamlet story also succeeds in 
mapping out Hamlet's Europe, which - with its various cities and travellers - 
becomes the central chronotope of the novel. However, not all characters are 
treated equally. Some, such as Burnbala, are denigrated; others, such as the 
Bringtowns, are relegated to the position of outsiders, who do not intrinsically 
belong there. In this respect, there is no major discrepancy between the treatment 
of the characters who have entered Europe for work, those who have come out of 
necessity or coercion (Bumbala) and those who see Europe as a commodity or a 
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potential market for business (Bringtown -a possible telling name). They are both 
presented as strangers, as outsiders. Perhaps Bringtown's views receive more 
emphasis, as he is directly quoted in dialogues. Bumbala, on the other hand, 
hardly speaks at all; his thoughts are mainly rendered by the narrator via psycho- 
narration or quoted monologue. He is presented as having naive and pnmitive 
obsessions, such as food, basic safety, and warmth. One of the reasons is, as we 
are reminded, that Bumbala does not speak Hamlet's language. 
11 
Two fictional Hamlet performances 
This section will engage in the discussion of two contemporary theatrical short 
stories, both revolving around a Hamlet production. Hamlet appears in both of 
them: in one, rather tangibly, in the other, through his words and actions 
interpreted by other characters. 
Having examined above an arguably racist and paranoid Hamlet, who is a 
poet-playwright, let us move on to another stereotypical interpretation of the 
Shakespearean character: the actor-Hamlet. Hamlet is a major intertext for a short 
story concerning theatrical life by Miklos T6th-Mdthe (born 1936), who used to 
be an actor himself In a collection of short stories whose title piece is "Hamlet 
6pitkezik" [Hamlet Is Building a House], Toth-Mdthe provides a series of 
variations of different plays (including Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, A 
Midsummer Night's Dream, and King Lear). The stories are all related to 
performances and/or their reception; they all have a humorous kernel in the mode 
of the Boccaccian novella. The one based on Hamlet, dating from 1975, features 
Adoýan Perc as its central protagonist, a Hungarian actor whose delivery of 
Hamlet is noted all across Europe. There is no clear indication in the text as to 
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where in Hungary the theatre company is located; however, the atmosphere 
suggests a provincial environment. 170 There have been over a hundred 
perfonnances, and the production is still sold out with extra chairs being brought 
in. Critics and artists from foreign countries travel to see the performance. A team 
of Finnish theatre-makers recently visited the playhouse and, at the time the main 
plot occurs, a French director is visiting the theatre to study Perc's interpretation 
of Hamlet. 
However,, Perc has to deal with such worldly matters as meeting the craftsman 
who is in charge of the construction of his new house. His wife, R6zsi, demands 
an onion-domed villa, though he himself would be happy enough with a country 
cottage reminding him of his childhood. Rozsi only appears in the story in Perc's 
memory, as a character narrated by another character, yet she recalls the ancient 
topos of the (Plautian) matrona, a xantippe even. Though Perc's greatest desire is 
"to sleep" (literally), he is forced to rush from the dubbing studio to the radio 
studio and later on to the theatre. He is hard-pressed for money; the extra income 
he derives from these activities is necessary to cover the cost of his house- 
building project. In a sense, Perc is a craftsman too; he is obliged by 
circumstances to take on such unartistic jobs; and he is tired and stressed when he 
assumes the role of Hamlet in the evening. His family name, Perc, means 'minute' 
(as: unit of time), a telling reference to his disagreeable, yet unavoidable, 
preoccupation with the materialistic and the mundane, including the purchase of 
sand and cement for the foundations of his house. 
During the perfonnance, just at the point he is supposed to start the recitation 
of the great soliloquy (leaning against the rail of the nearest box which is located 
adjacent to the stage), he begins to improvise instead, translating into the 
170 T6th-Mdth& himself worked as an actor for years in Debrecen. 
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paradigm of the soliloquy his own everyday and petty problems and concerns: 
Epitkezni, vagy nem 6pitkezni... ez aggaszt mostandban! Akkor teszem-e 
okosan, ha tiir6m R6zsi flancoldsait, vagy ha v6get vetek az eg6sznek 6s 
elvalok?... ts egy vdlds altal megoldom minden gondomat, els6sorban ezt 
a vacak vikendhazugyet.... [ ... ] Fogalmam sincs, kit kene felcs6rgetni 
I ebben az iigyben de egyaltalan 6rdemes-e? Mit szdmit ndhany cso 
vagy n6hany t6gla, ha belegondolok, hogy maholnap 6tveneves vagyok, 6s 
r6videsen mar csak a homokra lesz szGksegem. Vagy n6hany kandl 
cementre, arnivel befalazzdk az urridinat, hogy aztan meglegyen a 
vityill6m az 6r6kkdval6sagra... De addig... addig mdg Wrni kell... addig 
ki kell menni a telekre, es ha belegebedek is, de meg kell csindltatni azt a 
hazat... A hdz! Az aut6! A rang! Ez az, ami bel6liink mind gydvdt csindl, 
es ahelyett, hogy beem6nk egy cs6szkunyh6val, friss sz6naalmon 
hevereszve, hajtjuk magunkat a kifulladdsig... Hajtjuk! Hajtjuk! ts 
k6zben eszre sem vessziik, hogy a meszben feloldjuk 6ninagunkat is, akik 
voltunk, vagy akik lehett-dnk volna... 
[To have a house built, or not to have a house built... this is what troubles 
me these days! 171 Am I acting prudently if I allow R6zsi to overspend the 
budget, or if I put an end to it all and get a divorce?... And with a divorce 
solve all my worries, especially this wretched business about a holiday 
house.... I've no idea who to ring up about it - but is it worth bothering 
about at all? Are a few pipes and bricks of any consequence when I face 
up to the fact that I'll soon be fifty and soon a bit of sand will be all I need? 
Or a few trowels of cement to fix my urn in the wall and provide me with 
an eternal cottage... Until then ... until then one 
has to endure... until then 
one has to go out to the site; even if I kick the bucket, the house still needs 
to be finished... The house! The car! Status! This is what makes cowards 
of us all and instead of reclining happily on fresh hay in a hut, we drive 
ourselves on until we are out of breath. 172 And we don't even notice that in 
the lime we are dissolving ourselves - who we have been or who we could 
have been. ] (pp. 32-33) 
The scene culminates when Ophelia finds a dozing Hamlet onstage as she enters 
after the great soliloquy. Awoken by his colleague, Perc is still unwilling to step 
back inside his role. "Have you any idea what it is like when you start to build a 
house? " ("Van fogalmad mit jelent belekezdeni egy epitkez6sbe?! ", p. 34), he 
addresses the actress playing Ophelia. This amusing yet poignant scene evokes the 
memory of Kenneth Branagh's amateur actors in In the Bleak Midwinter (1995, as 
A Midwinter's Tale in the U. S. ). In this film a company of not only unprofessional 
actors but also, in some way, deeply tragic individuals, struggle to stage Hamlet in 
171 In a more domesticating translation: 'What a lot of worry! '. 
172 "Hajtjuk! " [We are driving! ] is repeated twice with exclamation marks both times. A freer 
translation would be 'Till out of breath! Out of breath! '. 
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a deserted church in the countryside. Their Hamlet is indeed something rather 
different to the codified Shakespearean productions; these inexperienced 'actors' 
are bound to personalise the 'source', translating their own emotions into it. 173 
The conceit of building a house is one familiar both in socialist and post- 
socialist Hungary. However, in socialist Hungary one had to struggle with a 
shortage of essentials and often use the help of acquaintances or relatives to 
acquire items that were easily obtainable in capitalist economies. The question 
"who to ring up" in the reworked soliloquy can be read in this context. Thus, it 
comes as little surprise when a member of the audience cries out and offers to 
help with the pipes as he knows somebody who works at the factory where they 
are made; and he encourages his 'comrades', the rest of the audience, to help the 
actor out with the remaining items. And so they do, offering, one after another, a 
hand with the bricks, cement, sand, and so on. A wry criticism of socialist 
communal practices is apparent here. It is the actor and not Hamlet who is 
supported by the audience, since the latter understand (though the French visitor 
does not) that Perc has stepped out of his role. The previously asked question 
"whose life is it anyway" (Clark 1978) may be posed again. What technically is 
an unwelcome and shameful intermezzo for the theatre (the manager is shivering 
with fright next to the French guest) is seen by the French director as a daring and 
innovative interaction with the audience. Even though he does not comprehend 
the Hungarian language, he is convinced by the complex and communicative 
theatrical language he sees. While the manager fears scandal, the guest indulges 
himself in the pleasure of the moment. As he exclaims, he has never heard the "To 
be, or not to be.. -" soliloquy 
delivered in such a suggestive way. After a while, 
having sorted out the actor's problems, someone claims Hamlet - the 'real' one - 
173 -[T]he players of A Midwinter's Tale amazingly overcome their eccentricities, insecurities and 
petty rivalries to present an inspired Hamlet full of legitimate pity and fear" (Bucker 1997, p. 291). 
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back, and the perforinance continues where it left off. - with the 'proper' great 
soliloquy (most certainly in Arany's 'golden' version). 
It could be argued that Adoýan Perc's distortion of the great soliloquy, 
replacing the well-known rhetorical framework of the speech with topical and 
unexpected content, represents a trivial politicisation of the text. However, the 
reworked soliloquy not only constitutes a highly personalised statement of 
socialist 'reality' but it is also an interactive text in constant negotiation with the 
public. It is not a soliloquy any more; it is a dialogue between actors and audience, 
involving a conversation between individual spectators, too. The tenn spoof 
would be partially applicable to a rewrite of this kind, bearing in mind that the 
purpose is marginally parodistic, and not at all satirical. As with many of the great 
moments in Shakespeare, melancholy informs the atmosphere of this 
predominantly light-hearted work, too. If Toth-Mdth&'s short story trivialises 
Hamlet by reimagining it as community theatre, it also brings the character and 
his overdebated dilenuna close to the everyday life of the actors and the audience, 
showing both (and the readers of the short story too) what may be behind the 
scenes and the masks. 
Sobor's 2003 short story "Fortinbras" starts by narrating the end of a 
Hamlet performance. In accordance with the 'original', Fortinbras and Horatio are 
the two major characters who stay alive at the end of the play. On this particular 
night, the respective actors feel so enraptured by the experience - arguably going 
through a catharsis themselves - that they remain onstage not only for a few 
moments following the fall of the curtain and the applause but long after the rest 
of the cast leave the building. They keep conversing, in fact, continuing the 
performance until the stagehand - eager to lock up and leave - sends them home. 
The opening of the story succeeds in capturing the reader's attention because it is 
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not clear who speaks and what the narrative situation is. It is only in the second 
paragraph that the receiver understands: the narrative framework is that of a 
performance,, more precisely, its aftermath. 
The Fortinbras actor mentions the perturbing aspects of life that Hamlet 
talks of in the great soliloquy as problems awaiting him, problems he cannot 
escape. He envies the deceased Hamlet for the silence he must be enjoying. 174 He 
himself has been surrounded by noise since he became a ruler. He ought to start 
work with no delay, which involves reorganising the state, dealing with legislation, 
bureaucracy, and nepotism (Rosencrantz's and Guildenstern's relatives are 
claiming high positions in turn for their bereavement). Horatio does not wish to 
stay, he asks for the new king's permission to return to Wittenberg. This recalls 
Laertes's request to Claudius to go to Paris, and Hamlet's plea to return to 
Wittenberg (Act I Scene Two). Fortinbras also gives the 'prophesy' that Hamlet 
will later be turned into a cultural icon and a paragon: 
A kr6nikdk? Nos, a kr6nikdk majd rola szolnak. K6nytdmyi k6nyv 
szUletik minden id6ben esetdr6l: eleganciaj6x6l, magdnyossAgdr6l, 
trag6didjdrol. Ezrek 6s ezrek 6rzik majd testv6rilknek; idedl lesz, rokon, 
ifjAkori eszm6ny, amelyet a halalig lehet hordozni. De f6lek: iiridgy is lesz 
a menekiil6shez. IgazolAs a tett el6li kitdr6kh6z, keserfi citdtum, 
elemzend6 Idtlelet, sdpadt k6rk6p azoknak, akik az 6 nagy magdnyjLnak 
falaibol, fAjdalma bAstyAinak t6rmel6kdb6l apr6 kis magAnyfalakat 
6pitgetnek maguk k6r6. 
[The chronicles? Well, the chronicles will be about him. 175 There will be 
libraries of books written at all times about his case: about his elegance, 
his solitude, his tragedy. Thousands and thousands will feel he is their 
brother. He will be an ideaL a relation, a model in one's youth that one 
may carry for a lifetime. Yet I fear he will also be a pretext for escape, a 
justification for dodging action, a bitter citation, a symptom to be 
diagnosed, a pale report to those who build little solitude-walls around 
themselves from the walls of his great solitude and the splinters of the 
bastions of his pain. ] (Sobor 2003) 
Understandably, the actor, who lives in our day, is aware of the 
174 For translations of the sentence in question see Appendix One item 30. 
175 That is to say: the chronicles will be about Hamlet as opposed to Fortinbras, who is left with the 
job of completing what Hamlet found too difficult. 
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appropriation of Hamlet's character, which enables him to give this 'retrospective 
prognostication': it is a retrospective evaluation on the actor's behalf, and an act 
of foreboding from the character's perspective. In any case, it may be perceived as 
"writing beyond the ending" (DuPlessis 1985). Again, the question "whose life is 
it, anyway" is valid. As opposed to Perc's intervention, here it is open to 
interpretation whether it is the actor or the character who speaks: whether the 
actors performing Fortinbras and Horatio give their very own reading of the 
dramatic situation and its consequences or they improvise in order to continue, 
further write their characters in the spint of the playtext in Arany's translation. 
The 1888 Naturalist narrative "Papa Hamlet" by Arno Holz and Johannes 
Schlaf is an earlier example of a theatre-related Hamlet narrative (cf. Cohn 1976, 
pp. 150-156). Importantly, it was Schlegel's translation of Hamlet that "Papa 
Hamlet" ironically juxtaposes with the grim, impecunious life of the provincial 
actors Niels and Amalia Thienweibel (the Hamlet and Ophelia characters of the 
story). In a like vein, the secondary school teacher Sobor's prose piece also 
reworks numerous quotations from Arany. The motive here is not so much irony 
but carrying out a close reading of the sentences, savouring the phrases, and 
putting some of them into a new context: that of Fortinbras's new reign. 
Again, as in the previously discussed short story, Sobor's writing may be 
seen as putting forward a very sophisticated and progressive view of the role of 
the actor: it is a task of interpreting, reworking, in a sense, translating the playtext 
rather than mechanically delivering them following directorial instructions. Perc 
does this through personalising one of the important speeches, while the unnamed 
actors - continuously mentioned as Horatio and Fortinbras by the third person 
narrator - in Sobor's story interpret the characters they have been playing (or 
living? ) in conjunction with understanding Hamlet's character and hentage. 
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Chapter Three: Hamlet in Hungarian Poetry 
We can differentiate between two main tendencies in the Hungarian poetry 
influenced by Hamlet, which are often intertwined within the same poem: a more 
national-patriotic one, and one that treats Hamlet as a foundational text of poetry, as a 
reflection on the state of the art. The latter mode is thus more concerned with the 
metatextual aspect of poetry. In both modes Hamlet acts as source of inspiration or is 
even turned into a suitable vehicle for the poet's 'agenda'. Yet, the former mode is 
likely to topicalise the 'Hamlet' story, while the latter is preoccupied with Hamlet as 
a prototype of the poet. Indeed, his great soliloquy has been associated with the genre 
of the so-called self-addressing poem (6nmegszolito verstipus), theorised by the 
Hungarian critic B61a Mmeth G. In an unpublished lecture Andrds Kis6ry (1999) 
sees the great soliloquy as a possible influential antecedent for this type of poem. The 
connection is mentioned in a cursory remark in Kisery's paper, and it is worth further 
unfolding in the context of this chapter. 
Nemeth G. introduces the concept of the self-addressing poem in his 1966 
article entitled "Az 6mnegsz6llt6 verstipusr6l" [On the Self-addressing Poem], 
placing it in a psychological, sociological, linguistic and philosophical context. 176 He 
views its emergence as related to 'roles' played by individuals in society ('roles' 
developed throughout history, such as family roles, work-related roles, emotional 
attachments). Although the poems belonging to this category vary in their 
characteristics depending on their respective time of conception, essentially, they all 
176 Apart from using Heidegger's work, N6meth G. also employs the philosophy, or rather, social 
theory of Marxism. Marx pointed out that role as a category in society is a historical development. 
Much of N6meth G. 's early work is very indebted to Marxism. It is open to debate whether he was a 
genuine devotee of Marxism or only adopted it in his writing in order to be published. 
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have a speaker who challenges him/herself, argues with him/herself, weighs up 
different possibilities against one another, and usually reaches a point of self- 
reconciliation or a new inner strength. Interestingly, Nemeth G. does not envisage the 
potential impact of the theatrical soliloquy on this type of poem. Nevertheless, he 
mentions dramatic tone, pathos and sententiousness as standard characteristics of the 
self-addressing poem (1997, pp. 202-203). In a different context, Wolfgang Clemen 
notes that some instances of self-confrontation in Hamlet result in self-dramatisation 
(1987, p. 121). He emphasises the theatrical potential of this; yet, the poetic potential 
latent in this aspect appears very important, too. Of course, not all Hamlet-inspired 
Hungarian poems are reworkings of the great soliloquy, neither are all self-addressing 
poems, yet there are examples of one or both elements. 
The crucial question of Hamlet's great soliloquy provides the opening phrase 
of Mihaly Csokonai Vit6z's "Halotti versek" [-Funereal VersesNerses on Mortality], 
a long philosophical poem commissioned for the funeral of Mrs Lajos Rh6dei in 
1804.177 Csokonai (1773-1805) was one of the most versatile poets of the Hungarian 
Enlightenment and sentimentalism. This work approximates to the genre of the self- 
addressing poem as it tackles existential questions, under the influence of Plato, 
Cicero, Pope, Rousseau, Voltaire, Kotzebue and Moses Mendelssohn (cf Szildgyi in 
Csokonai2002, p. 989): 
Lenni? vagy nem lenni? - kerdesek k6rdese! 
Mellynek, nehez, ketes, szep, a' megfejtese. 
[To be? or not to be? - the question of questions! 
The answer to which is difficult, dubious, beautiful. ] 
The Hamletian influence must have come via Kazinczy's adaptation, although 
177 L6rdnt Czigdny mentions it under the approximate title "Funeral Songs" (1984, p. 99). 
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Kazinczy himself did not appreciate either the poem or its original 'performance' by 
the author as part of the funeral service inside the church in the Transylvanian 
Nagyvdrad. The addressees of the poem include the soul, God, existence and non- 
existence, animals, Rousseau (indirectly), the audience of the poem at the funeral, and 
the deceased herself. Especially where the speaker addresses the soul, the text 
displays the characteristics of the self-addressing poem as the apostrophe appears to 
refer to the speaker's own soul, yet also to everyinan's soul: 
[ ... ] 
belem szallott Lelek! [ ... ] Szallj magadba, nezd-meg 6n termeszetedet, 
Merfts er6t abb6l, 's fejtsd meg 16teledet. 
[Soul that has flown into me! 
Look into yourself, look at your own nature, 
Gather strength from it, and discover your existence. ] 
It might be an exaggeration to claim that PetO'fi's poem "VilagossAgot" [Light! ] 
(1847) was written in response to this, but there certainly is an intertextual altercation 
between the two poems. Pet6fi's text, contemplating the purpose of life, places the 
question "Ienni vagy nem lenni" [to be or not to be] in the middle of the poem. As 
Elemer Csaszar stresses, it equals Shakespeare's text ("melto paija a Shakespeare- 
enek", 1917, p. 234). PetO'fi's work openly refers to its 'Shakespearean' source 
through the quotation of this famous phrase. There is an overt reference here to 
Csokonai's poem too; in a gesture of corrective rewriting Peto'fi's poem emphasises 
that the question of questions ("kerd6sek k6rdese" in Csokonai) is not 'to be or not to 
be' for the speaker of the poem. The more urgent issue of social injustice makes the 
speaker contemplate whether self-sacrifice for the 'world' (vilag) achieves anything: 
"Haszndl-e a vilagnak, aki erte / F61dldoza magat? " [Does s/he help the world who 
sacrifices oneself for it? ]. The existential question known from the great soliloquy 
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and Csokonai's poem is more pragmatic here. It is concerned with the present and the 
task of the individual rather than the future: 
Nem. k6rdem en, hogy mi leszek? 
Csak azt mondd meg, hogy mi vagyok? 
S miert vagyok? ... Magaert sziiletik az ember, 
Mert mar magdban egy vildg? 
Vagy csak egy gyu'ru'je 
Az 6ridsi lancnak, 
Melynek neve emberiseg? 
[I'm not asking what I will be. 
Just tell me what I am. 
And why I am. 
Is one bom for him/herself 
As one is a world in him/herself? 
Or is one only an element 
Of the huge chain called humanity? ] 
While pondering on what happiness is the poem engages in a discussion of epicurean 
solitude versus engagement in the community. From another perspective, these two 
poems also highlight the fragmentary afterlife of Hamlet in Hungarian. 
11 
Let us look at a few poems in which the poet has a mission - with regard to the nation 
or otherwise -, and how this mandate enjoys a common inscription with Hamlet. 
Firstly, let us focus on two poems in which at least two important sites of memory are 
revisited at the same time: Hamlet and Pet6fi. 
Arany's romantic poem "A honv&d 6zvegye" [The Soldier's Widow; more 
literally: 'The Widow of the Defender of the Homeland'] (1850) features a ghostly 
appearance, whereby the titular widow appears as a Gertrude character, remarrying 
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not long after her late husband's heroic death on the battlefield. 178 This is a case of 
motif-based intertextuality with Shakespeare but also with at least two poems by 
Arany's close friend, 'the' national poet of Hungary: Pet6fi. These poems are "Egy 
gondolat bant engemet" ("I'm Troubled by One Thought") (1846) and "Szeptember 
vegen" ("At the End of September") (1847). 179 "Egy gondolat bdnt engemet" can also 
be read - and this is what most readers did at the time - in the context of Pet6fi's 
biography; more precisely: in the context of what happened to his wife and son after 
he vanished (most probably passed away in the battle at the Transylvanian Segesvar). 
JUlia Szendrey, in fact, married the university tutor Arpad Horvath in 1850, just a 
year after PetO'fi's disappearance. 
The motif of the widow of an honourable person remarrying at a "wicked 
speed" marks a close connection with Hamlet. The element that this widow has a son 
from her first marriage is a common point with both Shakespeare's play and Pet6fi's 
life, whose only son, Zoltan, had a premature death at the age of twenty-two (as this 
poem might 'prophesy'): 
Ugy anja ýs nem mostohaja, 
Nehogy eljöjjek egy napon, 
Es elvezessem kýzen fogva 
180 Öt is oda, hol dn lakom! ... 
[Be his mother and not his stepmother, 
Lest I turn up one day 
And lead him by the hand 
Where I live too! ] (Arany 1962, p. 136) 
178 The term honv6d 'literally' means 'a defender of the homeland'; for a definition see Cziginy 1984, 
p. 536. 
179 The latter will be quoted in a translation by Adam Makkai and Valerie Becker Makkai (Makkai 
2000, pp. 382-383). 
180 The whole of this extract is in internal quotation marks in the poem. The speaker of the poem 
quotes the ghost of the soldier (whom most criticism 'identifies' with Pet6fi) as s/he recounts and 
comments on the apparition. Hereby Arany differentiates this part from the rest of the speaker's 
narration. 
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In contrast with Hamlet, the ghost here does not admonition the son but the widow, 
because he is hurt and embittered as she entered into a new conjugal commitment so 
early. In fact, the ghost in Hamlet specifically warns the protagonist against torturing 
his mother. This appears to be a chief purpose of his apparition in the closet scene. 
While all of old Hamlet's angst is directed against his own murderer, who is, at the 
same time, a disloyal brother and his widow's new husband, the ghost in Arany's 
poem only and exclusively criticises the widow, the "szep bzvegy" [beautiful 
widow], who does not prove to have deserved the soldier's devotion. It is thus logical 
that the widow in this poem sees the ghost clearly, while in Hamlet the queen thinks 
Hamlet is hallucinating, Another different element is that here the third party - the 
new husband - was not in any way involved in the soldier's death, neither did he and 
the widow have a relationship before the soldier's death, as some would argue 
Claudius and Gertrude may have had (though this is not particularly supported by the 
extant Shakespearen sources). As Pet6fi's poem "Egy gondolat bdnt engemet" 
expresses the speaker's desire not to die in a bed, surrounded by pillows but in a 
battlefield, in Arany's poem the dying soldier, after being shot 181 , meditates the same 
thought. This invokes PetO'fi's poem almost word by word. 
The soldier in Arany's poem also comes back to confirrn that he is dead, since 
there were no witnesses to his fall. (This is in accordance with rumours about Pet6fi's 
possible survival and wandering under a pseudonym - this is the time of various fake 
MOAN) On the other hand, the death old Hamlet recounts is not sacrificial but 
murderous; it serves Claudius's agenda as opposed to a common cause. 
181 With a very sentimental ist-romanticist, almost sensationalist device: the poem's soldier was shot 
twice, once on his right side and once on the left. 
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It is during the wedding party that the soldier, or rather his ghost, appears. The 
motif of the wedding itself recalls Hamlet, in particular the reference to the "funeral 
bak'd meats" that "coldly ftu-nish[ed] forth the marriage tables" (1/2; 180-181); and 
the merrymaking Hamlet refers to when talking to the night wardens (1/4; 8-12). 182 
Claudius himself says earlier that he intends to drink in Hamlet's honour when 
Hamlet agrees to stay in Denmark (1/2; 125-128). Memory is very important in this 
poem on different levels: the ghost thinks that forgetting ("feleds6g") happens far too 
early to his memory, and the poem also testifies Arany's impregnated, creative 
memory of Pet6fi's poems and of Shakespeare's Hamlet that he will translate more 
than a decade later. The intertextual link with Hamlet is made absolutely overt in the 
epigraph to the poem, which is a quotation from Hamlet's derision of his mother's 
action from his first soliloquy (1/2; 146-15 1). Arany quotes Hamlet's words in his 
own translation. It is unclear whether Arany translated only this particular bit for the 
sake of providing a suitable epitaph for the poem or whether he was already 
pondering on the possibility of a Hamlet translation, and making drafts for it. The 
epitaph is not in inverted commas, but after an ellipsis Arany indicates that it is from 
Hamlet or from Hamlet, the character (this is unclear as Shakespeare's name does no 
appear): 
... 
Gyarlosag, asszony a neved! 
Csak egy r6vid h6: meg a gyasz cipo sem 
Szakadt el, melyben k6nnye olvadott 
Niobekent kis6rte ki szegeny 
AtyAm holttest6t :s fm 6, epen o 
Hýhez megyen ... 
182 Quite a few Hamlet films indulge in the presentation of this merrymaking, whether it is a reference 
to the wedding or only the illustration of the wealthy and worldly life Gertrude and Claudius share (for 
example, the film directed by Tony Harrison has a scene in which the ambassadors and Polonius are 
making a report, with Judy Parfitt's Gertrude and Anthony Hopkins's Claudius lying in a bed; around 
the bed are dogs, and fiuit and other food is served to them in great abundance; there are also 
lascivious undertones). The Debrecen Hamlet from 1999 also presents a funeral followed by a wedding 
and the coronation of the new king - all acted out without words. 
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[ 
... 
Frailty, your name is woman! 
Only a short month: the mouming shoes - in which she accompanied 
my poor father's corpse like a Niobe melted into tears - haven't even been worn out. 
And behold: she, exactly she, is getting married. ] (1962, p. 130) 
And from Arany's translation published in 1867: 
Gyarlosag, asszony a neved! - Csak egy 
R6vid h6: meg cipOie sem szakadt el, 
Melyben atyam testet kis6rte ki, 
Niobe mOdra k6nnye valva: s im 
(0, Isten! Egy barom, egy oktalan 
Tovdbb gyAszolna) fm, 6, dppen 6, 
Atyam 6cesevel egybek6l [ ... 
I 
[Frailty, your name is woman! 
Only a short month: her shoes - in which she accompanied, 
turning into tears like Niobe, my father's body - haven't even been 
worn out. 
And behold (Oh God! A beast, a stupid person 
Would mourn longer), and behold, she, exactly she 
Marries my father's younger brother ... ] (P. 101) 
There are differences, firstly the passage is abridged for the epigraph so that it 
becomes more focused, more pointed, and the clause containing a reference to Niobe 
is reformulated in the translation of the whole play. In the motto the emphasis is on 
the fact that the widow got remarried (it is omitted to whom she got remarried. This 
gives the quotation a wider appeal and applicability). 
Pet6fi's speaker in "Szeptember vdgdn" wonders if his wife will throw away 
his name, a name which was so precious to her once (and Arany later puts this as a 
complaint into the soldier's mouth). Arany turns this around, making PetO'fi's words 
(written during his honeymoon, yet strongly preoccupied with the idea of dying a 
heroic death for the liberty of his nation) come true and sound like a prophecy. In the 
Makkais' translation: "I shall rise from the darkness" (Makkai 2000, p. 383). 
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Eva Finta's 2000 poem "Hamlet kirdlyfi Barguzinban" [Prince Hamlet in 
Barguzin] 183 transmits the worries of a Hungarian poet living in the Ukraine (as a 
member of the Hungarian minority group there) regarding the role of the poet as a 
chronicler of her times in the vein of Hamlet styling the actor to be the "the abstract 
and brief chronicles of the time" (IF2; 520). Within Hungarian culture there is a great 
deal of importance attached to the role of the poeta vates, the seer-poet or prophet- 
poet, who, as a leader of the nation, provides ideological and spiritual guidance at 
difficult times. This role was predominant in the romantic period, and Pet6fi 
envisaged himself in the vates role (cf. his poem "A XIX. szdzad k6lt6i" [The Poets 
of the 19th Century], for example). Finta's poem is deeply intertextual as it is 
reminiscent of Hamlet, PetO'fi and Istvan Kormos's well-known poem about Yorick. 
It abounds in further allusions to, among others, the modernist poet and translator 
Babits and the myth of Attila the Hun (leader of the 'brother nation' of Hungarians 
that preceded the Magyars in the Carpathian Basin). 
It is not accidental that the universal, yet naturalised national poet, 
Shakespeare, and the epitomous Hungarian national poet, Peto'fi, are invoked side by 
side in this poem. As has been explained in Part One Chapter One, the Hungarian 
Shakespeare was constructed by means of the translations by leading Hungarian 
poets, mainly the Romantic triumvirate of Arany, Pet6fi and Wr6smarty. This semi- 
identification of these writers with the Hungarian Shakespeare has special relevance 
here. 
"Pet6fi's presence still haunts the national consciousness of Hungarians" 
(Makkai 2000, p. 364). As the above discussed poem by Arany also testifies, PetO'fi's 
183 The title has the ten-n kir6lyfi [prince] attached to Hamlet, which has become widespread after 
Arany. 
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life and disappearance is an important site of memory in Hungarian cultural history. 
This is due to the fact that his corpse was not found after the battle of Segesvdr after 
which he disappeared. In order to clarify the importance of Pet6fi 'haunting' this 
poem, a terse summary of a topical issue underlying Finta's poem seems inevitable. 
According to a nineteenth-century myth, Pet6fi did not die a heroic death in the 
Hungarian War of Independence but fled to Russia and died there decades later. ' 84 
The anxiety caused by the loss of Pet6fi as a national hero - alongside the defeat of 
the War of Independence - may account, at least partially, for the hope latent in this 
myth that he was still alive. In 1985 the Hungarian Ferenc Morvai, initially together 
with Andras Balajthy, acting upon this myth, decided to investigate whether a 
suspicious skeleton found in Siberia, at Barguzin was Pet6fi's (cf Makkai 2000, p. 
364). Morvai himself part-financed the endeavour, yet nothing convincing was found. 
Nevertheless, public sentiment was aroused, different opinions have been voiced with 
respect to the possibility of the long-standing myth of the quintessential Magyar poet 
dying in a battle in 1849 at Segesvdr being proved untrue. 
This constitutes a major subtext of the poem, underlining that finding Pet6fi's 
tomb would imply coming to terms with part of the nation's past. "Valahol lenni kell 
a siMak" [The tomb has to be somewhere], the speaker asserts, but then the following 
line emphasises that one may not find the grave: "Attila koporsOja sincsen" [Attila's 
grave hasn't been found either]. The speaker of the poem surmises that "Ezek a sirok 
vandorolnak" [These graves are wandering around], and one may find their spirit(s) 
wherever one digs. Yet, it might also suggest that it is not essential to find the graves 
184 One of the major Hungarian literary cults is centred around Pet6fi. Az irodalmi kultuszkutat6s 
k6nyve [-Studying Literary Cults] (2003) edited by J6zsef TakAts contains essays on the cult of Pet6fi, 
including relics and post- 1849 myths (regarding the so-called bujdos6 - wandering - Pet6fi). 
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of the great ones; it might be better sometimes not to find one and let the mythical 
uncertainty live on. The phrase 'kis magyar tetemrehivas' [little Hungarian ordeal by 
blood] refers to the title and subject matter of Janos Arany's 1877 ballad entitled 
"Tetemre hivas" (in English translation: "Bier-right or Ordeal by Blood"185). In this 
poem a folk belief is revitalised, according to which the wound of the murdered 
person reacts by bleeding on the appearance of the killer. Finta's poem 
recontextualises this literary reference to comment on the turmoil caused by the 
abovementioned recent, slightly sensationalist, event connected to Pet" fi. a0 
In the following metaphorical sentence, the speaker of the poem admits, if 
somewhat bitterly, that the late Peto'fi could have stayed in Siberia: "Az ember olykor 
el is t6rhet" [Humans can even break sometimes]. The line suggests that if Pet6fi did, 
in fact, flee towards Russia, this compromise must have been due to a defect in his 
personality, a case of giving up his main objectives and mission. This is suggested 
with an understanding, forgiving overtone. The persona of the poem calls PetO'fi a 
(poet prince' and visualises him on soft and warm female laps. This may conjure the 
image of another 'poet prince', Hamlet, in the mousetrap scene, where he asks 
Ophelia if he could lie in her lap (111/2; 110- 119). The culturally dominant image of 
the Hungarian national poet is shifted into a fragile icon - here literally a sacred 
image (an indispensable cultic object in Orthodox religion). Sandor PetO'fi, or in his 
new culture, Alekszander (the transliteration of the Russian version of the 'same' first 
name), "drifted into another fate" ('egy masik sorsba dtsodorva") but is still pictured 
in this poem as a figure important enough to be commemorated in an icon. Thus, the 
185 This is the title of the translation by Peter Zollman, in Makkai 2000, pp. 330-332. The literary 
historian L6rdnt Czigdny discusses the poem under the approximate title "Confrontation with the 
Corpse" (1984, p. 204). 
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poem refers to the very human side of the mythical Pet6fi beside the mythicised, 
idolatrous aspect. 186 
The snow that blocks the roads is also allusive to Mihdly Wr6smarty's 1850- 
51 poem "Elo'szo" [Prologue], where the motif of snow and winter connotes the 
muted and crippled situation of the Hungarian intellectual under the Austrian 
autocracy. This was not much after PetO'fi's heroic death or disappearance. 
Wr6smarty's line "Most tel van es csend es h6 es halal" ("It's winter now and death 
and snow and stillness") 187 [Now it is winter and silence and snow and death] (Pandi 
1965, p. 476) is highly metaphorical and, indeed, a reflection on the times. 
It is in this dense intertextual context that the poem questions the very essence 
and contemporary relevance of being a poet: "<<Mit 6r az embem, hogyha k6ltO'? -/ 
Kil6g a sirbol koponyaj a ["What is a person worth" if s/he's a poet? -/ His/Her skull 
lolls out of the grave/tomb]. This is in an intertextual relationship with the 
gravediggers' scene, and specifically, with Yorick. The allusion points to the 
transience of humans, including poets. Kormos's poem, and its identification of the 
poet-speaker with Yorick, is also an important intertext. The speaker of Konnos's 
poem identifies himself as Yorick, but also mentions that he inherited the name 
L, - K. ormos from his mother, was given the first name Istvan, and was also known under 
various nicknames (1984, pp. 88-89). It is noteworthy that the witty yet vulnerable 
figure of the jester becomes an allegory of 'the' Hungarian poet. This intertextual 
game with roles and models continues in Finta's poem. The approximate translation 
can hardly keep up with the multidimensional references in the text. "Nfit er az 
... Parenthetically, the phrase 'kis magyar tetemrehivds' [little Hungarian ordeal by blood] 
coterminously recalls the title of Mer Esterhdzy's accomplished prose work written during the 
socialist era in Hungary, Kis magyar pornogr6fia (A Little Hungarian Pornography). The work was 
translated by Judith Sollosy under this - very 'faithful' - title. 187 This is a quotation from Peter Zollman's translation in Makkai 2000 (p. 268). 
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ember" is already a quotation (the author herself recognises this by the use of inverted 
commas), a Hungarian topos that has had many apparitions in Hungarian literature 
through Zn'nyi via Ady. The original question is "Mit 6r az ember, ha magyar? " 
[What is one worth if s/he's a Hungarian? ]. The fact that the poet speaks as a member 
of a minority group of Hungarians who strive to maintain their native culture within 
the body of a different people puts an emphasis on Finta's rhetorical question. As 
noted before, there is a traditional sense of the Hungarian poet as someone with a 
mandate, who is supposed to serve his/her (typically his) people, to "set right" 
whatever is "out of joint" - someone with a grave mission, very much like Hamlet. In 
this poem, however, the persona senses no need to shoulder the formidable task of 
supporting and giving directions to the community, and this troubles the speaker, who 
finds her/himself in a vacuum, left alone, without a clear-cut vocation: 
Es ejjel van. Mindenki alszik. 
Pegazusom se keme enni. 
Seni se banja, ha nem irok. 
Senki se bdnja, hogyha elhal 
gondolat, tdlentum, t6rekv6s - 
az id6 6nmagdt felejti. 
[And now it's night-time. All are asleep. 
My Pegasus won't want feeding. 
No one minds if I don't write. 
No one minds if thought, talent 
and aspiration die out - 
time forgets itself. ] 
This poem highlights the struggle of a rather traditional poet figure with a strong 
sense of mission, who finds that there is no need to perform this poeta vates role amid 
the contemporary turmoil. 
In a metatextual gesture the epilogue to the poem admits that there has been a 
game with cultural references in the poem. Yorick is named here, with the 
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Shakespearean epithet (V/l; 178) famous from Arany's translation and Kormos's 
poem: szegeny [poor, miserable]. The mention of Yorick tolerating the speaker's 
intertextual gaming might suggest that Yorick is alive, through the memory of his 
puns, and through the mark he left on language. This might also indicate the eternal 
life of poets in general (which is another topos, one also 'recycled' by Shakespeare in 
his sonnets). Interestingly, both Hamlet and Yorick are epitomes of the poet in this 
work: 
Eljdtszottam e teli ejen 
Elarult, rossz szavak haddval 
Es szent maradt a szent a kepen. 
Szegdny Yorick eltilri vdtkem. 
[I've been playing this winter night 
With a swarm of betrayed, bad words 
And the saint in the picture remained a saint. 
Poor Yorick will tolerate my sin. ] 
The strong cultural status of 'the saint' (PetO'fi) remained intact, no matter what 
theoretical possibilities the poem has negotiated. The outcome of this meditation links 
us back to the sacred position of Shakespeare and Hamlet (and Hamlet), which are 
intertwined here with the sacredness of the Hungarian canonical poet again - yet this 
time within creative writing and not in translation proper or its criticism. 
The poem thus revivifies themes and motifs from Hamlet - the ghost, Yorick, 
the graveyard - by juxtaposition to numerous other cultural references and immersion 
in the Pet6fi myth. This is another text where Hamlet is inscribed with cultural 
memory, the nation's past and the typical Hungarian figure of the poeta vates (of 
which PetO'fi is a prototype). It is striking that even though the main body of the poem 
reflects on Pet6fi as a poeta vates figure, the title substitutes Hamlet for the Barguzin 
skeleton. The Hungarian cultural role of the 'poet with a mission' is inextricably 
linked to the figure of Hamlet (and Hamlet as a textual entity, as a constantly revived 
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intertext: a text always in between). The poem seems to hesitate between the two 
attitudes outlined at the beginning of this chapter: on one hand, it certainly links 
rr_ 
humlet to the story of the Hungarian nation (and some of its great personages), on the 
other, it is also concerned with the state of the art of poetry and the vacuum in which 
the contemporary poet feels situated with regard to her or his 'mission'. 
"Level Hamlethez" [A Letter to Hamlet] (2001) by the Transylvanian theatre 
director and poet Gdbor Tompa (born 1957) revisits the motif of Hamlet's pretended 
madness. The poem, as the title suggests, addresses Hamlet: "Kirdlyfi! Ddnom! 
Hamlet! Hercegem! " [Prince! My Dane! Hamlet! My prince! ]. Given the historical 
circumstances, the speaker finds it necessary to put on a clown's costume. Again, this 
is a covert allusion to Yorick (not only in Shakespeare's and Arany's but also in 
Kormos's work). The speaker mentions the imminent end of an era: "utols6 futam/ 
kdszill6dik mdr 6vek ota itt" [the final race has been in preparation here for years]. 
The speaker finds fighting for power futile: "A tr6n iires [ ... ] Bolond, 
ki arra t6r" 
[The throne is empty. S/he that attempts to take it is a fool]. 
"Hamlet elkallodott monologia" ("Hamlet's Lost Monologue") by Laszlo 
Kalnoky (1912-1985) appears to be a poem in between the two main attitudes 
outlined above. Its analytic, self-assessive speaker appears to have had a mandate; 
yet, this is more to do with his sense of vocation to save the innocent. It is, thus, a 
universal vocation rather than one resorting to the speaker's nation. Hamlet is 
juxtaposed here with Prometheus, another famous saviour of humankind, who 
suffered undeservedly. The allusion is covert, through the mention of "pecked 
fragments of liver" (Makkai 1996, p. 745; "cso"r-tepte majdarab", 1992, p. 220). 
Again, there is a connection with the self-addressing poem. 
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Jeno' Kiss's (1912-1996) poem entitled "A Hamlet-monol6gra" [After the 
Hamlet Soliloquy] (1949) is a thoroughly politicised appropriation. The five-stanza 
poem celebrates and promotes a predigested communist ideology, juxtaposing the 
action-mindedness of socialism with Hamlet's hitherto despised passivity: "mi lenni, 
tenni: elni akarunk! " [we want to be, to act: to live]. The allegedly 'intemational' 
ideology dominating the poem may account for the lack of a nationalist component 
within its overall ideological structure. The avoidance of the patriotic connection is 
all the more striking given that the author was a member of the Hungarian minority in 
Romania. The poem - being immersed in socialist ideology - rather naively promotes 
revolution, breaking with the past and looking towards the future. This specifically 
relates to historical injustices endured by the working class: "Igen, Hamlet, mi azt 
mondjuk: csak t6rd szet /a korbacsot, mi szenvedni tamit" [Yes, Hamlet, we say: just 
break the scourge that teaches you to suffer] (1988, p. 121). Even violence is 
acceptable if it leads to the demolishing of tyranny: 
Nines annyi seb, mi sok volna egy tisztdbb, 
egyjobb: emberhez m&ItO 6let6rt. 
[There cannot be too many wounds for a purer, 
better life, deserved by humans. ] (1988, p. 12 1) 
As it might also be argued about Gaspar's play, Hamlet comes across in this poem as 
an anti-hero, an anti-model. He is called "a pale prince" ("sapadt kiralyfl"); his 
undecidedness and melancholy are ridiculed. "Bizony, mi, Hamlet, azt mondjuk; esak 
iiss szet /a gazok k6zt, szabadsag fegyvere! " [Yes, we say, Hamlet, disband the 
knaves, you, weapon of liberty! ] (1988, p. 121). The persona speaks as a member of 
the socialist society and Hamlet is an addressee. Szabadsag fegyvere [weapon of 
liberty] can be Hamlet's epithet or can be a totally independent apostrophe, that of an 
abstract notion. At the climax of the poem Hamlet is overtly and severely criticised: 
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"Hamlet, bus b6lcs! B61cs? Nem - csak tenni gydva! " [Hamlet, sorrowful sagel 2: 1- 
Sage? No - only a coward to act! ] This turns into a direct apostrophe of the figure of 
Hamlet: 
Vond el szemedro'l revUlt ujjadat! 
Mit itt latsz, mdr az ember uJ vilaga, 
Mert cselekedni merffink uJakat. 
t1nek mdr - ime - nemzetek a f6ld6n, 
Szabad hittel maguknak dpitO'k - 
S itt is, ott is leomlik egy-egy b6rt6n - 
A ndp szavdt6l dgnek az id6k. 
[Take your entranced finger away from your eyes 
What you see here is the new world of humankind 
Because we dared to perform new deeds. 
Lo! There are now nations in the world 
Building for themselves with free faith 
And here and there a prison collapses - 
The times are being burnt by the voices of the people. ] (198 8, pp. 120-12 1) 
The spirit (rather than ghost) that points out the direction for the community 
on behalf of whom the persona speaks is a revolutionary: Lenin. This comes across as 
sacrilegeous to Hamlet as the word Lenin has the very same letters - in a different 
order - as lenni [to be], a key word of the great soliloquy. The poem ends with this 
impertinent rebuff. Small wonder the poem provided a quotation for a school-leavers' 
tableau for the famous poet Domokos Szilagyi's class in 1955, apart from having 
been anthologised in 1953 in a representative collection of Hungarian poetry written 
in Romania (cf. Kdntor 1990, pp. 38 and 40). Interestingly and not untypically of the 
process of socialist indoctrination, the quotation for the tableau was tailored at the 
headteacher's request, the addressing of the pale prince had to be deleted, and 
"ketsegek merlege" [the balance of doubts] was replaced by "kerdesek merlege" [the 
balance of questions]. 
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III 
The more pronouncedly metatextual aspect of Hamlet-inspired poetry also deserves 
attention. Dezso' Tandori's (bom 1938) collection of poetry T&redýk Hamletnek 
[Fragment to Hamlet] (1968) was a major watershed in Hungarian poetry, and it 
marked, in the view of many critics, the beginning of Hungarian postmodern poetry. 
The title-giving poem raises the issue of plurality and the fragmentariness of 
contemporary life: 
- ily egyetlenne el-nern-gondolas 
tehet csak. Minden megk6zelites mdr 
6mnagdt6l tilnekeny: mertek, 
melyet mindig sajat 
valtozasa terernt meg; oly sip, 
mely csak saj at hangjara szol - 
0, te dllhatatlan odaadds, 
te, kit mdr egy porszemnyi at-nem-szitdlt id6 
megiil haldlosan - 
[- only non-consideration can make one 
so singular. Every approach 
is already transitory by itself. a standard 
that is always created by its own change; a whistle 
that only plays its own tune - 
0 you fickle devotion, 
you on whom even a grain of unsieved time 
sits fatally -] ( 19 6 8, p. 5 9) 
At least two more poems in the volume bear marks of Hamlet. In "Il. T6redek" 
[Second Fragment], the infinitive kizuhanni [zoom out of something rapidly] may 
allude to the great soliloquy, namely the departure into the unknown country of death. 
According to "Ill. T6redek" [Third Fragment], our only complete mask is the one 
after death. 
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Poems by Szilard Borbely (bom 1964) that are related to Hamlet also belong 
primarily to the metapoetical strand of 'Hamletised' Hungarian poetry. Interestingly, 
when Borbely published the two poems to be referred to here in the literary magazine 
Ajf6ld, the titles indicated a certain H. Apart from this letter, which can be interpreted 
as Hamlet's initial, motifs of the poems made an intertextual connection with Hamlet 
feasible, yet it was the inclusion of the rewritten versions of these poems into an 
edited volume that made these texts even more explicitly linked to Hamlet. (Most 
changes are to do with punctuation and breaking up the poems into stanzas; there are 
relatively few lexical alterations or omissions. ) Even though the new titles do not 
allude to H, the title of the collection itself - Berlin & Hamlet - explicitly points to 
Hamlet as an intertext. 
The new titles given by Borbely for the poems in the volume formulate an 
overt intertextual link with Tandori's abovementioned collection, due to the word 
t5redýk [fragment]. "H., a kiszdmithatatlan" [H., the Unpredictable] was retitled as 
"[T6red6k VIII. ]" for the poetry collection (2003, p. 63). The earlier version will be 
quoted here. It needs emphasising, however, that the layout of the poem is slightly 
different in the volume: there is a full stop after borotvas gyilkos [killer with a razor], 
and a new stanza opens after filedbe [into your ear]. It seems that continuous 
rewriting and revision take place in some of the more creative Hamlet-related texts as 
well, not only in translations 'proper': 
'Nyitott kes szeretnek 
lenni, a kiszdmithatatlan. 
Borotvas gyilkos, a hizelgo' 
nyelv-0, aki ftiledbe mdrget 
csepegtet. ' 
[I would like to be an open knife, 
the unpredictable. 
A killer with a razor and with a flattering 
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tongue, who can drip poison 
into your ear. ] (Borb6ly 1999) 
The poem reworks Claudius's tendency to flattery, which is so successful with 
Laertes in the play. Claudius's smooth, rhetorical style conceals the unpredictability 
of his action: the fact that he can drip poison into one's ears. The apparition of this 
intertext in Borb6ly's poem can be read as an allegory of poetry. The speaker of a 
poem - and the genre of poetry in general - should be like this: unpredictable, with a 
potential to surprise, to startle the reader. Thus, Borbely's poem can be seen as a 
metapoem, reflecting on the 'nature' of the art (cf. Holmes 1970 and Gentzler pp. 91 
and 129). The motif of poisoning someone through the ear is a historical intertext as 
well in the context of medieval Hungary. Vazul, a potential heir to the throne of 
Hungary, was murdered by lead being trickled into his ear. 
In Borbdly's poem "H., a kisdrtO"' [H., the Tempter] - or, under its new title, 
"[T6redek IX. ]" [Fragment IX] - the idea of a ghost is reminiscent of Hamlet: 
Ha szellemet ldttam volna, talan 
akkor sem lepO'd6m meg j obban. 
[Had I seen a ghost probably 
I wouldn't have been more surprised. ] (2003, p. 70) 
The night wardens also appear in the poem; they are, however, translated into 
security men of a large supermarket (where the speaker of the poem is wandering and 
meets someone unexpectedly - it is more surprising than if it were a ghost). 
Otto Orban's (1936-2002) bipartite poem "HelsingO'r" is another case in point. 
It can also be read as two adjacent poems, linked together by the Hamlet intertext. In 
order to point out aspects of metatextuality an approximate translation of the whole 
poem seems essential: 
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Egy kirdlyfi borotvdlkozik 
Megeshet 6s gyakorta ugy esik, 
Hogy kedviink tu'n6 alkalmak bardtj a, 
elkendo"zi va16 dbrazatAt, 
s hol mdg el6bb szdndek ds szorgalom 
siirgett6k mUlani a renyhe ordt, 
oly egy szeg6ny ki volt, a kepzelet 
arany nyarat b6 kdzzel tdkozol 
es ffirge percek harmatos csapdsin 
moh6 kop6kdnt Qzve a cs6m6rt 
felh6be vonjaj6kedviink deldt. 
Kev6ly 6r6mnek ez szoros verern 
s szorongni szazszorosan az, mivel 
"szorost" gondolni k6nnyd, Wrni terhes, 
ha enyhWest is kinal, hogy bajunk 
k6z-neh6zs&g 6s igy kiallhat6. 
Csak lenne orrunk bfiAlket szagolni, 
6 hogy Affiellenenk csapongani 
e fens6ges diszno6lak k6rdl! 
0 hogy magasra sz6kne csillagunk, 
az oly valO, mint hogy ha f6ldre sz6diil, 
hol r6g6k k6zt tenyesz a szovirag, 
a kertesz nyelv parazna vetemenye, 
a legbujdbb a gizgazok k&W, 
mely kekre birva erintetlen eszmet 
er6szakot tesz k6lt6szet neven. 
Elnezni azt, hogy nimel e rima, 
Oly tett, mitO'l a tekintet pirul; 
Tfirni a szdgyent sz6talan viszont, 
istent kivdn, nern embernek valo. 
Ekdnt az dgasnyelv-0 szinleles 
t16 hurokkdnt perdink fojtogatva 
rosszakra k6lt, elk6ltve azt, amit 
fel kene k6lteni, a szenvedelyt, 
az unalorn tojasdt k6lti ki; 
a szO-bu'vdsz pedig, bar cdIja fennk6lt: 
sugdrral 6desitni a panaszt, 
hamis kocsmarosk6nt hig szobeszeddel 
vizezi szenved6siink 6bordt. 
E betegseg m6lt6sagunk csikaýa, 
ViseljWik bdr a szdnkon ragtapaszt, 
A locska h6v kirdlyt is megszalaszt 
De arcunk sima, el most reggelimi! 
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Atirat 
"Nevezett fir rossz idegm6k6ddsenek Aldozata. Sajndlatos, de ez tdny. 
Mdskepp kitiffine pOlOmeccseken mint ffirg&bb tr6nut6dok, de 1gy, mivel 
hasdb6l egy kergiilt idegcsom6 hibas parancsot tovAbbit sziv6hez, fens6ge 
mer6 szddillds. Recseg6 b6torokban szellemet gyanit. Ha egy vizcsap csbp6g, 
az arca megfeszdl, 'kiralyi v6r' kidltja, 6s 'rdtul kiontatol', 6s ek6zben 
szem. 6ben oly kaprazat lobog, hogy Idtni siralom. De fondor irigys6g tapldlja 
gydszat. Anýjit, e hervadasnak indult, elveteg kirdlyn6t, Agy bdmulja, mint 
sanda szerzetes a kurvdt. Ez jora, nem vezet. Az allamg6pezet markdns 
egy6nisegre vagyik, jO tv-arcra, es helyes beszedre. Nevezett ur h6bortja otvar 
nemzetijnk dbrdzatdn. Ezdrt szemilnkben o' megbizhatatlan, olyan kor, melyet 
honunk h-dsdbol kivagni hiv a k6telesseg. S hogy nem kesffink lehallgatni 
besz6lget6seit, ez sz6ljon hfisdgfink fel6l. TanAcsunk: aut6baleset, mely utdn 
pdr napig klasszikus zen6t sugaroz a rddio. Nagy M-mel: M61t6sagaitok hive. 
Pecs6t, k6t mdsolat; Polonius. " 
[A prince is shaving 
It may and it often does happen 
that our mood is a friend of passing chance, 
it veils its real countenance, 
and where lately will and diligence 
were urging the lazy hour to pass, 
such a pauper as imagination 
wastes the golden summer with generous hands, 
and on swift moments' dewy path 
as a greedy hound chasing surfeit 
draws our hilarity's noon into a cloud. 
This is a narrow pit for haughty joy, 
and to be anxious is a hundred times as narrow, for 
narrow is easy to think of, to bear it is burdensome 
even if it offers the ease that our trouble 
is a shared one and, thus, bearable. 
I wish we had a nose to smell their stink 
oh how we would dread roving 
about the majestic pigsties. 
Oh, that our star would leap high 
is as true as that it spins dizzily to earth 
where the flowers of rhetoric grow amongst the clods 
the most lecherous of weeds, 
which violate the name of poetry 
by cajoling the intact idea into pleasure. 
Watching how this slut rhymes 
is an act that makes the countenance blush. 
To bear the shame without a word, however, 
Calls for a god; it is not for a human. 
Thus forked-tongued pretence 
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spends on the bad, strangling our minute as live loop, 
putting out what needs to be woken up - passion - 
hatching the egg of boredom, 
while the word-wizard, though his end is lofty 
- sweetening the complaint with a ray - 
waters the aged wine of our suffering 
with runny chatter as an artful innkeeper. 
This disease gripes our dignity 
may we wear plaster on our lips, 
the prattling heat of the moment makes even a king run. 
But our face is smooth, let us go for breakfast now! ] 
[Transcript/copy 
"The named gentleman is the victim of his malfunctioning nerves. 
Regrettably, this is a fact. Otherwise, he would excel in water-polo matches 
like swifter heirs of the throne, but in this state, since a maddened ganglion 
from his abdomen sends the wrong order to his heart, his majesty is all 
dizziness. He suspects a ghost in creaking furniture. If a tap is dripping, his 
face becomes tense, he cries 'royal blood' and 'you will be shed despicably' 
and meanwhile, in his eyes a vision is blazing which is a sorrow to see. But 
cunning envy feeds his mourning. He stares at his mother, the withering queen 
as a cockeyed monk stares at a harlot. This leads to no good. The state 
machinery wants a strong personality, a good TV-face, and appropriate 
elocution. The whims of the named gentleman are a rash on our nation's face. 
Therefore he is unreliable in our eyes, a disease that duty calls us to cut out of 
the flesh of our country. It should speak of our faithfulness that we did not 
delay in tapping his conversations. We recommend a car accident after which 
the radio would play classical music for a few days. With a capital M: With 
devotion to your MaJesties. Seal, two copies; Polonius. "] (1984, pp. 7-8) 
The first part of the poem, "Egy kiralyfi borotvalkozik" [A Prince Is Shaving] can be 
interpreted as a rewriting of Hamlet's great soliloquy; this is another example of the 
fragmentary afterlife of Hamlet). There are several phrases and sentence structures 
that remind one strongly of Arany's version of the great soliloquy. Especially the 
closure - the last three sentences - allude to this particularly noticeably. The sentence 
beginning "Ekent az dgasnyelvil szfnleles" [Thus forked-tongued pretence] recalls 
Arany's translation of "Thus conscience does make cowards of us all"; the one 
starting "E betegseg m6ltOsdgunk csikada" [This disease gripes our dignity] is 
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reminiscent of "the native hue of resolution / Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of 
thought". Phrases such as tu'rni [to bear] and oly tett [such an act] are also apt 
examples. Even the exclamation at the end of the poem reminds one of "Soft you now 
I I" (111/1; 87-89). 
It can also be interpreted as a poem by Hamlet that Polonius reads and reports 
on to Claudius and Gertrude. In a more literal sense, it can be read as a monologue of 
Hamlet -a conversation with himself while shaving - on which Polonius eavesdrops. 
However, the poem is also concerned with poetry in general, for instance, it is against 
florid language and it criticises the word-wizard who does a shallow job. It also 
expresses the necessity of speaking about what one notices, reinforcing the view of 
the poet as a witness and a commentator. 
"Atirat" makes the reader envisage an officious Polonius dictating a letter to 
his secretary, making sure that the punctuation expresses flattery. (The implied 
narrative situation matches the form of the prose poem. ) This Polonius is ridiculed for 
his confidence that language expresses what he wants it to express. The postmodern 
perception of language - in which this poem operates - challenges this view: 
language cannot be governed, it is rather the other way around, the speaker is at the 
mercy of language. 
The subtitle of this part of the poem is multireferential. The noun constituting 
the subtitle means 'copy' as well as 'transciption, rewriting' in Hungarian. This 
paratext can thus point to the piece of official communication that Polonius's 
secretary is preparing. This, in itself, will be a translation of what Polonius dictates: 
we see this report or letter in the making. This metatextual aspect can be extended 
and given broader significance: it may indicate that poetry, and all verbal art, 
involves an act of transcribing, rewriting or, with the dominant metaphor of the 
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present thesis, translating. The reason for this is at least twofold: a 6new' text reworks 
previous utterances or scripts - this is the intertextual aspect -, and it also can 
transform, translate preverbal material, feelings or an internal stream-of- 
consciousness - what Kristeva terms the semiotic - into the verbal, the symbolic (cf 
Minier 2004, pp. 76-78). 
The poems discussed above represent only a selection of Hamlet-inspired 
Hungarian poetry, and the 'classification', the rationale of the discussion, is also only 
one of the possibilities. ' 88 Elaborating on these tendencies and on the related case of 
the connection of the self-addressing poem with Hamlet serves to highlight Hamlet's 
embeddedness in the story of the Hungarian nation (though some poems, such as 
Kiss's and Kalnoky's, suggest a more universal scope) by the role of 'the' national 
poet being given a Hamletian or Yorickian hue. 
188 Other examples include B61a Bodor's (born 1954) poetry volume Ragtime a Vjrn(5szJ Barommal. 
Versek a huszadik sz6zadb6l, which has been referred to in Part One Chapter Three with regard to the 
afterlife of the phrase vjrn&z, 5 barom. 
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CONCLUSION: 
Claiming Shakespeare as Our Own 
Hamletro'l mdg sohasem hallottam, hogy,, tiszta irodalom". Nem is az. Hamlet -a legmagasabb, amit eddig az emberi szellem 16trehozott - egyszerýien j6 darab. Hamlet 
j6 UzIet is. Hamlet ezenkiviil , szorakoztat6" olvasmdny is. Legaldbb engem egy 
eletre elszorakoztat. 
[I have never heard it said of Hamlet that it is 'pure literature'. Neither is it so. 
Hamlet - so far the highest achievement of human genius - is simply a good play. 
Hamlet is good business, too. In addition, Hamlet is also an entertaining read. At least 
for me it is a lifetime's entertainment. ] (Kosztoldnyi 1942c, p. 244) 
"ghosts do haunt the rewriting process" 
(Zabus 2002, p. 5) 
Whose is Shakespeare, who has a right to claim Shakespeare and, for that matter, 
Hamlet? This may seem an idle question, yet the long history of the appropriation of 
Shakespeare and, particularly Hamlet, suggests that for some Shakespeare functions 
as a status symbol and a locus of proprietary rights. As Shurbanov and Sokolova 
remind us, there are "multiple claims on the Bard's heritage" (2001, p. 15): 
Shakespeare and his exemplary text, Hamlet, have been commandeered by a number 
of different communities. Appropriation, following the Latin adjective proprius, 
means making something 'one's own'. There is a clear connection between 
appropriation and translation in a broad sense. The term translation - or rather, its 
Latin counterpart, translatio - derives from the verb transfero: 'take over, take 
across'. As with translation and adaptation, these can also be seen as interlocking 
metaphors. Translations do appropriate a text for a new audience, while appropriation 
implies the taking over of a work by another community as its own. In this sense, 
translations are appropriations, but the act of appropriation also has a noteworthy 
translational quality. 
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Shakespearean appropriation can be examined both in its diachronicity and 
synchronicity. Acculturation - appropriation by other languages and cultures - is only 
one of a number of means. A diachronic overview would survey how Shakespeare 
has been appropriated at different historical times (for example, the Shakespeares of 
the Restoration, the Enlightenment, Romanticism, postmodernism), whereas a 
synchronic perspective would demonstrate the specific ways and areas in which this 
appropriation takes place (for instance, genres, art forms, different ethnic 
communities and ideologies "recruiting" Shakespeare). 189 For example, there are 
Shakespearean romances (among others, Erika Jong's 1986 novel Serenissima) and 
Shakespearean detective stories (for instance, Michael Innes's 1937 novel Hamlet, 
Revenge! and so on). 190 Shakespeare and his Hamlet have been pressed into service to 
exemplify concepts, especially newly introduced ones (for example, the Oedipus 
complex). The art form of the film also justified itself, among others, through its 
appropriation of Shakespeare productions (think of the first Shakespearean silent 
films). 191 Shakespeare has been 'manipulated' - no disrespect intended - to 
popularise musical genres such as the rock opera (including the Hungarian rock 
operatic Hamlets by Fero Nagy and, more recently, by Balazs Lencses) and the 
Broadway musical (West Side Story topicalising Romeo and Juliet; Kiss Me, Kate 
reworking The Taming of the Shrew; and The Boysfrom Syracuse inspired by The 
189 The phrase recruiting is borrowed from Ciglar-Zanid 1994. It also appears in Yachnin 2001 (p. 48). 
190 For an analysis of romances of this kind see Osborne 1999, and with regard to sources on 
Shakespearean crime fiction see Lanier 2002, p. 181. Hundreds of English detective stories use 
Shakespearean fragments for their titles. The present author is also indebted to Dr Terry Hale, for 
drawing her attention to particular examples of Shakespearean detective fiction. 
191 The video and DVD compilation entitled Silent Shakespeare gives the following explanation on its 
back cover: "In its infancy film was regarded as a rather lowbrow medium, and the budding film 
industry attempted to elevate its cultural status by imitating the theatre. Adapting the works of 
Shakespeare was the filmmakers' greatest challenge... " Cartmell, too, states: "The 'Shakespeare' 
speakies were produced not only to elevate the status of cinema but to establish or display a actor's 
credentials" (2000, p. 23). 
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Comedy of Errors). Ideologies that have 'claimed' Shakespeare include socialism 
(Gaspar's Hamlet resembles a repentent communist saint) and spiritualism (of which 
both Hamlet and Horatio are followers in Juhdsz's novel), as discussed in Part 
Three. 192 These are illustrative examples of using Shakespeare, and Hamlet, as a 
"confirmation of [one's] worldview" (Marowitz 1991 cited Fischlin and Fortier 2000, 
p. 18). 
In the 20th century 'Shakespeare' appears to be an authority-providing name 
in various schools of literary theory. There is a great deal of Shakespearean 
adaptation taking place within criticism, for instance as a product of editonal 
practices (cf Fischlin and Fortier 2000, p. 17). An important cultural way in which a 
theory makes itself understood and accepted is very often through examples drawn 
from Shakespeare. Ernest Jones's interpretation of Hamlet, though often attacked, is 
legendary. Lacan's reading of Hamlet, cryptic though it may be, is a highly valued 
example of Lacanian psychoanalysis. Such is the case with the appearance of New 
Historicism and Cultural Materialism on the critical stage; they both rely heavily on 
Shakespeare in terms of exemplary material. Postcolonialist criticism has also 
established itself with the aid of Shakespearean material. Examples include the 
Prospero complex and the Caliban complex, "a pair of reciprocal neuroses" which 
may be traced to Octave Mannoni's 1950 work Psychologie de la colonization (Bate 
1994, p. 124). Later George Lamming (1960) and Frantz Fanon (1952) further 
developed some of these concepts which became so central to postcolonialism (cf 
192 A recent case of appropriating Hamlet by impregnating it with religious ideology is an 1994 
production acted by prisoners in Opole (Poland). The director Przemyslaw Palosz adapted the third act 
of J6zef Paszkowski's nineteenth-century translation of Hamlet, carrying out a 'satanic interpretation'. 
In sharp contrast with Juhisz's play, "[t]he main assumption which determined the overall 
interpretation of Hamlet was that spiritualist contacts are really contacts with Satan, who takes on the 
appearance of the called spirit" (Palosz 1998, p. 139). At the same time, this is also an example of 
theatre as leaming experience. 
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Bate 1994, pp. 124-128). Translation Studies is no exception. For instance, Romy 
Heylen's Translation, Poetics, and the Stage: Six French Hamlets (1993) was 
published as the third item in the prestigious series Translation Studies (Routledge). 
Among Shakespeare's plays Hamlet excels in eliciting interpretation upon 
interpretation and 'fuelling' a rivalry between theoretical approaches. It has also 
served as a vehicle for the expression of a variety of positions and for 
experimentation with different forms. Lionel Abel, who defines Hamlet as a 
metadrama (and, indeed, defines metadrama by reference to Hamlet), claims: 
People have grown tired, I suspect, of thinking about Hamlet; also, of reading 
further explanations of the play. Will not each new interpretation prove to be a 
misinterpretation - the moment, that is, it stops being new? This is what has 
happened again and again, to theory on theory, explanation after explanation, 
many of which began by provoking our interest - only to disappoint us as 
wrong. (1963, p. 40, my emphasis) 
This observation does not stop Abel from succumbing to the same cultural practice. 
The name Shakespeare is with no doubt an umbrella term associated with 
innumerable artefacts and procedures of cultural production. 
Chantal Zabus claim that different periods have their respective basic text (in 
her wording, pre-texts) for frequent rewriting: 
Each century has its own interpellative dream-texts: The Tempest for the 
seventeenth century; Robinson Crusoe for the eighteenth century; Jane Eyre 
for the nineteenth century; Heart of Darkness for the turn of the twentieth 
century. Such texts serve as pre-texts to others and underwrite them. (2002, p. 
1) 
Further on she argues that The Tempest has kept its appeal for rewriting for nearly 
four centuries. The present thesis shows that so has Hamlet. However, Zabus's view 
can be taken a step further by proposing that it is not only centuries or periods that 
have their dream-texts through which they can enter into dialogue with the (artistic or 
political) establishment and imagine an alternative state of affairs. Different nations 
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or generations, gender-based and otherwise structured subcultures, may also have 
their own dream-texts. (Most of these appropriative contexts or configurations are 
recognised by Zabus in terrns of The Tempest at least. ) For Hungarians, for instance, 
Hamlet has certainly been an 'interpellative dream-text'. One needs to add in haste: it 
has not been so for Hungarians only. "Hamlet is Germany, Hamlet is Poland" - this is 
how Manfred Pfister commences his comparison of the German and Polish 
acculturations of Hamlet (1998, p. 18). 
The appropriation of Shakespeare's Hamlet as a central text had an element of 
emulation and competition in Central and Eastern Europe. Another pertinent, not to 
say more specific, term for the phenomenon is nostrification or, in its original form, 
Nostrifizierung. This dates from 1858 and was first used by the theatre director Franz 
Dinglestedt (Pfister 1994, pp. 77-78 and Pfister 1998, p. 19). This tenn, too, derives 
from the Latin: the ad ective nostrus means 'our'. Further related terms are i 
naturalisation (for example, Davidhazi 1998) and indigenisation (often used with 
regard to postcolonial Shakespeares). There seems to be a latent, unofficial 
competition taking place within cultural historiography as to which nation had the 
first mention of Shakespeare, produced the first translation, the first translation from 
the 'original', the first performance, the first collected edition; which set up a 
Shakespeare Society or Committee before the others; and so on and so forth. (If the 
focus is on one particular culture, the question relates to the moment the first 
reference to Shakespeare dates from, when the first translation was prepared and 
published, and so on. ) As Gary Taylor succinctly puts it, "Shakespeare accumulates 
superlatives: the greatest X, the most widely Y, the most often Z" (1999, p. 197). 
This attitude is still traceable even in contemporary critical discourse. For the 
sake of illustration here is a passage (which serves an introductory purpose in its 
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original context) claiming that Eastern Europe nostrified Shakespeare to a greater 
extent than the rest of the world: "In Eastern Europe, more than anywhere else, 
Shakespeare's plays have recently been appropriated for political interpretations 
I ]" (Strffbmý 2000, p. 1). A debateable assumption underlying this statement is that 
'Eastern Europe' -a fuzzy term itself - has a rather unified approach to Shakespeare. 
Furthennore, the author of the book asserts that recently this 'Eastern Europe' 
politically appropriated Shakespeare to a greater extent than any other cultures. This 
statement is unjustifiable and it is coterminous with what Peter Ddvidhdzi terms a 
Shakespeare cult. 
Is a nostrified Shakespeare still Shakespeare, though? This has been the 
subject of a recent debate within Shakespeare studies. Thomas Healy in 1997 
announced with some irony and regret the advent of a "protean Shakespeare 99193 , 
claiming that: 
Shakespeare studies in the last decade have become familiar with the idea of 
Shakespeare wearing different guises in different social and historical 
contexts, and have accepted that there are many Shakespeares, rather than 
one. (1997, p. 209) 
Despite giving such a concise summary of certain recent (and not so recent) 
directions of interdisciplinary research, Healy also expresses his worries: 
If Shakespeare is credited with a capacity to play all roles, in another sense he 
is capable of playing no role but that of a fetishised cipher through which 
varying groups claim authenticity or legitimacy for particular social or 
cultural platforms. (1997, p. 214) 
This view was expressed in an ingenious and argumentative article on Shakespeare's 
appropriation in 'Europe' (another term that is currently under serious revision as a 
result of postcolonial theory, among other factors). Healy cautiously warns us against 
193 Healy uses expressions such as "protean Shakespearian identities" and "protean plethora of 
Shakespearian representations" (1997, p. 211) and "protean, placeless Shakespeare" (1997, p. 223). 
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seeing a highly acculturated artefact as 'Shakespearean' just because it is 
cmanufactured' under the legitimating name of 'Shakespeare'. As it is apparent from 
his article, he does not necessarily view the presence of artefacts related to 
Shakespeare in a Central or Eastern European country as examples of a common 
European heritage. Commenting on an article by Janja Ciglar-2anid that elaborates on 
a Croatian performance of Titus Andronicus, as well as reflecting on Boika 
Sokolova's account of her viewing experience of a Romeo and Juliet production in 
Bulgaria, Thomas Healy contends, "Central to such a production, and the perspective 
behind it, is a recognition that this Romeo and Juliet is not Shakespeare's, but 
Bulgaria's" (Healy 1997, p. 228). This suggests that the main perspective when 
assessing a production like this should rather be that of Bulgarian culture than that of 
Shakespeare studies. Healy's observation that Bulgarian productions of Shakespeare 
or, for that matter, of any other author, can be best assessed with a thorough 
knowledge of the culture in which they were produced is not unreasonable. But then, 
how can one conduct research on a cultural artefact without a profound knowledge of 
the given language and cultural context? To this extent, a Bulgarian performance of 
Shakespeare can only be understood within a Bulgarian cultural context. 
Nevertheless, there is no reason why different headings or fields of studies, such as 
Shakespeare studies, Bulgarian Studies, theatre studies, translation or appropriation 
studies, cannot be combined in the interest of greater versatility. 
Parenthetically, Shakespeare's (however 'distorted') presence in Central and 
Eastern European cultures is far from being the only evidence of these cultures' 
perhaps belated, yet continuous, productive and critical response to Western 
European literatures. Styles, genres, ideologies and specific texts have always been 
received, translated, otherwise reworked, and criticised. Most of the countries of the 
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region have a noted tradition of teaching the 'great books' of 'the Western canon' 
(intertwined with or parallel to the teaching of their own literatures). 'East-Central 
Europe' is part of 'European' literary culture, not because of Shakespeare's often 
clearly domesticating appropriation, but on the basis of these cultures' consistent and 
programmatic modelling of their modem literary establishments on Western 
European examples (cf. the discussion of central texts in Part One Chapter Two). 
It appears from Healy's comment that even experts on literature or theatre 
may find it difficult to recognise how massively adapted Shakespeare, and especially 
LT- 
humlet, is in other cultures. Yet, it further supports the present author's argument that 
Shakespeare's is not an intact oeuvre even within its own native culture. A process of 
appropriation, in many ways parallel to what happened in other European countries, 
has taken place in Britain as well, where a variety of rewrites guarantee the survival 
of the Shakespeare cult. These vary from David Garrick's and his contemporaries' 
hardly recognisable adaptations through children's/young adults' versions and comics 
to Tom Stoppard's "Fifteen Minute Hamlet" and the Reduced Shakespeare Company 
reworkings. Though comparisons are odious, Shakespeare's work is hugely 
appropriated even in its own 'homeland'. This phenomenon obviously counts as 
intralingual, or rather, intracultural translation, but it is just as overwhelming as a 
phenomenon as that of the appropriation of Shakespeare in other languages and thus, 
cultures. 
Why would a 2000 production by the English Shakespeare Company showing 
Romeo as an extraterrestrial be more Shakespearean than the Pralipe Company's 
Romeo and Juliet (1992), directed by the Romany poet Rahim Burhan, in which the 
couple are eating grapes while kissing as part of their wedding night celebrations, in 
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accordance with MacedonianCUStOMS? 194Why would Kenneth Branagh's 1996 film 
version of Hamlet set in the 19th century be any more Shakespearean than 
Kozintsev's 1964 film Hamlet, which seeks to capture the atmosphere of Stalin's 
dictatorship? Why would the 2003 P6cs production of Hamlet (discussed in Part 
Three) be any less Shakespearean than any contemporary English-speaking 
performance that uses a similarly complex theatrical language when translating the 
play from page to stage? 
Healy draws the conclusion that "Shakespeare is lost to history by claiming he 
is in every history" (Healy 1997, p. 217). However, the cultural history of a number 
of nations suggests that Shakespeare is indeed there in many histories as a founding 
figure of enlightened (and, almost by definition, pro-Western) culture, and as a 
continuous presence is an identity-confonning force from that moment. Andrzej 
Zurowski asserts that: 
The Polish people talk through Shakespeare about their own politics, history, 
power structures, jobs, orders, and disorders.... His plays have been the 
mirror of our times; and through them we have seen the artistic, but not 
simply artistic, transformation of our history. (cited Fischlin and Fortier 2000, 
p. 12) 
Shurbanov and Sokolova point out that Shakespeare played a similar role in Bulgaria: 
"Through him, among other things, the Bulgarians aspired to constitute their 
'Europeanness"' (2001, p. 23). They contend that Shakespeare's work is "not only 
inseparable from the context in which it first took shape, but also from the subsequent 
four hundred years of his domestic and multicultural appropriation" (2001, p. 18). 
And, as Jonathan Bate remarks (not without superlatives), "his has been many nations 
194 The fon-ner remark is based on personal viewing experience in Hull New Theatre, the latter 
information is borrowed from Stffbrný 2000 (p. 141). 
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and can potentially be every nation, and that is why he matters more than any other 
writer there has ever been, and that is why he is a living presence in the new Europe 
I ]" (1994, p. 115). 
Shakespeare was a dominant power mechanism at the birth of modem 
Hungarian national literature, and - almost as a ghost - has witnessed the nation's 
story from then on. It is not only Kosztolanyi's and many other individuals' cultural 
memories that Hamlet accompanies, but it also chaperons or, rather, haunts the life of 
the nation: 
No merely anthropological analysis of the mid-nineteenth century Hungarian 
cult of Shakespeare could explain its psychological motives without taking 
into account the needs generated by the specific historical circumstances: in 
order to console and give strength, literature after 1849 was expected not only 
to interpret life but to justify it, and the ensuing ideal of literature had a quasi- 
religious function that harmonized with the new quasi-religious idiom of the 
discourse about Shakespeare. (Davidhazi 1989, p. 143) 
Within the Hungarian context, translation has played a crucial role in the 
ý11 
abovementioned process, which is closely associated with the idea of nation-building. 
It is telling that Istvdn Vas considered translation the most patriotic genre (1974, p. 
53 9). As kgnes Vargha succinctly summarises, 
Bar a forditoi tevekenyseg nelk-Ul6zhetetlen. a vilagirodalom, az idegen. n6pek 
megismeresere - megis elso"sorban nernzeti Ugy. , Magyar 
hidnydrzetet" el6git 
ki, azzal a , tUrelmetlen moh6sAggal" mely a 
k6lto'ben 61, amikor az idegen 
mUVet tolmdcsolja. A jelent6s magyar alkotAssA vdlt fordftdsmOveknek 
megterm6kenyft6 hatdsuk van az eleven irodalomban. 
[Although translational activity is indispensable for getting to know world 
literature and foreign nations, it is still primarily a national cause. It satisfies a 
Hungarian feeling of absence with an impatient greed that lives in the poet 
when s/he interprets the foreign work. Translations that have become 
significant Hungarian works have an impregnating influence on living 
literature. ] (Vargha 1991, p. 166) 195 
195 The internal quotations in this citation are from Istvdn Vas. 
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As Part Three of this thesis has elaborated, within Hungarian poetry 
influenced by Hamlet there are signs of both universalism and presentism - if we take 
the latter term to be associated with appropriation. Hamlet and Yorick appear as 
epitomes of the poet in general but also of the Hungarian poet in particular since 
Hamlet is closely intertwined with the story of the nation - often in conjunction with 
other loci of cultural memory, such as the myth of Pet6fi. 
The present thesis has been more concerned with the 'how' than with the 
'why' of the process of nostrification, "less interested in causes than in effects" (Nora 
1996, p. XXIV). Shakespeare (that is to say the oeuvre rather than the historical 
figure) has not achieved such an important central or sacred status 'single-handedly'. 
Ghosts - often of fathers, of founding fathers even, and not always strictly 
Shakespearean ones, have also contributed to this. This thesis has drawn attention at 
least a few important Hungarian ghosts - for example, Arany and, to a lesser extent, 
PetO"fi - who have played a role in making Shakespeare an honorary Hungarian. 
One might say that the Hungarian naturalisation of Shakespeare has scaled 
new hights (perhaps, from a more traditionalist perspective, to the extent of 
'distorting' or 'disfiguring' the Bard). However, it is not only Shakespeare who gave 
a Western or European passport to other nations; the process is, in fact, reciprocal. 
Shakespeare has also been awarded a Hungarian passport. 196 As Alexander Sinclair 
observes in his essay entitled "Shakespeare and Arany", 
"Shakespeare is a great Hungarian poet. " I heard this remark shortly after I 
came to Hungary. It struck me as amusing at the time; but, after longer 
residence and closer acquaintance with the Hungarian literary and theatrical 
scene, I have come to realise that, in a sense, this apparent quip can be taken 
quite seriously. I am now more conscious of the extent to which Hungary has 
taken Shakespeare to itself, has assimilated him into the national cultural 
196 The passport metaphor has been inspired by Shurbanov and Sokolova's usage (200 1, p. 23). 
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heritage; so that he has become, indeed, a great Hungarian poet. (1964, p. 54, 
my emphasis) 
Corresponding to this, is a latent wish in some Hungarian cultural documents to 
justify that Shakespeare, the 'real one', also cared about Hungarians - even if this 
does not compare to how much Hungarians are concerned with him. The patriotic 
motive is made quite explicit in Blandr's compilation of Shakespearean aphorisms, 
where, at the very end of the collection, he concludes with in an editorial 
intervention: "I beg to remark in closing that in the play: 'Measure for Measure' (Act 
1. scene 2) mentioning [sic! ] is made of us, Hungarians" (c. 1927, unpaginated). The 
wish to be recognised is extended to Shakespeare's (native) nation as well: "Nem 
tudom, megiiln6k-e az angolok halalanak evszdzad fordulOidt, ha magyamak sziiletett 
volna [I'm not sure if the English celebrated the centenary of his birthday had he been 
bom a Hungarian]" (Riedl 1916, p. 36). 
Thomas Healy laments the current cultural practice of terming - in his view - 
too many artefacts 'Shakespearean': 
Since all deployments of Shakespeare become seen as somehow 
Shakespearian, there are no agreed critical mechanisms to reject, as 
illegitimately Shakespearian, any appropriation of the plays. (1997, p. 214) 
As various examples in this thesis have demonstrated, there is no end to 
Hamletian ramifications - to the translation of Hamlet - in Hungarian culture. Nor is 
it only 'high culture' that reworks Shakespeare and, thus, is subject to canonisation, 
but popular or middlebrow culture, too (for example, the Gdspdr case study in Part 
Three). With all due respect for Healy's concem, it seems to be futile to measure their 
'Shakespeareanness' or to detennine whether it is their 'Shakespeareannessl or 
'Hungarianness' that takes precedence. Shakespeare cannot be viewed without 
considering 'his' reception history whether in 'his' native culture or elsewhere. 
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Postcolonialist translation theory reassessed the metaphor of cannibalism so 
that it is not seen as a hostile attitude, but as one of making the other part of 
themselves. This insight derives from Else Ribeiro Pires Vieira (1999), and has been 
taken up by Susan Bassnett and Harish Trivedi (1999, especially pp. 4-8). This sheds 
further light on appropriation in its original sense: 'making something one's own', 
incorporating something out of respect. Appropriation is not to be seen as negative 
and dangerous: it is rather inevitable and a stimulus to discussion. 
This study has examined the Hungarian translations of Shakespeare's Hamlet, 
emphasising that retranslation is also a case of intracultural translation apart from the 
- perhaps more transparent - intercultural aspect. This insight is a very rarely 
recognised one in Translation Studies and in literary theory. Paul de Man interpreted 
Walter Benjamin as follows: "[Y]ou cannot, says Benjamin, translate the translation; 
once you have a translation you cannot translate it any more. You can translate only 
an original" (1986, p. 82). However, having examined the afterlife of Arany's 
Tr- humlet, the above quoted view can be seriously interrogated through numerous 
counterexamples. This thesis has stressed the interrelatedness of the Hungarian 
Hamlet translations with each other as well with as other texts, and the 
interdependence of translation strategies with theatrical interpretation. 
Having worked with an intertextual. concept of both translation and 
performance, this thesis has shown that when everyday language as well as academic 
discourse refers to translations and perfonnances of a certain play, these are, under 
closer scrutiny, based on their 'source', in an intertextual. relationship with the 
4 original(s)', rather than merely replicating it. 
This thesis has not set out to provide an interpretation of Hamlet, less still to 
stress the relevance of certain existing interpretations over others. Instead, our main 
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concern has been Hamlet, or rather, 'Hamlet' as a palimpsest or textual apparatus, 
and the Hungarian layers of this ghostly, mysteriously re-appearing and ever 
enlarging textual network. As the teacher figure of Marcell Benedek's Hamlet tancir 
ur [Professor Hamlet] explains to his student and potential future 'successor' at the 
university, "[M]indenkire jellemz6 a maga Hamletje. Torz munka lesz abb6l, ha az 
6n Hamletje 6sszekeveredik az enyernmel" [Our Hamlets are characteristic of us. It 
would be a fake if your Hamlet got mixed up with my Hamlet. ] (1928, pp. 14-15). 
Examining a Hamletian proliferation in Hungarian culture, one finds that Hamlet has 
been claimed by various agents and communities through translation (in a literal as 
well as a broader sense), and many of these Hamlets or Hamletian appearances are 
'mixed up' in some way, for example, connected to Arany's work. To put it in a 
quotation appropriated from Barthelme: "Dead, but still with us, still with us, but 
dead" (1975, p. 3). 
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Appendix Two 
Item Locus in Speaker Shakespeare Blandr Arany Day for 
Shakespeare 
which it is 
assi ed 
I V/2; 215- Hamlet We defy Dacolunk a [Djacolunk e 7 January 
216 augury. There vdgzettel, -- balj6slattal: hisz 
is special Egy ver6b sem egy ver6bfi sem 
providence in hullhat el a eshetik le a 
the fall of a gondvisel6s gondvisel6s 
sparrow. Akarata n6lUl. akaratj a n6lkUl. 
2 IV/4; 48-53 [A] delicate A balga aj 6v6re [A] gy6ng6d, 16 January 
and tender nyelvet 61t6get, k6nyes kirdlyfi, 
prince, Whose Kit6ve azt, ami Kinek 
spirit, with nem biztos becsvdgyt6l 
divine haland6 duzzad6 er6lye 
ambition Sorsnak, A vak j 6v6re 
puff d, Makes haIdInak, nyelvet 61t6get. 
mouths at the v6sznek, kornak Kit6ve azt, mi 
invisible nem biztos, 
event, Akdr egy iires haland6, 
Exposing what toj ds6rt. Sorsnak, 
is mortal and haldlnak, 
unsure To all v6sznek, kdmak 
that fortune, egy 
death, and Cres tojds6rt. 
danger dare, 
Even for an 
eggshell. 
3 IV/5; 48-51 Ophelia Tomorrow is Holnap Szent HoInap szent 13 
Saint Bdlint napja lesz, BAIMt napja February 
Valentine's mindjdrt, reggel lesz, 
day, kordn, 6s Mindj Ll reggel 
All in the ablakodndl kordn. 
morning pdrodul ott leszek ts ablakodndl, 
betime, 6n, a ldny. pdrodul, 
And Ia maid Ott lezek, 6n 
at your ledny. 
window, 
To be your 
Valentine. 
4 111/2; 165- Player Queen Where love is Nagy szeretet, f6l Nagy szeretet f6l 14 March 
166 great, the apr6 k6telyen: apr6 k6telyen: 
littlest doubts S hol a f6lsz S hol a f6lsz 
are fear ; nagy, nagy ott a nagy, nagy ott a 
Where little szerelem. szerelem. 
fears grow 
great, great 
love grows 
there. 
5 1/3; 36-37 Laertes The chariest A A 19 March 
maid is legszem6rmesebb legszem6rmesb 
prodigal Idnyka is pazar, Idnyka is pazar, 
enough Kecseit ha bdr a Kecseit ha bdr a 
If she unmask holdnak is hoInak f6ifedi. 
her beauty to Nfedi. 
the moon. 
6 1/3; 38-44 Laertes Virtue itself Er6ny se mentes Er6ny se ment a 20 March 
scapes not a rdgalmas rdgalmas 
calumnious fulAnkt6l. fuldnkt6l, 
strokes. The S az ifjilsdg lDsz6g 
canker galls harmatdfis senyveszti a 
the infants of hajnalAn tavasz sziil6ttit 
the sping A m6telyes k6r a Gyakran el6bb, 
their buttons Az ifid, ha mds fesel. 
be disclos'd, nincs, magdra S az ifjusdg 
And in the ldzad. harmatdfis 
mom and hajnaldn 
liquid dew of A m6telyes k6r 
youth legjdrvdnyosabb. 
Contageous [ 
... ] Az ifju, ha blasments are mds nincs, 
most magdra ldzad. 
imminent. [ 
... ] Youth to itself 
rebels, though 
none else near. 
7 11/2; 115- Polonius Doubt thou the K&teld, hogy a X6teld, a nap 10 April 
118 (reading out stars are fire, nap forog, hogy forgand6, 
Hamlet's Doubt that the K&teld, hogy a K6teld, 
poem) sun doth csillagtiiz ragyog. csillagtOz 
move, A val6t, hogy az ragyog. 
Doubt truth to igazmond6: A val6t, hogy 
be a liar, Csak azt ne, hogy igazmond6: 
But never hU vagyok. Csak azt ne, 
doubtllove. hogy hd 
vagyok. " 
8 111/2; 71-73 Hamlet Give me (that) _ F6rfit nekem! _ F6rfit nekem, ki 12 April 
(with an man [ ... ] and I S 6n szivem szenved6lye 
ellipsis) will wear him rejtek6n rabj a 
In my heart's Szivem sziv6ben Nem lett soha! s 
core, ay, in my hordom 6t. 6n szivem 
heart of heart k6zep6n, 
Szivem sziv6ben 
hordorn azt 
9 1/3; 85-86 Ophelia 'Tis in my Bezdrva Bezdrva 13 May 
memory elmdmben 6rz6m elm6mben 
lock'd, 6s kulcsa ndlad 6rz6m, s kulcsa 
And you lesz. ndlad d1l. 
yourself shall 
keep the key 
of it. 
10 115; 174-175 Hamlet There are T6bb dolog van T6bb dolgok 23 May 
more things in az vannak f6ld6n 
heaven and 6gben 6s egen, 
earth [ ... ] 6s a 
f6ld6n, Horatio, 
Than are mintsern b6lcs mintsem 
dreamt of in elm6d azt b6lcselmetek 
your elk6pzeini k6pes- ýJmodni k6pes. 
philosophy. 
11 111/2; 230 Hamlet No offence i' , Kinek nem 
inge, semmi bdnt6 a 24 May 
th' world. ne vegye vildgon 
magdra. " 
12 IV/7; 115- Claudius nothing is Mindig [M]indig 27 May 
117 at a like egyenl6enj6 egyenld j6 nincs 
goodness still, nincs semmise, semmi se, 
For goodness, mert a nagyon Mert a nagyon 
growing to a meggyiiltj6sdg meggyfiltj6sAg 
pleurisy, maga sajdt maga 
dies in his own b6sdgdbe fullad. SajAt b6vdbe MI. 
too-much. 
13 11/2; 90-91 Polonius [B]revity is the R6vids6g a lelke [R]6vids6g 2 June 
soul of wit, az okos 16v6n lelke 
and besz6dnek, a minden okos 
tediousness sz6dradat csak besz6dnek, a 
the limbs and anyag 6s sallang I sz6Ar pedig 
outward raj ta. Csak teste rajta 
flourishes [ ... ]. 6s Ul cifrasdg. 
14 11/2; 249- Hamlet [T]here is A viligon nincs Nincs a viligon 12 June 
250 nothing either se j6, se rossz, se j6, se rossz: 
good or bad csak a gondolkozds 
but thinking gondolkozds teszi azzd 
makes it so. teszi azzi. 
75- 111/2; 199- Player King The great man Nagy f6rfi. Nagy f6rfi 24 June 
201 down, you bukdsakor buWn, Idsd, 
mark his kegyence fut, a kegyence fut; 
favourite flies; szeg6ny kap6s Szeg6ny kap6s 
The poor lesz, mihelyt lesz, amint 
advanc'd el6bbre jut. polcra jut 
makes friends 
of enemies ; 
And hitherto 
doth love on 
fortune tend 
16 IV/5; 53-56 Hamlet Rightly to be Az val6di nagy, Az val6di nagy, 5 July 
great ki fel nem indul, Ki fel nem 
Is not to stir ha nagy oka indul, ha nagy 
without great nincs, de oka nincs; 
argument, szalmaszdl6rt is De szalmaszdl6rt 
But greatly to kdzd elt6k6lten, is kUzd 
find quarrel in ha a becsUlet nagyszerden, 
a straw forog kockdn. Mid6n becsdlet, 
When ami ferinforog. 
honour's at the 
stake. 
17 111/2; 17-23 Hamlet Suit the action Illeszd a Illeszd a9 July 
to the word, cselekm6nyt a cselekv6nyt a 
the word to the sz6hoz, a sz6t a sz6hoz, a sz6t a 
action, with cselekm6nyhez, cselekv6nyhez, 
this special kiil6n6sen kUl6n6sen 
observance, figyelve arra, figyelve arra, 
that you hogy a term6szet hogy a term6szet 
o'erstep not szer6nys6g6t meg szer6nys6g6t dtal 
the modesty of ne s6rtsd, mert ne hdgd: mert 
nature. Foir minden olyan minden olyas 
anything so tdlzott dolog tfilzott dolog 
Werdone is tdvolesik a tAvol esik a 
from the szinjdt6k c61jit6l, szinj Wk 
purpose of melynek feladata c6ljdt6l, 
playing, whose most ds elejdt6l melynek 
end, both at kezdve az volt 6s f6ladata most 6s 
the first and marad, hogy eleit6l fogva az 
now, was and mintegy tdkr6t volt 6s az marad, 
is to hold as tartson a hogy tdkr6t 
Were the term6szetnek, tartson mintegy 
mirror up to hogy felmutassa a term6szetnek, 
nature; to az er6nynek hogy felmutassa 
show virtue 6ndbrdzatAt, a az er6nynek 
her feature, gdnynak 6nn6n 6ndbrAzatAt, a 
scom her own k6p6t 6s maga az &nynak 6nn6n 
image, and the W, a szAzad k6p6t 6s maga az 
very age and alakJdt 6s W, a szAzad 
body of the lenyomatAt. test6nek tulaj don 
time his form alakjdt 6s 
and pressure. lenvomatddt. tdt t t' l ' 18 111/4; 147 Hamlet gad Lay not that Ne dltasd mat ltasd lelked d 
tNe 
altasd lel ked II Ju y 
151 
7 
al, flattering a csal6ka irral, ir 1, a a cs al6ka irr 1, a csal6ka irral, 
z unction to rem6nnyel; az .. csak csak 
yoursoul[ ... ] csak behegeszti b6hegesztl it will but skin hdmival a hdmmal a 
and film the fek6lyt, mig fek6lyt, 
ulcerous place, Idtatlan teýed a Mig Idthatatlan 
whiles rank fene s mindent teýed a fene, 
corruption, al"s. S mindent al"s. 
mining all 
within, Infects 
unseen. 
19 1/2; 257-258 Hamlet Foul deeds , Rfit csiny nem Rilt esiny nem 24 July 
will rise, marad, boritsa marad, boritsa 
Though all the bdr eg6sz f6ld, a bAr eg6sz f6ld, 
earth f6ld alatt. " f6ld alatt. 
o'erwhelm 
them, to men's 
eyes. 
20 1/2; 250 Hamlet Give it an V6gy 6szre Vegy6tek 6szre 28 July 
understanding bdm-iit, de bdr, de nyelvre 
but no tongue. nyelvre semmit. ne 
21 1/3; 59-65 Polonius Give thy A gondolatnak A gondolatnak 29 July 
thoughts no nyelve ne ke1jen nyelve sose 
tongue, Nor ndlad, se tettre ke1jen 
any ferde gondolat. NAlad, se tettre 
unproportion'd Ugy nydjas, de ferde gondolat. 
thought his ne k6znapi: L6gy nydj as 
act. Be thou fiirk6szve drabdr, de ne 
familiar, but vdlaszd meg k6znapi; 
by no means bardtaidat, aztin K6mlelve 
vulgar; Those szoritsd 6ket rostdld meg 
friends thou kebledhez bardtidat, 
hast, and their 6rckapoccsal, Aaztdn szoritsd 
adoption tried, dmde minden lelkedhez 
Grapple them els6 j 6ttment, ki 6rckapoccsal; 
unto thy soul nem pr6bdlt De minden els6 
with hoops of cimbora j6ttment 
steel, But do iidv6zl6s6n ne cimbora 
not dull thy koptasd tenyered. fjdv6zlet6n ne 
palm with koptasd 
entertainment tenyered. 
Of each new- 
hatch'd, 
unfledg'd 
courage. 
22 V/l; 206- Hamlet Imperious Fejedehni Fejedelmi 1 August 
209 Caesar, dead Caesar, ha f6ld Caesar, ha f6ld 
and turn'd to r6ge lett, taldn r6ge lett, 
clay, might lyukat t6m, hogy Lyukat t6m, 
stop a hole to kizdda a szelet. hogy kiz6. rja a 
keep the wind Oh, hogy aki a szelet; 
away. 0 that vildg f6lelme 
0, hogy ki a 
that earth volt, most egy vildg f6lelme 
which kept the repedt falon a volt, 
world in awe folt. E sdr, most egy 
Should patch a repedt falon a 
wall Vexpel folt. 
the winter's 
flaw. 
23 1/2; 187-188 Hamlet - A was a man, 6 ember volt, 0 volt az ember, 
2 August 
take him for vedd akdrhogyan, vedd akdrmi 
all in all: I mAsAt nern lelem r6szben, 
shall not look fel soha. Misdt e 
f6ld6n 
upon his like nem Idtok soha. 
again. I I 
24 11/2; 261- Guildenstern [ 
... 
]I hold A nagyravigyds [t]n a 8 August 
262 [Rosencrantz] ambition of so olyan k6nny1j, nagyravdgydst 
airy and light a olyan 16gies oly k6nnyfl, oly 
quality that it termdszetd, hogy 16gies 
is but a m6g az termdszetfinek 
shadow's dmydknak is csak tartom, hogy 
shadow. az dmy6ka. m6g az 
drny6knak is 
6trny&a. 
25 11/2; 524 Hamlet Use every man Bdnj B dnj II August 
after his desert mindenkivel mindenkivel 
6rdeme szerint. 6rdeme szerint 
26 1/3; 70-72 Polonius Costly thy 6lt6zz mik6p Olt6zz, mik6pp 12 August 
habit as thy erszdnyedt6l erszdnyedt6l 
purse can buy, telik, de ne telik, 
But not torzul, gazdagon, Drdgdn, ne 
express'd in ne ciErdn, mert a torz-ul; 
fancy; rich, ruha j ellemzi gazdagon, ne 
not gaudy; for ember6t. cifrdn, 
the apparel oft Mert a ruha 
proclaims the jellemzi 
man. ember6t. 
27 11/2; 303- Hamlet What piece of Mily remekniii az [M]ily remekmd 14 August 
308 work is a man, ember! Mily az ember! Mily 
how noble in nemes az nemes az 
reason, how 6rtelme! Mily 6rtelme! Mily 
infinite in hatArtalanok hatArtalanok 
faculties, in tehets6gei! tehets6gei! 
form and Alakja, Alakja, 
moving how mozdulata mily mozdulata mily 
express and kifejez6 ds kifejez6 ds 
admirable, in bdmulatos! bdmulatos! 
action how Mtikbddsre mily M&6ddsre mily 
like an angel, hason16 az hason16 egy 
in angyalhoz! istens6ghez! a 
apprehension Beldtdsra mily vildg 6kess6ge! 
how like a hason16 az az did d1latok 
god: the Istenhez! A vilAg mintak6pe! ts 
beauty of the dkessdge! Az 616 nidgis, mi 
world, the d1latok nekem ez a 
paragon of I mintak6pe! Es csipetnyi por? 
animals- and m6gis nem inds, 
yet, to me, mint egy 
what is this csipetnyi por. 
quintessence 
of dust? 
28 III/l; 56-60 Hamlet To be, or not Lenni vagy nem Lenni vagy nem 19 August 
to be, that is lenni - ez a lenni: az itt a 
the question: k6rd6s. Akkor k6rd6s. 
Whether 'tis nemesebb-e a Akkor nemesb-e 
nobler in the Idlek, ha elt&i a Mick, ha tdri 
mind to suffer balsorsa nyflg6t Balsorsa minden 
The slings and 6s csapAsait, nyfigdt s nyilait, 
arrows of vagy ha fegyvert Vagy ha kiszill 
outrageous ragad tenger tenger fAjdalma 
fortune, fdjdalma ellen s ellen, 
Or to take ellenszegiilve S fegyvert 
arms against a v6get vet neki. ragadva v6get 
sea of troubles vet neki? 
And by 
opposing end 
LI them. 
29 (IV/5; ) Hamlet What is a man Mi az ember, ha Mi az ember, 21 August 
IV/4; 33-35 If his chief idejdn vett f6 Ha drdga idej6n 
good and java csak alvds 6s vett f6 j ava 
market of his ev6s? - Barom 6s Alvds, ev6s 
time Be but to semmi t6bb! csak? 
sleep and Nem t6bb, mint 
feed? A beast, barom. 
no more. 
30 IIIA; 83-87 Hamlet [C]onscience Az 6ntudat [A]z 6ntudat 22 August 
does make bel6lUnk gyAvdt Bel6hink mind 
cowards of us csindl s az gydvdt csmdl, 
all, elhatdrozds S az elszdntsdg 
And thus the term6szetes term6szetes 
native hue of szin6t a gondolat szin6t 
resolution halvdnyra A gondolat 
Is sicklied o'er betegiti; ily halvdnyra 
with the pale k6tked6s Altal sok betegiti; 
cast of nagyszerfi, fontos Ily k6tked6s 
thought, terv kifordul Altal sok 
And medrdb6l s nagyszerd, 
enterprises of elveszti a , tett" Fontos mer6ny 
great pitch and nev6t. kifordul 
moment medrib6l 
With this S elveszti "tett" 
regard their nev6t 
currents turn 
awry 
And lose the 
name of 
action. 
31 1/5; 108 Hamlet [O]ne may Az ember [E]mber ýigy 6 
smile, and mosolyoghat mosolyoghat s September 
smile, and be a 6s m6gis gaz gaz lehet 
villain [ ... ] 
lehet. 
32 1/3; 75-77 Polonius Neither a Kblcsbnt ne K61csbnt ne 7 
borrower nor a v6gy, ne adj, v6gy, ne adj: September 
lender be, for mert a hitel mert a hitel 
loan oft loses elveszti ember6t, elvesztl 
both itself and el a barAtot; 6nmagdt, el a 
friend, viszont az barAtot; 
And ad6ssAg Viszont, ad6ssdg 
borrowing gazdasdgod a gazddlkodds 
dulls the edge cs6kkenti. Hegy6t tompitja. 
of husbandry. 
33 1/3; 68-69 Polonius Give every Fifled mindenki Ffiled mindenki 9 
man thy ear, biýa, sz6d kev6s, biýa, sz6d September 
but few thy it6letet hallj kev6s; 
voice; Take bArkit6l, de ne It6letet hallj 
each man's mondj ... 
bArkit6l, ne 
censure, but mondj. 
reserve thy 
judgment. 
34 111/3; 97-98 Claudius My words fly F61szdmyal a F61szdmyal a 11 
UP, MY sz6, az eszme sz6, eszme lenn September 
thoughts lenn marad: marad: 
remain below. Sz6 eszme n6lUl Sz6 eszme 
Words without mennybe n6lkill mennybe 
thoughts never sohasern hat. sose hat. 
to heaven go. 
- 35 V/2; 8-11 Hamlet Our Ovatossdgunk [E]gy 13 
indiscretion n6ha j 61 segit, meggondolatlan September 
sometime mid6n derdk Tett n6ha j 61 
serves us well 1 tervdnk I segit, mid6n 
When our hanyatlik; s ez der6k 
deep plots do tanitson arra: van Tervdnk 
pall; and thta egy istens6g, aki hanyatlik; s ez 
should learn us c6ljaink tanitson arra: 
There's a megformdlja, van egy 
divinity that bdrmily nagyra istens6g, aki 
shapes our terveztiik is. c6ljaink 
ends, Rough- FormdIja v6gre, 
hew them how bdrfnik6pp 
we will [ ... 
I napvoltuk. 
36 1/3; 65-67 Polonius Beware Of Kerdld a patvart, Keriild a patvart; 16 
entrance to a de ha benne de, ha benne September 
quarrel, but vagy, v6gezd, vagy, 
being in, hogy mdskor az V6gezd, hogy 
Bear't that keralj6n. ellened mdsszor 
th'opposed keriiIj6n. 
may beware of 
thee. 
37 1/3; 126-131 Polonius [ ... ] vows r ... A fogadalmak [F]ogaddsi 18 
and 1/3; 78- are brokers not csak mind alkusz- September 
81 of that dye alkuszfogdsok, fogds, 
which their nem oly szinflek, Nem oly szinfl, 
investments mint ldtszatuk mint a burok 
show, but mutatja, csak mutatja, 
mere v6tkes iizlet Csak v6tkes 
implorators of sz6viv6je mind, dzIet sz6viv6je 
unholy suits, bdr Idtszatra mind, 
Breathing like jAmborak, istenes Bdr szinre 
sanctified and k6t6sek, hogy jdmbor, istenes 
pious bawds rdszedjenek k6t6s, 
The better to jobban. Rdszedni 
beguile. Mindenek felett jobban. 
Idgy lit 
This above 6ninagadhoz: igy Mindenek f6l6tt 
all: to thine mint napra 6j Idgy hii 
own self be k6vetkezik, hogy magadhoz: igy, 
true, And it dl mdshoz sem mint napra 6j, 
must follow as leszel., isten K6vetkezik, 
the night the veled, dlddsom hogy dl mdshoz 
day Thou ezt 6rlelje benned se 16ssz.. 
canst not then meg majd. Isten veled: 
be false to any dlddsom benned 
man. Farewell, ezt 
my blessing trlelje meg 
season this in majd. 
thee. 
38 IV/5; 78-79 Claudius When sorrows A bfi, ha j 6, nem A bfi ha j 6, nem 7 October 
come, they j6n, mint egyes j6 mint egyes 
come not 6rszem, hanem, 6rszem: 
single spies, mint eg6sz Eg6sz danddr 
But in danddr beront. beront. 
battalions. 
39 IIU2; 375 Hamlet They fool me Csak addig Csak addig 20 October 
to the top of tesznek engem tesztek engem 
my bent. bolonddd, bolonddd, 
ameddig a ameddig 
kedvem tartia. kedvem tartj a. 
40 1/2; 146 Hamlet Frailty, thy Gyarl6sdg, Gyarl6sAg, 21 October 
name is asszony a neved! asszony a 
woman [ ... 
] neved! 
41 111/2; 195- Player King This world is Nem 6r6k-e a Nem 6r6k e 27 October 
196 
T 
not for aye, vildg? igy hit az vildg; az sem 
nor 'tis not sem lehet csoda: I csoda, - 
fb& ý 
strange hogy sorsunkkal Hogy 
That even our m6g a szeretet is sorsunkkal a 
loves should oda! szeretet oda 
with our 
fortunes 
change[... 
42 11/2; 178- Hamlet To be honest, A vildg mai [B]ecsilletes 25 
179 as this world forgdsa szerint lenni, a hogy November 
goes, is to be becsiiletesnek most j dr a vildg, 
one man lenni annyi, annyi, mint 
picked out of mintha tizezer egynek 
ten thousand. ember k6ziil egy kdtezerb6l lenni 
becsWetesre kiszemelve. 
akadsz. 
43 111/4; and Hamlet Assume a CsindIj er6nyt Mutass er6nyt, 27 
162-164 virtue if you kdnyszer0sdgb6l! ha nincs is. November 
have it not. Mutass er6nyt, ha A szokds -E 
That monster, nincs is. sz6my, ez 
custom, who A szokds -- az a 6rd6g, mely 
all sense doth sz6my, mely 6ntudatdt elnyeli 
eat Of habits Tetteink tetteinknek - 
evil, is angel 6ntudatdt elnyeli angyalebben 
yet in this [ ... 
] --angyalebben! r ... 
1 
44 111/1; 101 Ophelia Rich gifts wax Igaz szivnek Nemes szivnek 29 
poor when szeg6ny a dds szeg6ny a &s November 
givers prove ajdnd6k, ha az ajdnd6k, 
unkind. ad6ban cs6kken a Ha az ad6ban 
j6 szdnd6k. nincs a r6gi 
szdnd6k. 
45 IIV2; 267 Hamlet For some must Mert egyik Mert ki vigydz, 17 
watch while vigydz, mdsik ki meg December 
some must szunnyad, igy szunnyad: igy 
sleep, millik el a vildg. foly le a vildg. 
Thus runs the 
world away 
46 III/l; 68-76 Hamlet [ 
... 
] the respect A meggondolds E meggondolds 26 
That makes az, az, December 
calamity of so mi a nyomort oly Mi a nyomort 
long life. hosszan 61teti: oly hosszan 
For who mert ki viseln6 a 61teti: 
would bear the kor gdnydt 6s Mert ki viseln6 a 
whips and csapdsait, kor g-dny- 
scorns of time, zsamok csapdsit, 
Th'oppressor's bosszfijdt, g6g6s Zsamok 
wrong, the ember d6lyf6t, bosszdjdt, g6g6s 
proud man's utdlt szerelme ember d6lyf6t, 
contumely, kinjdt, pbr- 
fJtdlt szerelme 
The pangs of halasztist, kinjdt, p6r- 
dispriz'd love, A hivatalnak halasztAst, 
the law's packdzAsait, A hivatalnak 
delay, s mind a rdgAst, packdzAsait, 
The insolence mellyel S mind a rugdst, 
of office, and m6ltatlanok mellyel 
the spurns bdntalmazzdk a m6ltatlanok 
That patient Wr6 drdemet: Bdntalmazzdk a 
merit of ha nyugalornba t&6 drdemet: 
th'unworthy kfildhetn6 magAt Ha nydgalomba 
takes, egy puszta t6rrel? Uldhetn6 magAt 
When he ...... 
Egy puszta 
himself might t6rrel? 
his quietus 
make 
With a bare I 
iihlý 
", -1. 
bodkin? 
47 1IFl; 76-82 Hamlet Who would Ki hordand e Ki hordand e 27 
and 66-68 fardels bear, terheket izzadva, terheket, December 
To grant and ny6gve 6lete Izzadva, ny6gve 
sweat under a ffiradalmain, ha 61te fdradahnin, 
weary life, retteg6sUnk egy Ha retteg6sUnk 
But that the haldl utAni egy haldl utAni 
dread of valamit6l -a Valamit6l -a 
something nem ismert nem ismert 
after death, tartomdny, tartomdny, 
The melyb6l nem tdr Melyb6l nem tdr 
undiscover'd vissza az utas - meg utaz6 - le 
country, from le nern lohasztja nem 
whose bourn kedviink 6s Lohasztja 
No traveler inkdbb k6sztet kedviink, inUbb 
returns, tdrni aj elen t(imi a 
puzzles the rosszat, rMnt Jelen gonoszt, 
will, sietni mint 
And makes us ismeretlenek fel6. ismeretlenek 
rather bear Mert hogy FeI6 sietni? 
those ills we milyen d1mok Mert hogy mi 
have j6nnek majd a Almok j 6nek a 
Than fly to haldlban, ha majd haldlban, 
others that we lerdztuk e Ha majd 
know not of9 porhiivelyt, ez lerdztuk mind e 
visszad6bbent. f6ldi bajt, 
For in that Ez 
sleep of death visszad6bbent. 
what dreams 
may come, 
When we have 
shuffled off 
this mortal 
coil, 
Must give us 
pause. 
48 1/2; 72-73 Gertrude [A]II that lives Meghal, aki 61 sa [M]eghal, aki 61, 
29 
must die, term6szet iltjdn S tenn6szet 
December 
Passing 6r6kl6tre k6l. fitj dn szebb 
through nature val6ra k6l. 
I to etenuty. 
Appendix Three 
The Shakespearean text according to the Good Quarto 
To be, or not to be, that is the question: 
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer 
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 
or to take arms against a sea of troubles 
And by opposing end them. To die-to sleep, 
No more; and by a sleep to say we end 
The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks 
That flesh is heir to: 'tis a consummation 
Devoutly to be wish'd. To die, to sleep; 
To sleep, perchance to dream-ay, there's the rub: 
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come, 
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil, 
Must give us pause-there's the respect 
That makes calamity of so long life. 
For who would bear the whips and scorns of time, 
Th'oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely, 
The pangs of dispriz'd love, the law's delay, 
The insolence of office, and the spurns 
That patient merit of th'unworthy takes, 
When he himself might his quietus make 
With a bare bodkin? Who would fardels bear, 
To grant and sweat under a weary life, 
But that the dread of something after death, 
The undiscover'd country, from whose bourn 
No traveler returns, puzzles the will, 
And makes us rather bear those ills we have 
Than fly to others that we know not oV 
Thus conscience does make cowards of us all, 
And thus the native hue of resolution 
Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought, 
And enterprises of great pitch and moment 
With this regard their currents turn awry 
And lose the name of action. 
Kazinczy 
Lenni? nern lenni? ez tehdt a k6rd6s. 
Annak-e nernesebb lelke, aki a 
megm6rgesedett csillagzatok csapkoddsait 
b6k6vel eltdri, vagy annak, aki az inseg 
seregei ellen felfegyverkezik s ellenkezve 
er veget? - Meghalni - elalunni; - 
semmivel sern t6bb; s ezzel. az elalvdssal 
lelUnk gy6trelminek s az elet 
megszdmithatatlan nyomor-dsdginak hatart 
vetni. Oly v6g ez, melyet buzgOan kelle 
6hajtanunk. - Meghalni, - elalunni, -- 
elalunni? - taldn almodni is! - Ez din a 
g6cs! Mert micsoda almok j6hetnek majd 
rednk haldlalmunkban, minekutdna mdr a 
gazolasbol kiverg6dtlink, ez az ami 
bennOnket tart6ztat. Ez az az elm6lked6s, 
arnely rea bir, hogy magunkat egy ily 
hosszu elet nyomol-dsdgainak alaja vetjiik. 
Mert ki alland ki Ulbnben az ujabb ujabb 
ostoroztatAst, az Uld6z6k fenesdgdt, a 
bosszantdsdt a ked6lyeknek, a megvetett 
szerelem aggodasait, a kesedelmes 
igazsagot, a negedsegeket a nagyoknak, s 
azokat a d6fdseket, amelyeket a ffir6 
jarnbor drdern az esztelensdgt6l szenved, 
ha egy kis hegyes vassal azt viheti veghez, 
hogy a halotti harangot megkonditsdk? ki 
akarna inkdbb egy ily sanyard 6let terhe 
alatt pihegni, tikkadni? De a titkos 
sejditdse annak a haldlt k6vet6 valaminek 
(egy ýAaz6 sern tert vissza azon esmeretlen. 
tartomanybol! ) elrerniti a lelket, s arra 
veszi, hogy inkdbb szenvedjiInk kinokat, 
melyek mar rajtunk fekszenek, mintsern 
ujaknak siessiink elikbe, melyeket meg 
nem esm6r-dnk. igy tesz a lelkiesm6ret 
benniinket gyavdkkd; 1gy oszlik szejjel az 
elt6k6llett v6gezes eleven szine az 
elmelkedes halavAny fdnye elO'tt, s 
felteteleink, melyek nagyok es nernesek, 
megforditjdk folyarnatjokat, s megszUnnek 
hatni. 
To be or not to be? this is thus the 
question. Is his/her soul nobler who 
peacefully bears the whips of angered stars 
or s/he who becomes enarmed/armoured 
against destitution and ends in opposition? 
To die - to fall asleep; - nothing more than 
that; and by this falling asleep to place 
borders to the tortures of our souls and the 
innumerable sorrows of life. This is an end 
that we should arduously desire. - To die, - 
to fall asleep, -- to fall asleep? - perhaps 
even to dream! - This is the knot! For what 
dreams may come to us in our death-dream 
after we have got out of the 
wading/wallowing, this is what hinders us. 
This is the meditation that brings us to 
subdue ourselves to the sorrows of such a 
long life. For who would bear otherwise 
the newer and newer scourging, the 
dickens of persecutors, being annoyed by 
the supercilious, the worries of scorned 
love, the belated truth, the unctuousness of 
the great, and the stabs that the patient 
godly/pious/guileless merit tolerates from 
senselessness,, if with a small piece of 
pointed/sharp iron s/he can achieve the 
deathly bells being rung/tolled? who would 
rather want to puff/pant, to thirst under the 
burden of such a sour life? But the secret 
suspicion of this something coming after 
death (not a traveller has returned from that 
unknown province! ) scares the soul and 
brings him/her to bear tortures already 
lying upon them rather than we would rush 
ahead of new ones that we do not know so 
far/as yet. This is how conscience makes 
us cowards, this is how the lively colour of 
resolute ceasure dissolves before the pale 
colour/hue of doubtfulness, and our great 
and noble ambitions turn back their flow, 
and stop influencing/operating. 
Kazinczy (early 1800s) 
Lenni, vagy nem lenni? Ez tehdt a' nagy 
k6rd6s! Annak e nernesebb lelke, a'ki a' 
megm6gesUlt csillagzatok' csapkodasait 
b6kevel tfiri, vagy annak, a'ki az ins6g 
sergei ellen fegyvert kap s' viaskodva er 
veget? Meghalni - elalunni! semmivel sem 
t6bb; 's ezzel az elalvdssal lelkUnk 
gybtrelmeinek 's az elet szdmtalan 
nyomordsdgainak hatdrt vetni. Oly v6g ez, 
mellyet buzg6an kellene ohajtanunk! - 
Meghalni - elalunni! --- Elalunni? - taldn 
d1modni is! -- Ez dm a' g6cs! - Mert 
micsoda dlmok j6hetnek majd rednk 
halalalvdsunkbann, minekutanna mar a' 
gazolasbol kiverg6dffink, ez meg6rdemli a 
fontolast! ez az az elmelked6s, mely a' 
nyomorusagoknak hosszas eletet ad! Mert 
ki alland ki U16mbenn az Ujabb uJabb 
ostoroztatast, az Old6z6k feneseget, a' 
Kev6lyek bosszantasdt, a' megvetett 
Szerelem aggodalmait, a k6sedelmes 
Igazsagot, a' Neg6ds6geket a' nagyoknak, 
's azokat a d6f6seket, mellyeket a' tfir6 
jarnbor erdem az oktalansagtol szenved, ha 
egy kis hegyes vassal magdt szabadsagba 
teheti? ki akarna inkdbb eggy illy sanyaru 
elet' terhe alat pihegni, tikkadni? -- De a' 
titkos sejdit6se annak a' haldlt k6vet6 
valaminek -- eggy UtazO sem tere meg 
vissza azon ismeretlen tartomanyb6l! -- 
elr6miti a' lelket, 's arra veszi, hogy 
Inkdbb szenvediiink kinokat, mellyek mdr 
rajtunk fekszenek, mint Ujaknak siessiink 
eleikbe, mellyeket meg nem ismerdnk. Igy 
tesz a' lelk'ismeret bennUnket gyAvdkka; 
igy lepi-el az elt6kellett Vegez6s eleven 
szinet a k6tsegeskedes halavany f6nye; 's 
felt6teleink, melyek nagyok es nemesek, 
megforditj& folyamatjokat 's megsziinnek 
hatni! 
To be or not to be? This is thus the great 
question! Does he have a nobler soul who 
peacefully bears the whips of angered 
constellations or s/he who takes arms 
against the armies of destitution and 
reaches his/her end fighting? To die - to fall asleep! No more at all, and by this 
falling asleep to erect a border to the 
tortures of our soul and the numerous 
sorrows of life. This is an end that we 
should arduously desire! To die - to fall 
asleep --- To fall asleep? - perhaps even to 
dream? This is indeed the knot! For what 
kind of dreams can come then to us in our 
death-sleep after we have got out of the 
wading/wallowing, this deserves the 
consideration! This is the meditation that 
gives sorrows a lengthy life! For who 
would otherwise stand the newer and 
newer scourging, the wretchedness of 
Persecutors, the annoyance of the Haughty, 
the worries of despised Love, belated 
Truth, the Unctuousness of the great, and 
the stabs that the patient 
godly/pious/guileless merit tolerates from 
senselessness, if with a small piece of 
pointed/sharp iron s/he can put him/herself 
to liberty? Who would rather want to 
puff/pant, to thirst under the burden of 
such a sour life? -- But the secret suspicion 
of this something coming after death -- not 
a traveller has returned from that unknown 
province! -- scares the soul and brings 
him/her/it to bear tortures already lying 
upon us rather than rushing ahead of new 
ones that we do not know so far/as yet. 
This is how conscience makes us cowards, 
this is how the pale colour/hue of 
meditation evades the lively colour of 
resolute ceasure, and our great and noble 
ambitions turn back their flow, and stop 
influencing/operating! 
Dbbrentei (182 1) 
Lennivagy 
Nem lenni? hdt ez a' k6rd6s. - Mi szebb 
Lelkiink el6tt, eltOmi a dilh6s 
Csillagzatok nyilat Is fulankjait, 
Vagy kart emelni v6sz'ink tenger6re 
ts szembe szallva, abba 61ni aI bajt? 
Meghalni; - es alunni; - Nincs egy6bb?, 
IS azt hinni hogy veffink elnyugszik a' 
Sz1v i ajj a Is a' mar v6rdnkb6l folyo 
Ezernyi seb, melly rank 6r6kbe szdll. 
'Sz az illy kimuldson meg kapni kell. 
Meghalni; - 6s alunni; - dgy! alunni! 
IS tdn almodozni; - itt a' b6kken6! 
Mert millyen d1mot virraszt a' haldl 
Mid6n. lehullt e' roml6kony zavar 
E' csillapithat. - E' tisztelteti 
A' hosszu elet szenyveszt6sit. 
Ki alland ki mask6pp cs-dfjait 
Biin6s koranak es az ElnyomO' 
Er6szakdt Is neg6dj& a' kevelynek, 
A' megvetett szerelmnek szegyenet, 
A' renyhe t6rvenyt a' nagy ranguak' 
D61yf6sk6d6sit, a' gyom karczait 
A'jdmbor 6rdemen : Ha egy kicsiny 
Kis mesztelen t6r nyugtos bucsut ad. 
Ugyan ki ny6gn6 vdlla terheit 
Ki izzadozna illy kin6let6rt ? 
De a' halal utani kep ij eszt. 
S arna titokban reml6 honnyra : mellynek 
Forrasa mell6l egy utas se j6tt 
M6g vissza, - a' felt6tel zsibbadoz. 
E' kisztet osztan inkdbb tfimi itt. 
Mint ismeretlen baj k6zz6 rohanni. 
Igy tesz pulydva lelki erzeffink. 
4s a' felriadva k6szUlt elt6kelles 
Halvanyodottan all az esz el6tt 
Mellynek szavara a' legfennyen kel6bb 
Szandek folyamja mas fele csap el. 
IS a' tett, nevevel elvesz. 
To be or 
Not to be? Well, this is the question. - 
what is more beautiful 
Before our eyes, to bear the arrow and 
stings 
Of angry constellations, 
Or to lift an arm against the sea of our 
perils 
And opposing it, killing our sorrow ? 
To die; - and to sleep; - is there nothing 
else ? 
And to believe that the trouble of the heart 
and the thousand 
Bleeding wounds that we inherit will cease 
with us. 
One should even be keen on such an 
extinction. 
To die; - and to sleep; - thus: to sleep 
And perhaps to daydream; - here is the 
catch! 
For what dream is in the wake of death 
When this transient muddle has fallen, 
This can soothe us. This makes the 
suffering of a long life respectable. 
Who would otherwise bear the ugliness 
Of his/her sinful age and 
The violence of the oppressor and the 
demure of the supercilious, 
The shame of scorned love, 
The lazy law, the haughtiness of the 
High-ranking,, the scratches of weeds 
On the godly/guileless merit: If a tiny 
Little bare dagger gives you a peaceful 
farewell. 
Who would sigh under the burden of his 
shoulders 
Who would sweat for such a life of 
tortures ? 
But the picture of what comes after death 
ffightens us. 
And the secretly emerging homeland, 
beside the well of whose not a single 
Traveller has returned, - the 
intent/resolution is going numb. 
This makes us/one rather bear [things] here 
Than rush into the midst of unknown 
trouble. 
This is how our sentiment makes us 
cowards. 
And the intention stands pale before the 
reason/wit/intellect 
At the word of whose 
The river of the loftiest intention will flow 
in a different direction. 
And the deed perishes, alongside its name. 
Vajda 
Lenni vagy nern lenni, - ez itt a' k6rd6s 
Mi nemesbb? - a' rossz szerencse nyilait 
Elffirni vagy fegyvert emelve ellene, 
Legy6zni 6t. - Meghalni es aludni, 
ts sernmi t6bb, de, tudni hogy keserveink 
E' test 6r6kseg, es sziv-dnk ezernyl 
BAbanatai mind v6get 6mek ott. 
Ha ez va16, ez oly c6lhoz jutas, 
Mellyet kivdnni kell. - Meghalni es aludni; 
Aludni 's tdn almodni is. Oh itt a csom6! 
Min6 d1mok j 6nek a' haldlban/Akdrmin6 
bdr a haldlnak d1ma: 
Mikor lerdztuk e' mul6sag k6nt6s6t 
Biztos sAlnet var rdnk. Itt a tekintet, 
Mellyet szW hosszu eleffink baja. 
Maskdp ki tfirne sulyos vesszejdt az 
Id6nek el ,s a' zsarnok 
igtalan nyomasdt? 
'Sertesit a' kevelynek? es aI megvetett 
szerelmnek kinjdt? t6rv6ny k6sedelm6t? 
A' hivatal bajait 6s a' gyalazatot 
Melllyet Wrelmes 6rdem a m6ltatlanoktul 
Szokott aratni, ds a' mid6n magdt 
Egy tdvel nyugalomba teheti? 
Terhet ki hordna ny6gve 's izadottan? 
'S az eletet ki ne, vetn6 le teheert? 
De ama haldl utam ... 
van ndmi M6 a MAI utdn 
Egy ismeretlen hon, melynek k6rdb6l 
Nern tert zarAndok vissza m6g. 
Ez tart zavarban bennanket ,s szivelteti A' mostan terhet, inkAbb mint tova 
Hait ismeretlen uj bajokhoz. - 
Igy tesz gyavAkkA a lelki-ismeret 
Mindiinket, igy az elszantsag termeszetes 
Verszine karositva van 
Halvany mazaval a fontolgatasnak 
A' nagyszerd, Aikerben &is vdllalatok 
Elhagýjak e' miatt brvenydket 
NSa teft nevet elvesztik. 
To be or not to be - this is the question 
here. 
What is nobler? To endure the arrows of 
bad fortune 
Or to defend it by raising arms 
Against it. To die and to sleep, 
And no more, but to know that our sorrows, 
This bodily inheritance and our hearts' 
thousand 
Sadnesses, will all end there. 
If this is true, this means to reach a goal 
Which should be desired. To die and to 
sleep; 
To sleep, perhaps even to dream. Oh here 
is the knot! 
What dreams will come in death/Whatever 
the dream of death is 
When we have shaken off this 
attire/raiment/dress/suit/garment of 
transience 
A sure/steadfast break will await us. Here 
is the countenance 
Bom by the trouble of our long lives. 
Otherwise who would bear the heavy 
stick/wand 
Of time, and the tyrant's unfair pressure? 
The offence/insults of the haughty? And 
the pain of scorned 
Love? The delay of law? 
The problems/burden of office and the 
ignominy 
That patient merit reaps from the 
unworthy, 
When s/he can send him/herself to peace 
with a needle? 
Who would carry a burden moaning and 
sweating? 
And who wouldn't quit/drop life for [to get 
rid of/discharge] the burden? 
But that certain ... after 
death 
There is something fearful/fearsome after 
death 
An unknown homeland from the 
circle/aura/halo of which no pilgrim has 
returned. 
This keeps us confused and makes us bear 
The current burden rather than directing us 
Further to unknown (new) problems/ 
troubles/ worries. 
This is how conscience makes us all 
cowards 
Thus the natural blood-colour/hue of 
resolution is damaged 
with the pale coating/cover of 
consideration/thought for themselves. 
Because of this the great success-laden 
ventures leave their eddies/swirls/vortices 
And lose the name deed. 
Arany 
Lenni vagy nem lenni: az itt a kerdes. 
Akkor nemesb-e a lelek, ha tdri 
Balsorsa minden nyiigdt s nyilait, 
Vagy ha kiszall tenger fdjdalma ellen, 
S fegyvert ragadva veget vet neki? 
Meghalni - elszunnyadni - semmi t6bb; 
S egy alom d1tal elv&gezni mind 
A sziv keservdt, a test eredend6, 
Termeszetes rdzkodtatdsait: 
Oly c6l, min6t 6hajthat a kegyes. 
Meghalni - elszunnyadni - es alunni! 
Talan Almodni: ez a b6kken6; 
Mert hogy mi d1mok jO'nek a halAlban, 
Ha majd lerdztuk mind e f6ldi bajt, 
Ez visszad6bbent. E meggondolas az, 
Mi a nyomort oly hosszan 61teti: 
Mert ki viseln6 a kor guny-csapasit, 
Zsamok bossziijdt, g6g6s ember d6lyf6t, 
Otdlt szerelme kinjat, p, 5r-halasztdst, 
A hivatalnak packazasait, 
S mind a rugdst, mellyel meltatlanok 
Bdntalmazzdk a tfir6 drdemet: 
Ha ny-dgalomba k0ldhetne magdt 
Egy puszta t6rrel? Ki hordana e terheket, 
Izzadva, ny6gve elte fdradalmin, 
Ha retteg6siink egy haldl utam 
Valamit6l -a nem ismert tartomdny, 
Melyb6l nem t6r meg utaz6 - le nem 
Lohasztja kedviink, inkdbb tUrni a 
Jelen gonoszt, mint ismeretlenek 
Fele sietni? Ekk6pp az 6ntudat 
Bel6hink mind gyAvAt csindl, 
S az elszdntsdg termeszetes szln6t 
A gondolat halvanyra betegiti; 
Ily kdtkedds Altal sok nagyszerýi, 
Fontos merdny kifordul medrib6l 
S elveszti "tett" nevet 
To be or not to be: that is the question here. 
Is the soul nobler if s/he bears 
All the burdens and arrows of his/her 
misfortune, 
Or if s/he stands up against his/her sea of 
pains, 
And by grabbing up/at arms end it? 
To die - to doze off - no more; 
And to end by a dream all 
The grief of the heart, the natural 
primary/atavistic 
Shocks of the body 
Is such a goal that the pious may desire. 
To die - to doze off - to sleep! 
Perhaps to dream: this is the catch 
(difficulty, obstacle, hurdle); 
For what dreams will come in death, 
When we have shaken off all this worldly 
trouble 
Hinders us/me. This is the consideration 
That keeps destitution alive so long; 
For who would bear the derision-blows of 
the age, 
The revenge of the tyrant, the haughtiness 
of the supercilious, 
The pain of hated love, the delay of trial, 
The insolence of office, 
And all the kicks with which the unworthy 
hurt the tolerant ment: 
If s/he could send him/herself to peace 
With a bare dagger? Who would carry 
these burdens 
Sweating, moaning over the pain of his/her 
life 
if our dread of a something after death 
The unknown province 
From which no traveller returns, 
Does not make our spirits languish; rather 
bear 
The current wickedness than hurry 
Toward unknown ones? Thus conscience 
Makes cowards of us all 
And the thought sickens the natural colour 
of resolution into pale; 
Via such doubts many great important 
resolutions 
Turn out of their beds 
And lose the name 'deed' 
Zigany 
Mi jobb: a 16t, vagy nem I&t? - Az a What is better: being or not being? The 
k6rdes: question is this: 
annak nagyobb-e a lelke, a ki tdri Does s/he have a greater soul who bears 
A balszerencse ostordt, nyUg6t, the scourge, and the troubl e/mill stone of 
Vagy az6, ha ki tenger buj a ellen bad fate/fortune, 
fegyvert ragad5 es veget vet neki? Or s/he who takes (to) arms against his/her 
Meghalni - alvas - semmi t6bb; s ha sea of sorrows 
mondjdk, And ends it? 
Hogy ez az alom mind elv6gzi majd To die - to sleep - no more; and if they say 
A sziv fdjdalmdt, test-dnk v6le szfil6tt, That this dream will then finish all the 
Term6szetes sok szenved6seit: - many 
Oly vdg, min6re szent is vagyhatik. Pains of the heart, the inborn natural 
Meghalni - 6s aludni: ah, aludni! Suffering of our bodies - 
S dlmodni tan: - ez kn a b6kken6; This is an aim that even a saint may desire. 
Mert, hogy mily d1mot hoz rdnk a halal, To die - and to sleep: Oh to sleep! 
ha mar lerLAunk minden f6ldi nyUg6t: Or perhaps to dream - this is the catch; 
ez visszatart. Ez a fontolgatas As what dream death may bring us 
ad hosszu letet minden szenved6snek. When we have shaken off all (the) worldy 
Ki tilm6 mask6nt sorsa vak diihet, trouble/millstone 
Zsamok igajdt, a d6lyf megvet6s6t, Holds us back. This consideration 
T6rv6nyszeg6st, gunyolt szerelme kinjAt, Gives all suffering a long life. 
A hivatalnok g6gjet, s mind a sok Otherwise who would bear the blind anger 
rugast, a melylyel a gyalazatos tipoýa a of his/her fate, 
direlmes erdemet: The yoke of the tyrant, the scorn of 
ha puszta t6rrel nyugalmat szerezhet? haughtiness, 
Kj g6myedeme ny6gve, izzad6n, The breaking of law, the trouble of 
bus elte j arindban, ha retteg6sUnk contempted love, 
attol, mi a haldl utan j6vend, The superciliousness of office, and all the 
- az ismeretlen tartomdny, a honnan many 
egyetlen utas sern t6rt meg soha, - Kicks by which the 
nem b6nitnd meg lelUnk erej6t: dishonourable/outrageous treads on the 
hogy inkdbb tdýiik a jelen gonoszt, patient merit: 
mint elcser6ljilk olyanert, a mit If she can gain peace with a bare dagger? 
nem ismeriink? -E t6prenges csindl Who would keep stooping moaning, 
belo'hink gyAv6kat: se gondolattOl sweating 
az elszantsag ten-neszetes szine in the yoke of his/her sad life, if our dread 
betegre sappad. Igy sok nagyszerd, Of what will come after death, 
dics6 terv es merdsz vdllalkozAs The unknown province from where 
6r6kre elveszti a- "tett" nevet, Not a single passenger has ever returned 
sa semmis6gbe v6sz. Wouldn't paralyse the strength of our soul: 
So that we rather bear the current 
wickedness 
Than exchange it for something unknown? 
This pondering makes us 
Cowards: and from this thought 
The natural colour of resolution turns pale 
and ill. 
Thus many great, glorious plans and 
courageous ventures 
Will lose the name 'deed' for good 
And vanish into nothingness. 
Telekes 
Ut vagy nem let: ez a k6rdeses itt. 
Ki a fennk6ltebb lelkii: az, ki tdri 
A zsamok sorsnak szdz nyi1get, nyildt, 
Vagy ki fegyvert fog tenger baj a ellen 
S v6get szakitia dacosan? - Haldl - 
Alvds, s alvdsban, mondjdk, elpihen 
A sziv gy6trelme, 6s termdszetii 
Szdz testi harcz: oly v6g, hogy istenes- 
mOd' 
bhajthatO! - Meghalsz, - elalszol: - alszol! 
S tan Almodol?! Hajh, ez a b6kken6! 
Mert hogy halalunk mily almokba ejthet, 
Ha e halando terhet mind leraztuk: 
Meggondoland6. E tekintet az, 
Mely gy6tr6d6ket is oly hosszan 61tet. 
Hisz ki ffirne a kor gunyjdt s vereset, 
Onk6ny igajAt, g6g tiprdsait, 
Ont szerelemnek kinjdt, p6roddzdst, 
Hatosag d6lyf6t s mind a sok bosszantdst 
Melylyel gazsAg bAnt tfir6 6rdemet, - 
Ha b6kejet igy egy kis t6rrel is 
Megszerezhetne ... Terhet 
ki czipeln6 
Izzadva a 16t j drmdn s nybgve, hogyha 
A f6lsz att6l, mi a haldl utdn van, - 
Az ismeretlen tdj, honn6t utas meg 
Nern t6rt meg, el nern ront ily aratdst 
S rd nem vesz: inkdbb ffirni a jelen bajt, 
Mint menekiilni i3smeretlenekbe. 
Uprenges igy ejt gyAvasdgba minket 
S tenneszettO'l j0 szlnii tetterO't 
Korsapadtta igy fest meggondolds. 
Sok nagyszabasu, szep vallalkozas 
Aggalyossagtol f6keztetve utjan 
Elveszti igy a tett nev6t ... 
Being or not being: this is what is 
questionable here. 
Who is more lofty-souled: s/he who bears 
The hundred burdens, arrows of tyrannic 
fate 
Or s/he who takes arms against his/her sea 
of troubles 
And defiantly ends it? Death - 
Sleep, and in sleep, they say, the torture of 
the heart, 
A hundred ancient-natured bodily wars 
take a rest: 
Such an end that can be devoutly/piously 
desired. 
You die - you fall asleep - you sleep! 
Perhaps you dream?! Oh this is the catch! 
For it is to be considered into what dreams 
death may drop us 
When we have shaken off all these mortal 
burdens. 
This countenance/aspect is 
What keeps even sufferers long alive. 
Since/for who would bear the derision and 
whipping of the age, 
The yoke of peremptoriness/wantonness 
and all the annoyment 
With which roguery hurts the forbearing 
merit 
If s/he can get his/her peace with a small 
dagger? 
Who would carry his/her burden 
Sweating on the yoke of life and moaning, 
The fear from what comes after death - 
The unknown countryside/landscape from 
which 
Traveller has not yet returned, does not 
ruin such reaping, 
And does not get us to bear the present 
trouble 
Rather than escape into the unknown. 
This is how pondering drops us into 
cowardice 
And this is how consideration paints 
The naturally good-coloured stamina ill- 
pale. 
Many grand-scale, beautiful ventures thus 
Lose the name 'deed' hindered on their 
way by worry. 
Szabo T. 
Lenni vagy nem lenni: a kerd6s ez itt! 
Vajon nemesebb-e Idlekre ndzve tdrni a 
gyalazatos sors csapasait meg nyilait vagy 
kart feszltni a gondtenger ellen s szernbe 
szdllva veget vetni neki? 
Meghalni: alunni; semmivel se t8bb; 
dlomsegellyel bevegezni a szlv fdjdalmakat 
s czer term6szetes csapdst, mely testre 
6r6kletes: ez az a v6g, mit az ember 
vdgyva vdgy. Alunni: taldn dlmodni; a 
b6kken6 6r6kkd csak ez, mert hogy e 
haldl-alvAsban - mid6n lerAztuk mind e 
f6ldi bajt, mily Almok jO'nek: ez megdllni 
kenyszerit! Ez azok, mely oly hosszan 
61teti a nyomort! Mert ki viselne a kor 
ostordt sa gdnyt, a zsamok elnyomdst, a 
d6lyf6s megvetest, az utalt szerelmes 
kinj ait, a p6rhalasztdst, a hivatal 
durvasagait sa sok rugdst, mit a Wr6 6rdern 
meltatlantol szenved, mikor nyugalmdt 
holmi rongyos t6rrel elnyerhetne? Ki 
hordand a terheket ny6gve s verejtekezve a 
megunt elten dt, hacsak az iszonyat a halal 
utani valamito'l -a nern ismert tartomdny, 
melynek hatdrdr6l utaz6 vissza nern t6r -e 
vdgyunk nern zavarna s el nern 
szenvedtetn6 inkdbb e rosszat, melyben 
61ank, minthogy mdshoz futtatna, mir6l 
seramit sern tudunk? Ek6nt az 6ntudat az, 
ami mindannyiunkat gyavdkka teszen s az 
elszdntsag termeszetes szmet Igy a 
gondolat halovany sugara sdpasztja el, 
ezzel meg sok nagy s jelent6s vAllalkozAs 
iranya fonakka ferdill s veszti a teft, 
nevet. 
To be or not to be: this is the question 
here! Is it nobler with regard to the soul to 
bear the blows and arrows of dreadful fate 
or to lift an arm against a concern- 
sea/worry- sea/trouble- sea and by opposing 
it end it? 
To die: to sleep; no more; finish/conclude 
with the aid of dream the heartaches and 
the thousand natural blows that are a 
bodily inheritance. This is an end that a 
person desirously desires. To sleep: to 
dream, the catch is always this; because in 
this sleep of death - when we have shaken 
off all this worldly trouble - what dreams 
will come: this forces us to stop! This is 
the reason that keeps destitution alive so 
long. 
For who would bear the scourge of the age 
and the derision, the tyrannic domination, 
the haughty scom, the tortures of being 
hated as a lover, the delay of trial, the 
rudeness of office and many a kick that the 
forbearing merit suffers from the 
unworthy, when s/he can gain his/her 
peace with some tattered dagger? Who 
would bear the burdens moaning and 
sweating throughout a boring lifetime, 
unless the horror of that something after 
life - the unknown province, from the 
borders of which no traveller returns - this 
wouldn't confuse our desire and wouldn't 
make this badness we live in bearable 
rather than making us run to another that 
we know nothing of? Thus it is conscience 
that makes us all cowards and thus the pale 
beam of the thought impales the natural 
colour of resolution and, by this, many 
big/large-scale/great and significant 
ventures turn awry/backhand and lose the 
name 'deed'. 
Ebrsi's first version 
Lenni vagy nern lenni: ez itt a k6rdes. 
Nemesebb-e lelekben. elviselni 
A vakszerencse ny4jg6t s nyilait; 
Vagy fogjunk fegyvert a tenger baj ellen, 
S v6gezzilnk vele? Meghalni - aludni. 
Nem t6bb; s egyetlen alvdssal letudni 
A sziv keservdt, a test eredend. 6, 
Termeszetes razk6dtatasait: 
Ily vegert esdiink. Meghalni, aludni, 
S talk Almodni: ez a b6kken6; 
Mert hogy mily almok j 6nnek a haldlos 
Alvasban ha a f6ldi jajt lerdztuk: 
Ez visszad6bbent. E meggondolds az, 
Mi a nyomort oly hosszan 61teti: 
Ki t6me a kor g-dnyAt, ostorAt, 
Zsamok bosszujdt, go'g6s ember d6lyfdt, 
Utalt szerelern kinjdt, p6r-halasztast, 
A hivatalnak packazasait, 
S mind a rugast, mellyel meltatlanok 
Bdntalmazzdk a tfir6 drdemet: 
Ha kiegyenlithetn6 tartozdsdt 
Egy puszta t6rrel? - izzadva ki ny6gne, 
unott 6lete terhei alatt, 
Ha a haldl utdni valami 
E fel-nem-fedezett orszdg, ahonnan, 
Nem e ter meg az utazo, le nern igaz, 
Hogy inkAbb ffiýilk ismert bajainkat, 
S ne fussunk ismeretlenek fele 
Igy gyAvit el minket az 6ntudat 
S az elszdntsag termeszetes szinet 
A gondolat halvanyra betegiti; 
I Es szdrnyalo, meresz vallalkozasok 
Bdgyadnak el miatta, elveszitve 
A "tett" nevet. 
To be or not to be: this is the question here. 
Is it nobler to bear in the soul 
The trouble of the arrows of blind fate; 
Or shall we take arms against the sea of 
troubles,, 
And end it? To die - to sleep. 
No more; and to get rid of the 
Sorrow of the heart, the natural, original 
shaking/shocks 
Of the body in a single sleep. 
We are praying/beseeching for such an 
end. To die, to sleep, 
And perhaps to dream; this is the catch; 
As what dreams will come in the deadly 
Sleep when we have shaken off the 
worldy/earthly trouble, 
This baffles us. This consideration is what 
Keeps the destitution alive so long: 
Who would bear the derision, the scourge 
of the age, 
The tyrant's revenge, the haughtiness of 
the supercilious man, 
The trouble of hated love, the delay of 
trial, 
And all the kicks by which the unworthy 
hurt the patient merit, 
if s/he could pay his/her dues with a bare 
dagger? 
Who would moan in sweat under the 
burden of his/her boring life, 
if that something after death, 
This undiscovered country, from where 
The traveller does not return, does not 
conquer us, 
So that we rather bear our known troubles 
And not run towards unkown ones. 
This is how conscience/consciousness 
makes cowards of us 
And the thought makes the natural colour 
of resolution pale-sick 
And winged and lofty courageous ventures 
Languish because of this, losing the name 
6 action/deed'. 
E6rsi's most recent version 
Lenni vagy nem lenni, ez hdt a k6rdes: 
Nemesebb-e, hogyha eltUri elmenk 
A vaksors nyilat, parityak6v6t, 
Vagy rontsunk karddal kinok tengerenek 
S szembeszdllva vegezziink velilk? 
A haldl: alvas, nem t6bb; s 1gy levetjUk 
Testunk ezemyi eredend6 kinjdt, 
br8kl6tt seb6t; ilyen pusztulds vonz 
S6varan. A haldl: alvas; de alva 
Tan almodunk - At akad el az esz: 
Mert hogy mily almok j6nnek e halalos 
Alvasban, ha a f6ld nyfiget lerdAuk, 
Ez meg kell benitson - ez a dilemma bteti oly hosszan a kint, hiszen 
Ki tdmd a kor g-dnyAt, ostorAt, 
Zsamok 6nk6ny6t, a d6lyf6s pimaszt, 
A semmibe vett szerelem keserv6t, 
P6r-halasztdst, p6khendi hivatalt, 
Sa fricskdkat, miket Wrelmes erdem 
Meltatlan alakoktol szenved el, 
Ha kiegyenlithetne tartozdsdt 
Egy kurta kessel? Izzadva ki ny6gne 
Unott elete terhei alatt, 
Ha e halal utani valami, 
E fel nem fedezett orszag, ahonnan 
Nem ter meg utazo,, meg nem zavama, 
Hogy inkdbb tdrjiik ismert bajainkat, 
S ne fussunk ismeretlenek feIV 
Igy gydvit el minket az 8ntudat, 
S az elt6keltseg mindig-v6rbs arcdt 
Sapadttd gy6tri a gondolkodds, 
Es szamyalo, meresz vdllalkozasok 
Bagyadnak el miatta, elveszltve 
A "tett" nevet. 
To be or not to be, this is thus/then/now the 
question: 
is it nobler if our mind bears 
the arrow, the slingstone of blind fate, 
or shall we attack the sea of tortures 
with a sword and by opposing it, end it? 
Death is sleep, no more; and thus we take 
off 
The thousand original tortures and 
inherited 
wounds of our bodies; such 
decay/perishing attracts us. 
Death is sleep but in sleep 
Perhaps we dream. This is where the mind 
is hindered. 
As what dreams will come in this deadly 
Sleep if we have shaken off the 
millstone/burden of the world 
This must paralyse us. This is the dilemma 
that 
Keeps torture alive so long, 
for who would bear the derision,, the 
scourge of the age, 
the wantonness of the tyrant, the haughty 
unblushing/forward/brazen, 
the sorrow of ignored love, 
the delay of trial, the insolence of office, 
and the annoyance that patient merit 
suffers from unworthy figures, 
if s/he can pay his/her dues 
with a small knife? Who would moan in 
sweat under the burdens of a boring life 
if this something after death, 
this undiscovered country from which 
no traveller returns would not confuse us 
so that we bear our known sorrows 
rather than running toward unknown ones? 
This is how consciousness/conscience 
makes cowards of us 
And thinking torments into pale the ever- 
red face of resolution 
And lofty, courageous ventures 
Languish because of this, losing 
The name 'deed'. 
meszbly 
Lenni vagy nem lenni - az itt a k6rdes. 
Ugy nemesebb a lelek, hogyha tdri 
ringY6 Szerencse nyu'gdt s nyilait, 
vagy ha kiszall tenger fdjdalma ellen, 
s fegyvert ragadva veget vet neki? 
Meghalni - elszunnyadni - semmi t6bb. 
Egy alom altal elvegezni mind 
A szlv keservdt, a test eredend6 
tenneszetes rdzk6dtatasait: 
oly c6l, amit buzg6n kivdnhatunk. 
Meghalni - elszunnyadni - 6s aludni... 
talan dlmodni - ez a b6kken6! 
Mert hogy mi almok j6nnek a halalban, 
ha majd leraztuk mind e f6ldi bajt, 
ez visszadbbbent. E meggondolas az, 
mi a nyomort oly hosszan 61teti. 
Ki tdmd kora g-6nydt, ostorAt. 
zsarnok bosszujdt, g6g6s ember d6lyfdt, 
utdlt szerelme kinjdt, p6rhalasztdst, 
a hivatalnak packazdsait, 
s mind a rugast, mellyel rongyemberek 
gyalazzA meg a Mr6 drdemet: 
ha nyugalomba Uldhetne magdt 
egy puszta t6rrel? 
Ki tilme mazsas terhii eletet, 
izzadva, ny6gve gy6tr6 sfily alatt, 
ha nem szorongna, hogy mi varj a t&I 
a Nfedetlen tartomdny hatardn, 
ahonnan m6g nem t6rt meg utaz6? 
Ez bir rd tfirni a gonosz j elent - 
Inkdbb,, mint aj 6vend6 ismeretlent. 
A tudat az, mi gyavava silanyit: 
az elszdntsag termeszetes szin6t 
a gondolat halvanyra betegiti. 
Ily kdtelyt6l sok btiszke terv kisiklik, 
s nem lesz melto soha e n6vre: tett. 
To be or not to be - that is the question 
here. 
Is the soul nobler if s/he bears the burden 
and arrows of sluttish fate, 
or if s/he takes arms against his/her 
sea of troubles and end it? 
To die - to doze off - no more. 
By a dream to end all the 
Sorrows of the heart, the original, natural 
Shocks of the body 
is a goal that we can ardously desire. 
To die - to doze off - to sleep... 
Perhaps to dream - this is the catch! 
For what dreams will come in death 
When we have shaken off all of this 
worldly trouble, 
this hinders us. It is this consideration that 
keeps destitution alive so long. 
Who would bear the derision, the scourge 
of the age, 
the tyrant's revenge, the haughtiness of the 
supercilious man, 
the pain of his/her hated love, the delay of 
trial,, 
the insolence of office, 
and all the kicks by which heels hurt the 
forbearing merit: 
if s/he could send him/herself into death 
with a bare dagger? 
Who would bear his/her heavy/weighty... 
life, 
sweating, moaning under its lacerating 
weight, 
if s/he were not daunted by what will await 
him/her 
across the borders of the undiscovered 
province, 
from which no traveller has yet returned? 
This brings us to bear the wicked present 
Rather than the forthcoming unknown. 
it is conscience/consciousness that 
degrades us into cowards: 
The thought makes the natural colour of 
resolution ill-pale. 
With so many worries proud plans get 
derailed 
And will never be worthy of this name: 
deed. 
Nadasdy 
Lenni vagy nern lenni: ez a nagy kerdes; To be or not to be: this is the great 
az-e a nemesebb, ha tGri lelkiink question; 
a pimasz sors minden gonosz nyilAt, is it nobler if our soul bears 
vagy az, ha fegyvert fogunk a bajokra, all the wicked arrows of brazen fate, 
s ve, get vetiink nekik? A halal: alva's, or if we take arms against the troubles 
nem t6bb; s ha ezzel megszdntethetO' and end them? Sleep is a dream, 
a szivfAjdalom, a milIj6 iit6dds, no more; and if the heartache, the million 
amit dtel a hýisunk - ezt a v6get shocks 
csak kivanni lehet. A halal: alvds; our flesh lives through can be ceased - 
az alvds: taldn dlorn - itt a baj: this end can only be desired. 
hogy milyen dlmok j6nnek a haldlban, Death is sleep; sleep is perhaps a dream - 
mikor az elet gubancdt leraztuk, here is the trouble/matter: 
ez meggondolkodtat - ez6rt van az, What dreams will come in death 
hogy hoss2: 6 dletfi a szenved6s. When we have shaken off the tangle of 
Mert ki t-Chm6 a sok szegyent, csapAst, life, 
zsamoksdgot es nagykepu'sk6ddst, this makes us think - this is why 
len6zett szerelmet, kijdtszott t6rvenyt, suffering is long-lived. 
a vezet6k arcAtlansdgait, For we should bear many shames, blows, 
a cs6ndes embert dro' szAz rugdst, tyranny and swollen-headedness, 
ha nyugalmdt megadhatnd magdnak despised love, double- cro ssed/overreached 
egy puszta pengevel? Vinnenk-e terhet law, 
izzadva, ny6gve egy eleten At, the cheek(iness) of leaders, 
ha nem ffin6nk, hogy mi lesz azutin, the hundred kicks the quiet person gets, 
az ismeretlen orszagban, ahonnan if s/he could give him/herself his/her 
m6g nern t6rt meg utas - ez visszatart; peace 
inkAbb az ismert rosszat tdrjUk el, by a bare razor? Would we carry a 
mint hogy fussunk a nem-ismert fele. burden sweating, moaning throughout a 
A lelkiismeret 1gy k6nyszen't lifetime 
mindenkit gyavasagra; igy lohasztja were we not afraid of what will be 
az akarat termeszetes szin6t afterwards, 
sapadt-betegre a meggondolas; I rom, which in the unknown country f 
a nagyravagyo, sz6p vallalkozasok no passenger has yet returned - this holds 
Igy futnak zs&kutcAba, csufot u'zve me/us back; 
a,, cselekvds" nevdb0'1. we rather bear the known/familiar badness 
than run toward the unknown. 
This is how conscience forces us all into 
Cowardice; this is how consideration 
Languishes the natural colour of will pale- 
ill; 
this is how the ambitious, beautiful 
ventures 
ran into a dead end, making a mockery 
of the name 'action'. 
Janoshazy 
Lenni vagy nem lenni: ez itt a k6rd6s. 
Mi nemesebb: eltiimi a duhaj 
Szerenese zaklatdsdt s nyilait, 
Vagy fegyvert fogni, hogy mdr eme 
veget 
Tenger bajunk? Meghalni, elaludni... 
Csak ennyi -s egy alommal befejezni 
A sziv kinjdt, a test 6r6kletes 
Sok nyavalydj dt... 6, ily v6g f6l6ttebb 
Kivanatos! Meghalni, elaludni. 
Taldn almodni. Ez a b6kken6, 
Mert hogy mily d1mok j6nnek a 
halalban, 
Ha f6ldi gondjainkat elvetettiik, 
Visszariaszt a tett6l. Ez a k6tely, 
Ez nyuj*tj a balsorsunk oly hosszura: 
Ki tfime gunyt, ostorcsapdst a kort6l, 
Zsamoki 6nkdnyt, g6g pimaszkoddsdt, 
Szerelmi kint, jogi huzavonat, 
A hivatalnak packazasait, 
A Higdst, mit hitvanytol kap az erdem, 
Ha megadhatnd az 6r6k nyugalmat 
Egy puszta t6r? Ki vinne ennyi terhet, 
Izzadna, ny6gne ennyi sUly alatt, 
Ha nem rettegne, hogy mi vdr rea 
Ott týil, az ismeretlen tartomanyban, 
Honnan nem tert m6g vissza utazO? 
Ezert tiirjiik az ismert rosszat inkdbb, 
Mintsem vdllaljuk, mit nem ismeriink. 
Az 6ntudat farag gydvAt bel6hink, 
Az elszantsag terineszetes szin6t 
A gondolat halvanyra betegiti; 
Sok nagyszerfl, lelkes vAllalkozds 
Letert Atjdr6l e k6tely miatt, 
S nem erdemes nevere sem. 
To be or not to be: this is the question here. 
What is nobler: to bear the pestering and 
arrows of hedonistic fortune 
Or to take arms so that our seaful 
Of troubles may end at last? To die, to fall 
asleep ... No more - and to end with a dream The torture of the heart, the many hereditary 
Maladies of the body... oh such an end is 
most Desirable! To die, to fall asleep. 
Perhaps to dream. This is the catch, 
For what dreams will come in death, 
when we have thrown away our earthly 
troubles, 
this scares us/me from the deed. It is this 
doubt 
that makes our bad fate/misfortune so 
long/prolongs/lengthens: 
Who would bear derision and scourges from 
the age, 
Tyrannical autocracy, the insolance of 
haughtiness, 
Love-related torture, delay with legal issues, 
The insolence of office, 
The kick that merit receives from the 
unworthy, 
If a bare dagger could give 
eternal rest? Who would carry so much 
burden, 
who would sweat and moan under so much 
weight 
Unless they are freightened of what awaits 
them 
Across there, in the unknown province 
From which no traveller has yet returned? 
This is why we rather bear the familiar bad 
Than taking on what we don't know. 
It is conscience that sculpts cowards of us, 
Thought sickens pale 
The natural colour of resolution; 
Many great, eager ventures 
Got off their way due to this doubt, 
and they don't even deserve their names. 
Appendix Four 
Sandor Szentk-ýiti after Richard Jago (ErMyi Muzeum) 
Nyomtattatni, vagy nem nyomtattatni, ez mar most a nagy k6rd6s! Mi jobb? eltemetni 
az iroasztal' fiokjAba a' n6ki diih6d6tt fantazia' furcsa sz6k6seit 's faqjait, vagy sajto 
ala t&tetni a' czifra betilkkel tisztan leirt munkdt, 's k6zre-bocsdtasaval levenni rola 
keziinket. Nyomtattatni - gyanakodni - egyebet semmit sem, 's az els6 felvonasniLl azt 
mondhatni: v6ge a' f6jfAjAsnak, 's az irAsba -6riilts6g ezer terin6szetes kinzAsainak. 
Hisz' ez ollyan c6l, mellyet forr6an kell ohajtanunk. Nyomtattatni -lef6nyleni azon 
deszkar6l, mellyen Pope aranyozott bomy-6bo'r k6t6sben dll - alumni taldin Quarlessel 
)? Itt, a' bog. Mert mellyik classzisba szdmldlnak benniinket, ha mar egyszer 
valamelly targyat egybe-zagyvdltunk, ez mdltdn tartOztathat. Az ett6l va16 rettegds 
teszi hogy a' nyughatlankod6 K610, egdszen kilencz esztendeig tiirje-el verseinek 
csak irasban leteket. Mert ki allhatnd-ki U16mben a'hirszomj bek6telen 
gYUjtogatdsait, a' magdt biztatO &rdem' bilszkeseg6t, es mindenek felett, bardtainknak 
nyomtatasra keszto' alkalmatlankodAsaikat, ha mind ezeknek elharitAsa csak egy 
imprimatur megnyer6seben all, mellyet minden 6retlen munka legk6nnyebben 
megnyerhet. Ki viseln6-el a' sok bajokat, mellyekkel az 
ir6 k-Uszk6dik; ki sohajtana 
izzadna az' elme' hdnykolOddsai miatt? De a' Pamassz sikamI6 hegye, mellynek 
8r8kke z8ld laurusaval csak kevesen tertek vissza, megzavaýa az akaratot, 's arra bir 
bennUnket, hogy dleffinket inkdbb hfr n6lkiil t6itsiik-el, mint szereneset kereseve 
megjelenjUnk a' Publicurn elo'tt, megszentetzidztassunk. 
igy tesz a' Kritika 
nyalszlvUekk6. Es ennek k6sz6nheti a' moly, mar n6hdny, n6hai elrongyolott, 
mefdst6s6d6tt kdziratot, ez produkdl a' fekete tentAb6l vereset. Ez. 
hfit-ki n6melly neki 
bolond-61t, 's magdt elszant Kbnyv-fabrikanst, 's kiveri fejdb6l az 
iroi n6vvel va16 
fantazirozast. 
[To be published, or not to be published, this is the great question now!. What is 
better? To bury in the drawer of the desk the strange leaps and bastards of the 
fuming/furious... imagination, or to send to/under/in press the work neatly copied out 
in decorative letters, and by its dissemination, take our hands off it/let them go. To be 
published - to have suspicions - nothing else, and to be able to say at the first act: the 
headache and the thousand natural tortures of the madness of writing are over. For this 
is such an aim that we have to arduously desire. To be published - to shine 
down/from/off the boards on which Pope stands on golden leather binding - to sleep 
perhaps with Qarles? Here is the knot. For in what class they may count us once we 
have put together a subject - this may rightly pause us. It is the dread of this that 
achieves that the restless Poet bears for nine years his/her poems being only in 
manuscript. For who would otherwise bear the turbulent lighting... of reputation, the 
pride of self-encouraging merit, and above all, our fiiends' importunity urging us to 
publish, if parrying all this can be done only by gaining an imprimatur, which any 
unripe work can most easily achieve. Who would bear those many troubles the writer 
struggles with; who would sigh and sweat because of the tossing/flouncing of the 
mind? Yet the slippery mountain of Parnassus, with the green laurels of which only a 
few have returned, confuses the will, and gets us to spend our lives without fame 
rather than appear in front of the public chasing our luck, and get reprimanded. This is 
how criticism makes us faint-hearts. And this is what the moth can thank for a few old, 
ragged and smoky manuscripts; this is what produces red ink from black ink. This is 
what makes a few passionate, resolute book-makers lose interest, and gets fantasising 
nu about reputation as a writer out of their heads. ] (1817) 
Berlioz 
To be, or not to be, that is the question. Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer 
wretched operas, ridiculous concerts, mediocre virtuosos, crazed composers ... or to 
take arms against a sea of troubles, and by opposing end them? To die, to sleep-no 
more. And by a sleep to say we end the torture of our ears, the suffering of the heart 
and mind, and the thousand natural shocks that the exercise of criticism imposes upon 
our intelligence and common sense. 'Tis a consummation devoutly to be wished. To 
die, to sleep-to sleep, perchance to have a nightmare-aye, there's the rub. For in that 
sleep of death what dreams may come when we have shuffled off this mortal coil; 
what mad theories will we have to entertain, what discordant scores will we have to 
hear, what imbeciles will we have to praise, what outrages will we see inflicted upon 
masterpieces, what absurdities will we hear pronounced, what windmills will we see 
taken for giants? (Schmidgall 1990, p. 313) 
Prince Charles's speech presenting the Thomas Cranmer Schools Prize (December 1989) 
Well, frankly the problem as I see it at this moment in time is whether I should just lie 
down under all this hassle and let them walk all over me, or whether I should just say 
OK, I get the message, and do myself in. I mean, let's face it, I'm in a no-win 
situation, and quite honestly, I'm so stuffed up to here with the whole stupid mess that 
I can tell you I've just got a good mind to take the quick way out. That's the bottom 
line. The only problem is, what happens if I find that when I've bumped myself off 
there's some kind of a, you know, all that mystical stuff about when you 
die, you 
might find you're still-know what I mean? (cited Lanier 2002, p. 56) 
Appendix Five 
Year Theatre Director 
1962 Odry Szinpad, then Vigszinhdz Ferenc Hont 
1962 Kaposvdr Ferenc Hont 
1962 B6k6s Megyei J6kai Szinhdz LaJos Mdt& 
1962 Egri Gdrdonyi G6za Szinhdz Gy6rgy Nagy 
1962 Gy6ri Kisfaludy Szinhdz Mdna Angyal 
1962 P6csi Nemzeti Szinhdz Ferenc Hont 
1962 Miskolci Nemzeti Szinhdz NYllasssy Judit 
1962 Debreceni Csokonai Szinhdz Kdroly Szdsz 
1963 ISzeged Ldszl6 Hegedus 
1964 1 Szolnok Gdbor Mddi Szab6 
Appendix Six 
An interview with Istvin E6rsi about translation 
MArta Minier: How did you get involved with the theatre? 
Istvdn Ebrsi: I had wanted to get involved with the theatre for a long time, 
but my prison record did not permit it. In the beginning I only wrote poetry, 
then I got interested in j ournalism, essays, short stories. Only after all these 
did I try my hand at drama. I wrote my first play in 1964. It was staged in 
autumn 2002 in the form of a one-act opera, with a score by Gyula Fekete, 
under the title A megmentett vdros (The Rescued City). My old wish to 
work in the theatre came true in 1977,, when LdszlO Babarczy took over the 
management of the Kaposvar theatre, one of the most exciting venues 
during the socialist period. I have written about twenty plays, many of 
which have never been performed. Two or three of them have only been 
staged in Germany, some of them under my direction. 
MM: Were these translated by Germans? 
IE: Yes, they were, and I checked the translations. My play entitled 
Kihallgatcis (The Hearing) has been perfonned in five theatres, including 
Hamburg. In Hungary my work had not been staged for four or five years 
before The Rescued City. 
MM: Have you been working as a director in Hungary too? 
IE: Yes, I directed Sirkj es kakaO (Tombstone and Cocoa) in Asb6th Street. 
am not a director by trade, and, perhaps for this reason, I am not a bad 
director. 
MM: How did you begin translating Shakespeare? 
IE: I was living in Berlin when Tamas Ascher was pondering over the idea 
of staging Hamlet with Gdbor Mdte in the lead role. For political reasons, 
on order from above, I had already been barred from the Hungarian theatre, 
but this did not put an end either to my ffiendships or to my network of 
contacts. Ascher invited me to do Hamlet with him. He could not use 
Arany's translation with MW, because he had a more modem perfon-nance 
in mind than Arany's version would have allowed. I knew that Hamlet was 
going to wear jeans, and I was supposed to prepare a modem day text in 
accordance. Not a "beat" text of Shakespeare, but something more like 
what Shakespeare's text would have been in its own time. When I took up 
the job, I decided to try and preserve whatever was unsurpassable in 
Arany's text. I got a loosely typed copy of Arany's text from the theatre, 
and I wrote my corrections on the line above. Of course I didn't alter 
everything. The result was a catastrophe. Arany's translation is so much a 
part of our national heritage that the more educated members of the 
audience knew it very well, if not by heart. Familiar sentences ended up 
sounding very strange, or vice versa: an unfamiliar beginning would turn 
into a well-known phrase. Geza Fodor, the celebrated dramaturg, said it 
was not the characters fighting against each another but the two texts. I had 
to face the failure of this technique. A huge scandal erupted as a result of it. 
I was accused by many of betraying my country, since in a country where 
you cannot fight for true national causes people make political issues out of 
literary texts. I was portrayed as someone who had desecrated a cultural 
treasure, and was therefore guilty of perpetrating an anti-Hungarian deed. 
First Balazs Vargha, then Gy6rgy Somly6 attacked me furiously in the 
press. They blamed the whole venture on me, but G6za Fodor criticised 
only the translation strategy. Personally, I am proud of beginning the 
process of retranslating the classics - Dezs6 Mdsz6ly and tkddm Nddasdy 
were not accused of treason later on. 
MM: How did your second translation of Hamlet happen? 
IE: I decided to do it again. In this new version I borrowed very little from 
Arany, with the exception of the occasional line, such as his rendering of 
"Frailty, thy name is woman", because it is pointless to replace gyarl6sig 
ffallibility') with another noun which would probably not be so apt. If 
something has been absorbed into our national culture, especially if a 
phrase has been turned into a saying, it can only be justifiable to change it 
if there is some meaningful reason to do so. For example, I changed 
"Kiz6kkent az ido"' ("Time has been derailed") - Arany's version of "The 
time is out of joint". I did some philological research and discovered that 
Shakespeare was using an image from everyday life here. Arany's 
kiz6kkent (derailed, dislocated) is beautiful, but I thought the notion of 
spraining is better suited to this context, making the line even more heart- 
rending and humane. Kiz6kkent does not ache, kibicsaklott (sprained) does. 
I diverged from Arany here despite the fact that his version has found its 
way into everyday speech. I couldn't find a better version of a number of 
word-plays either, but overall I retranslated the play. I kept checking 
Schlegel's translation as I did so; my German is better than my English - 
this is a point both Arany and I have in common. He also spoke better 
German than English, and referred back to Schlegel. Where Schlegel 
misunderstood something, there is a mistranslation in Arany too. I also 
realised that, despite a renewed interest in Shakespeare, the 19th century is 
a long way in spirit from the Renaissance with its hypocritical attitude to 
physicality and passion. (There are a few exceptions, but Arany is not 
among them. ) There are linguistic factors which contribute to a translation 
becoming archaic more rapidly than 'works of literature'. Shying away 
P-- - from the sensual is even truer for Arany's translation of A Midsummer 
Night'S Dream, where he finds refuge in the archaic perfective tense 
whenever he has to translate the fury of the two young couples. Arany 
(inescapably) reduces a very important aspect of the play, if he does not 
reduce it completely. The life of the court restricts the characters' instincts, 
confining their utterances and actions within certain boundaries, then those 
overflow the boundaries. I mean more than the importance of trying to 
translate Freudian puns and other risqu6 or mischevious utterances 
correctly; the point is that the attitude to the world is different to that of 
Arany's translation. I would like to see this translation of mine on stage. 
They were doing my Hamlet in Nyiregyhaza, at least 90 % of it was my 
text. Istvan Verebes directed it, without my consent. They borrowed from 
Arany too, and Verebes wrote a bit into it. He rewrote the gravediggers' 
scene, though I bet Shakespeare's is better. I wish Ascher would direct this 
translation too, but he cannot find a potential Hamlet today. 
MM: It is very interesting how important it is that one has to think in terms 
of actors. 
IE: If one is not a theatre practitioner, it is not immediately apparent that a 
play can be revived, even if it is not topical either for political or 
intellectual reasons, just because of an excellent actor. A long time ago, tile 
practice of benefit performances had a similar role, and in those cases the 
rewarded actor could keep the income too. 
MM: Who commissioned your other Shakespeare translations and when? 
IE: When I was in Berlin in 1988, Janos Acs asked me to translate Othello. 
He could not use Laszlo Kardos's translation for the performance. This is 
not a bad translation, only you are left with the impression that there is 
something lacking. Coriolanus was commissioned by Gdbor Sz6kely; The 
Tempest by Gyula Gazdag in 1985; and A Midsummer Night's Dream also 
by Acs in 1985. All of them were commissioned for performance. I have 
made two versions of Coriolanus, both requested by Szekely, the first one 
in the early seventies, and then I retranslated it in in 1985 in Berlin. 
Gazdag is a great director, we worked together a lot, for example on 
Candide, but The Tempest wasn't a success. That can happen. Even if 
everyone involved is talented, and the actors are good, still it doesn't 
necessarily work out. 
MM: What source texts did you use? 
IE: Beside the New Arden, which is an excellent edition, I used a bilingual 
(English and German) Schlegel and a very well annotated edition prepared 
for secondary school students. Libraries in Berlin are very good, so if I 
wanted to look up something, I could check out five or six editions. I do 
not have problems understanding the text, only problems of deciding 
which interpretation to choose. 
MM: And how did you decide? 
IE: It has been different from case to case. How can one divide 
syntactically the following quotation from the great soliloquy. "Whether 
'tis nobler / in the mind to suffer" or "Whether 'tis nobler in the mind / to 
suffer". My first translation goes "Nemesebb-e lelekben elviselni" ("Is it a 
nobler attitude to suffer in the soul... " I followed up this interpretation 
consciously in the spirit of the whole play. The point is not whether the 
soul is nobler or not, but what to do: to bear the pain, or to fight against it. 
At other times,, when I couldn't choose between the different 
interpretations, 1 picked the one which worked better in practical tenns, the 
one I could draft better. If I accept that the gravediggers's scene is a piece 
of clownery, I will always choose the option which emphasises this aspect. 
The emphasis here is not on gravedigging but on ftiry. 
MM: And what did you do about omissions? 
IE: It depended on the spur of the moment whether I dropped one adjective 
in three or used some kind of contraction. This is the chief practical 
difficulty in translating from English in general, not only with Shakespeare. 
When it comes to translating sonnets by Keats, for instance, you have to 
stick to the fourteen lines. This is even more difficult for German 
translators, because German has longer sentences. 
MM: Did you encounter any cultural references that didn't work in 
Hungarian, and which you were forced to change into Hungarian cultural 
allusions? 
IE: Yes, that happened a few times. I was dramaturg at the Kaposvar 
theatre when I was revising Istvdn Vas's translation of Richard III 'illegal' 
(which means it was not attributed to me). Metaphors connected to hunting 
were problematic - such as the falcon when someone releases 
it and the 
bird returns to him. This could become a metaphor of love. It is all 
described in maddening detail, so I was not able to replace afalcon with a 
bait. I could not use fishing imagery, since hunters belonged to a 
different 'social class'. At the beginning of Hamlet there is a similar 
problem when the question is posed, "Say, what, is Horatio there? " (My 
translation would read "And is this Horatio here? ") And Horatio, holding 
out his hand, replies "A piece of him". (My translation - "Csak egy 
darabja"- would read "Only a piece of him. ") You need a strong theatrical 
imagination in order to understand a humorous beginning: it is pitch black 
on the stage. It must be clear from the conversation of the two speakers 
that one of them does not see the other at all but feels part of him, his hand. 
If I had to choose between the grotesque and the non-grotesque I always 
chose the former. I was sure that there is less room for error this way. 
Hamlet is a very intellectual play yet also folklore, a folk play. 
MM: Did contemporary Shakespeare translations help you? 
IE: After completing my translation of Hamlet, I had a look at Erich 
Fried's translation but I only used Schlegel's during the translation process. 
In Germany they prepare a new translation for almost every performance. 
The best theatre experience of my life was Zadek's Othello, which I saw in 
Belgrade. He used Fried too, but essentially he translated it in prose. 
Translating in prose is very fashionable in Germany at the moment. I don't 
agree with this completely, at least I wouldn't do it myself Poems help us 
rise above everyday life, this is part of Shakespeare's allure. On the other 
hand,, translating in verse needs discipline on the translator's part. 
MM: When translating, did you think about what sort of staging would fit 
your translation? Or did this work the other way round: the director had a 
manner of staging in mind, and he requested a text in line with this. Does a 
certain style of translation go with a certain style of directing? 
IE: I don't think every performance requires a new translation, but if a 
director treats historical realia seriously, a rather classical, lofty language is 
more suitable. If a director is interested in human beings, in 'everyman' 
who doesn't know how to ascertain the truth (in other words, if he is 
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interested in metaphysical problems), the language should be more modem. 
I saw Brook's Hamlet with an African-American actor in the leading role. 
There was hardly any setting and only the most indispensible costume. In a 
sense it was a return to the Globe, where there was no lighting and setting 
in the current sense. I am a great devotee of this form of theatre, not so 
much as a translator but as a lover of theatre. These days the ostentation of 
the setting almost restricts the acting itself. I think Shakespeare is about the 
naked man. By this I mean that the inner man is revealed as unhidden as 
possible. My only memory of Botho Strauss's The Tour Guide in Berlin (I 
think it was directed by the excellent Luc Bondy, with Bruno Ganz and 
Corinna Kirchhof in the lead roles) is that a little cottage was moved to and 
fro on the stage. I love moving actors but I'm not interested in moving 
cottages. To sum up, I'm sure whether a production will be modem or 
traditional is clearly at the back of the director's mind. Although I don't 
translate on the basis of the setting, and the set designer does not 
necessarily do his job on the basis of a text, we both rely on the director's 
vision of the performance. 
MM: How often did tradition and the canon influence your Shakespearean 
translations? 
IE: Apart from my work as a dramaturg, I revised someone else's 
translation only once, and that was Arany's A Midsummer Night's Dream. 
This text is not part of the Hungarian national heritage to the same extent 
as Hamlet. I left the scenes of the tradesmen more or less untouched 
because they are perfect in Hungarian, and they were originally written in a 
more archaic English than the rest of the play. I adjusted tenses, whatever 
else was necessary, but I left about 90% of these scenes as they were, 
I 
though I revised about 80% of the rest of the play. I retranslated 
Coriolanus, which had only been translated by the great Pet6fi before, The 
Tempest, which had been done by the great Babits - these are 
retranslations from scratch. 
MM: Did you struggle against your great predecessors? 
IE: Babits's translation is wonderful in literary terms, but he was not 
interested in the theatre. I have to admit that I find my translation of The 
Tempest very good, from a theatrical perspective. Hungarian Shakespeare 
translators have been very fortunate that Wr6smarty's poem entitled 
"Gondolatok a k6nyvtdrban" ("Thoughts in the Library") has worked out 
the sound of Shakespearean iambs in Hungarian for us. The fact that we 
have a chance to translate Shakespeare is due to Wr6smarty and Arany. In 
this sense I respect tradition and I don't forget about my 'debts'. 
MM: Were there any other formative theatrical, literary or other artistic 
experiences that left a trace on your translations? 
IE: A great Shakespeare experience of mine was Brook's visiting 
performance of King Lear in Hungary. With guys in leather costume 
jumping onto the stage, the performance offered some brutal reality instead 
of an 'airy', poetic Shakespeare. Another decisive influence was A 
Midsummer Night's Dream. I saw it for the first time in my life that all the 
characters were on stage at the same time and act as a primary audience, as 
a chorus. Apart from these productions, it was the Hungarian theatre that 
taught me that a dramatic translation is not supposed to be literary. It needs 
to be poetic but not literary. It needs to be poetic in a dramatic way. One is 
not supposed to hunt down lofty words. "To be or not to be ... 
" is a most 
prosaic sentence. My main criticism of Arany's translation, apart from that 
I 
he lessened the erotic implications, is that in his translation even the 
predominantly informative lines are incredibly poetic. Shakespeare's drama 
uses forceful everyday language to a great extent. This shouldn't be turned 
into some form of poetic concoction. 
MM: Is translation as a way of creating, as a means of artistic self- 
expression, important to you? 
IE: It happens very rarely that a translator wants to express something in a 
translation as a creative writer. There are examples, especially in poems, 
for instance in my translations of Heine and Brecht from the Kaddr period. 
Translating The Death of Danton in the Horthy period (this, oddly enough, 
was done by the apolitical Kosztolanyi) might have some political message. 
However, in most cases my main consideration is the theatres that 
commission me to translate a play. I have never said no to Shakespeare or 
Brecht. I don't speak French, but if I did, I wouldn't say no to Moli&e 
either. 
MM: You mentioned Brecht. How does Brecht come across on the 
Hungarian stage? 
IE: Brecht has gained considerable popularity in recent years, yet there are 
very few performances in the Brecht tradition. The sort of intellectual 
wryness and technique of alienation that you associate with Brecht does 
not work easily with audiences brought up on popular theatre and realistic 
acting styles. There is not a single Brecht production that has grabbed my 
attention in Hungary so far. However, there is a salutary lesson to be 
learned from this renewal of interest in Brecht after such a long period of 
resistance. 
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Appendix Seven 
An interview with Dezsd M6szijly on the subject of 
literary and stage translation 
Mdrta Minier: What inspired you to become a translator of Shakespeare? 
Dezs6 M6sz6ly: When, in 1943, Budapest suffered devastating bombing, 
especially the industrial districts of Pest, I went to my matemal 
grandfather's estate in the provincial small town of KunszentmiklOs. He 
was a judge of the district court, and I took Shakespeare's Antony and 
Cleopatra with me, intent on translating it. The reason for my choice is 
interesting. My cousin, Balazs Vargha, who - though he was the 19th- 
century translator Kdroly Szasz's grandson found his grandfather's style, 
especially the style of his translations, a bit artificial - showed me 
Szdsz's translation of this play. 1 My cousin was upset by Szasz's 
translation of the scene in which Cleopatra, in a jealous rage, almost has 
the poor messenger scourged when he breaks the news of Antony's 
second wedding in Rome to her. This is not only an excellent depiction 
of female hysteria but also a very poetic one. However, Kdroly Szasz's 
translation lacks the natural air of living language, which the 
representation of hysteria would require here. Shakespeare presents 
Cleopatra in this scene in the way a modem dramatist would present 
hysteria. We read this play together many times, and when Baldzs was 
abroad on a grant, I went to Kunszentmiklos with the idea of translating 
the tragedy into the language which people use now. I had no 
commission whatsoever for this. I kept sending extracts to Baldzs, and 
he sent back his comments on postcards. This correspondance had the 
enthusiasm of Kazinczy's time. 2 After a while I thought I should show it 
to the dramaturg at the Hungarian National Theatre, who was Ldszl6 
Szfics at that time, a prominent expert, who could have been my father 
1 Balks Vargha: literary historian, one of his main areas of expertise was nineteenth-century 
Hungarian literature. 
2 Ferenc Kazinczy, the chief organiser of Hungarian literary life during the Enlightenment has 
about twenty-four volumes of (edited) corrrespondance. 
on account of his age. 31 gave him an extract from my translation, then I 
went back to the countryside to continue with it. I soon received a letter 
from Ldszl6 S2: dcs saying 'Dear friend, your translation astonished me. 
I'm willing to ask for a contract and an advance payment from T6ni 
N6meth'. This was the greatest honour for me, since Antal N6meth, the 
famous manager of the National was not T6ni4 for me at the time; not 
someone I would have spoken of in such familiar terms. I was incredibly 
happy, and my family were proud of me. If memory serves me right, I 
received 1,000 peng6s 5 in advance, which was a really large amount at 
that time. By the time I finished the translation, Hungary had was in 
ruins. Szdlasi took over instead of Horthy. When I surfaced from the air- 
raid shelter, I took the text to the new National Theatre, where Tamds 
Major was the new manager, but Mr Szdcs was still dramaturg there. 6 
He took the translation to Major, who was a very good reader of plays, 
but he only read the plays he wanted to direct. My translation of Antony 
and Cleopatra only came to the fore when they were seeking a play for 
Gizi Bajor 7. She had not acted at the new National Theatre,, the 'Theatre 
of the Liberation' yet. Major, among others, was stalking her with great 
reverence. Gizi Bajor was sent four plays so that she could make her 
choice for her great return. One of the plays was Lyubov Yarovaya by 
Trenyov, a Soviet play about a primary school teacher, who, to her 
misfortune, falls in love with a 'white' officer - the play has a lot of civil 
war stuff and the like. BaJor didn't want it, later Hilda Gobbi8 had a 
great success with it. BaJor was also offered a Soviet stage adaptation of 
Anna Karenina, which she did much later, but at that time she was not 
interested in it; she said the novel was better. Then she was sent Bold 
Heroes, a propaganda play by a communist writer. The fourth play she 
was offered was my Shakespeare translation. it was a strange decision 
on Major's part to send it, because Gizi Bajor usually acted in 
conversational plays rather than Shakespearean ones. She had had only 
one leading Shakespeare role in her career. This was Juliet, when she 
3 Ldszl6 Istvdn SAics (1901-1976): dramaturg, the playwright Margit Gdspdr's husband. 
4 T6ni: his nickname. 
5 Peng6: Hungarian currency in use at the time discussed here. 
6 Tainds Major (1910-1986): outstanding actor, director and theatre manager of a socialist 
persuasion. 
7 Gizi Bajor (1893-1951) prominent actress. 
m 
was a trainee actress of seventeen years. I need to add in haste that what 
she really wanted was to return to the National with The Lady of the 
Camelias. This was impossible, because the devoted communist Tamds 
Major got agitated even by hearing the title of this play, claiming that it 
stank of the scented bedpan and boudoir, not to mention a coughing 
high-class prostitute. Eventually, BaJor wanted to do Cleopatra, and in 
this very translation. She was surprised that a classical Shakespeare play 
could be voiced in contemporary idiom. She acted it lightly as if it were 
a conversational play. So, Antony and Cleopatra was staged in Hungary 
in 1946, during the period of the coalition. 
MM: What was it like to work around Gizi BaJor? What memories have 
you got of her? 
DM: I've got a very dear memory of her. BaJor had a very good sense of 
humour on stage as well as off it. She was around fifty when she acted 
Cleopatra, yet she gave the impression of a young and slender woman. 
With a good costume designer, she could still play the role of a thirty- 
year-old woman. Cleopatra's age is not even mentioned in the text as the 
sequence of events of a few years is crammed into it. Thus, the actress is 
supposed to pass as a woman in her thirties. At that time I was an 
assistant director at the National. This was due to my translation of 
Antony and Cleopatra, and to the fact that I joined the trade union and 
passed an exam in acting. I got a degree which enabled me to work as a 
supply actor. Major employed me as a supply actor and assistant director. 
I bought a beautiful fur coat from my first salary and from the royalties I 
received for my translation. When Gizi BaJor saw my coat, she asked, 
'Did I buy (you) thatT I understood her humour, I bowed, and said, 'Yes, 
madam, thank you'. And then she pointed at me and said, 'Look, what a 
pimp I have... ' 
MM: Were the rest of your Shakespeare translations all commissioned? 
DM: Yes, they were, with the exception of Measurefor Measure, which 
I translated from personal interest in Kunszentmikl6s, on my 
grandfather's estate. This was also staged in a couple of theatres later on. 
MM: What source texts did you use? 
8 Hilda Gobbi (1913-1988) was a prominent actress and a devoted socialist. 
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DM: I used amply annotated editions, especially the Arden, which made 
my job much easier. I tend to think that it is much more difficult to 
translate a modem English play than a classical one. A classical play is 
presented with a variety of explanations - it is up to you which 
interpretation to choose. When it comes to a contemporary English play, 
one keeps coming across phrases that are not even in the dictionary, 
because the English language changes incredibly quickly, and there is no 
great distance between English literary language and everyday usage. I 
have rarely translated contemporary English plays, but when I have, I 
always had to consult the English wife of my friend Imre Szdsz, who 
explained many expressions to me. This occured, for instance, when I 
was translating Bingo, Edward Bond's play on Shakespeare. Bingo 
didn't really mean anything in Hungary at that time, and, having been 
lectured on the bingo craze by Mrs Szasz, I followed my son Gergely's 
advice and entitled the Hungarian translation Fej iagy ir6s [Heads or 
Tails]. 
MM: Did you check the already extant Hungarian translations of the 
Shakespeare plays you translated? 
DM: Not systematically. I had already known most of these, and I only 
took up translating plays when I was not satisfied with the translation(s). 
Dissatisfaction is the greatest inspiration a literary translator can have. I 
often felt that some of my predecessors' translations were uncomfortable 
on the stage. My main principle in translation matters, which is not 
something I understood from the outset but discovered from a long 
career in translation, is that the most important thing is to recognise the 
author's intention. If Shakespeare's intention was that the play would 
have an immediate effect right on the spot, then the translator cannot 
make excuses for his/her work by saying the original is too dense or 
murky. There is no doubt that the text worked very well for audiences in 
Shakespeare's time. Just like a good pistol. Shakespeare's authorial 
intention is clear, he didn't even bother to publish the plays - he meant 
them for the stage. The first editions, which were pirate editions, 
appeared without his knowledge or consent. The fact that Shakespeare's 
dramatic oeuvre more or less survived is due to the Folio edition after 
his death, the spiritus rector for which was not himself but two fellow 
actors who realised that they could make money that way. It is 
interesting that some of his contemporaries, such as Webster or Fletcher, 
were indeed concerned with publishing their work. Shakespeare was 
utterly indifferent to this, he only wanted people to buy the tickets. It is 
only ourselves, contemporary spectators, for whom these texts seem to 
be too rich for the theatre. My ars poetica in translation is that the first 
and foremost thing is to find and translate the authorial intention. I am 
not supposed to leave a single passage in my work that does not work on 
the live stage. 
MM: Do you imagine the staging, the mise en scene, when you translate 
a play? 
DM: Not only do I imagine it, but I act it out too. In my younger days I 
wanted to become an actor, among other things. In 1946, in the actors' 
trade union there was a course that recruited students who were not 
admitted to the proper actor training college for political reasons 
(because of their origins, social class, and so on). I would have been 
admitted to the actor training college but I was doing another university 
course. In the entrance exam for this trade union school I was asked who 
my tutor was. The excellent actor Jen6 T6rzs died just about that time, 
and I lied that I was his disciple. 9 It was not a complete lie; I did indeed 
learn from him, not as his student, but as a spectator - from the way he 
acted. Of course,, I did it in a different way. His last role -a melancholic 
one with a fine sense of humour - was Chekhov's one-man show entitled 
The Harmfulness of Smoking Tobacco - this is what I leamt for my 
entrance exam. I successfully passed this course. On my certificate it 
says 'exempt ftom working in provincial areas'; this referred to the 
practice that those who had poorer marks had to go outside Budapest to 
work for two years, before having a chance to be employed in the 
capital. Since I escaped this obligation, I went straight to the National 
Theatre for an interview. I did the same Chekhov performance again 
there, and Major, the theatre manager really liked it. He learnt that I was 
the very same person whose translation was lying on the desk of the 
dramaturg. This is the time when he employed me as a supply actor 
9 Jen6 T6rzs (1887-1946) was an outstanding actor of many stage productions and films. His stage 
roles included the titular role of Hamlet. 
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(someone just above an extra in the hierarchy) and assistant director. Yet 
I didn't become either an actor or a director, but a dramaturg, and have 
been a Shakespeare translator up to now. When translating I always 
imagine that I have to act out each passage, including the women's parts, 
as an actor. For instance, when Othello talks about Desdemona and their 
love, Shakespeare's text is as follows, "Her father loved me, oft invited 
me... " Kdroly Szdsz translated this in the following way. "Atýja, 
szeretven, gyakran hitt magdhoz ...... [Her 
father, having loved me, often 
invited me to his home. ] There is no need for the participium here: 
'having loved me' is unnecessary. Szdsz reckoned this was literary, but I 
didn't like it; I chose another track 
MM: Did you actually act any Shakespearean roles on the stage? 
DM: I only acted in a single Shakespeare play. I did Marquess of Dorset 
in Richard III. Once in my days as a supply actor I had to stand in for 
my friend, J6ska Szendr6, who fell ill. There was a scene in which 
Dorset lay his head on his mother's lap. Anna T6k6s, an actress of 
enormous talent, played the role of the mother. She wasn't told that I was 
going to be playing opposite her instead of JOska. This very professional 
actress almost broke down in surprise. 
MM: Whose translation was this? 
DM: I was speaking Istvan Vas's words. 
MM: One shouldn't overlook that you not only translate Shakespeare but 
you also write essays related to his work. 
DM: How I became a Shakespeare scholar is another matter. On a 
couple of occasions it was evident that my work had been 
misunderstood, or I was attacked out of envy or malice because I had the 
courage to translate plays that had already been translated by the big 
names. These attacks forced me to defend myself, and that is how I 
became an essayist. I always had some subjective reason for translation, 
for instance, seeing a play differently from how Babits or Kosztolanyi 
did. Babits in his book on European literary history (Az eurOPai 
irodalom t6rtýnete) claims that Shakespeare is not for the stage. 
Commenting on Tolstoy's anti-Shakespeare pamphlet, he asserts that if 
Tolstoy has Shakespeare on the stage in mind, then he is right. This is 
because Babits didn't like Shakespeare performances. He was mistaken 
I 
nu aDOUt Shakespeare on the stage because he saw so many poor 
performances in Budapest. I also recall a number of disappointing 
perfon-nances from my youth. 
MM: What was the problem with them? 
DM: It is difficult to grasp but it was usually something to do with 
directors reorganising, regrouping the scenes. A concrete problematic 
case was when the prominent actor Tivadar Uray, then in his forties, was 
given the role of Hamlet. Now, we are told Hamlet's age in the play; we 
know he is thirty. In addition to this, he cannot be cast as older than that 
because his mother is a woman for whom one of the characters has 
committed murder. One can imagine that a thirty-year-old Hamlet has a 
forty-seven year old mother. A woman of that age can still be beautiful! 
MM: Did you come across Shakespeare translations in other languages 
during the course of your work? 
DM: Yes, I have read Shakespeare in Gennan and French. I didn't really 
like them, and I think I can say they did not really have an impact on me. 
I found Shakespeare too rhetorical in German, and too prosaic in French. 
I saw Andre Gide's Hamlet in Paris in 1947. It was very interesting, but 
it was in prose. 
MM: Have any other works, including those in other art forms, had an 
impact on your Shakespeare translations? 
DM: I had lively memories of Laurence Olivier's film Hamlet. Olivier 
took liberties with the text, but that can be justified because cinema has 
different requirements to the theatre. In a film the visual images can 
express many things that are otherwise expressed verbally in a play. 
Olivier had every right to condense or shorten the text, and relocate 
scenes - these are all justified in the cinema. 
MM: And what if all this happens on the stage? 
DM: Shortening a performance text might not be a sacrilege. The extant 
Shakespeare texts also retain traces of Shakespeare having cut some 
passages. For instance, Timon ofAthens and The Tempest have a number 
of incomplete lines; these are signs of Shakespeare having cut the text. 
However, - some of his texts have survived in full. This is strongly 
asserted by Shakespeare philologists. I think one can only cut a playtext 
provided the viewer who reads the text at home before the performance 
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does not have the feeling that something was left out. 
MM: It is well-known that you worked as a dramaturg at the Maddch 
Theatre. What are the main responsibilities of a dramaturg? 
DM: Nobody knows what a dramaturg's job is unless you have been 
brought up in the theatre. I didn't know it myself before I actually started 
it. If the dialogues in a play do not speak fluently, the director will have 
them revised by the dramaturg. In a sense, this is a translator's job - 
albeit anonymous -, and I cannot even count how many bad translations 
I rewrote as part of my job. Another task was to make peace between 
directors and budding playwrights when it came to arguing over the 
staging of a new play. I often had to persuade directors not to interfere 
with the text. This happened, for example, when we were staging 
Szechenyi by Ldszl6 Nemeth. This is probably Nemeth's most powerful 
playtext. His language is very condensed, intellectual, the phrases are 
often complicated, but as I argued to the director, the language, which is 
far from everyday language, can indeed be clarified with voice coaching. 
In the end, the performance was banned after the ninth night, for 
political reasons. This happened after the suppressed revolution of 1956. 
MM: What languages do you translate from? 
DM: From English, German, French, Italian (I translated Goldoni, for 
example), Greek (Antigone). I did Greek at secondary school, and I 
continued my studies of Greek later on, because I attended a Calvinist 
theology course, where we read the New Testament in Greek,, and the 
Old Testament in Hebrew. I can still recite the Ten Commandments in 
Hebrew. 
MM: If one goes through the list of your translations and adaptations, 
one notices a very wide selection of texts, ranging from The Mousetrap 
by Agatha Christie through Merim6e, Nestroy and Tom Stoppard to 
lonesco's Rhinoceros. You contributed to the musical version of 
Mikszdth's novel A Noszty fiU esete T6th Marival [The Case of the 
Noszty Boy with Mari Toth], and you also revised Cyrano. All in all, it 
is not only the retranslation of classics and the exclusivity of high culture 
that characterises your profile. Is there a very interesting memory 
connected to your work as a translator and rewriter that you would like 
to share with us? 
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DM: Yes, Verdi's Otello. The conductor, composer and opera translator 
Tamds Blum was commissioned to retranslate the libretto. Since he liked 
my translation of Shakespeare's Othello, he asked me to co-translate the 
libretto with him. I don't play the piano, and I had forgotten how to read 
music, so I only had my sense of rhythm to offer. I still didn't speak 
Italian at that time. 'That's all right', Blum said, 'I speak Italian but I 
don't speak Hungarian well enough. ' So the process of translation 
happened like this. I went to his place, where he was playing the piano 
and singing the text that he translated but wasn't satisfied with. I 
immediately corrected and reworded it on the spot. I think this 
translation is still in use. There are significant differences between 
Shakespeare's play and Verdi's opera. lago's role is a more philosophical 
one in Verdi than it is in the play. 
MM: I would also like to ask you about your volume entitled Sirdly a 
Burgban [A Seagull in the Burg]. What inspired you to start translating 
the poems of Elisabeth of Wittelsbach, or, should I use her endearing 
nickname, Sissi? 
DM: I have witnessed a great deal of injustice in this area. I am 
convinced that her poems are good. I have spoken very good German 
since my childhood, so I can tell how artistically valuable a German 
poem is. I translated about forty of her poems into Hungarian in order to 
prove that they are very good indeed. At that time not a single woman 
wrote sincere poems in the German-speaking world. Small wonder she 
left instructions that her poems were not to be published for sixty years 
after her death. That way, she didn't have to worry about what the king 
next door, or, for that matter, her royal husband would say about them... 
This is a revised translation of the interview that appeared in the Hungarian 
literary magazine Lyukas6ra (2003 August). 
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